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Abstract

The phenomenal and explosive growth of the internet makes the need for proven, 
dependable approaches to interaction and interface design more important. Efficient and 
effective design methods are needed, complete with appropriate techniques and tools 
that support designers in developing and delivering usable systems. Knowledge and 
experience significantly contribute to producing better design products. Traditionally, 
design knowledge and experience is conveyed in the form of guidelines. In recent years, 
there has been a growing interest in design patterns as an effective way of capturing and 
communicating design knowledge.

This thesis contributes to the ongoing debate concerning the benefits of patterns, 
as they are contrasted to another form of design guidance in the field of web design. The 
thesis investigates the effect of patterns and guidelines in the development of skills of 
students acting as novice designers. The aim is to empirically test how patterns and 
guidelines affect novice designers in creating and evaluating a web site. Its motivation 
is to advance the understanding of how novices employ and value patterns and 
guidelines after being introduced to usability issues with the help of these tools. 
Moreover, this study also highlighted participants’ attitudes and preferences towards 
patterns and guidelines.

Three experiments were conducted for the purposes of this research. Each 
experiment contributed significantly to the understanding of how the next experiment 
should be carried out, and the findings and lessons learned at each stage have 
extensively influenced the next stage. Both quantitative and qualitative methods were 
used to collect and analyze data. Detailed descriptions of the experimental procedures 
are provided and give insights into the use of patterns and guidelines by novices.

The results indicate that patterns and guidelines can successfully communicate 
usability principles and knowledge to novice designers and can affect the design and 
evaluation skills of participants.

The difference in the overall scores in the design task between the two groups, 
using subjective and objective metrics, is statistically significant with the patterns group 
performing better. Results from the design task and the interviews suggest that 
compound patterns are inferior to simple patterns and do not create a clear picture of all 
the usability issues involved to novice designers. There is no significant difference 
between the performances of the two groups in the evaluation task. However, if  a 
comparison is made using difficult to identify errors the patterns group perform 
significantly better than the guidelines group.

The overwhelming preference for a particular format in presenting guidance is 
patterns even by the participants trained with guidelines. Links to other patterns within 
the pattern collection and pattern names are not appreciated by participants, although 
guideline titles are considered to provide useful information and guidance. Patterns are 
considered by participants as better tools to introduce design principles to novices while 
guidelines are perceived as tools for more experienced designers. At the same time 
patterns are suggested as a useful pedagogic tool for teaching.

Overall the study represents an important fist step towards comparing patterns 
with another similar tool for providing guidance to designers. Development of original 
experimental designs was required since no similar studies have been conducted. The 
work of this thesis can serve as a starting point for more thorough assessment of design 
patterns and their potential benefits in designing more usable interfaces and in education 
as a tool for knowledge transfer and training.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to the study
As the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) matures, the need for proven, 

dependable approaches to interface design becomes apparent. Efficient and effective 

design methods are needed, complete with appropriate techniques and tools that support 

designers in developing and delivering usable systems.

Knowledge and experience significantly contribute to producing more usable 

interfaces. Traditionally, design knowledge and experience is conveyed in the form of 

guidelines. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in design patterns as an 

effective way of capturing and communicating design knowledge in an effective way to 

support the design process (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). The pattern format is gaining 

wider acceptance with big company names starting to document knowledge in the form 

of patterns (SAP Info, 2006; Yahoo!, 2005).

Guidelines are well established and widely used tools that have proven to be 

valuable in the hands of practitioners and designers. Guidelines are presented in a 

compact prescriptive way and describe rules to follow. The format of a guideline 

consists of a guideline title, usually a short sentence, followed by the guideline itself 

where the title is detailed. After this, there may be comments about the application of 

the guideline. These comments may refer to the rationale of the guideline and issues 

related to the application. Examples may be included, although not always, and are used 

to clarify and illustrate the guideline.
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Design patterns for the Web articulate and communicate experience into practical 

problem/solution pairs. Patterns describe the problem and discuss the context in which 

the pattern should be used. The rationale for the solution, the tradeoffs a designer should 

consider, and techniques o f how to apply the solution are presented and explained in a 

section altogether. Finally, a short statement o f the solution is given. Patterns capture 

good design practice, therefore examples are essential parts o f patterns. There is one 

example, usually after the pattern name and more examples after the solution section of 

the pattern. Examples highlight key issues and portray application o f the pattern 

solution as can be seen in artefacts. Pattern names can be part o f a vocabulary which can 

be used to discuss design problems and their solutions. Patterns are linked to other 

patterns and form a pattern language, a set o f interlinked patterns for a specific domain. 

Higher level patterns may use lower lever patterns in describing a solution.

Patterns may employ guidelines in the body o f solution, whereas guidelines quite 

often include elements o f a pattern, like rationale, links and examples (van Duyne et al., 

2002). The author takes the view that that patterns and guidelines complement each 

other and are just two different formats serving as practical tools to present guidance to 

designers and practitioners about how to build better artefacts.

There are patterns and guidelines that address the same problems presenting the 

same solution at the same level o f abstraction. A guideline like “Provide Printing 

Options” (Koyani et al., 2003) to allow visitors to print a web page is presented in two 

widely known pattern languages as: (1) a “Printer Friendly Page” pattern (van Welie, 

2001-2007), and (2) “Printable Pages” pattern (van Duyne et al., 2002). However, 

matched pairs o f guidelines and patterns are not very common in existing collections.

Patterns are characterised by a number o f features that make them different and, it 

is claimed (M ahem off and Johnston, 2001; van Welie et al., 2000), better than 

guidelines. Their advantages as they are perceived by researchers lie mainly in their 

structure. The lack o f empirical evidence as to the benefit o f using them in actual design 

practice is one o f the weaknesses o f patterns (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). Exam ining the 

use o f patterns in actual activities while employed by designers is essential to 

demonstrate any benefits o f patterns and pattern languages. Additionally, improving 

understanding about patterns and guidelines will help the research community towards 

developing new methods, tools and approaches employing them.

This thesis presents a comprehensive comparative study o f patterns with 

guidelines. The effectiveness o f patterns and guidelines is empirically assessed in two 

areas: design o f a new web site and evaluation o f an existing one. There are three
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aspects that differentiate this study from others. The first aspect is that the focus is on 

students acting as novice designers. The intention of using students as participants was 

to try to leave out most of the web design knowledge that a designer may have from 

previous work and experience. At the same time, usability issues are considered to be an 

important topic to be taught to the future web designers and any findings on 

successfully introducing usability issues to novices are valuable. The second 

differentiating aspect of this study is that the comparison is as close to a real design 

activity as possible. In the experiments, participants produced concrete web sites, rather 

than any form of prototype, using a widely accepted authoring tool. The third aspect is 

that using existing patterns and guidelines a balanced set of patterns and guidelines was 

formed, i.e. two sets that in essence present the same advice and knowledge. After the 

initial training in web design using authoring tools, students learned about usability and 

usability principles using balanced sets of patterns and guidelines. Finally, the two 

groups of novice designers were engaged in two common activities that real designers 

are involved in, that is, designing and evaluating web sites.

1.2 Research aim and objectives
Web systems represent the largest application of user interface principles today (White,

2002) and poor design of web pages affects more and more people. Despite the great 

investment made in web design, poor usability remains a major problem. Numerous 

studies and research point to this fact. For example, Forrester Research (2007) points 

out that, although sites have been improved in comparison to sites back in 2001, it is 

still hard for visitors to find value and there is vast room for improvement.

While several authors highlight the advantages of patterns over guidelines and 

suggest that a pattern-based design will lead to better designed products, there has been 

little empirical evidence of their practical use in design projects (Chung et al., 2004; 

Dearden and Finlay, 2006; Seffah and Javahery, 2002). The advantages and benefits 

that a pattern-based approach can offer to the design process and to what degree it 

contributes to the quality of the final product are not clear. In response to that, recent 

research has been directed towards the use and the evaluation of patterns (Chung et al., 

2004; Dearden et al., 2002a, 2002b; Finlay et al.; 2002; Saponas et al., 2006). 

Nevertheless, formal research evaluating the effectiveness of the patterns in a practical 

setting is very limited. This study intends to evaluate patterns and pattern languages for 

web interface design by comparing them with guidelines.
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At the same time, it is envisaged that teaching and discussing the application of 

patterns and guidelines with many novice designers will help to discover the strengths 

and weaknesses of these two tools. The value and importance of this research is that the 

empirical work done will allow to assess the effectiveness and impact of patterns and 

guidelines using as criteria the attitude and preference of inexperienced designers 

towards them. The study will look into enhancements than can facilitate and improve 

the understanding of the principles conveyed by patterns and guidelines and will 

explore whether the available body of patterns and guidelines can also be adopted to 

teach usability principles and provide advice and help to novice or inexperienced 

designers.

The two main specific objectives of the study are:

• Objective 1: Assess the effectiveness of guidelines and patterns in the design 

activities of novice designers.

Patterns and guidelines encompass experience and usability principles. By 

measuring the application of patterns and guidelines in sites designed by novice 

designers will show any differences in the impact patterns and guidelines have on the 

usability and on the design habits of novice designers.

• Objective 2: Assess the effectiveness of guidelines and patterns on the evaluation 

skills of novice designers.

This objective aims to assess the evaluation skills of novice designer and how 

patterns and guidelines affect them. By measuring the performance designers had in 

evaluating a web site and identifying errors and existing usability violations will 

demonstrate any differences in the impact patterns and guidelines have on novice 

designers.

The focus of the two main objectives is to provide empirical evidence about how 

patterns and guidelines affect novice designers, to examine whether a pattern or a 

guideline-based approach leads to higher and better performance in designing and 

evaluating web sites, and to evaluate the advantages and drawbacks of patterns and 

guidelines as a design aid for novice designers.

There are also two other objectives that are to be addressed by this study. These

are:

• Objective 3: Examine attitude towards patterns and guidelines to convey usability 

principles, improve the abilities and to provide help to novice designers.
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Attitude also includes appreciation for patterns and guidelines and intention to 

adopt them in future projects. Students, having used patterns and guidelines as design 

and evaluation aids will express their opinion about them.

• Objective 4: Investigate students’ preference towards the format and structure of 

patterns and guidelines and identify specific advantages and disadvantages of 

them.

This objective seeks to establish any strengths and shortcomings of both tools 

after being used by the participants.

Any useful conclusions will be used to improve patterns/guidelines and the impact 

they have on novice designers. The study will also examine shortcomings and 

advantages of pattern languages and possible usage by inexperience users. To address 

the above research objectives a series of studies that form the experimental part of the 

research were conducted.

The research started with an “exploratory study”, followed by the “first study”, 

and finally by the “main study”. The labels exploratory, first, and main are chosen in 

this thesis in order to imply the nature, the completeness, and the importance of each 

experiment. The exploratory study served as a preliminary study for subsequent 

experiments. The exploratory study was followed by a first study which, though 

successful in giving valuable data towards the objectives of the research, it had to be 

refined and focused even further to formulate the final main study. The three studies 

were carried out during three subsequent academic semesters, and each study informed 

the conduct of the next one. A balanced set of patterns and guidelines was formed and 

used; this set was evolved through the studies. Finally, to establish validity, the 

methodological triangulation of qualitative and quantitative approaches was 

implemented (Denzin, 1978; Golafshani, 2003; Guion, 2002).

1.3 Justification of the study
During the last few years, research has focused on discovering and documenting 

patterns and pattern languages and on demonstrating the use of patterns by developing 

pattern-based approaches used to design or redesign web sites (Borchers, 2001; Frizell 

and Hubscher, 2002; Javahery, 2003; Graham, 2003a; van Duyne et al., 2002). Several 

authors and proponents of the pattern-based approach to design suggest that patterns 

help designers and improve the final product; however, there is little empirical data to 

support these claims.
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Seffah and Javahery (2002) confirm that very little is known about “developer 

experiences with pattern languages and the development of pattern-oriented designs” 

and express the need for more formal usability testing to measure “...both the user and 

the developers’ satisfaction, productivity and performance using patterns”. Also 

Dearden and Finlay (2006) observe that research so far has focused on generating 

patterns and developing pattern languages, and suggest that “...significant effort is now 

required to examine the use of these languages in actual design (e.g. via empirical and 

observational studies) to demonstrate what benefits might be gained from a patterns 

approach”.

Furthermore, web design consists of two main parts: the code that the software 

development team of programming engineers develops and the visual interface that the 

user sees and interacts with. Although these two elements are strongly interrelated, web 

developers and designers are rarely trained in the design or the evaluation of the 

interface. Sometimes the coverage of such topics is restricted and their importance is not 

emphasised. Very often users experience poorly designed interfaces that sometimes do 

not follow even simple usability rules. A teaching framework intended for training 

novice designers that presents usability principles, in the form of guidelines and/or 

patterns, is essential.

In conclusion, there is very little practical and empirical evaluation of the patterns 

and very little, if any, research into the use of patterns and the extent that patterns help 

in improving the usability of the final product.

This research will try to shed light towards this direction by focusing on the 

differences between a pattern training approach and guideline training approach to 

design and the degree to which these two tools contribute to the final product. In this 

way, the role of patterns and guidelines will become clearer for successful 

implementation by novice web designers. The research will reveal the strengths and 

weaknesses of each tool and suggest improvements pertinent to their format, 

presentation and their scope for effective implementation by novice designers.

1.4 Potential contribution to knowledge
Design patterns have been proposed as a very promising tool for capturing experience 

and knowledge (Appleton, 1998; Hobart, 2001; Pemberton, 2000), offering the designer 

the best solutions available in design problems.

This research will present valuable results gained by comparing design patterns 

with guidelines as means of capturing and presenting knowledge and experience. Using
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patterns and guidelines in a large scale research with experimental data is the most 

certain way to identify advantages and drawbacks for each tool in helping designers 

create solutions o f high quality and improved usability. Furthermore, the study will 

provide evidence about the use o f patterns and guidelines as evaluation tools for web 

pages.

The strengths o f patterns and guidelines can be used to advance the skills o f future 

web designers. During this study patterns and guidelines will be used to present to 

novice designers usability principles and best practices for web design. Patterns and 

guidelines can provide a mechanism to communicate design principles to students. A 

further contribution o f this study will be to establish the best and more effective 

approach to training novice designers and improving their skills for the practice o f their 

profession.

Finally, a by-product o f this study will be a teaching guide for better web 

sites/pages. It is envisaged that the extensive experience o f teaching design patterns and 

the assessment o f the student participants’ design and evaluation o f web pages will 

contribute to the development o f a teaching framework as a basis for a good usability 

course.

1.5 Dissertation outline
Chapter 1 o f the thesis provides a brief introduction to the study and the concepts o f 

patterns and guidelines for design. It states the research objectives, and presents the 

justification for the research. Finally, the potential contribution, which the study is 

expected to make to knowledge, is discussed.

Chapter 2 provides an overview o f usability as an essential component o f web 

design and discusses how the issue o f usability affects web pages and web sites more 

than anything else. Patterns and guidelines are two formats o f capturing advice and 

knowledge about usability, and the chapter presents a brief history o f their development, 

their characteristics and their advantages and drawbacks. Existing empirical research 

into the use o f patterns is summarised, highlighting the gap in research relating to the 

comparison o f patterns with other existing approaches, such as guidelines in web design 

activities.

Chapter 3 details the research methodology used, firstly by describing the 

research methodologies and strategies. The two employed strategies, the experimental 

and the survey, are introduced and justified. The methods o f data collection are 

presented followed by a detailed description o f the validity and reliability pertaining to
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the adopted methodology and approaches. Considerations involving the experimental 

design and the sampling techniques employed are presented to ensure comparable 

groups of novice designers. Finally, ethical issues related to the research are discussed.

Chapter 4 presents the exploratory and the first study. The setting of both studies 

is presented, followed by details of the selection of participants, the teaching approach 

taken, the sets of patterns and guidelines employed for the experiment and the collection 

of data. The problems and issues in teaching web design and employing patterns and 

guidelines to highlight usability principles are raised. Analysis of the compilations of 

the results gained from observations, questionnaires, interviews and experimental tests 

are presented wherever applicable. Limitations of the study are discussed.

Chapter 5 describes in detail the improvements made to the design of the 

experiment, the set of patterns and guidelines used in the main study and the set of 

metrics used by the evaluators to rate the application of usability principles on web 

pages. Both sets have evolved through the exploratory study and the first study and have 

been improved to better accommodate the requirements of the test and to facilitate quick 

and accurate rating.

Chapter 6 describes the procedures associated with the experiment for the main 

study. The setting of the study is presented, followed by the steps taken for the selection 

of participants and the teaching approach. Details of how previous studies, presented in 

Chapter 4, have informed the main study are described and how stricter and improved 

procedures were followed in the collection of data. Statistical tests are presented 

exploring the relationship between each training approach, one using guidelines and one 

patterns, and the performance of the participants in order to test the hypotheses related 

to the research objectives. Finally, the analysis of the data gained through the 

questionnaire and in the interviews is presented and a comparison of the perceived 

advantages and drawbacks of patterns and guidelines is presented.

Chapter 7 provides a discussion of the findings in terms of each of the research 

objectives. The results of the tests, related to the impact that patterns and guidelines 

have on the design and evaluation tasks of students, are discussed. The chapter 

continues with the findings about the students’ preferences for and attitudes towards 

patterns and guidelines. The discussion indicates that patterns have a stronger impact on 

participants than guidelines and also that they are the preferred format for presenting 

usability principles and design advice. Finally, issues concerning the validity and 

reliability of the study are presented and also the limitations of the research method that 

should be taken into account.
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Chapter 8 examines in more detail the patterns and the guidelines used in the 

study. Patterns and guidelines were presented in such way as to communicate, to a great 

extent, the same information. Most of the patterns were formed by converting existing 

guidelines. The chapter assesses the study patterns and guidelines and compares them 

with patterns and guidelines from existing, widely accepted and validated collections.

Chapter 9 provides an overview of the problem and the experimental approach. 

Conclusions concerning the research problem are presented. Implications of the 

research for training novice designers, presenting and capturing usability principles and 

experience with patterns are considered. Finally the contributions of the research to the 

body of knowledge are presented and the chapter concludes with potential areas for 

further research and work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
In building a web site developers have used traditional techniques, methods and 

practices that were borrowed from software development, software engineering and 

HCI. After the early years of the web it was evident, with the simple, everyday user 

being the target of a web site, that user-centred and usability engineering approaches 

were the key elements of a successful web experience. Usability can benefit from tools 

that capture knowledge and experience; guidelines and patterns are two such tools.

This chapter starts with a discussion of usability and how, with the tremendous 

growth of the internet, it affects more and more people, especially those that buy and 

sell on the web. Guidelines and patterns are briefly presented in Section 2.3. An 

introduction to patterns is given in Section 2.4, followed by a discussion about the 

origin of patterns and a presentation of several definitions and the main attributes and 

characteristics. The same section describes the format of patterns in HCI and reviews 

several pattern-based approaches that have been proposed. The use of patterns as a 

didactic tool is examined at the end of the section. Section 2.5 presents a brief history of 

guidelines, their format, and their drawbacks as they have been identified by relevant 

research. Section 2.6 discusses the way guidelines have been contrasted with patterns. 

The chapter finishes with a review of the existing empirical research into the use of 

patterns and guidelines in HCI and web design.
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2.2 Usability
The aim of usability is to make a web site more efficient and enjoyable for average 

users to experience and is about making sure a person of average or even lower ability 

can use the site as intended without getting frustrated (Krug, 2000). The same writer 

puts the essence of usability more succinctly in one sentence: “Don’t Make Me Think”. 

This statement suggests that designers should avoid making users think too much while 

using and exploring a web site and that the flow of interaction should be as easy as 

possible without any effort and difficulty.

2.2.1 Definitions and dimensions of usability
One of the most widely cited definitions of usability is by the International Standards 

Organisation (1998). Usability is defined as “the extent to which a product can be used 

by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use.” Effectiveness relates to “the accuracy and 

completeness with which users achieve specified goals”; efficiency relates to “the 

resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users 

achieve goals”; and satisfaction is said to have the two components of “comfort and 

acceptability of use”.

Shackel (1986, 1991) identifies four dimensions of usability: effectiveness, 

leamability, flexibility, and user attitude. Shackel considers utility and usability to be 

parameters of the acceptance of a model, with utility referring to how the functionality 

of the product meets the users’ needs and usability to the user being able to use this 

functionality. Nielsen (1993) also makes a distinction between usability and utility, and 

considers that usability together with utility form the usefulness of the product. 

Usefulness in turn is said to contribute to the acceptance of the product. Nielsen states 

that “...utility is the question of whether the functionality of the system in principle can 

do what is needed, and usability is the question of how well users can use that 

functionality”. Nielsen describes usability in terms of five attributes: learnability, 

efficiency, memorability, error recovery and satisfaction.

Preece et al. (2002) conceptualise usability in terms of the goals usability seeks to 

achieve: effectiveness, efficiency, safety, utility, leamability and memorability.

In the context of the World Wide Web, usability refers to the quality of the 

interaction with a web page. Keevil (1998) considers information the central point of a 

web site and describes usability as the extent to which users not only can find the 

information they want but also appreciate and use the information presented on a web
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site. Brinck et al. (2002) point out that to achieve usability on the web the designer has 

to balance conflicting design objectives within the requirements and the context o f the 

design. Usability affects the user and the extent to which they can carry out required 

tasks. The web design product should be all o f the following: functionally correct, 

efficient to use, easy to learn, easy to remember, error tolerant and subjectively pleasing 

(Brinck et al., 2002).

Numerous other, similar or different, approaches to what is usability are to be 

found in the literature, depending on the perspective from which usability is examined. 

Other criteria and factors, apart from those already mentioned, are used to define or 

describe usability; such criteria are: attitude (Booth, 1989), usableness and usefulness 

(Gluck, 1997), likeability (Kengeri et al., 1999), control, helpfulness and adaptability 

(Oulanov and Pajarillo, 2002), and interactivity (Karoulis and Pombortsis, 2005).

The US Department o f Health and Human Services (2006) adopts and extends 

N ielsen’s (1993) view o f usability to present a definition that accommodates recent 

technological developments: “Usability is the measure o f the quality o f a user’s 

experience when interacting with a product or system -  whether a Web site, a software 

application, mobile technology, or any user-operated device.”

2.2.2 Growth of web and e-commerce
During the last decade there has been a phenomenal and explosive growth o f the 

internet. W eb-related applications have now assumed a central role in the life o f people. 

Starting from simple sites with a few hyperlinked static documents, web pages are now 

the interface o f large-scale web applications for e-commerce, banking, distribution o f 

information, entertainment, collaborative working, education and several other activities 

(Offutt, 2002).

Web systems represent the largest application o f user interface principles today 

(White, 2002). Statistics (Netcraft, 2007) show that as o f May 2007 there were more 

than 118 million sites worldwide. The growth rate in 2007, so far, is similar to the 

growth in 2006 when a record 30.9 million sites were added to the internet. Apparently 

the growth rate in 2006 was almost double the growth rate during 2005 (17.5 million 

sites), which is mainly attributed to blogs and small business web sites. In three and a 

half years, from July 2003 to Feb o f 2007, there was a 254% increase in the number o f 

sites. These figures refer to the overall growth o f the web. Indicative o f the number o f 

e-commerce sites and the growth o f online trading and services is the number o f Secure 

Socket Layer (SSL) sites. There were more than 660,000 SSL web sites in April 2007
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compared with 3,282 sites in 1996, an average compound growth of 65% per year 

(Netcraft, 2007).

Figure 2.1 depicts the growth of the web during the last decade.
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Figure 2.1: Growth of the internet (adapted from Netcraft, 2007)

The graph on the left shows the number of sites and the one on the right the 

number of SSL sites worldwide for the period 1997-2007.

2.2.3 Growth of online shopping
E-Commerce has been at the centre of the World Wide Web (WWW) explosion. Online 

shopping figures for the UK reveal a dramatic recovery from the 2000 dotcom crash. 

The internet market has increased by more than 350% in just five years from 2000- 

2005. Meanwhile, Britons spent £8.2 billion online in 2005 -  an increase of 29% over 

the previous year 2004 (Verdict Research, 2006).

British consumers spent £7.66 billion online in the ten-week period to Christmas 

2006; this is 54% more than the £5 billion spent online during 2005, and more than 

double the £3.33 billion recorded for Christmas 2004 (IMRG, 2007).

The increasing level of broadband penetration and the improved online security 

has boosted confidence in internet shopping. Consumers are more comfortable buying 

goods over the internet although internet spending is still relatively small and the great 

increase forecast is yet to come in the next few years. It is predicted that the amount of 

money spent online will reach a cumulative £40 billion for the year 2007, which 

represents 15% of all UK retail sales (Moneynews, 2007). The number is set to rise to 

£162 billion by 2020, accounting for almost 40% of total UK retail sales.

2.2.4 Importance and benefits of usability
Usability has been identified as an important factor for web sites by many researchers 

and the way a web site is designed can assist or hinder visitors (Ivory and Megraw,
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2005). However, usability more that anything else affects visitors and potential buyers 

of online sites.

Usability and e-commerce are closely linked (Barnard and Wesson, 2003). 

Visitors will leave a web site if it is too difficult to use; they think that it takes too much 

effort to navigate; they can not find easily what they are looking for; long downloading 

times are required; or the home page fails to supply the necessary information (Nielsen,

2003). Scapin et al. (2000) point out that usability is widely considered not only an 

important requirement for user acceptance but becomes critical for e-commerce web 

sites competing to attract and keep customers. Nielsen (2000a) claims that usability is 

essential for survival on the internet and emphasises the fact that competition or the next 

shop is only “one click” away.

Mayhew (2003) strongly supports the view that usability in web business ensures 

good or great customer service and summarises the benefits and the risks of investing in 

web usability for a business as follows:

• Customers can find what they want to buy and sales are not lost.

• Customers will return to shop again and not search for alternative sources.

• Reduced cost in fixing and correcting usability problems.

• Satisfaction from user, little confusion and less time taken to accomplish 

desired goals.

• Customers are motivated to use online shopping, ensuring return of investment 

for the site and reduced costs for the business.

Nielsen (2000a) indicates that the usability of a web site directly impacts sales and 

the level of market capture. He illustrates this by explaining that the reason why 

usability is more important for the internet and the internet economy is that in product 

or software design users experience usability, bad or good, once they pay and buy the 

product, whereas on the web users experience usability first and consider buying the 

product later.

2.2.5 Lack of usability
An important question might be to what extent usability problems exists. Despite the 

growth of the internet and the great investment made in web design, poor usability 

remains a major problem. There are numerous summaries and statistics available about 

the benefits of good web design and the cost or the implication of bad web design, 

published by a variety of sources or based on research projects. Some of these are
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quoted below to illustrate the impact that usability can have on a web site (Nall, 2005; 

Rauterberg, 2003).

• Most sites will waste between $1.5 million and $2.1 million on redesigns in 

1999.

• A dollar spent on advertising during the 1998 holiday season produced $5 in 

total revenue, while a dollar spent on customer experience improvements 

yielded more than $60.

• 50% of sales are lost because visitors can not easily find content.

• 40% of visitors do not return due to a previous negative experience.

• 85% of visitors abandon a new site due to poor design.

• 62% of web shoppers gave up looking for the item they wanted to buy online.

• 39% of test shoppers failed in their buying attempts because sites were too 

difficult to navigate. Additionally, 56% of search attempts failed.

• It is quite normal for e-commerce sites to increase sales by 100% or more as a 

result of their usability.

• While internet sales continue to soar, recent surveys indicate that between 27 

and 66% of users abandoned their shopping carts.

Forrester Research (2003), which specialises in business research data and 

analysis, after examining 375 sites between November 1999 and July 2003 for customer 

experience estimates that 60% of sites score below zero on a scale from -50 to +50. 

More specifically, the research examined 125 sites between March 2002 and July 2003. 

The review estimates that,

• 78% failed to provide comprehensive and precise search results.

• 66% failed to provide an in-depth overview of site contents on the home page.

• 64% did not used space effectively in page layout.

• 50% used text that was not legible.

Forrester Research (2005) evaluated the customer experience on 20 major 

commercial sites in the USA in four major industries: retail, media, auto, and travel. 

Basic design flaws were found even on the best of the sites. The best site scored 25 

points on a scale from -50 to +50, while five sites earned a negative overall evaluation. 

Again it was estimated that only 58% succeeded in navigation and only 56% on 

presentation.
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A recent evaluation of the four largest Australian banks shows that all four sites 

contained major usability flaws (Forrester Research, 2006). As a result of this the banks 

are losing money because customers are using more expensive call centres, bank 

branches or even switching to another bank. It is estimated that each bank could save 

more than $7 million a year by improving the sites and making them more user-friendly.

In its latest report published this year, Forrester Research (2007) admits that, 

although scores have increased since 2001 when only 3% of the sites received pass 

scores, sites now provide better user experience but it is still hard for visitors to find 

value within a site and there is vast room for improvement.

All these reviews are focused on developed countries (USA, UK, EU, etc.) where 

the internet has taken off and designers have learned from their mistakes and have 

become more knowledgeable. In other countries it is expected that usability errors are 

more common and severe. To a frequent and experienced user of the Internet the above 

figures may seem overestimations; however, such users have already become 

accustomed to their favourite sites or have adjusted they preferences and visiting habits 

to sites that they like or find easy to use.

2.3 Patterns and guidelines
Given the tremendous growth in the number of web sites (implying demand for 

accelerated design processes) and the existing level of poor usability (implying demand 

for improvement), several researchers indicate that not only methodologies and 

processes are needed (Ivory, 2001; van Duyne et al., 2002) but also tools and techniques 

to help with design. The following are some of the available tools and techniques in 

design: principles (Dix et al., 2004; Norman, 1988; van Duyne et al., 2002), standards 

(International Standards Organisation, 1998), golden rules (Shneiderman, 1998), style 

guides (Apple Computer, 1996; Microsoft Corporation, 2001), heuristics (Nielsen, 

1993; Nielsen, 1994), guidelines (Mayhew, 1992; Nielsen and Tahir, 2002; Smith and 

Mosier, 1986) and design patterns (Tidwell, 2002, 2005; van Duyne et al., 2002; van 

Welie, 2001-2007). Such tools should be based not only on theory but also on existing 

knowledge and experience.

It is widely accepted that design knowledge and experience contribute 

significantly to the design of more usable systems. Guidelines are a traditional format 

for capturing knowledge and experience and presenting advice about interaction design. 

Although guidelines can be useful in guiding the designer to take the right decision and 

prevent errors in interface design, several authors have argued about the shortcomings
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of guidelines (Borchers, 2001; Mahemoff and Johnston, 1998; Griffiths and Pemberton, 

n.d.; van Welie et al., 2000). According to these authors, guidelines are too simplistic or 

too abstract and sometimes difficult to interpret. Additionally, guidelines may offer 

contradictory advice and do not discuss the context to which they apply or the problem 

they address.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in design patterns as an effective 

way of capturing and communicating design knowledge. A pattern describes a 

successful solution to a design problem within a certain context (Tidwell, 1999). 

Patterns communicate insights of the solution to a design problem, the forces involved 

in the problem, the rationale for a solution and the trade-offs in applying the solution. 

One or more diagrams of pictures are included presenting examples of the application of 

the pattern. A pattern contains links to both higher and lower-level patterns forming in 

this way a pattern language, a set of interlinked patterns for a specific domain.

Patterns are different from guidelines in a number of ways (Chung et al., 2004). 

First, guidelines focus mostly on small detailed issues of design while patterns provide 

more generic design guidance. Second, patterns are generative, helping designers create 

solutions by providing much richer information than guidelines. Third, patterns provide 

links to other patterns, helping designers address both high-level design issues and low- 

level problems.

2.3.1 Brief history of patterns
Design patterns were first introduced by Christopher Alexander and his colleagues in 

the domain of architecture (Alexander, 1979; Alexander et al., 1977). According to 

Alexander (Alexander, 1979, p. 247), “each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses 

a relation between a certain context, a problem and a solution”. His pattern language is a 

set of 253 patterns organised hierarchically, with high-level patterns addressing design 

issues for cities, followed by patterns for parts of the community, down to low-level 

patterns for houses and rooms. There are links in each pattern pointing to both higher 

and lower-level patterns in the hierarchy. By traversing the hierarchy of patterns using 

these links, a set of patterns will be collected that will help to generate a physical 

design. A designer can start using patterns to build and plan towns. These patterns are 

linked to patterns for neighbourhoods, which are using patterns to design houses, and 

patterns for houses are using more patterns about room design, etc.

Patterns do not prescribe a certain design approach with predictable or similar 

results. Designers can use the patterns in many different ways. According to Alexander,
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“Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environ

ment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you 

can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice” 

(Alexander et al., 1977, p. x). Erickson (2000) highlights this further, explaining that, 

“perhaps the most common misconception about pattern languages is that they are sets 

of templates that are rigidly applied to situations. This is not the case”.

Patterns are used in software engineering to present and communicate design 

solutions to common problems (Gamma et al., 1994; Rising, 1998). The pattern 

captures the structure of the software components and their static and dynamic 

behaviour (Schmidt, 1995). The solution is presented in terms of suggested code 

structures (Dearden and Finlay, 2006).

Since gaining wide acceptance and success in the software engineering 

community, patterns have been the focus of interest in HCI. Borchers (2000) argues that 

patterns in architecture describe aspects of the environment people interact with while 

interface designers create artefacts users interact with. The shared focus on interaction 

of architectural design and interface design make HCI and architecture have much more 

in common than architecture and software engineering (Borchers 2000). This 

relationship suggests that the advantages of developing and using patterns may be even 

greater in HCI than in Software Engineering (Finlay et al., 2002).

Patterns, apart from general interaction design patterns, have been developed in a 

wide range of HCI areas as identified by Dearden and Finlay (2006): ubiquitous 

computing, safety-critical interactive systems, multimedia exhibits, hypertext and 

hypermedia, personal digital assistants, socio-technical systems, and games design.

More domain specific patterns, to name a few, include patterns for online 

newspapers, learning management systems, business modelling, cooperative interaction, 

e-books, interaction patterns for musical applications, personal authoring systems, 

e-shop environments, e-leaming design patterns, web-based educational systems, 

interaction design patterns for cooperative work, security patterns for web applications, 

patterns for groupware applications, and patterns for visualisation design.

Patterns have expanded into the domain of teaching and education. Fincher and 

Utting (2002) examined pedagogical patterns and presented functional and non

functional requirements of pattern languages necessary to gain widespread acceptance. 

Pedagogical patterns present solutions stating recommended courses of action, 

organisation of resources and activities to solve problems in pedagogy (Kotze et al.,
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2006b). Sharp et al. (2003) suggest use of pedagogical patterns to capture and 

disseminate the essence of practice in a compact way easily accessible to instructors.

While patterns capture good practice anti-patterns on the other hand document 

solutions that look like a good idea but go wrong when applied. Anti-patterns describe 

solutions that should be avoided. The use of anti-patterns for knowledge transfer may 

have negative effects (Kotze et al., 2006a; van Biljon et al., 2004).

2.3.2 Definitions and characteristics of patterns
There is no formal and universally accepted definition of a design pattern. Dearden and 

Finlay (2006) point out that there is a consensus that, “a pattern is a structured 

description of an invariant solution to a recurrent problem in context” and comment that 

although this approach is not universal, it reflects Alexander’s problem oriented 

approach.

Borchers (2000) suggests that pattern languages should be a starting point for 

defining HCI patterns. Lea (1994, cited by Dearden and Finlay, 2006) notes that 

Alexander does not provide a formal definition of patterns and later points out that the 

mantra “a solution to a problem in a context” is acceptable but may cause confusion 

(Lea, 2000).

Alexander and several other researchers have offered and suggested different 

descriptions of patterns (Dearden and Finlay, 2006).

In order to better illustrate the concept of pattern, some frequently presented 

definitions in the pattern literature are repeated here:

Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our 
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a 
way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the 
same way twice (Alexander et al., 1977, p. x).

A pattern is the abstraction from a concrete form which keeps recurring in specific 
non-arbitrary contexts (Riehle and Zullighoven, 1996, p. 3).

Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a certain 
context, a problem, and a solution (Alexander, 1979, p. 247).

A pattern is a named nugget of insight which conveys the essence of a proven 
solution to a recurring problem within a certain context amidst competing 
concerns (Appleton, 1998, p. 2).

Fincher (1999a, 2000a) states that there is not a general definition of what constitutes a 

pattern definition and presents five characteristics of patterns and pattern languages as
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functional requirements that distinguish them from other forms or mechanisms of 

knowledge transfer:

• Capture of Practice: A pattern captures a specific practice and presents it in a 

problem-solution pair.

• Abstraction: The pattern represents an abstraction of the practice.

• Value System: A pattern encompasses and carries values to the target 

audiences.

• Structuring Principle: Patterns are organised in a pattern language or a 

catalogue.

• Presentational Form: Patterns are presented in a uniform way.

Winn and Calder (2002) argue that a definition that “captures the pattern concept 

is neither worthwhile nor possible”. Instead of a definition, Winn and Calder, following 

a similar approach to Fincher (1999a, 1999b), suggest and document nine essential 

characteristics of patterns as “a means of clarifying and developing our understanding of 

the concept and thus our ability to identify and use patterns” (Winn and Calder, 2002). 

These characteristics can be summarised as follows:

1) A pattern implies an artefact: The best way to present the artefact is a picture 

or a graphical representation that helps designers acquire a “big-picture understanding” 

of the pattern. This understanding is used to adapt the pattern to their specific needs and 

situations.

2) A pattern bridges many levels of abstraction: A pattern links high abstract 

levels of design or vague ideas to intermediate levels and low implementation details. 

For example, a teaching pattern for a programming course includes a general design 

paradigm together with the algorithm and the sample code.

3) A pattern is both functional and non-functional: The functional issues of a 

pattern refer to the presentation of a solution to a problem while the non-functional 

aspects of the pattern refer to its feasibility, the rationale behind the solution and how 

conflicting forces are balanced. The non-functional issues help designers adapt the 

documented solution to another context.

4) A pattern is manifest in a solution: A pattern is identifiable in the developed 

artefact. Although the pattern may capture an abstract idea, the pattern’s manifestation 

is identifiable because a pattern combines a design process and a design structure. Winn 

and Calder point out that this is true in software engineering patterns. It is also true for 

HCI designs where patterns in well-designed sites are clear and visible.
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5) A pattern captures system hot-spots: A solution to a problem should 

accommodate modifications as the developed system changes or evolves. Winn and 

Calder explain that a pattern captures not only the invariant elements of a good design 

but also its “hot spots”, i.e. the parts of the solution that are possible to change or be 

modified. In this way, a pattern provides a mechanism for controlling the interaction 

between invariant and changing elements of a system.

6) A pattern is part of a language: The notion of a pattern language was a strong 

point in Alexander’s argument for patterns. A pattern is supported by other patterns and 

all patterns form a pattern language. In this way a pattern language as a whole is more 

worthy than all the patterns in the language.

7) A pattern is validated by use: Patterns are validated only through practical 

usage and a pattern proves its usefulness through widespread evidence of its existence 

and its successful application within existing systems. Known examples are an 

indispensable part of the format that patterns are presented. Only when there is evidence 

of the pattern and the pattern has been applied on numerous occasions has it been 

validated. This characteristic relates to Appleton’s idea that “...a pattern is a proven 

solution to a recurring problem” (Appleton, 1998).

8) A pattern is grounded in a domain: Patterns are associated with a specific 

domain and usually have no value or even could be confusing outside the domain. 

Moreover, patterns within a pattern language share a common domain.

9) A pattern captures a big idea: Patterns do not focus on trivial problems, and 

every solution does not warrant a pattern. A pattern presents a solution to a crucial, 

important and difficult problem. If the problem is trivial or insignificant the value of the 

pattern is diminished.

These characteristics are focused on software design patterns; however, they 

reflect attributes and dimensions of HCI patterns as well. Dearden and Finlay (2006) 

point out that some of these attributes, such as system hotspots, are not considered 

important for HCI patterns. Also, they point out that others, such as the levels of 

abstraction (pattern characteristic 2) are implied through the pattern’s generic solution 

and the specific examples, while the focus on the artefact (pattern characteristic 1) is 

made apparent through the notions of generativity and construction.

To the above list of nine characteristics four more can be added that have been 

discussed by other researchers in the field of HCI (Dearden and Finlay, 2006):
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10) Patterns support a ‘lingua franca’: Patterns should serve as a common 

language, allowing people o f different background, designers and users, to talk together 

about design issues.

11) Different patterns deal with problems at different scales: Patterns can 

describe high-level design issues (task structure, business issues, etc.) while others 

focus on small details and problems o f interaction design and interface.

12) Patterns reflect design values: Patterns reflect design values depending on 

the priorities, motivation and judgm ent o f the writer. Patterns encompass values which 

are important to users, other designers and society (Fincher, 1999a).

13) Patterns capture design practice: This characteristic is similar to Winn and 

Calder’s characteristic (4) and (7) but is focused and refers to the process o f identifying 

and developing patterns.

The list o f  13 characteristics is used to identify the extent to which each 

characteristic has been, implicitly or explicitly, indicated by several authors in their 

position towards patterns.

Table 2.1: C haracteristics of patterns (adapted from  Dearden and Finlay, 2006)
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Table 2.1 (adapted from Dearden and Finlay, 2006) shows how each one of the 

different characteristics has been adopted by researchers in HCI; a bullet indicates an 

explicit statement while a question mark indicates an implied agreement through the use 

of patterns. Dearden and Finlay, using their table, conclude that features such as level of 

abstraction and focus on design are implied by HCI authors while the most commonly 

agreed on characteristics in the field of HCI are the use of patterns as lingua franca, that 

patterns support a pattern language, that patterns address problems at different scales 

and that patterns capture design practice.

2.4 Patterns in HCI
In recent years, HCI researchers have started to explore the potential of design patterns 

as a vehicle for user interface design. It was suggested that designing interfaces is closer 

to architecture (Borchers and Thomas, 2001) than any other design discipline, implying 

that the concept of patterns could be easily adopted and explored by the HCI 

community. At the INTERACT ‘99 workshop, a “user centred” description was given, 

stating the intended use and aims of an HCI pattern language: “The goals of an HCI 

pattern language are to share successful HCI design solutions among professionals, and 

to provide a common language for HCI design to anyone involved in the design 

development, evaluation, or use of interactive systems” (Borchers and Thomas, 2001).

This study is focused on patterns that address interaction and interface design 

issues and more specifically patterns about web interface design. Interaction design 

patterns are patterns where “a problem is stated in the domain of human interaction 

issues and the solution is stated in terms of suggested perceivable interaction behaviour” 

(Dearden and Finlay, 2006). See Appendix 2.1 and Appendix 2.2 for two design 

patterns, taken from different pattern collections.

A number of pattern languages (Laakso, 2003; The Brighton Usability Group, 

2003; Tidwell, 2002; van Welie, 2001a) for user interface have been developed, starting 

with Tidwell’s pattern language (Tidwell, 1999). Lately, with the exponential growth of 

the internet, the focus and interest of research has shifted towards web interface design.

A number of books (Graham, 2003a; Tidwell, 2005; van Duyne et al., 2002) have 

been published containing patterns for web design interface, while several web sites 

(Graham, 2003b; Irons, 2003; van Welie, 2001-2007; Web Patterns, 2006; Yahoo!, 

2005) present patterns and pattern languages.

Yahoo! (2005) published a set of patterns in order to reduce design time for 

design teams, to enhance usability, and to communicate the latest standards and trendy
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solutions in web design. Patterns, 27 of them, are presented with links to other related 

patterns and to related programming code, thus making it easier for designers to 

implement the patterns in their design code.

Another big company that introduced and documents knowledge about user 

interface in pattern format is SAP (SAP Info, 2006; Latzina, 2003; von Udo, 2004; 

Waloszek and Eberleh, 2003). Although no available pattern language is known up to 

now, there are rumours that patterns are widely used within the development teams of 

the company.

A presentation of a pattern language on the internet offers several advantages:

• The pattern language is accessible by a wider range of people, serving as a 

practical guide to designers, practitioners and developers of web-based 

systems.

• The web site, apart from being a pattern repository, is a forum to exchange 

ideas and make comments on existing patterns, thus refining the existing 

pattern language.

• It is easier to enrich the set of patterns with more patterns, having several 

researchers and designers contributing patterns encompassing new ideas and 

“best practices” of their profession.

2.4.1 Format and structure of patterns
Patterns in a pattern language are presented using the same format. It has been 

suggested that it is this format that is particularly suitable for representing aspects of 

HCI and that makes patterns easier to understand and more attractive to use (Borchers, 

1999; Borchers, 2000; Pemberton, 2000). At the CHI2003 workshop, the Pattern 

Language Markup Language (PLML) was proposed as a standard format of HCI pattern 

languages (Fincher, 2003).

Alexander’s pattern format consists of the following: the name of the pattern; a 

ranking of its validity; a picture as an example of its application; the context in which it 

is used with links to higher-level patterns that may implement the present pattern; a 

short problem statement; a detailed problem description; the solution of the problem and 

the forces that may constrain or suggest alternative solutions; a diagram illustrating the 

application of a pattern; and finally links to lower-level patterns that may be needed to 

realise the present pattern. Although other more recent pattern languages have adopted a 

different format, the key attributes of the pattern remain the same.
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There are patterns that follow: 1) an “Alexandrian form”, 2) patterns that include 

elements from software design patterns, and 3) patterns that depart from the 

“Alexandrian” problem-solution format (Fincher, 2000b). Patterns that belong in the 

first category are patterns from Van Duyne et al. (2002), Graham (2003a, 2003b), 

Chung et al. (2004) and Saponas et al. (2006). Patterns that belong to the second 

category are patterns from Tidwell (1999) and van Welie (2001-2007). Patterns in the 

third category are from Tidwell (2005). Yahoo! (2005) patterns are described by 

Fincher (2000b) as hybrid and include elements from many other pattern formats. See 

Figure 2.2 for a pattern from Chung et al. (2004) following the Alexandrian format.

C6 • PRIVACY-SENSITIVE 
ARCHITECTURES

Figure 1. Just as the architecture of a 
building can influence how it is perceived 
and used, the architecture of a  ubiquitous 
computing system can influence how 
people's perceptions of privacy, and 
consequently, how they use the system.

• BACKGROUND
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES ( C l) ,  RESPECTING 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS (C2), and BUILDING 
TRUST AND CREDBIUIY (C3). This pattern, 
together with REASONABLE LEVEL O? CONTROL 
(C4) and APPROPRIATE PRIVACY FEEDBACK (C5), 
forms the basis for designing and building 
privacy-sensitive systems.

• PROBLEM
How should ubiquitous computing systems be 
built to ensure that a reasonable level of privacy 
is maintained?

* SOLUTION
One way of building a privacy-sensitive 
architecture is k e e p in g  p e r s o n a l  d a t a  o n  
p e r s o n a l  d e v ic e s  (C l5). This way, only the 
user’s personal device contains personal 
information. This is a decentralized approach 
that often requires an infrastructure that supports 
this kind of architecture, such as a location- 
support system with beacons that can tell 
individual devices where they are. (This is in 
contrast to location-tracking systems where the 
user’s device chiips out its location to others.)

Encryption is another way to ensure that no 
eavesdroppers can see data the}' are not 
authorized to see. A trusted computing base can 
also be used to make sure that data is handled 
properly, though there are few established 
standards in this area yet A trusted computing 
base can be useful in guaranteeing that any 
mechanisms developed for a REASONABLE 
LEVEL OF CONTROL (C4) and for APPROPRIATE 
PRIVACY f e e d b a c k  (C5) are correct and have 
not been circumvented.

'Privacy can also be implemented in the physical 
layer, by deploying sensors only in places that 
are appropriate. Doing so creates PHYSICAL 
PRIVACY ZONES (C8) separating where people 
are being monitored from where they are not.

• RELATED PATTERNS
Some o f the control and feedback mechanisms 
that need software and hardware support for 
privacy include l im it e d  a c c e s s  t o  p e r s o n a l  
DATA (CIO), LIMITED DATA RETENTION (C12), 
NOTIFICATION ON ACCESS OF PERSONAL DATA 
(C13), and PARTIAL IDENTIFICATION (C7).

Figure 2.2: A Pattern from Chung et al. (2004)

Although the key attributes in the presentation of the pattern languages have 

remained the same, the diversity of presenting a pattern is one of the drawbacks of 

patterns and might cause some confusion between practitioners (who could possibly
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want to get advice from more than one language). Despite attempts to standardise the 

presentation of the patterns, and while patterns have emerged in HCI for almost a 

decade now, there is no universally accepted format and most of the well-known pattern 

languages follow different layouts. The need for a standardisation of the pattern format 

is essential in order to help patterns to be widely adopted by the design practitioners, 

although such standardisation may require a substantial effort. See Table 2.2 for the 

format of design patterns that are widely available, including the format adopted in 

other experiments with patterns and the format adopted in this study for patterns and 

guidelines.

2.4.2 Pattern-based approach to design and supporting tools
Several researchers have proposed specific approaches, models or frameworks based on 

the use of patterns to help with the design of artefacts.

Granlund et al. (2001) present a pattern-supported approach that uses patterns 

even before the actual design. The approach tries to link patterns to a User Centred 

Design lifecycle. Five types of patterns are used: Business Domain Patterns provide an 

entry to the system; Process Patterns and Task Patterns help with the definition and 

conceptual design; finally, Navigation Design Patterns and GUI Design Patterns are 

used for the actual user interface design of the system. Each set of patterns starting from 

the first one points to the next set, helping to define and suggest the patterns that will be 

used at the next stage.

Borchers (2001) describes how patterns can be employed within the development 

process, covering all stages of the development life cycle, from user requirements and 

system definition, through the UI design and evaluation. His approach uses pattern 

languages describing HCI, software design and application domain concepts to present 

an interdisciplinary pattern framework. Using Nielsen’s (1993) usability engineering 

lifecycle model, Borchers explains the use of patterns at each stage of the process. 

During the initial stage of the lifecycle the development process can help in the creation 

of new patterns. Later, patterns can be used as common language between users and 

design teams or between design teams. In this way patterns can help generate design 

solutions. Patterns can also support the evaluation of the design by providing direct or 

alternative design ideas. During the process of evaluation, new patterns will be created 

and old ones will be refined.
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Borchers’ (2001) framework reflects an ideal situation which requires multiple 

pattern languages to be used during the process. These languages should be well-refined 

and structured in order to be accessible by the design teams involved in the 

development process. However, pattern languages at the moment are not optimised to 

that degree of excellence.

Van Duyne et al. (2002) are focused on developing a web site for commercial 

purposes, using a framework of principles, processes, and patterns. They present a 

pattern language for web site design that addresses various design aspects, including site 

genres, site architecture and navigation, home pages, and page layouts. A significant 

number of patterns in their language address issues and concepts regarding e-commerce 

sites, such as building trust and credibility or optimising the “customer experience”. 

They extend the traditional user-centred design approach, which they claim is focused 

on usability goals, and present a customer-centred approach paying special attention to 

business and marketing goals. It is suggested that patterns should be easily incorporated 

within the development process of a web site. An iterative design is considered an 

ongoing cycle of design, prototype and evaluation throughout the development process 

and patterns can be used in each step of the iterative process. Van Duyne et al. (2002) 

explain that patterns can be used during the design approach: abstract and high-level 

patterns should be used at the early stages of the design process while low-level patterns 

are used at the later stage to add more detailed design features.

Patterns have been used not only as tools supporting design but have also been 

implemented as a means to provide an evaluation of museum sites (van Welie and 

Klaasse, 2004), and to provide usability rules and the desired functionality in a usability 

evaluation process of e-commerce sites (Sartzetaki et al., 2003) and general web-based 

systems (Georgiakakis et al., 2007; Psaromilingos and Retalis, 2004).

Sometimes in these approaches, tools to assist and support the use of the patterns 

are suggested. Such tools supporting the use of patterns can be employed by different 

groups of users in multiple ways (Fincher et al., 2003) but can mainly be employed by 

designers and developers. It is envisaged that a tool can provide guidance and help in 

using patterns to inform the product from the early stages of development throughout 

the design lifecycle.

Sinning et al. (2004) employ patterns in a model-based development approach for 

interactive applications with the help of various tools. Patterns are used as building 

blocks in order to create the models required for this approach.
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UPADE (Seffah and Javahery, 2002) is a tool that facilitates the process of 

browsing, searching and editing a set of HCI patterns stored in a database. Patterns can 

be modified and combined to design more complex systems while the designer can use 

the tool to create new patterns.

Damask (Lin and Landay, 2002, 2003) is a tool to support the early-stage design 

of multi-device user interfaces, such as PCs, PDAs and mobile phones. The designer 

will sketch a user interface for one device using patterns and the tool will generate user 

interfaces optimised for other devices in an automatic way. The tool uses a model-based 

user interface approach to abstract a user interface and create a prototype that will be 

further modified. The tool incorporates design patterns from Van Duyne et al.’s (2002) 

pattern language. Damask allows the designer to create his own patterns or share 

patterns with other designers. The tool, very innovative in its conception, needs further 

development in order to include more domains, apart from e-commerce patterns. One 

direction that could be taken is to associate semantics with the design objects (Ivory and 

Megraw, 2005) in order to help designers.

Gaffar et al. (2003) propose MOUDIL, an integrated pattern environment 

providing tool support. The environment will be used to collect, edit, navigate and view 

patterns. Frizell and Hubscher (2002), in order to support a pattern language for web- 

based instruction, suggest a design tool that can help the designer in the selection of 

patterns, taking into account the learners and the objectives of the course.

Despite the extensive work on and research into tools using or supporting the use 

of patterns, these tools are still in prototype form and need extensive development to be 

of any practical use.

Advocates of a pattern-based approach to design, with or without tool support, 

suggest that patterns can support a design methodology and process. Patterns can cover 

all aspects of the development life cycle, from identifying user requirements and 

conceptualising the system through to UI design and evaluation.

Although tools may help designers incorporate patterns in the development 

process and the design artefacts, the use of patterns does not necessitate a tool-based 

approach or a complex formal development process. Patterns can be used at any stage, 

provided the designer takes into account all the forces described in the pattern. 

Alexander’s advice in using patterns is to form an initial set of patterns related to the 

purpose of the design (Alexander et al., 1977). The same approach is suggested and 

used by several developers of pattern languages for web sites (Graham, 2003a; Montero 

et al., 2002; van Duyne et al., 2002): Starting from an initial point, select all the lower-
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order patterns or all the patterns that are linked to the present pattern. Repeat the same 

for each newly added pattern until all the patterns related to your design have been 

selected. At the end, scan the language and select patterns that can be of interest. All the 

selected patterns in the set are candidates for the design although the final product may 

not contain all of them. Some of the initial patterns may be discarded at a later stage of 

the process.

2.4.3 Patterns as a didactic tool in HCI
Patterns have been used not only to document experience and knowledge but also as a 

teaching aid to introduce design concepts and good design practices to students.

Borchers (2001, p. 361) recognises the educational power of patterns and states 

that “Alexandrian patterns are, above all, a didactic medium for human readers”. The 

same author (Borchers, 2002), having used patterns to teach two HCI design courses, 

suggests that patterns can lead to above average retention of design values. Borchers 

concludes that patterns have great potential since they are not just interesting as a topic, 

but also useful as a tool and format to teach basic HCI design principles.

Seffah (2003) considers patterns useful not only as a design tool but also as a 

learning resource, part of an educational framework for effective training and improving 

developers’ skills in Human Centred Design. In particular, user interface design patterns 

are considered useful for teaching students to master visual information design, 

including screen layout and interaction design.

Griffiths and Pemberton (2003) used patterns as a means for teaching the 

interaction design of software systems. Three different approaches were used in their 

study: teaching about patterns, teaching through patterns and discovering patterns. The 

first approach was not practical while the third one, on which their study was focused 

on, proved to be very difficult mainly due to the fact that high-level skills are required 

for discovering new patterns. Regarding the second approach, teaching through patterns, 

the authors informally report that their impression is of an improved quality of 

discussion within the design teams and an improved final product; however, they also 

express the need to verify this impression more formally.

Laakso et al. (2000) used their teaching experience of user interface courses to 

develop a collection of 25 user interface patterns and pattern candidates. Some of these 

patterns were adapted from existing patterns for their own needs. Subsequently the 

patterns were used as a tool and learning aid for user interface designers. They point out 

that initial designs have consistently improved and in some cases the students were
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producing high quality interface designs in a very short time. Laakso et al. (2000) 

conclude that they do not yet have sufficient experience of the overall effect patterns 

have on actual projects. Their study, however, is based on observations where students 

trained with patterns are compared with students who did not have any other form of 

training to balance the pattern training effect. Moreover, no further details are given as 

to what aspects of design were improved.

2.5 Guidelines
Guidelines are a traditional format for capturing knowledge and experience, and 

presenting advice about design in general and interaction design in particular. 

Guidelines can be useful in guiding the designer to take the right decision and prevent 

errors in interface design from the early stages of the development. During the late 

stages of the design process guidelines can be used as a check list to assess the design.

Guidelines may be based on design principles about human-computer interaction 

and interface design, on cognitive psychology and/or on practical experience. 

Sometimes guidelines express conventions and standards. Ivory et al. (2001) state that 

most of the guidelines are based on anecdotal, observational evidence and that are 

usually not empirically validated.

The first comprehensive set of guidelines for user interface design is by Smith and 

Mosier (1986). Many computer companies and organisations have presented their own 

detailed usability and interface guidelines (Apple Computer, 1996; Apple Computer, 

2003; Microsoft Corporation, 2001; Open Software Foundation, 1991).

Newman and Lamming (1995) point out that guidelines play four major roles in 

the design process:

• Raising awareness of concepts.

• Assisting in design choices.

• Offering strategies for solving design problems.

• Supporting evaluation in the form of heuristics or applied as usability 

checklists.

The growth of the internet has effected more collections of guidelines to appear 

addressing design and usability problems of web design and web interfaces (Borges et 

al., 1996; Comber, 1995; Farkas and Farkas, 2000; Ivory and Hearst, 2002; Ivory et al., 

2001; Koyani et al., 2004; Lengel, 2002; Levine, 1996; Lynch and Horton, 2002; 

Nielsen, 2000a; Preece et al., 2002; Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005; Sklar, 2003; US
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Department o f Health and Human Services, 2006; Yale C/AIM, 1997). Furthermore, 

international computer or smaller web development companies may have developed and 

used their own particular set o f guidelines for web design (IBM, 1999; Sun 

Microsystems, n.d.). Apart from collections o f general purpose guidelines, smaller sets 

o f guidelines addressing problems for particular type o f sites (e-commerce sites, home 

pages, etc.) or with specific design aims (enhancing trust, enhancing search engines, 

enhancing web accessibility) are available on the internet or published in book form 

(Nielsen and Tahir, 2002; Nielsen Norman Group Report, 2000a, 2000b, 2001; World 

Wide Web Consortium, 1999).

2.5.1 Brief history and format of guidelines
The Smith and M osier (1986) guidelines are a comprehensive corpus o f 944 user 

interface guidelines, part o f a USA Air Force project (see Figure 2.3). These guidelines 

are presented in six sections, in a military style manual.

2.2 DATA DISPLAY: Data Forms 
2.2/8 Hr Distinctive Label Format

Eastne that labels are distinctive in fomiat positioning to help users distinguish them from data and other 
display features
Example: Labels might be capitalized when data are displayed in mixed case, or might be dim when data are 
or might perhaps be displayed in a different font where that capability exists.
Example: See sample displays in this section.
Refermx:

EG 3.2.3
MS 5.15.3.U0.C 5.15.4.3.5 

See aho: 4.0 8

2.2 DATA DISPLAY: Data Forms 
2.2/10 + Labeling Units of M easurem ent

Include the units of measurement for displayed data either in the label or as part of each data item 
Example:
| DISTANCE (KM) s ____________ |

or
| D IS T A N C E : KM |

Reference:
B3 1.8.8 
MS 5.15.4.3.10 

See aho; 1.4/21

Figure 2.3: Two Smith and M osier (1986) guidelines

Each guideline is given a unique code number and a short title indicating the 

particular “subject matter” that the guideline addresses. Following that, each guideline 

is stated as a single sentence. In many instances a guideline will be explained by one or 

more examples. Good and bad examples are given, but they are usually narrative. If  a 

particular example refers to a computer output then the example is a textual output o f 

the screen. In quite a few guidelines in the example section there is no example but only 

the sentence “See sample displays in this section” and the reader is advised to see other
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examples included in the section. Where applicable, examples may be followed by 

notable exemptions referring to cases where the guideline should not be applied. There 

are supplementary sections of comments when further explanation of the guideline is 

needed, presenting the reasoning behind a guideline or clarifying other important points. 

References are given to other collections of design guidelines and research relevant to 

the guideline. Finally, the reader is presented with cross-references to other guidelines 

by stating the code number of guidelines relevant to the current. The Smith and Mosier 

guidelines are one of the oldest set of guidelines that have survived up to now.

Apple Computer (1996) presents a set of 75 web design guidelines arranged in 12 

sections, from general guidelines about the site, in a section about planning a site, down 

to small tips about HTML tags. Apple Computer uses a narrative format to present each 

guideline, consisting of a title, a do this or don’t do this sentence, followed by an 

explanation of the guideline. There are no graphic examples accompanying the 

guidelines, although occasionally examples are given in the form of “...for example if 

....”. Apple Computer (2003) uses the same format to present guidelines for Human 

Interface Design. This time graphic examples of user interface are included, but only 

when necessary. This manual is intended mostly for developers building applications 

for the Mac OS.

Most recent collections of web design guidelines do not follow a specific format. 

Each guideline is presented in a narrative form and only occasionally a picture 

accompanies the text to illustrate the principle and the application of the guideline. Most 

of the time guidelines are not well organised and their presentation and typography do 

not follow a particular style. Guidelines, when presented in books, are usually 

embedded within text (Brinck et al., 2002; Nielsen, 2000a). Sometimes guidelines are 

presented as a collection of guidelines serving as a general purpose checklist or as 

recommended body of features and reference for functionality to be included on a web 

page (Brinck et al., 2002; Nielsen and Tahir, 2002). In another, more recent book, 

Nielsen and Loranger (2006) use a greater number of illustrative pictures but again 

guidelines remain embedded within the text or sometimes are shown as paragraph 

headings.

While there have been efforts to structure and establish some format in presenting 

guidelines, still the vast majority of guidelines found in books and on the internet are in 

a narrative form, with few illustrative examples and few explanations or comments.
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2.5.2 Latest guideline developments
In an effort to improve the usability of web sites and taking into account the increasing 

level of use by the public, a recent and very comprehensive catalogue of guidelines for 

web design has been compiled by a group of researchers on a project sponsored by the 

US Government (Koyani et al., 2003; Koyani et al., 2004). These guidelines are referred 

to henceforth as “Koyani guidelines”. A set of more than 537 guidelines from well- 

known sources was initially compiled and after eliminating duplicates, insignificant, 

and conflicting guidelines, a final set of 187 guidelines was formed. The improved 

version of these guidelines consists of 209 guidelines (US Department of Health and 

Human Services, 2006).

2.5.2.1 Format of the Koyani guidelines
The Koyani guidelines address a wide range of web design issues, starting from the 

development process down to small widget details and the presentation and typography 

of content. The presentation adopted (see Figure 2.4) for these guidelines is as follows:

• Heading-title of the guideline, usually a “do this” or “don’t do this” sentence.

• Guideline itself, a lengthier presentation of the guideline, usually explaining the 

heading-title of the guideline.

• Comments about the guideline, stating the background that justifies the use of the 

guideline and sometimes what means can be used to apply the guideline.

• Examples that help designers understand the meaning of the guideline and strongly 

depict the guideline in a positive (good example) or a negative way (bad example). 

Most times captions accompany the examples that further clarify the application of 

the guideline and illustrate its practical use by highlighting the good and bad points 

in the example or explain what more they offer or deny the user.

• Sources where references are given about research that has been conducted relevant 

to the guideline for further reading and advice.

• Strength of evidence and relative importance of each guideline is given, with ratings 

based on the opinion of web designers, usability specialists and researchers.
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14:7 Use Thumbnail Images to Preuieu; Larger images
Guideline: When viewing full-size images is not 
critical, first provide a thumbnail of the image.

Relatiue importance: 

Strength of Evidence:Comments: By providing thumbnails of larger 
images, users can decide whether they want to 
wait for the full image to  load. By using 
thumbnails* those who do not need or want to see the  full image are not 
slowed down by large image downloads. Link the thumbnail image to  the  
full-size copy.

Sources Levine, 1996; Nielsen and Tahir, 2002. 

Example: Click a* titaronber alow A t image laatt A t daiayafe^Tarjji enlarge! JTEG image, cBckwa A t flutmljuulpkel^l

: __ i2 3 zz„  '1 izssa ;
123.1 j

r r ^ 7 ^ )  }, , 22332,_____,
r r  i o N V K ,

pA - ' . i t Z . ' . U  * ....

( 12329. j

Figure 2.4: A Koyani guideline (Koyani et al., 2003)

This format of presenting guidelines borrows much from the format in which 

patterns are presented. There is a comment for each guideline stating the background 

that justifies the use of the guideline. The comments section reflects two sections of the 

pattern format: the context section and the section where the problem and the solution 

are described. Also, this guideline format includes multiple examples and illustrations in 

a similar way that suggests the influence of patterns. The two ratings given to each 

guideline, strength of evidence and relative importance is reminiscent of the ranking of 

validity that Alexander gives to each pattern, in the form of 1 to 3 stars (Alexander et 

al., 1979). Furthermore, there are instances, admittedly few, where a guideline is linked 

to other guidelines in a similar way that patterns are linked to other patterns in a pattern 

language. Finally, the typography, headings and the general style in which a guideline is 

presented, adhering to a carefully chosen template, reflects the format of a pattern. 

Evidently, this format is intended to make the greatest impact on designers and 

practitioners and it goes beyond the typical narrative format of guidelines. Koyani et al. 

(2004) advocate that guidelines should be presented with “justification and examples”, 

highlighting the similarity of this presentation to the pattern format. Justification that 

mirrors the “Why” section of a pattern and the inclusion of at least one or more 

examples brings the Koyani guidelines very close to the patterns.
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2.5.3 Drawbacks of guidelines
Several researchers have identified shortcomings and weaknesses of guidelines. Ivory 

and Megraw (2005) indicate that historically designers have had difficulties in applying 

design guidelines.

Koyani et al. (2003) report that a team of experts had to scrutinise a set of 

approximately 500 guidelines, collected from the current literature, in order to identify 

those guidelines that conflicted with each other and to clarify those that were ambiguous 

and problematic.

Skogseid and Spring (1995) identify three reasons why principles and guidelines 

are not being extensively used by specialists: their large number makes it difficult to 

choose one in a given situation; they do not work well across members of a design 

team; they are very specific, and with the technology changing or advancing they lose 

their applicability. Technological changes affect not only guidelines but patterns as 

well, and there is a need to review and improve both guidelines and patterns.

Ivory and Megraw (2005) offer several comments about the application of 

guidelines in a number of studies. In a series of experiments (Chevalier and Ivory, 

2003a, 2003b), designers, both novice and professional, had difficulties in applying 

guidelines effectively. In another survey (Ivory et al., 2003), only 36% of designers 

always used guidelines when designing web sites.

2.6 Patterns compared with guidelines
Although it is not denied that guidelines can be useful in guiding the designer to take 

the right decision and prevent errors in interface design, proponents of patterns have 

quite often used the drawbacks of guidelines to promote the use of patterns in HCI. The 

debate about patterns and guidelines is more than a decade old.

Van Welie et al. (2000) argue that the main problem of guidelines is that they do 

not state the context in which they apply -  in contrast to patterns -  and summarise the 

limitations of guidelines as follows:

• Guidelines are often too simplistic or too abstract.

• Guidelines can be difficult to select and difficult to interpret.

• Guidelines can conflict with each other.

• Guidelines often have authority issues concerning their validity.

Mahemoff and Johnston (2001) point out that guidelines can be conflicting while 

a pattern presents a solution by demonstrating how conflicting forces in a design can be
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resolved. Furthermore, guidelines have no interrelation structure, while with a pattern 

language a design can be generated by following the links between patterns, solving 

high-level problems with low-level patterns.

Griffiths and Pemberton (n.d.) discuss the advantages o f design patterns in 

comparison to guidelines. They suggest that design patterns are presented in a canonical 

form, provide much richer information than guidelines and draw the attention to the 

problem that is solved in the context o f the design by putting the emphasis on the design 

process and not on the product. Furthermore, they point out that patterns are “engaging 

and lively in a way that guidelines are not”, and the hierarchical structure o f design 

patterns provides a way o f navigating all the design rules and guidelines that a pattern 

incorporates. Finally, they state that design patterns, serving as a communication tool, 

can possibly involve users in the design process.

Despite their shortcomings, guidelines remain the most widely accepted form o f 

presenting experience and knowledge. The vast majority o f textbooks about web design 

-  several dozen today -  present design advice and usability principles and practices in 

the form o f guidelines. At the same time, the web is the repository o f a huge number o f 

collections o f guidelines. Guidelines are used throughout the development process o f a 

web site to support designers in their decisions. Guidelines are also used for the 

evaluation o f design products, when usability inspection methods are employed. 

Collections o f guidelines about user interface design far exceed the pattern languages 

presented up to now. Furthermore, the durability and endurance o f guidelines is 

remarkable. Nielsen (2005) reports that general guidelines built 20 years ago are still up 

to 70% valid and applicable, while 78% o f guidelines from the early days o f the web 

continue to be valid and relevant.

Some authors classify patterns as guidelines (for example, Ivory and M egraw, 

2005), probably by overlooking any other differences and considering them both forms 

for providing prescriptive advice to designers. Other research (van Biljon et al., 2004) 

uses guidelines, in positive and negative formats, instead o f patterns and anti-patterns, 

claiming that any differences between the two formats o f guidelines should be 

manifested in patterns and anti-patterns as well.

This study takes a more moderate stance towards guidelines and patterns. It 

purports that guidelines and patterns are two forms o f presenting experience and 

knowledge. Patterns should not be considered as a substitute replacing guidelines but as 

an alternative approach, complementing guidelines. Patterns reproduce much o f  the 

information given in existing guidelines and the goals o f both these approaches are the
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same (Henninger, 2001). Patterns tend to be more oriented towards a problem-solution 

presentation. Van Welie et al. (2000) indicate that “compared to guidelines, patterns 

contain more complex design knowledge and often several guidelines are integrated in 

one pattern”. Henninger (2001) uses guidelines and patterns together, as part of a tool 

and a process, to apply design ideas early in the development process. Patterns and 

guidelines are simply two different forms of guidance serving as practical tools for 

designers and practitioners to build better artefacts (Chung et al., 2004).

Considering patterns and guidelines equally valuable for designers, this study 

aims to explore and compare their use by novice designers.

Claims and Patterns
Other efforts, such as claims (Sutcliffe, 2000; Sutcliffe and Carroll, 1999), to reuse 

design knowledge and deliver knowledge to designers can be also compared with 

patterns and guidelines (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). Claims are small pieces of 

knowledge that express usability arguments for an artefact (Sutcliffe and Dimitrova, 

1999). Claims have upsides and downsides to present the usability arguments based on 

a design rationale and are generated by using task analysis to evaluate an artefact.

The format of presenting a claim has many similarities with the format of a 

pattern format. Claims consist of a title, description, upsides and downsides that 

accompany the description, scenarios, theories and artefacts that support the description 

(Payne et al., 2003). However, claims provide design advice based on specific scenarios 

and examples, which limits their generality although generalisation can be made 

(Sutcliffe, 2000). Claims have not yet met widespread acceptance as patterns and 

guidelines; they are no known libraries available to designers and the number of studies 

about employing claims is limited.

2.7 Research into evaluation and use of patterns and guidelines
Research about the usefulness of patterns in the domain of HCI is not extensive. 

However, recently there have been a few studies examining the use of patterns in real 

design settings and investigating the problems of applying patterns in practice. In this 

section the few research efforts toward the evaluation and use of patterns in practical 

settings are presented.

A group of researchers (Dearden et al., 2002a; Dearden et al., 2002b; Finlay et al., 

2002), conducted a series of studies and investigated the use of a pattern language as a 

tool to support the participatory design of web-based systems, experimenting with three 

different types of web sites: a travel web site where users book and buy online tickets to
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travel, an online learning web site, and a medical web portal offering advice and 

information for users contemplating cosmetic treatment. In those studies the pattern 

language is used in a fashion that Alexander suggested and intended for his architectural 

pattern language: empowering users to participate in the design process together with 

designers. The researchers demonstrated that a pattern language can benefit a 

participatory design approach and can help users generate artefacts in a prototype form.

Chung et al. (2004) evaluated the effectiveness of using patterns with designers in 

developing applications in the emerging field of ubiquitous computing. They claim that 

their study is the first examining the use of patterns with designers. A pattern language 1 

for ubiquitous computing was developed and used in their experiment. The designers 

were asked to design a location-enhanced application. One group of designers had 

access to the set of patterns while the other did not. Participants expressed positive 

opinions about patterns and felt that patterns helped them with the present design and 

that it could also be of help with future work. The final designs were judged by three 

evaluators. Another factor that was examined was the experience the designers had in 

designing. The study concluded that experienced designers without patterns performed 

better than novice designers with patterns, i.e. patterns can not substitute for experience, 

although a comparison of expert designers showed that those who used patterns were 

rated higher.

Saponas et al. (2006) investigated the use of patterns during the early design 

activities with designers building a digital home application. For this purpose, a body of 

48 patterns was developed. The participants, 22 pairs of designers, were split randomly 

into two groups and asked to perform the same design task. Only one group was given 

access to the set of patterns with the help of a tool within a web browser. The use of 

patterns, time of studying a pattern, number of times a pattern was visited, etc. was 

monitored in the patterns group. The study concluded that team members employed the 

patterns productively to generate new ideas and as means of exchanging design ideas 

with each other. Furthermore, the designs of both groups were judged by expert 

evaluators, performing a heuristic evaluation using purposely developed heuristics. The 

designs of the pattern group had a lower mean number of heuristic violations than the 

control group, implying that the use of patterns resulted in higher quality design 

products.

Wesson and Cowley (2003) evaluated an e-commerce web site using a 

comprehensive set of guidelines and a set of patterns. The web site was chosen among 

five e-commerce sites to be the most efficient site for finding information. They
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concluded that guidelines presented several advantages compared to patterns as an 

evaluation tool. This result, however, is based on subjective opinion and at the same 

time the evaluation, one time using patterns and the next time guidelines, was 

performed by the same people.

Cowley and Wesson (2005) compared patterns and guidelines based on the 

opinions of two groups of students, one using guidelines and the other patterns, to 

investigate the usefulness of patterns in the design process. The authors concluded that 

designers consider patterns useful for design and an effective and efficient design tool 

for students. Both patterns and guidelines groups felt equally positive about their 

intention to use them in future projects as design aids. Cowley and Wesson’s study used 

a set of patterns from two pattern collections (van Duyne et al., 2002; van Welie, 2001- 

2007) and a set of guidelines based on those by Nielsen et al. (2001) about e-commerce 

and online shopping. Those patterns and guidelines are high-level and complex, and 

may provide similar information, but they are not balanced, i.e. not the same 

information was given to the students. Furthermore, the performance of the groups in 

the design, redesign and evaluation tasks was not assessed and the artefacts produced 

using patterns and guidelines were not compared. The results were based on 

comparisons made using qualitative and quantitative data regarding the participants’ 

opinions and attitudes towards patterns and guidelines and the perceived characteristics 

of the design aids used.

Dearden and Finlay (2006) emphasised the limitations of the work to date by 

indicating that studies have not attempted to compare patterns with any other form for 

design guidance and that only simulated design activities have been investigated.

In summary, while numerous patterns and several pattern languages have been 

presented and the perceived advantages of using patterns are many, there has been little 

empirical evidence of their practical use in web design projects. That is to say, several 

authors highlight the advantages of patterns over guidelines and suggest that a pattern- 

based design will lead to better designed products. The proposed pattern-based 

approaches did not evaluate the actual benefits, if any, that patterns may offer to the 

final design artefact by comparing patterns with similar tools and approaches to design.

This work extends previous research efforts into new ground and contrasts 

patterns, an emerging and widely promoted approach, with guidelines, an established 

and traditional method that has been criticised for some drawbacks and shortcomings. 

However, this study is focused on comparing rather than simply evaluating the use of 

patterns and deliberately seeks to:
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• Identify a relationship between patterns and guidelines.

• Establish the relative strengths of each of the two formats to capture 

knowledge.

• Highlight an improved approach employing patterns or guidelines to teach 

usability principles to novice designers, considering the time restrictions of a 

relevant course.

It is intended, by taking a bottom-up approach, to first investigate the practical 

aspects of patterns and then to consider how and where they will fit into a wider design 

context. The author’s position is that once a considerable practical experience with the 

use of patterns and guidelines is gained through several research efforts, it will be more 

advantageous to propose a framework for the development of web interface design for 

implementation.

Finally, this study is unique in several ways compared to previous studies 

described in the literature related to the use of patterns/guidelines. They are as follows:

• Participants have no previous knowledge of design and usability.

• Web pages and sites are used for the final outcome instead of prototypes.

• A widely accepted authoring tool is used instead of a prototyping tool.

• An extensive set of patterns or guidelines are employed.

• The time taken to train and prepare the participants for the experiment is a full 

course of teaching students web design.

2.8 Summary
This chapter has provided a review of the relevant literature on the use of patterns and 

guidelines. The importance of usability for the internet and the WWW was highlighted. 

The greatest impact of usability is on e-commerce systems where one click may 

increase sales on an e-commerce site. Usability can benefit from tools such as patterns 

and guidelines. Previous research has identified a number of issues in using and 

applying guidelines. At the same time patterns have been proposed as an alternative 

medium of capturing knowledge without the drawbacks of guidelines and with 

characteristics that could help designers produce artefacts of improved quality. 

Following this, the chapter has given a short account of patterns and guidelines, a brief 

history, and a description of their format and the latest developments regarding use and 

presentation.
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Previous research into patterns has taken two directions: firstly towards presenting 

patterns and frameworks of using patterns, and secondly exploring the use of patterns 

and pattern languages by designers mainly in new and emerging fields of HCI. Several 

researchers suggest that patterns, after providing a detailed analysis of their 

characteristics and highlighting at the same time the shortcomings of guidelines, have 

great potential for design. However, there is no empirical research evaluating patterns 

with similar tools and approaches to design. In order to validate patterns, and what a 

pattern-based approach offers, this study will compare patterns and guidelines. The 

setting of the comparison employs novice designers without any previous knowledge of 

design and usability.

The next chapter presents the research methodology and the specific strategies 

adopted for the study.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the research methodology, research design and research 

procedures considered appropriate and adopted in the work described in this thesis.

Initially, an overview of the research design is presented. The overview includes a 

discussion of the quantitative and qualitative research methodology. The chapter also 

reviews the mixed methodologies (triangulation) approach used in this study and 

highlights the importance of combining different methods for this research; the 

advantages of a triangulation technique are presented and this approach is established as 

a suitable choice to achieve the objectives of the study. After that the research strategies 

are examined: two strategies, experimental and survey, are the strategies used in the 

current study.

This is followed by details of the experimental design and the issues involved in 

the formation of the two groups, the sampling procedures, the qualitative and 

quantitative data collection methods and the treatment and the analyses of data. The 

focus of the experimental design was to ensure that students with similar initial skills 

and knowledge concerning the variables under investigation were assigned to two 

different treatment groups. After that issues of reliability and validity are discussed.

The last sections of this chapter present an overview of the three studies and a 

summary.
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3.2 Empirical research
The investigation carried out in this study is empirical. Empirical research can be 

defined as an investigation based on the observation of actual practice on which to base 

a theory or answer a question and derive a conclusion in science (Bums, 1997; Fenton 

and Pfleeger, 1996). Empirical research methods are part of the scientific method 

(Wiersma, 2000) that requires all evidence to be empirical or empirically based, as 

opposed to theoretical methods that are based on existing theories and explanations. 

Empirical methods are used extensively in many disciplines including HCI and software 

engineering.

Wohlin et al. (2003, 2006) propose that both qualitative and quantitative methods 

are appropriate and should complement each other in empirical research in the field of 

software and web engineering, and highlight four research strategies in an empirical 

study: experiment, case study, survey, and post-mortem analysis. Creswell (2005) 

identifies the six steps that characterise an empirical study, either qualitative or 

quantitative:

• Identification of a research problem

• Review of the existing literature

• Specification of a research purpose

• Collection of research data

• Analysis and interpretation of data

• Reporting on and evaluating research.

The empirical work of the present thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, focuses on 

comparing patterns and guidelines and seeks to assess them in actual implementation by 

novice designers.

3.3 Research methodology
Research methodology refers to the “overall approach to the research process, from the 

theoretical underpinning to the collection and analysis of data” (Hussey and Hussey, 

1997, p.5). Methodology is a wider concept than methods, in that methods refer only to 

the various means by which data can be collected and analysed, whereas methodology 

refers to the overall approach to the research process (Creswell, 1994).

There are two major approaches or methodologies to research: quantitative, which 

is related to positivism or the scientific paradigm (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992) and 

qualitative, which is based on interpretivism (interpretative epistemological position)
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(Bryman, 1992; Saunders et al., 2000). Quantitative and qualitative approaches are also 

referred as deductive and inductive respectively. Both research approaches will be 

adopted to conduct this study by employing triangulation.

3.3.1 Quantitative methodology
Quantitative research can be defined as a methodology that primarily seeks to express 

information numerically, in term of counts or measurements (Remenyi et al., 1998). The 

quantitative approach is objective in nature and concentrates on measuring phenomena; 

it involves collecting numerical data, analysing them and using statistical tests (Maxim, 

1999). The numerical data provide answers to countable questions, such as “how 

much”, “how often”, “how many” and to “what extent”.

Research in the quantitative mode employs deductive logic, moving from the 

general to the specific, i.e., from theory to experience. Quantitative methodologies are 

based on theories, use variables, develop research hypotheses and test them; data is 

collected by means of surveys or experiments, rather than individual cases in order to 

succeed in generalising the data, thus demonstrating external validity (Hussey and 

Hussey, 1997).

3.3.2 Qualitative methodology
Qualitative research allows the researcher to get inside a person’s experiences, 

perceptions, attitudes and values to identify and understand what problem they face, 

how they will react when they face it, and what enables them to react (Denzin and 

Lincoln, 1998).

The purpose of a qualitative study is a greater understanding of the world as seen 

from the unique viewpoint of the people being studied. The qualitative approach is 

subjective in nature and involves identifying, examining, and reflecting on perceptions 

in order to gain an understanding (Gordon and Langmaid, 1988) through inductive 

analysis, moving from specific observation to the general. It focuses on studying things 

(phenomena) deeply, in all of their complexity, in their natural settings, and generally 

through observation without intervention or manipulation.

Qualitative research seeks to answer questions such as “why”, “how”, and “what 

matters” to those involved in the research. Seaman (1999) emphasises that “the 

principal advantage of using qualitative methods is that they force the researcher to 

delve into the complexity of the problem” rather than abstracting from it, thus resulting
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in richer and more informative findings. Qualitative research helps the researcher 

understand the process as well as the results.

3.3.3 Triangulation
This study implements a research design that employs the methodological triangulation 

of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, or referred as mixed methods approach 

(Creswell, 2003; Denzin, 1978; Golafshani, 2003; Guion, 2002; Saunders et al., 2000). 

Triangulation is increasingly encouraged and suggested as an important part of the 

design process (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Neuman (2003) describes the triangulation 

approach as the process of using multiple methods of research to provide a more 

comprehensive study by bringing together the complementary strengths of each. The 

advantages of triangulation are highlighted by several authors. Triangulation can be 

used to gain a deeper understanding of the study under investigation and increase the 

confidence in the results and the conclusions drawn from them (Patton, 2002; Saunders 

et al., 2000). Data is obtained from a wide range of sources, using a variety of methods 

with particular emphasis on the confirmation and completeness of the results (Arksey 

and Knight, 1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).

Denzin (1978) argues that triangulation leads to greater validity and reliability 

than a single methodological approach and suggests four types of triangulation: data 

triangulation, which uses multiple data sources for the study; methodological 

triangulation, which employs different research methods or strategies for the study; 

investigator triangulation, which uses different researchers; and finally theory 

triangulation, which uses different theoretical perspectives to look at the same data.

The adoption and benefits of a framework for triangulation in HCI is discussed by 

Mackay and Fayard (1997). Seaman (1999) observes that the mixture of technical and 

human behavioural aspects in software engineering suggests the use of a combination of 

qualitative and quantitative methods.

It is common to use multiple triangulation within a single study in which the 

researcher combines different types of triangulation (Denzin, 1989). This research used 

data and methodological triangulation in order to achieve the diverse objectives of the 

study.

Data triangulation was applied by using different data sources. Two ways of 

collecting and analysing data were used:
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• Quantitative data gained through the design tests, the results from the 

participants performing an expert review o f a web site, and the questionnaires 

that participants filled out.

• Qualitative data gained though interviews and observations o f the participants.

The findings from the evaluation o f  the design artefacts were compared with the 

data collected through the questionnaires and the data collected through the interviews. 

These findings are expected to contribute to the enhancement o f the validity o f this 

study. Responses from the participants obtained in the interviews, where possible, were 

compared to the evaluating results (e.g. a student’s perception o f patterns/guidelines in 

the objective judgements o f the evaluators). Finally, general themes emerging from all 

methods o f data collection were considered.

With regards to methodological triangulation, two kinds o f strategies were used to 

carry out the study: experiment and survey. However, it should be noted that in the 

present study, while both quantitative and qualitative methods are used, they remain 

relatively independent until the interpretation stage (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998).

3.4 Research design and strategies
The research design is a general plan o f how to proceed answering the research 

questions and will be based on the researcher’s questions and on his meeting his 

objectives (Saunders et al., 2007). According to Zikmund (2003), a research design 

covers strategic decisions concerning the choice o f data collection methods and more 

tactical decisions regarding measurement and scaling procedures, questionnaires, 

samples, and data analysis. Therefore any research needs an integrated design or a 

complete structure before data is collected.

Bryman (2001) points out that the decision to adopt a particular research 

methodology (qualitative or quantitative or both) is not the only requirement for doing 

research. Two other key decisions have to be made: a choice o f  the adopted research 

strategy or strategies along with a choice regarding the methods o f data collection and 

analysis (or tactics).

A strategy reflects the priority given to the many dimensions o f the research 

process and provides a framework according to which the design is placed. The 

methods o f data collection and analysis are concerned with the details o f these particular 

issues and involve the specific instruments implemented for data collection and the data 

analysis techniques employed.
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Selecting an appropriate research design is not an easy task and a number of 

issues need to be considered. Bryman (2001) emphasised that not only is the choice of 

an a priori research paradigm or even of the methodology (quantitative or qualitative) 

important, but also the purpose of the research and the extent to which the purpose is in 

line with the research design. Likewise, Fellows and Liu (1997) maintain that the 

research problem, and therefore the research objectives have a major impact on the 

adopted methodology and research design, on the methods of data collection and 

analysis, and finally on the research findings and conclusions.

3.4.1 Adopted research strategies
A researcher can choose from a number of strategies suitable for a particular study. 

Considering the objectives and having a deep understanding of the context of the 

present research, it is clear that a mixed methods research design is the most appropriate 

to be followed to achieve the research objectives.

The strategies used (adopted) in this research are the experimental strategy (or 

experiment) and the survey.

Both strategies are widely employed in a study of any type and of course in HCI 

(Dix et al., 2004; Preece et al., 2002) and other closely related sciences or disciplines 

including software engineering (Basili, 1993; Juristo and Moreno, 2001; Kitchenham et 

al., 2002). In the following two sections these strategies will be described.

3.5 Experiment
It is generally accepted that the experiment as a design strategy offers rigour to a study 

by permitting researchers to establish and assess causal relationships from results 

(Saunders et al., 2000). An experimental study is based on positivist principles more 

than any other research strategy (Neuman, 1994).

An experiment is a form of empirical study where the researcher has control over 

some of the conditions under which the study takes place and over the independent 

variables being studied (Bryman, 2001). An experiment allows researchers to determine 

how selected variables influence an outcome variable (De Vaus, 2001).

Essentially, in its simplest form, an experiment examines the effect of one 

variable on another variable. The effect is measured by comparing the results obtained 

by two groups which ideally should be identical except for the variable whose effect is 

being tested: an experimental group against a control group. Such experiments are
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referred to as controlled experiments: all factors that can affect the outcome are 

controlled except for the variable to be tested.

Robson (2002, p. 100) uses the term variable as a measurable “defined property or 

characteristic of a person, thing, group or situation”. Treatment or condition refers to 

the key factor that is compared or evaluated: a product, a technique, or a method. A 

precise description of the independent variable is crucial to every experimental design. 

The independent variable is the variable that is manipulated by the researcher, and takes 

the form of an experimental treatment, which is either present or not present. This 

setting, where the treatment is present or not, describes a conventional model when the 

researcher compares two conditions: what happens when the treatment is present and 

when it is not. However, instead of one treatment, two treatments can be used: in this 

case treatments are compared with each other. Subjects are the people, the participants 

(not the researchers) involved in the experiment, while objects refer to the entities under 

investigations and to which the treatment is applied (a project, a program, a product, 

etc.). The subjects are assigned to groups, one experimental (given the experimental 

treatment) and one the “control group” which is given no treatment. In a two-treatment 

comparison, the two groups are designated as experimental group 1 and experimental 

group 2. Dependent variables in experimental research represent the factors that are 

expected to change in response to the application of the treatment. Extraneous variables 

are the factors that can affect the dependent variable but that are of no interest. These, 

variables should be controlled by the experimental design to have no effect on the 

outcome. However, in the opposite case, if an extraneous variable influences the 

dependent variable, due to a weak design, the variable is considered to be a confounding 

variable. Finally, criteria and metrics for judging and measuring changes in the 

dependent variable should be defined.

Summarising, an experimental research strategy involves (Robson, 2002) the 

following:

1) The assignment of participants to different groups, preferably randomly.

2) A hypothesis for a causal relationship.

3) Each group receives different treatment where one or more independent 

variables are manipulated.

4) Control of all other variables.

5) Measurements of the effect of manipulation of the dependent variable.
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Fenton and Pfleeger (1996) distinguish the following stages in carrying out an 

experiment:

• Conception: The objectives of the study are defined. These objectives are 

formulated in a question that should be clearly stated.

• Design: Based on the objectives and the research question, the hypothesis to be 

tested is formulated. All the components of the experiment (treatment, 

experimental objects and participants, experimental factors-variables that 

influence the experiment and those that are expected to be affected) are defined 

and stated. A detailed plan of how the experiment will be conducted is 

presented. Finally, the criteria for measuring and judging effects are defined.

• Preparation: The participants for the experiment are prepared. This may 

involve several procedures and actions: training, lab preparation, and probably 

a dry run of the experiment.

• Execution: The treatment is applied to the participants according to the 

prescribed plan. Treatment and measurements should be applied in a consistent 

way.

• Analysis: The analysis stage starts with a review of the collected data to ensure 

they are valid and useful. Following that, data are analysed employing the 

appropriate statistical techniques to test the hypothesis.

• Dissemination and decision making: The conclusions and all the important 

aspects of the research are documented so that the experiment could be 

duplicated.

3.5.1 Experimental group design -  true experiments and quasi-experiments
The most preferred type of an experimental design is the true experimental design. 

Randomly assigning participants to experimental group/s and control group/s 

respectively is the most important characteristic of true experiments. Any differences 

between the groups will be randomly distributed and therefore the control and 

experimental groups are equivalent (Gill and Johnson, 2002). This random assignment 

provides a degree of certainty that changes in the dependent variable between groups 

are the result of the treatment and not due to some other reason. The random assignment 

of participants to groups minimises threats to internal validity. Another requirement of a 

true experiment is the ability of the researcher to have full control over the independent 

variable or even the experiment to take place under conditions that reflect the 

generalisation of the experimental hypothesis. In the real world these requirements may
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not be fully satisfied. As an alternative to a true experiment the researcher can employ a 

type of experiment that is often referred to as quasi-experiment, since it is a variation on 

the true experimental design.

3.6 Quasi-experiments
A quasi-experimental design may be the only suitable alternative when random 

assignment of participants is not possible (Cook and Campbell, 1979) or when intact 

groups are involved as happens often in the educational world (Wiersma, 2000).

Although randomised experiments are always preferred to quasi-experiments, the 

latter allow the search for knowledge and the examination of causality in situations in 

which complete control is inappropriate or not possible (Neuman, 1994). This makes 

quasi-experiments, according to many researchers, a second-best choice. Some 

researchers are even sceptical about the advantages of true experiments in certain 

situations and recommend consideration of design options that may involve non-random 

grouping (Robson, 2002). In a quasi-experimental design the researcher may select 

participants rather than randomly assign them to a treatment; or a quasi-experimental 

design often allows researchers to select random samples from the population, but does 

not require the random assignment of individuals to the comparison groups (Nachmias 

and Nachmias, 2000). From a wide collection of quasi-experimental designs that have 

developed over time, the researcher should choose the most appropriate one that is 

feasible for his research.

This study has used a quasi-experimental research design using “equivalent 

groups through matching” (Robson, 2002) in order to investigate the effect of two 

conditions, one using patterns and the other using guidelines to present and transfer 

knowledge to novice designers. Considerations regarding the experiments and the 

reasons for employing the particular type of quasi-experiment will be described in the 

next sub-sections.

3.6.1 Considerations of the quasi-experiment for the study
In each experiment the following factors were regarded as requiring a careful approach 

and attention: the setting and the environment of the experiments, the number of 

participants, the sampling and selection of the participants, and finally the extraneous 

variables affecting the groups.
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3.6.1.1 Experimental setting and environment

All the experiments in this research were set within an educational institute. This 

particular setting sometimes creates more considerations about the experimental design 

than will be presented here.

There are several factors to consider mainly related to the learning environment 

and the personal learning style of each individual. The learning environment includes 

factors such as teacher’s attitude, general skill, and specific knowledge. The personal 

learning factors include factors such as gender, age, academic ability, race, and 

experience but also the group of the students and the relations between students.

3.6.1.2 Number of students

The assignment of an individual to either of the two groups, as was underlined above, 

should be random whenever possible. Given a sufficient number of participants, 

randomisation helps to ensure that two groups are comparable or equivalent in terms of 

any characteristics which could affect any observed differences in post-treatment scores. 

In the experiments in the present study the final number of students eligible to 

participate in the test was smaller than anticipated, that is, the drop-out rate was high, 

resulting in a small number of participants. Even in the final study, despite groups being 

of average size (20 students), the number of participants is still considered low, taking 

into account the assumptions and requirements of sample size of several statistical 

methods. One problem resulting from a small number of participants, while measuring 

learning effects in educational experiments, is that two groups might not necessarily be 

the same before any instruction takes place, differing in important ways that influence 

the progress they are able to make. Randomisation in small sizes can be compromised 

since the smaller the number of participants, the smaller the probability of 

randomisation to provide balanced or representative groups for the experiment. This 

study used rank sampling and stratified sampling techniques for allocating participants 

to groups in order to avoid such problems.

3.6.1.3 Sampling and selection considerations

Two forms of sampling were employed for the purposes of the study: convenient and 

purposive. These two sampling methods were employed in order to collect the initial 

group for each experiment.

Convenient sampling: Due to the nature of the experiment involving students, 

simple random sampling could not possibly be employed for this research. The entire 

population of the students were not available for selection. The experiments were based
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on volunteers and that involves the risk of self-selection for the participant groups. It is 

possible that only the best students are willing to participate. The use of “convenient 

sampling” is likely to produce results that are not representative (Bryman and Bell, 

2003; Carver et al., 2003; Robson, 2002).

Purposive sampling: This is another sampling technique classified as a non- 

probabilistic method of sampling (Cohen et al., 2000). The method allows the 

researcher to form a sample with a purpose in mind in order to satisfy specific needs in 

a project. This method is subjective, using as criterion the researcher’s judgement or 

interest in specific subjects (Robson, 2002). Purposive sampling was used in the main 

study when, due to limited resources available and in order to improve the experimental 

design, the first 45 best performing members of the initial group were selected. This 

purposive sampling does not put any limitations on the research: Although the 

experiment was placed within a higher educational institute, the main purpose of the 

experiment was not about education but about learning and adopting techniques by 

novice designers with the help of patterns and guidelines. By using purposive sampling 

and choosing the best of the students, the participants were closer to representing novice 

designers capable and willing to produce higher quality artefacts; the purposive 

sampling helped in eliminating students with low technical abilities, trying to cope with 

the requirements of the tests or indifferent to the produced artefacts.

3.6.1.4 Groups and extraneous variables

The study employed two groups to receive different treatments. Even a small difference 

in the two groups could make the groups not comparable, and any observed differences 

in outcomes could be due to extraneous factors or pre-existing differences (Cohen et al., 

2000). Cook and Campbell (1979) suggest that a weakness in all experiments is that the 

assumption of initial equivalence between the groups is possibly violated. These 

problems are especially severe when differences between the two groups exceed one- 

half standard deviation (0.5 SD) on relevant criterion measures (Nachmias and 

Nachmias, 2000).

A good design should take into consideration any extraneous variables that may 

influence the independent variable by controlling for them. Controlling these variables, 

usually through randomisation, eliminates systematic bias due to them and increases the 

internal validity of the experiment (Wiersma, 2000). However, as discussed above, there 

is no certainty about this, especially in experiments with a small number of participants 

(Christensen, 1997).
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3.7 Group allocation
The two groups should be equivalent or balanced regarding the factors and the 

characteristics that conceivably affect the variables in the experiments. Taking into 

account the considerations outlined in previous sections, a random selection of the 

participants could not be implemented in this study. One approach, in order to have 

similar and comparable groups that would ensure high precision in a study, is to match 

the two groups of students on a significant variable or variable to the results in the study

Robson (2002, p. 139) suggests an “equivalent groups through matching” method 

by using one or more matching variables to select the groups. The same author draws 

attention to the fact that this approach is different to a matched-pairs design, used in 

many experimental designs (Cook and Campbell, 1979), where individuals are matched 

to form a pair and then each member of the pair is randomly assigned to each group. 

Creswell (2003) indicates that a matched-pairs design is expensive, takes time and could 

possibly result in incomparable groups if some of the participants choose to leave the 

experiment. Instead of matched-pairs, a rank sampling and a stratified sampling 

technique was used to strengthen the assumption that the two groups are initially 

equivalent.

The main concern involved in grouping students was that the two groups should 

be similar, that is, that two equivalent comparison groups were matched on 

characteristics such as ability, skills and knowledge to design. To this effect, 

preliminary assignments or tests were used to help the allocation of participants to the 

two groups. In the exploratory study the test was a simple general knowledge quiz about 

HCI principles. In the other two experiments students were asked to perform an 

assignment before the group formation and the treatment. The assignment was along 

similar lines with what the final test was about.

Sometimes it is also advisable to take extra measurements of the participants in 

the groups in order to ensure that there is no substantial difference between the two 

groups (Pallant, 2001). In the main study, as an extra measure to ensure that the two 

groups were equivalent, the academic scores of the participants in relevant courses and 

their reported experience in the use of computers were taken into account. Statistical 

analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the two groups.

A problem with matching is the accuracy with which matching between two 

individuals will take place. To address this issue two methods have been used and are 

presented in the following sections.
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3.7.1 Rank sampling
The first approach that was employed makes use of the ranking of all students on the 

basis of their scores (Cohen et al., 2000). Each consecutively ranked two students form 

a pair. Each member of the pair is assigned randomly to a group. An alternative way of 

allocating participants to each group, which was employed in this study, is to reverse 

the order of allocation to a group after each pair. According to this scheme for a group 

of four students, ranked 1, 2, 3 and 4, students 1 and 4 would form the first group while 

students 2 and 3 form the second group. Therefore, students ranked 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 

13.... are allocated to the first group while students ranked 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14... are 

allocated to the second group. It should be noted that in this way when the number of 

students in each group is even the sum of the ranks in both groups is the same; also note 

that although pairs were formed for the purpose of allocation, there was no comparison 

between the participants of each pair but between the two groups as a whole.

Rank sampling was used in the exploratory study and the first study. For the final 

study stratified sampling was used.

3.7.2 Stratified sampling
The second approach to forming the two groups employs another technique used for 

sampling in statistics (Black, 1999; Robson, 2002). Stratification is the formation of 

categories or strata from a population. Every member of the population is assigned to 

only one stratum that is relatively homogenous with regards to the characteristic or 

attributes forming the stratum (Black, 1999). Then random or systematic sampling is 

applied within each stratum to form the experimental groups. The advantage of this 

approach is that each stratum is represented equally within each experimental group. 

Robson (2002) points out that, in certain cases, stratified random sampling can be better 

than random sampling due to the fact that the means of the stratified samples are more 

likely to be closer to the mean of the population. Most frequently stratified sampling is 

used as a method which guarantees that members of all strata, even the smaller ones, of 

a certain population are included in the groups to their real extent to which they are 

found in the population; this allows a comparison with all the strata included in the 

groups.

Using stratified random sampling, the two groups in the main study were balanced 

for expected ability, measured by the percentage of points each student received in the 

preliminary before the treatment assignment. Participants were placed into four groups 

of similar ability -  adequate, medium, good and excellent -  and then the members of
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each of these groups assigned to the two experimental groups in a random fashion. 

Finally, from the two experimental groups, one group was randomly selected to be 

exposed to the patterns treatment and the other to the guidelines. Participants did not 

know the details of the treatment or any features of patterns and guidelines until the 

post-test interviews and questionnaires.

3.8 Survey
A survey is frequently an investigation carried out in retrospect and therefore the 

researcher does not have any control and cannot manipulate any variables as with an 

experiment (Fenton and Pfleeger, 1996). Surveys provide information for the research 

from the participant’s point of view. Surveys are used to depict features and 

characteristics, behaviours and practices, attitudes and feelings, opinions and views of a 

group. Surveys can be employed for any type of study: exploratory, descriptive or 

explanatory, and usually are associated with the deductive approach (Saunders et al., 

2000). Interviews, questionnaires, and a range of observational techniques are the 

primary methods of collecting data from surveys. Data can be either qualitative or 

quantitative. Interviews and questionnaires are two methods of data collection that rely 

on the participants to provide the actual information. Observation complements 

interviews and questionnaires, since it can help close the gap between stated behaviour, 

what they say they do or like, and actual behaviour (Bryman, 2004).

Kitchenham et al. (2002) write that surveys have certain advantages, such as 

making use of already existing experience, while common statistical techniques can be 

used for the analysis; at the same time they point out the drawbacks, explaining that 

surveys can only establish associations and no causal relationships, and that they can be 

biased if there are differences between those who respond and those that do not.

3.9 Methods of data collection and analysis
In the previous sections the research methodology and the research strategies were 

presented. In this section the methods of data collection and analysis are discussed.

There are several methods used to collect and analyse data. Robson (2002) 

explains that a researcher in order to collect data can watch, ask, and search for any 

other available evidence. Watching involves observation; asking implies interviews, use 

of questionnaires, and conducting tests; and other evidence is collected through methods 

such as content, documentary or archival analysis (Robson, 2002). Interviews, 

questionnaires, observations, and tests are extensively employed during the
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requirements gathering and evaluation of a product in HCI (Dix et al., 2004; Preece et 

al., 2002).

The data in this inquiry were collected in various ways by using means of 

qualitative and quantitative tools: focus groups, individual interviews, questionnaires, 

observations, and finally of assessing participants in the tests that were conducted by 

employing independent evaluators. The tests and the data collected through them will be 

discussed in the relevant chapters together with the analysis of the results. A short 

overview of the other methods is given below.

3.9.1 Questionnaires
Questionnaires can be used to generate quantitative data of a large number of 

participants in order to test theories or hypotheses advanced in the study. A 

questionnaire is generally easier to administer than interviews, it produces a large 

amount of data in a short period of time, does not require a trained interviewer, and all it 

entails is the cost of planning and sampling (Oppenheim, 1992). Furthermore, a 

questionnaire as a method for eliciting data gives respondents more time to consider 

their answers and answer them at their leisure.

This method was used to elicit data from the participants regarding their 

preferences, their intentions concerning using patterns/guidelines, and how they value 

each format that they have used. The general format of the questionnaires was 

consistent, but each questionnaire used in this research was tailored for the study and 

the participating groups.

3.9.2 Interviews
An interview is a “conversation with a purpose” (Kahn and Cannell, 1957, cited in 

Preece et al., 2002) between the researcher and one or more persons. The interview is a 

flexible method of finding things out. Interviews are commonly distinguished as fully 

structured, semi-structured, and unstructured based on the degree of structure and the 

formality of the interview. Robson (2002) comments that each type of interview is 

related, to some extent, to the depth of the expected answer. Structured interviews 

usually produce data for quantitative analysis while the other two types provide 

qualitative data.

Depending on the goals of the researcher, interviews can be used to seek new 

insights and to understand what is happening, to identify general patterns, and to 

appreciate relationships between variables (Saunders et al., 2007). Generally they are
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conducted on a one-to-one basis or one-to-many or may even involve more than one 

researcher. The interviews are usually recorded for future analysis and review.

This research benefited from the advantages of using interviews and 

questionnaires to collect data together with the quantitative data collected through the 

evaluation and design tests.

3.9.3 Focus groups
A focus group is a method of eliciting participants’ perceptions, attitudes, and opinions 

and generates qualitative data (Krueger and Casey, 2000). The group consists of a small 

number of people who together with the researcher discuss selected topics, in order to 

explore the participants’ perceptions and attitudes. The researcher facilitates the 

discussion by asking questions. The focus of the discussion is clearly defined and this 

distinguishes a focus groups from a group interview (Saunders et al., 2007).

3.9.4 Observation
Observational methods involve collecting information about people, by listening and 

watching, in their natural work environment or under controlled laboratory conditions 

and to record their behaviour and actions (Preece et al., 2002). Taking notes, audio and 

video recording are used as tools in observational studies to document the data. 

Observational techniques provide information which cannot be collected by any other 

technique. This information can be compared and contrasted with information collected 

by another method. Observational techniques can be employed in both qualitative and 

quantitative research (Joppe, 2001).

Observations, as methods of collecting data, were used at several stages of the 

experiment, but mainly at critical points where information was needed to gain more 

knowledge about the activities of the participants, the way in which they responded to 

the requirements of the tests, and the problems they encountered during the tutorials and 

the tests. These observations were made mostly in an unstructured way by taking notes 

and compiling them soon afterwards. Observations during the exploratory and the first 

study helped improve the way in which the main study was conducted by using more 

refined and robust procedures.

3.10 Overview of the research design
In this section an overview of the approach taken in the experiments conducted is 

presented. The experimental part of the research started with an exploratory study, 

followed by the first study, where certain limitations of the experiments were exposed,
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and finally the main study. Each of the studies took place in a different higher 

educational institute.

Guidelines and patterns were compared using two groups of novice designers by 

exposing them to two different training approaches: A pattern-based approach and a 

guideline-based approach. By choosing novice designers, an effort was made to 

eliminate any effect of experience and knowledge a designer might have acquired from 

their previous practice in designing as professionals.

The effectiveness of the guidelines and patterns was assessed by suggesting to 

novice designers that they use them in two activities: design and evaluation of web sites. 

The designing skills of the participant groups were assessed by measuring the 

application of usability principles during a design task. The web pages designed by each 

participant were evaluated by judges employing specific metrics developed for this 

purpose. Participants were also asked to evaluate a number of web pages and their 

performance was measured by the number of errors identified.

For the purpose of the experiment, two groups of students, representing novice 

designers, enrolled in a relevant course were recruited. A preliminary test before the 

treatment was used to divide the participant students into two equivalent groups. A 

more detailed account of the metrics, the criteria, and the setting of the experiment will 

be discussed in subsequent chapters.

Apart from the tests, observations and interviews as methods of collection of data 

were also employed.

Observations were used during the tutorials and design sessions in order to 

identify the way in which students work, how patterns and guidelines are being 

employed, and how patterns and guidelines affect the design process. For this purpose 

two observers took notes, during the treatment and the design assignment, on the 

progress of each student, the problems and questions raised by the students, the time 

taken to complete a task, and any difficulties that were encountered during these 

sessions. An alternative method would have been to use a video camera to record the 

sessions; however, the resources needed for such an approach would be considerable. In 

retrospect, the use of detailed recordings would have added no further information to the 

observations and notes taken during the design tests.

The data collected through the observations helped to establish the following: the 

extent to which patterns/guidelines were adopted and used; the degree to which they 

helped the design development; identified any issues with the format and the 

presentation; whether they confused designers and hindered their creativity as designers;
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if there were any specific designs issues that can be addressed better using guidelines or 

using patterns.

Following the completion of the design test, students participating in the 

experiment were interviewed in order to gather as much information as possible 

concerning their experiences. The aim of this interview was to establish how often and 

effectively patterns and guidelines were used; the degree by which guidelines or 

patterns affected the design process and their decisions; and the perceived usefulness 

and qualities of the guidelines or patterns. The interviews were of the structured and 

semi-structured types.

Finally, after the completion of the tests, all students were asked to fill in a 

questionnaire and rate the usefulness of design patterns and guidelines in the evaluation 

and design of web pages; the extent to which they helped them in these activities; their 

intentions of getting to know more about patterns/guidelines; and whether they planned 

to use them in future projects.

In conclusion, a mixed methods research approach was used in this study 

employing qualitative and quantitative techniques, which is a widely accepted and 

popular approach taken by researchers in information systems and web design research 

(Barnes and Vidgen, 2005; Fitzpatrick, 1999; Khazaei, 1990), HCI (Dix et al., 2004; 

Preece et al., 2002), and the recent investigations and research into guidelines and 

patterns (Chung et al., 2004; Cowley and Wesson, 2005; Saponas et al., 2006).

3.11 Statistical methods of analysis
Several statistical methods were employed to analyse the quantitative data gathered in 

the experiment. Descriptive statistics were used to describe and summarise data, and 

more complex techniques, parametric and non-parametric, were used to make inferences 

and test the hypotheses that address the research objectives.

3.11.1 Parametric and non-parametric
The choice of the appropriate statistical technique requires consideration of several 

factors, including the following: the type of question being addressed, the type of items 

and scales chosen, the nature of the data, and finally the assumptions required for each 

particular technique (Pallant, 2001).

Parametric tests require assumptions about the format of the data, and usually 

normality is assumed for the data. Parametric tests rely on estimating and testing values 

of parameters. In contrast, a non-parametric test, also called distribution free-test, does
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not require any assumption about the distribution of the data (Clark-Carter, 2004). 

However, each particular test, even a non-parametric one, requires certain criteria to be 

met. The main advantage of non-parametric tests is that they can be used for small 

samples where there is no information about the distribution of the sample available 

(Cohen et al., 2000). Non-parametric tests are less powerful than parametric tests and 

also less sensitive in that they may not detect differences although they actually exist 

(Walliman, 2005).

The particular techniques employed in this study are: T-test, ANOVA, chi-square 

and Mann-Whitney. Consideration and details about these tests will be given in the 

relevant section where the results of a specific test are presented.

3.12 Ethical issues
In any experimental research ethical considerations are a significant issue (Neuman, 

2003; Saunders et al., 2007). This is even more important in the current study since all 

the experiments took place within an academic environment.

Every ethical and legal issue involved in this research, such as obtaining 

participants’ consent and academic approval, and conforming to educational principles 

were appropriately considered beforehand. The ethical issues that are relevant in the 

study (Carver et al., 2003; Saunders et al., 2007) are outlined below:

• Prior to the start of each experiment the appropriate academic authorities were 

informed. In some cases, in order to proceed with the study and have access to 

the resources of the academic institution, the approval of the Faculty Board of 

Directors was required.

• In all cases the performance of the students had no effect on the academic 

evaluation and grading of the participants in any course; furthermore, 

participation did not contribute to any course credit. In the last two experiments 

the courses were specifically set up for the purposes of the experiment and were 

set apart from any other academic course.

• Participation was voluntarily and individuals had the right to withdraw at any 

moment. This resulted in significant drop-out rates for the first two experiments, 

but it was possible to control this factor much better in the last experiment while 

still maintaining the voluntary participation of the students.

• All participants were informed of the programme requirements, the procedures 

and the tests that were to be conducted. Possible benefits and also drawbacks 

were also highlighted. However, details of the purpose of the research were not
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given in order not to affect the performance and behaviour of the participants 

and distort the findings. Finally, participants were informed of how the data was 

to be collected and used.

• Confidentiality and anonymity were offered to the participants. This is 

especially recommended in interviews in order to encourage them to be more 

sincere and open (Hussey and Hussey, 1997).

• Finally, the customarily pedagogical considerations and code of practice, 

according to university regulations, were adhered to. All the researchers 

involved were academics with many years’ teaching experience.

3.13 Validity and reliability of research
All research studies are concerned with the issue of credible findings (Saunders et al., 

2007), that is, with the quality and trustworthiness of the research study and the results 

obtained. The criteria that address such important issues are validity and reliability 

(Neuman, 2003; Robson, 2002). Validity and reliability concern not only a research 

study or a method, but also tests, scales, instruments and measurements; depending on 

the item they refer to, validity and reliability have multiple meanings and interpretations 

(Neuman, 2003).

Reliability is the extent to which a particular item (test, scale, or instrument) 

applied repeatedly to the same object yields the same results each time under a similar 

methodology (Babbie, 2004; Howell, 2001). Validity is the extent to which an item 

measures what it was intended to measure (Preece et al., 2002).

There are several kinds of validity: internal, external and construct validity are the 

most general and important kinds. Other kinds of validity, such as face, criterion- 

related, concurrent validity, etc., are applicable to certain types of studies, methods, or 

instruments. These specific kinds of validity will be discussed, if applicable, in the 

appropriate section where the results are presented.

While the criteria of reliability and validity are applicable to both quantitative and 

qualitative research (Robson, 2002), some proponents of qualitative research (Lincoln 

and Guba, 1985; Yin, 1994) prefer terminology more related to a qualitative approach. 

Therefore they adopt criteria such as credibility, transferability, dependability and 

confirmability, which correspond to internal validity, external validity, reliability, and 

objectivity.

Since the study employs an experimental design approach, the threats to validity 

and reliability in an experiment are briefly discussed in the following two subsections.
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3.13.1 Internal validity in experiments
Researchers have described a number of factors that may limit and threaten the validity 

of an experiment. Such limitations are related to the internal and external validity of the 

research and are more serious in the case of a quasi-experiment (Cohen et al., 2000). 

Internal validity in an experimental design refers to the researcher’s ability to control or 

eliminate factors that will affect the dependent variables. Variables, other than the 

treatment, are threats to internal validity and cloud the true effect of the independent 

variable (Neuman, 1994).

Several potential threats to internal validity have been identified (Cohen et al., 

2000; Neuman, 1994; Robson, 2002), such as the following:

• History -  Events other than the treatment occurring between pre-test and post

test which affect the dependent variable.

• Testing -  Taking a pre-test alters the results of the post-test, probably due to 

practice effects or alerting participants to the purpose of the experiment.

• Maturation -  Changes occur in the participants, from growing older to 

becoming more skilful, more knowledgeable and wiser, more experienced, etc., 

during the study. These changes often take place in longitudinal educational 

studies.

• Instrumentation -  The measuring instrument is unreliable and introduces error, 

or the instrument is changed between pre-testing and post-testing.

• Differential selection of participants -  Participants in the experimental and 

control groups have different characteristics that affect the dependent variable 

differently.

• Mortality -  Different participants drop out of the study in different numbers, 

altering the composition of the treatment groups and confounding the effect of 

the independent variables.

• Statistical regression -  Participants with extremely high or extremely low 

scores produce results that tend to regress to the mean on retesting.

• Diffusion of treatments -  One group receives information and/or part of the 

treatment meant for another group.

Another type of validity, related to internal validity, is conclusion validity. This 

type of validity is concerned with matters on the statistical analysis and also refers to the 

degree to which a conclusion about the relationships in the data is credible (Wohlin et 

al., 2000; Trochim and Donnelly, 2007). Conclusion validity only examines if there is a
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relationship between the variables under examination. The difference between 

conclusion and internal validity is that conclusion validity is only concerned whether 

there is a relationship; it is not concerned whether the relationship is a cause-effect 

relationship (Howell et al., 2005).

3.13.2 External validity in experiments
External validity or generalisability depends on whether the observed behaviour or 

measurement is representative of the people, the surrounding conditions and the 

treatments given (Cohen et al., 2000; Neuman, 1994; Robson, 2002). External validity 

can limit the degree to which the results of the research can be generalised to other 

populations or settings.

There are many potential threats that can jeopardise external validity. Mainly the 

threats belong to two types of external validity: population validity, referring to the 

extent to which one can generalise from the specific study sample, and ecological 

validity, the extent of generalisation due to the set of environment created for the study. 

Some of the threats to external validity are the same as threats to internal validity, or are 

related to them. A number of potential threats are summarised below (Cohen et al., 

2000; Neuman, 1994; Robson, 2002):

• Explicit description of the experiment -  Sufficient description is required so that 

feature replication is possible.

• Specificity of variables -  Poorly operationalised variables make it difficult to 

identify the setting and procedures to which the variables can be generalised.

• Reactive effects -  The fact of being in a study affects participants, in a negative 

or positive way from their normal behaviour (Hawthorne effect).

• Multiple treatment interference -  When participants receive more than one 

treatment, the effect of prior treatment can affect or interact with later 

treatments, limiting generalisation.

• Pre-test-treatment interaction -  The pre-test sensitises participants to aspects of 

the treatment and thus influences post-test scores.

• Selection-treatment interaction -  The non-random or volunteer selection of 

participants limits the generalisability of the study.

An experiment with internal validity may or may not have external validity but 

without internal validity an experiment is not externally valid (Cohen et al., 2000).
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All the above threats to validity were considered in the present study and the 

necessary steps were taken to ensure that the results of the study have not been violated 

by any of the above threats.

3.14 Measurement issues concerning research variables
In the previous section reliability and validity were highlighted with reference to a 

research design. However, as was pointed out, reliability and validity are relevant to a 

wide range of activities and instruments (Howell et al., 2005). In this section reliability 

and validity are examined in relation to the quality of measurement. Within this 

framework, whereas reliability indicates consistency of results from the same 

measurement process, validity means that the produced results accurately reflect the 

concept being measured (Babbie, 2004).

3.14.1 Validity
Validity is an essential characteristic of measurement and reflects the degree to which 

an instrument measures what it is supposed -  and attempts -  to measure (Wiersma, 

2000). Pallant (2001) indicates that there is no straightforward indicator of the validity 

of an instrument. One approach to determine validity is through logical analysis and 

another is through an empirical analysis using a standard criterion for measurement 

(Wiersma, 2000). The conventional types of validity are: face, content, criterion and 

construct validity (Clark-Carter, 2004).

Face validity: This refers to the extent the measure appears to succeed in 

measuring what it is supposed to measure. According to Bryman and Bell (2003), this is 

the minimum expected from a new measure. One way of establishing face validity is by 

asking experts about the measure. Face validity of the measures in this study were 

confirmed by experts in the first study before the test was administered. Actually, one of 

the experts participated in structuring the design tests so as to be close to real web 

design requirements. The face validity of the evaluation test was assured by taking a 

web site and reconstructing it so that it would be fully functional while it was being 

examined for usability errors. Face validity was greatly improved in the main study 

since both tests were improved after having been tried with the participants during the 

first study.

Construct validity: Construct validity is directly related to the question of what 

the instrument is in fact measuring, i.e. what construct or concept is behind someone’s 

performance or score on a measure (Churchill, 1979). Construct validity assumes that
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there is a causal relationship between intervention and outcome and is concerned with 

the extent to which the study manipulates what it claims to manipulate, and whether it 

measures what it claims to be measuring (Gray and Salzman, 1998). Patterns and 

guidelines were manipulated for the purposes of the present study and tests were 

conducted in order to measure the application of patterns and guidelines. Construct 

validity is discussed in Chapter 7 where the validity and reliability of the study are 

assessed.

Content validity: The extent to which the content of the test represent all facets 

of a concept or an intended domain (Babbie, 2004; Clark-Carter, 2004). The key to 

content validity rests in the development of the instrument and the procedures employed 

to cover all aspects of the concept.

This study started by defining the domain of the concepts under investigation. 

Content validity was to some extent limited in the experiments of this study by the 

restrictions imposed by the selection of the sets of patterns and guidelines (as explained 

in the relevant section below). Despite this, content validity was kept as high as possible 

by systematically selecting every possible item that represents a large area of the 

domain which the scale is intended to measure.

Criterion validity: The extent to which the outcome of the test is in agreement 

with an existing (referred to as concurrent validity) or predicted (referred to as 

predictive validity) criterion external to the test (Pallant, 2001; Wiersma, 2000).

3.14.2 Reliability
Reliability refers to a scale’s dependability. If one has a reliable scale or measure, 

consistent results are produced each time the same thing is measured over similar 

subjects in a similar context (Cohen et al., 2000). There are four key aspects of 

reliability (Cohen et al., 2000; Wiersma, 2000): Stability reliability examines the 

stability of the results over time; equivalence reliability is achieved when an instrument 

produces the same outcomes with another equivalent instrument; internal reliability 

(consistency) is particularly important in connection with multiple-item scales and 

assesses the degree by which the items of a scale measure the same concept (Bryman 

and Cramer, 2005); and inter-rater reliability is the extent of consistency and agreement 

among researchers using the same measures (Neuman, 2003).

Some of the above types of reliability require two administrations of the same test 

to be carried out in order to obtain an estimate of the reliability. The reliability across
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several researchers or evaluators, called inter-rater reliability, is of particular interest to 

this study since several evaluators were employed to score the designs of the students.

3.14.2.1 Inter-rater reliability

The results of the independent evaluators were assessed as to the degree of agreement 

between them by calculating inter-rater reliability (Garson, 1998). Inter-rater reliability 

was used as a further line of validation for the rating method and the grading scheme.

Inter-rater reliability reflects the consistency of the results of several evaluators 

employing an assessment method. A high inter-rater reliability shows an agreement 

among the evaluators and reflects the consistency of implementing a rating method 

(Howell et al., 2005; Marques and McCall, 2005). For subjective measures, Kitchenham 

et al. (2002) suggest that a measure of inter-rater reliability, such as the kappa statistic 

or the intra-class correlation coefficient for continuous measures, be presented.

3.14.2.2 Measuring inter-rater reliability

Intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficient is used to measure inter-rater reliability for two 

or more raters. ICC may be conceptualised as the ratio of between-groups variance to 

total variance. Shrout and Fleiss (1979) present guidelines to be followed for selecting 

the proper coefficient to estimate inter-rater reliability. They distinguish, by using three 

models and two versions for each model, six kinds of ICC reliability coefficient. Three 

models take into account the way each subject is rated: by different group of raters, by 

randomly selected raters or by all raters. For each model there are two versions of 

reliability, one where reliability is to be calculated on a single measurement and another 

one where reliability is calculated by taking the average of the raters (Garson, 1998).

In this study each participant was assessed by every rater, and the raters are the 

only raters of interest. SPSS, the statistical package used to analyse the ICC, produces 

both forms of ICC, one for the single measure, and one for the average measure.

In order to interpret the ICC, Shrout and Fleiss (1979) suggest that an ICC >= 74 

is considered excellent inter-rater reliability, an ICC = .60 to .74 good reliability, an 

ICC = .40 to .59 fair reliability, while an ICC of <.40 is considered poor reliability.

First study
Two evaluators examined and rated the designs. However, it turned out that the grading 

scheme was not very strict and the evaluators had differences in their scores resulting in 

low inter-rate reliability. One reason for this was that the errors of the students were not 

predictable and it was not possible to provide some grading scheme or give guidance for
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all the errors. Thus the evaluators had to rely on their personal judgement in order to 

rate several aspects of the design.

Main study
Inter-rater reliability in the final study was improved by operationalising a more precise 

grading scheme and by carefully modifying the tests in order to avoid areas that proved 

to cause large disagreement among the raters with regards to their grades.

Custer et al., (2001) report low inter-rated reliability in introducing and using a 

model to assess student performance in technological design activities. In order to 

improve inter-rater reliability, the authors suggest training of the raters that includes 

post-rating discussion of rating differences.

In the final study three raters were used. The two raters that were used in the first 

study were also employed. These raters were considered to be experienced with the 

particular rating scheme and procedure. The third rater was introduced and trained in the 

rating procedure, using the grading scheme on a number of web designs of the previous 

exploratory study. Training consisted of an orientation to the design tasks, a 

walkthrough analysis of the grading scheme, a small briefing that included problems 

encountered during the rating sessions, a short explanation on how to use tabbed- 

browsers, and finally suggestions that help reduce grading time.

3.15 Overview of the studies
Three experiments were conducted for the purposes of this research: the exploratory 

study, the first study, and finally the main study. The following Table 3.1 gives an 

overview of the reported studies, showing the number and profile of the participating 

students, the parts of each study, and the methods used. Each experiment contributed 

significantly to the understanding of how the next experiment should be carried out, and 

the findings and lessons learned at each stage have considerably influenced the next and 

contributed to the success of the final experiment, which is the main study. The table 

also shows the modifications, the differences between the studies, and how each study 

informed the next.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the studies

Exploratory Study
Students’ profile: Undergraduates following an HCI module in the second year o f a Computing course, Sheffield 
Hal lam University, UK, during March - May 2005.
Shortcomings
•  Erratic attendance o f students
•  Patterns and guidelines not balanced

•  Extensive sets o f patterns and guidelines
•  Use o f paper prototype

Issues informing the next study
•  To use o f an authoring tool in the design process.
•  To make the experiment to be part o f a full teaching course or to be conducted in a way that would 

guarantee participation and acceptable drop-out rates.
•  To form and use a balanced set of patterns and guidelines.
•  To employ a set o f metrics for the design tasks
Parts of the Study No. of participants Data collection Methods
1 Preliminary Test - Group formation 11
2 Tutorials with Pattems-Guidelines 4 (Guidelines group), 4 (Patterns group)
3 Evaluation and Design Test 1 (Guidelines group), 1 (Patterns group) Design Test
4 Focus Group session 10 Focus Group

First Study
Students’ profile: Undergraduates following an E-commerce module in the third year in a Business Administration 
course in the Business Administration Dept., TEI o f Athens, Greece, during October 2005-Februaiy 2006.
Shortcomings
•  High dropout rate at the late stages o f the experiment # Skills o f students (experience with computers - some
•  Extensive sets o f patterns and guidelines o f them did not practise enough)

Issues informing the next study
•  To extend the teaching tutorials and bring students to an adequate level o f competency
•  To assign students individually to work on their own
•  To assure students have reached a satisfactory level o f design efficiency.
•  To improve the metrics that could allow evaluators to work quicker and more reliable
•  To improve sets o f patterns and guidelines

Parts of the Study No. of participants Data collection Methods
1 Web design tutorials 172
2 Test - Selection o f participants 172
3 Web design tutorials 42
4 Preliminary test - Group formation 28
5 Tutorials with Pattems-Guidelines 15 (Guidelines group), 16 (Patterns group) Observation
6 Redesign and Design Test 14 (Guidelines group), 14 (Patterns group) Design test
7 Interview, Questionnaire, 

Evaluation Test
13 (Guidelines group), 13 (Patterns group) Interview, Questionnaire, 

Evaluation test

Main Study
Students’ profile: Undergraduates in the final (fourth) year o f  an Automation course in the Automation Department, 
TEI o f Piraeus, Greece, during February 2006 - April 2006
Differences from the previous study
•  The level o f students (interested in web design, technically oriented, motivated to leam, 

efficient in the use o f tools and techniques).
•  The teaching approach and tutorials (extended tutorials covering a wide range o f techniques, 

more design tests and practice).
•  The balanced sets o f patterns/guidelines (reduced in number, reviewed and improved, with better examples).
•  Improved tests (design and evaluation test, no redesign test)
•  Improved instruments (questionnaires), in depth interviews allowing qualitative analysis
Intervention
•  Eliminate participants with some experience in web design.
Parts of the Study No. of participants Data collection Methods
1 Web design tutorials 65
2 Test - Selection o f participants 45
3 Web design tutorials 45
4 Preliminary test - Group formation 39
5 Tutorials with Pattems-Guidelines 20 (Guidelines group), 19 (Patterns group) Observation
6 Design Test 20 (Guidelines group), 19 (Patterns group) Design test
7 Evaluation Test, Questionnaire 20 (Guidelines group), 19 (Patterns group) Evaluation test, Questionnaire
8 Interview/Questionnaire 16 (Guidelines group), 18 (Patterns group) Interview, Questionnaire
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Full details and lengthy descriptions about each study are given in the relevant 

sections (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 6). More details for the first study (timetable and 

group composition) can be found in Table 4.1 and Table 4.3. The same details for the 

main study can be found in Table 6.1 and in Table 6.2.

3.16 Summary
This chapter has outlined some important aspects of the methodology used in the study 

and has also provided an account of the rationale for the choice of methods and the way 

in which the methods are employed. The justification for adopting a multi-method 

approach (triangulation) in the present research has been discussed. The whole research 

process and the two strategies employed, experimental and survey, in order to achieve 

the research objectives have been presented.

A number of data collection methods, both quantitative and qualitative, were used 

collecting quantitative data from the tests and the questionnaires and qualitative data 

from the interviews and the observations. Several issues regarding the reliability and 

validity of the study and of the instruments used were raised. The tests used for 

statistical analysis were briefly presented; more details will be given together with the 

results of the analysis. Ethical issues, typical of a study of this nature, were outlined 

together with the way in which they were addressed. Finally, an overview of the three 

studies was presented showing the stages and details of each study.
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Chapter 4

Preparation for the Main Study

4.1 Introduction
Three experiments were conducted for the purposes of this research: the exploratory 

study, the first study, and finally the main study. The findings and lessons learned 

during the exploratory and the first study have considerably influenced and contributed 

to the success of the main study.

This chapter details the experimental setting, the selection of participants, the 

teaching method and finally the instruments used in the exploratory and the first study.

The exploratory study, presented in Section 4.2, served as an opportunity to 

investigate the nature of the experiment and get feedback and experience in working 

with patterns and guidelines.

Section 4.3 presents the first study and while giving details of the experiments, 

two key issues for the experiment are described. First, the choice and the formation of 

the sets of patterns and guidelines used for the study are discussed; several criteria and 

restrictions were used to choose the proper sets, which should raise the same usability 

issues. Second, the metrics used by the independent evaluators to grade the web sites 

designed by the students are introduced briefly; these metrics were further developed 

and are described in more detail in Chapter 5.

Section 4.4 reports on the results, using the observations, questionnaires, 

interviews, and the tasks completed by the participants. The following two Sections 4.5 

and 4.6 describe the limitations of the first study, the conclusions, and the
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considerations for the following main study. Finally, a summary of the chapter is given 

in Section 4.7.

4.2 Exploratory study
The first experiment, named “exploratory study”, took place in March-May 2005 during 

the spring semester at Sheffield Hallam University in England. The study was 

conducted with a group of students enrolled in an HCI course at Sheffield Hallam 

University, UK.

The exploratory study had an investigative nature, and served as a preliminary 

study for subsequent experiments. The main purpose of the experiment was to 

investigate the application of patterns and guidelines as a teaching tool and to identify 

problems and issues related to the experimental procedures.

4.2.1 Participants and preliminary test
The number of students participating in the group was 11 in total, 9 male and 2 female. 

There was no training of the students in the course that was directly related to the 

experiment. Participants were undergraduates following an HCI module in the second 

year of a Computing course. Therefore it was assumed that they had the necessary skills 

and knowledge to participate in the experiment. Students took part in a preliminary 

design test intended to evaluate their sense and knowledge of usability. The purpose of 

this test was to balance the two groups and control for experience, design ability and 

knowledge about usability.

This test consisted of two parts. The first part contained multiple choice questions 

about general principles of HCI. The second part consisted of a series of small pictures 

depicting parts of a web page. In each picture there was a usability error or some aspect 

whose current design could be greatly improved. The students were asked to identify 

the errors and/or suggest an alternative design to improve the user interface and help a 

potential user of the web page. See Appendix 4.1 for the tasks developed for the 

preliminary test.

The scores on this test ranged from 37 to 90 on a scale of 0-100. Based on the 

scores the students were divided into two groups, using a rank sampling approach that 

takes into account the ranking of each student within the group (see Section 3.7.1 for 

details of the procedure). In this way one group was considered statistically equivalent 

to the other with regards to their ability and knowledge of usability issues.
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4.2.2 Patterns and guidelines for the study
A selected set of patterns from van Welie (2001-2007) (hereafter referred to as “van 

Welie patterns”) and a set of guidelines taken from Koyani guidelines were used to 

teach students usability principles and web interface design. The two sets were not 

extensively balanced, since it was not possible to match the existing sets of patterns and 

guidelines; however, patterns and guidelines presented overall guidance in 

corresponding categories (see Appendix 4.2 for examples of patterns and guidelines 

used for teaching). Only a very small number of patterns and guidelines were equivalent 

to each other. Nonetheless, the final test included usability issues that were presented to 

both groups of students in one or another format.

4.2.3 Teaching usability
One group was trained in the design and usability of web interface using guidelines and 

the other group using patterns. The set of patterns and the set of guidelines were printed 

in a booklet and distributed to the students. Further details of the experiment and the 

training are as follows: a two-hour teaching session was delivered to each group; a one- 

hour post test was conducted to assess the effect of patterns and guidelines on the 

students; a short lecture covering patterns and guidelines was given so that all students 

would be equally trained, taking into account relevant ethical issues and following 

academic traditions.

However, after the preliminary test the students’ attendance of lectures and 

tutorials was erratic and below expectations. There were several reasons for this: time of 

the experiment, which was towards the end of the semester; students were busy due to 

end-of-term assignments; small number in initial set of students; and participation in the 

classes was not compulsory.

After the final test, in order to ensure that all students received the same course 

content, participants were given a short lecture covering patterns and guidelines: half of 

the participants had been trained with guidelines and the rest with patterns. Attendance 

at this last lecture was very good and a focus group session was conducted. During this 

session patterns and guidelines were reviewed and participants expressed their feelings, 

understanding and opinions about the usefulness of patterns and guidelines in the design 

process.
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4.2.4 Design and evaluation test
Despite students’ erratic attendance and the high drop-out rate, the final test was 

conducted. Only two students, one from each group, participated in the test. Students 

were asked to evaluate and design web pages using the patterns and guidelines that had 

been presented during the training sessions with the help of the relevant manuals; see 

Appendix 4.3 for the tasks of the final assignment.

The evaluation task consisted of identifying flaws and usability problems and 

suggesting useful redesign ideas and improvements (where applicable) in two small 

sections of a web site; see Appendix 4.4 for some pages of the site. Most of the errors 

were identified by previous independent research work on the site (van Welie and 

Klaasse, 2004). It was stipulated that at least 10 contributions should be made towards 

the usability of the site.

The design task (see Appendix 4.3) consisted of designing and producing a paper 

prototype (Preece et al., 2002) of two interlinked web pages representing the e-cards 

section of a museum, where visitors are able to choose and e-mail a card to a friend free 

of charge. Specific requirements regarding the content and the functionality of each 

page were given.

4.2.5 Early findings
The analysis of the test regarding the design skills of the students was inconclusive due 

to the small number of students participating in the final test. Although the small 

number of participating students means that it was not possible to draw any conclusions 

comparing guidelines and patterns, some observations can be presented. These 

observations are consistent with the findings and conclusions of Wesson and Cowley 

(2003), and are based mainly on the experience of teaching patterns and guidelines and 

the focus group session rather than on the assessment of the design and evaluation tests 

of the students:

1) Guidelines seem to be easier to teach than patterns and also easier for students 

to comprehend and remember, probably because they come in a short, compact format 

of up to half a page, while patterns can be as short as half a page but range up to two or 

even more pages. A pattern also consists of more parts than a guideline, and it takes 

more time to describe each part of the format of a pattern even if the information of a 

given pattern is the same as that of an equivalent guideline. For this reason if patterns 

are to be used as a teaching tool they require a more detailed analysis and presentation 

before they can be used in the classroom.
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2) Patterns require a more careful and thoughtful teaching approach if their full 

potential is to be realised: Links between patterns need further attention in order to be 

appreciated by the students. Furthermore, during the presentation of a pattern, links to 

other patterns cannot be understood until the full set of patterns is presented. Without 

explaining the connection between the pattern being introduced and another one that has 

not yet been presented (and is therefore not known), the presentation may not produce 

any positive learning outcome, and instead may simply confuse students.

3) The names of patterns and guidelines carry significant weight: Patterns such as 

“Breadcrumbs” to assist navigation and guidelines such as “Avoid jargon” are easily 

remembered and also easily applied. On the other hand, guidelines with 

indistinguishable names such as “Provide Users with Good Ways to Reduce Options” or 

“Order Elements to Maximise User Performance” do not convey any information and 

probably mislead students. Also pattern names such as “Doormat Navigation” or 

“Faceted Menu” can be too abstract and without any meaning until the patterns are 

explained or studied in more detail.

4) Pattern languages are still incomplete since there are quite a few guidelines that 

do not correspond to any pattern. Furthermore, examining any of the most prominent 

pattern languages, it is quickly noticeable that these languages may share only a few 

matching patterns.

5) It is easy to assess students when they perform a web page evaluation. There 

are three possible outcomes when a designer performs an evaluation of a web page: a 

true error is found; an error is missed or a false error (also referred to as false positive) 

is reported (Sears, 1997). However, it is more difficult to judge students’ design skills 

and the extent to which patterns and guidelines have affected their decisions. Design 

assessment is even more difficult when the artefact is in a prototype form. Students 

delivered the design test using pen and paper. Judging the quality of the design and 

assessing the application of usability principles has to be appropriately modified to 

reflect and allow interpretation of attributes and qualities in the prototype. The design 

test needed to be adapted to take into account the constraints of the tools employed. 

These constraints had an effect on the type of test that was administered to the students 

and put a limit on the extent of the design task. Use of colours, different font styles, 

dynamic behaviour of pages, links and navigation within a site can not be incorporated 

in a test such as the one conducted due to the time taken to depict these kinds of features 

and the lack of proper tools to quickly illustrate them.
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6) The examples presented with each pattern or guideline are probably the part 

that captures the attention and interest of students. This was indicated by the majority of 

the students during the last teaching session. The importance of examples in learning is 

expected as examples are part of the cognitive processes in acquiring and using 

knowledge (Hativa, 2001; Jones and Idol, 1990; van Lehn, 1996). Examples help a user 

to better comprehend the context and the intention of the pattern or guideline and 

provide an easy guide for their application.

The designs that the students produced were paper-based sketches developed in a 

very short time. One must question the extent to which the initial design can be 

attributed to the effect of a different training approach, as opposed to factors relating to 

the personality and personal design skills of each individual. It is reasonable to assume 

that the different types of character and the different cognitive skills of the students 

come into play. At the same time it is difficult to evaluate paper prototypes, especially if 

they have not been developed into more concrete presentations or some form of 

interactive and more detailed prototype. Designers, developing a pen and paper 

prototype without tool support, need more time to further develop and iterate the initial 

designs. This would allow for any differences between designers as to the way they 

approach the design process. Some designers, for example, prefer to sketch their initial 

ideas even if they lack detail and probably have errors while others prefer to think and 

present an improved initial prototype with fewer errors.

In conclusion, the problems identified during the exploratory study and the 

experience gained helped the researcher in modifying the experimental approach 

regarding the following three key aspects:

• The use of an authoring tool in the design process.

• The experiment to be part of a full teaching course or to be conducted in a way 

that would encourage participation and acceptable drop-out rates.

• The use of a balanced set of patterns and guidelines to improve its use in 

teaching.

These aspects will be taken into consideration and discussed in the next section, 

where the first study is presented.

4.3 First study
The main purpose of the first study was to (1) develop and scrutinise the metrics and the 

assessment procedures; (2) examine and analyse data collected through the techniques
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employed; (3) investigate the application of patterns and guidelines as a teaching tool 

under real academic conditions, spanning a course’s duration; (4) explore the use of the 

authoring tool; (5) test-implement the teaching approach; (6) format and examine a 

balanced set of patterns and guidelines; and (7) get an estimate of the reliability and 

validity of the study. Limitations and shortcoming of the first study informed the main 

study.

4.3.1 General description
The second experiment, named “first study”, took place between October 2005 and 

February 2006 at the Technological Educational Institute (TEI) of Athens in Greece. 

The experiment was conducted with a group of undergraduate students following an 

e-commerce course, of four years duration, in the third year of their studies in the 

Business Administration Department of the TEI. Academic establishments such as TEI 

are higher public educational institutes, with the status of universities. Graduates are 

eligible for postgraduate studies in the EU and the USA. There were more than 170 

students taking the course, which introduces students to simple web design and 

e-commerce principles.

4.3.2 Design tool for web sites
One of the requirements of this experiment was that the final deliverable of each student 

should be a real web site, ready for publication on the Internet, and not any type of low 

or high quality prototype. The exploratory study established that using paper or a 

software tool to build a prototype would put the design of the experiment at a 

disadvantage. One reason was that it would be difficult for the evaluators to judge 

prototypes. Prototypes depend on the skills of individuals, in other words their crafting, 

drawing and handwriting abilities. Lin (2005), in order to compare artefacts using his 

“Damask” prototyping tool, and to avoid such problems, resorted to transforming these 

artefacts into HTML representations.

Another drawback of building a prototype is the level of patterns/guidelines that 

can be applicable to prototypes. Prototypes are mainly used to present high-level design 

concepts and functional or interactive issues, not small detailed items. Prototypes would 

have required the application of high-level design patterns/guidelines that cannot be 

comfortably applied by students and novice designers without previous extensive design 

knowledge.
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Finally, students would not have liked the idea of producing a prototype either 

with the help of a software tool or by hand as the whole concept and purpose of a 

prototype would have needed to be explained to them, probably together with an 

overview of the development process and the iterative design concept in order to 

appreciate the prototype. On the other hand, producing a web site that could be 

published brings more enthusiasm to participants, despite the drawbacks of ignoring 

lifecycle models in software engineering and interaction design.

For this purpose, a quick review of the available tools for teaching web design 

was made. An authoring tool popular with designers and at the same time offering a 

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor was required. Students would be 

attracted to the idea of getting to know and use a widely acceptable tool, since some of 

them might even use this knowledge as an extra qualification for future job hunting. The 

options were restricted to only two tools, FrontPage (Microsoft Corporation, 2003) and 

Dreamweaver (Macromedia, 2004). Both tools were carefully examined by paying 

attention to the interface and the designing procedures of each program. Although 

Dreamweaver is the most popular tool used by professionals, FrontPage offered some 

advantages that suited the particular setting:

• It was easier to learn with less technical details that would not confuse novices.

• It had a familiar interface since beginners could relate it to other Microsoft 

Office products, specifically to Microsoft Word, resulting in a less steep 

learning curve.

• It would be a simpler working environment to introduce to the students with 

less demanding settings for a quick start.

The latest version of FrontPage (Microsoft Corporation, 2003), English version, 

was used for all the tutorials. Copies of the program were also made available to 

students to install them in their personal computers through academic licences.

4.3.3 Participants and initial group
The course tutorials started with an introduction to web site design using FrontPage. 

However, it was soon evident that the level of knowledge the students would reach 

would not be high or sufficient to design a web site of reasonable quality. The result 

would rely mostly on the students’ aptitude for design and it would not be possible to 

test a comprehensive set of guidelines/patterns. Furthermore, it would be impossible to 

cater for all students since resources were limited. For these reasons purposive sampling
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(Cohen et al., 2000; Robson, 2002) was employed, with the best and most skilful 

students selected to form the final group to participate in the experiment.

After three weeks of tutorials of one hour per week (according to the official 

timetable), students were asked to fill in a questionnaire (see Appendix 4.5), in order to 

obtain information about the level of their computer experience and some biographical 

data. A small design test was then administered to the students. Based on their 

performance, the best students were selected and offered a place in a course about Web 

Design and Usability. The course had the form of a seminar and was set apart from the 

usual formal academic course that the students were taking. Students were promised a 

certificate of participation and prizes for the best achievers.

4.3.4 Final group of participants
The main purpose of selection was to avoid problems with poorly performing students 

who could not use the authoring tool or were lacking in motivation. The selection of 

students was based on their knowledge of FrontPage techniques that had been taught to 

them in previous tutorials. At the same time, two other factors were also taken into 

account: good knowledge of using computers and having access to a computer and 

Internet from home. Students were required to have a computer at home in order to get 

some practice and work on their assignments; Internet and e-mail was necessary in 

order to receive and send electronic material over the Internet. Three groups were 

formed from the students selected for the experiment and who had been accepted to 

participate. The total number of students was 42.

4.3.5 Teaching web design
Tutorials in FrontPage and web design lasted until the preliminary test before the 

treatment. A tutorial of two hours’ duration was arranged once a week. Students had 

eight more hours of FrontPage tutorials and a two-hour lecture about usability principles 

in web design and the evaluation of web sites. Tutorials were conducted by the author.

During that period two small assignments were sent to the students by e-mail; 

students were obliged to send them back by a specified deadline. These assignments 

forced students to practise on their own and also give an indication of their design skills 

and capabilities. At the same time it was possible to monitor the progress of the 

students. Students who did not deliver both assignments were not allowed to take the 

final tests. These procedures were considered necessary in order to make sure that 

students were engaged in the tutorials.
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The following Table 4.1 presents the details of the course, the 

procedures/activities involved, the duration of each activity and its purpose/content, the 

number of participants in each stage, and the number of staff acting as educators, 

supporting staff or facilitators during the tutorials and tests.

Table 4.1: Timetable of the experiment

Procedure/Activity Duration Purpose or Content
Participants/staff

No.
Tutorials 3 hours FrontPage 172/1
Selection 1 hour Small test 172/1
Tutorials 4 hours FrontPage 4 2 / 1
Tutorials 2 hours Usability principles 3 6 / 1
Tutorials 4 hours FrontPage 3 3 / 1
Preliminary test 7orming two balanced groups
Tutorials Patterns/Guidelines 4 hours Guidelines/patterns 31 / 2
Testing 2 hours 15 min. Redesign - design tests 2 8 / 3
Interview / Questionnaire 30-40 min. Collection o f data 2 6 / 2
Testing 50 min. Evaluation test 2 6 / 2

4.3.5.1 Use of template for tests
Students produced a variety of design solutions for a particular site, in the small tests 

during the tutorials, with different page layout, page sizes, menus, colour of the page, 

and images for the site. Evidently, students tend to exaggerate their designing 

inspirations and design web sites with pages overloaded with graphics and technical 

features that mostly distract rather than please the visitor.

For these reasons, the use of a partially prefabricated site was deemed necessary 

for the final tests. All pages of the web site were based on one or two basic templates. 

On each page the necessary text and photos/images were included. The template, 

usually a layout table with appropriate colour background, defined the page layout. In 

that way, all the students would adhere to certain rules regarding the general layout of 

the site, the size and number of pages, the content, and the use of colours. This had also 

a desirable effect on students’ artefacts since it forced students to take a certain direction 

and, although it restricted freedom of expression and the creativity of the designers, it 

allowed the evaluators to better judge the site based on the evaluation metrics.

Employing a template is a practice that is typically followed in the process of 

designing a site. Usually a team of designers pre-determines the layout, the graphics, 

and the content that will go onto a web site and afterwards another designer or designers 

work on the detailed interface. Web design companies prefer to work with certain 

templates that they have built themselves or they choose and buy a suitable template
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from another company, in order to cut down on development costs (Newman and 

Landay, 2000; Taylor et al., 2005). Templates, like “Liquid Layout” (van Welie, 2001- 

2007), “Fixed Width Screen Size” (van Duyne et al., 2002), are part of pattern 

collections and guidelines as well (US Department of Health and Human Services, 

2006). Templates and relevant design concepts were described in the class but they were 

not associated with patterns or guidelines during the initial training of students.

In order to complete the design the students had to format text, provide headings, 

use lists, format and size pictures, specify the layout of the elements within a page, 

identify and format links, provide a navigation scheme using interactive buttons with 

labels, etc. In all tests, the designed site was delivered in electronic form with all pages 

linked according to the navigation scheme. The site included all the features that would 

make web pages ready to be published.

4.3.5.2 Preliminary assignment
After the FrontPage tutorials, a preliminary assignment was administered to the students 

(see Table 4.1). The students’ performance on this assignment was used as a criterion to 

split the participating students into two balanced groups with regards to their design 

ability and the skills that they had developed so far.

The assignment required students to design, according to instructions, a static web 

site. The site was two levels deep, implying the use of a two-level navigation scheme. 

Figure 4.1 shows two of the pages of the web site as they were when given to the 

students for development. The site was about a corporate company presentation, 

displaying mainly information about the company without any product sales or allowing 

any complex interaction activities. For ease of use, if a hyperlink could not be linked to 

a real address, it was linked to a hypothetical (dummy) page within the site. A variable 

width template, consisting of two or three columns, depending on the particular page, 

was used for the site. Instructions were included with the assignment (see Appendix 

4.6). Figure 4.2 shows two pages of a web site created by one of the students.
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Ot anoaxoXec nou 6 a  kXi6 £i va EKxeXeaet xo Geocast art] 9 0 0 1 ] xt]C Xmoupytac xou, 
neptXapPavouv tcuptoc:

TV7 Broadcast.
IP multicasting over broadcast infrastructure.
Push, cache, videoconference.

TliC'.e are the s e n  ices c.Ifeietl bv the company

There are 2 departments: II Consultancy and Software Developm ent and Hardware

H INFO TECH GROUP. emu pia sxatpsia Jtapojrrjc oupPouXsuxiKcov wxT]psaubv Kat avarxru^lS 
cruoxTipaxcov p s  siSiksvot] oxa neoia xtjc TejcvoXoytac nXxipotpoptidic, tcoy TTjXsmKotvcavuav Kai xou e- 
Ejxixsipstv.

Ajxo t o  19941] INFO TECH GROUP 7tapsxsixsxyoyva>ata Kat wiT]psaisg otsGvcog, oxi]v EvpcoTxaiKfj 
EjnxpoTtr), cnt] Eurostat Kat o s  psyaXsc supcoJiaiKs; sxaipsisg Kat opyavtopouc, Kat o s  sGvuco sroxsSo 
o s  Staoopa 7teSta xou EXXtjvtKou St]p6atot> Kat tSuontcov xopsa, sveo iyp. mxsKxstvst xtg 
5paaxT]pt6x7]X£c Kat it? oovspyaoisg xtjc oxt|v Ksvxpiicfi Kat AvaxoXticrj Eupdwrr].

H TS'/yoyvcxua xtjc exaipsiai; sJttKsvxptavsxat oxouc okoXouGou*; xopsic:

Yjxrjpsoisc ZuppouXcov IlXripo9 optKfi;

MsXsxsg nXtipotpopua'ic, M sX hsc ZKOJitpoxxixac, Apaoxriptoxtixsc M sxaoopac Kat Ataooox]; 
Tsjcvoyvcooiac. Eprcoptidj EKpsxaXsuoti'Epyov Kat Ms?xx&; Erttyvapt]paxtKiav E%e5icov (Business  
Plans).

Figure 4.1: Pages of the preliminary assignment
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Ta vsa Tt)<; ITG
,f4 7 7 7 7

1/ i  -id >:

XTiq 7 koi 8 XenTEpPpiou, £AoPe x ^p o  oto 
^evodoxdo AAc^avdpoq, q npcbTq auvdvTqoq yia Tqv 
texvikt| npoo5o tou epyou G eocast. XTq auvdvTqoq 
cuppsTdxav sxnpoounoi and Touq aKo.\ou0ouq 
auvEpyoTcc; paq: Alcatel Space , Alcatel Espacio, 
ONERA, University of Surrey, University o f Aberdeen, 
University o f Rome, Newtec and Automatic System s 
Sri koi q Info T ech  Group (ITG). Kot6 Tq didpKEia Tqq 
auvavrqaqq avaAuBqKov 01 diaSecipEq TExvoAoyieq 
yia rq v  arrrcu^q multicasting oto diicrua ATM, koi 
npOTO0qKav Tpia Aotoupyiko osvapia (DVB based  
scenario, ATM based  scenario. Backbone based  
scenario) crro onoio 0a n p d ia  va eniKEvTpcoBouv 01 
ouppETExovTEq oto npoypappa.

Oi cnoaroAEq nou 0a K.\i0d va eicrsAeoa to G eocast 
o rq  cpaaq Tqq A aioupyiaq tou, ncpiAapPdvouv 
xupicoq:

•  TV Broadcast.
•  IP multicasting over b roadcast infrastructure.
•  Push, c a ch e , videoconference.

H Info T ech  Group (ITG) psrrd and pia avatpopd oto  
nepioadTcpo diadcidopdva povTdAa koi npcoTdKoAAa 
diaxcipicrqq dncrucov napouaiaoc Tqv Auoq nou 
npoTdva o to v  Topca ’Aiaxdpiaq Multicasting 
Aiktuov" nou anoTsAa pspoq tou epyou G eocast. Tq 
deuTepq pdpa ouvexiorqKav 01 napouaiaoaq koi oi 
eraipoi npoxcopqaav o s  ou^T qoq yia to  psAAovnKa 
pqpaTa nou 0a OKoAou0q0ouv orqv  nopda tou  
npoypdppaToq Ka0cbq koi orqv 6i£u0£rqaq Kdnotcov 
CiadiKaoTiKcov koi texvikcov 0epdT<ov.

To EvqpspconKd dsATio 
napdx^1 ouvcxq evqpcpcooq 
yia to vsa npoiovTa koi Tiq 
unqpcoisq nou 
KOTaxrapouvTai o rq  f5aaq 
dsdopEvcov tou iPqcpiaKOu 
Kdrrpou EpEuvaq.

AeAti'o 1 etoc 2005

AsATio 2 EToq 2005

AeAtIo 3 ETOC 2005

AeAtIo 4  dTOC 2005

TeAeuto  ia N ia

8/1/2006
Bcrm cm rsviKh XuvdAsuon 
•me TTG

15/01/2006
Nsa toy  a via thv  ITG errnv 
KOpqp K;qj ip pSgyiq.

6/2 /2006
EnovoAnrmKri Toktikti reviKri
XuvdAsuan Tnc ITG

Y n r j p e o r i e q  no u  acpopouv t c o v  t o  p ea  
" Y n n p E c r i e q  ZupftouAcov n A n p o t p o p i K i j q " .

H INFO TECH GROUP pEooa t u v  aupPouAeunKuv unqpsoKov nou npoacpcpa a s  OepaTa 
FlAqpocpopiKqq, erpappo^ovTaq E^tdciKEupEvq TEXvoyvrooia, napsxa  noACmpsq koi 
anoTEAsopaTiKdq Auaaq orouq nsAdTEq Tqq. nopdx°up£ oupPouAEumdq unqpeoisq oe 
Topdq rqq nAqpocpopixqq, tcov TqAcniKoivuviwv koi tou e-Business.

H ETaipda dxa  oAoKAqpwoEi Ennuxuq noAAd dpya oe enixopqpaTiKouq Kai 
piopqxaviKouq Topdq dncoq: q NaunAia, o Toupiapdq, oi Moracpopiq, o Tpanc^iKdq 
Top da q, oi Biopqxavicq Tpocpipcov, o Topdaq KaTaoKcucbv, o Topdaq Ek66oewv koi q 
Mncpoq AacrpoviKq.

nSP IO C T O T E P O ...

Y n r j p e a i e q  n o u  a t p o p o u v  t o v  t o  p e a  
" A v a n T u J j n S  l u a T q p a T t o v  A o y ic r p iK O U  K a i  H a r d w a r e ” .

H INFO TECH GROUP napdxa pia nAqpq noiKiAia unqpcoicbv avdnTu^qq ouoTqpdTcov, 
and tov apxiKd axsdioapd, ecbq Tqv avdm u^q, eyKaTdoTaoq koi unoon)pi^q auTcbv. 
AvonTuaaoups ecpappoydq AoyiapiKOu nou unooTqpi^ovTai and to avdAoyo Hardware 
chore avranoKpivovTai onq auyKEKpipsvEq avdyKsq tcov nsAaTcbv paq.

H ETaipda paq sx a  dpaorqpionoiqBd OTqv KcrracKEuq diacpopcov ouarqpdTCOV Kai 
Ecpappoycbv nou KaAunTouv unqpsaisq pdoscov dEdopsvcov, unqpsaisq web, 
HAacTpoviKO Epnopio, ouorqpaTa noAupsouv, unqpeoicq Ciktucov, aucrriipora 
diaxdpiaqq 5 iktucov (network management), KOTOVEpqpEva ouorqpaTa, XucrrqpaTa 
Ynoonipi^qq Anocpdocwv, nAqpocpopiaKO oucrrqpa Toupiapou, auTopaTa aucrrqpaTa 
parking koi ouon)paTa koi diicruo uivqAi)q unoAoyianKr'iq ioxuoq .

H INFO TECH GROUP XPHOiponoid tv a  icopponqpivo Kpdpa emxapqpaTiKcov 
TEXvoAoyicov koi nAqpocpopiKqq yia va KaTavoqaa koi vo avonTU^a EmpcAcbq 
EmxEipqpaTiKEq onorrqaaq koi va napdxa npaKTiKEq Auaaq TExvoAoyiaq coote va 
Poq8qoa Touq ncAdrEq Tqq va acnAqpcoaouv Touq oroxouq twv EnixapqoEcov Touq.

Figure 4.2: Sample pages of a participant (preliminary assignment)
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A professional designer judged the students’ designs. The focus of the evaluation 

was on the general impression of the site, its navigation and consistency, how skilful 

and knowledgeable the student appeared to be, and how many good usability practices 

were followed in designing the site. The evaluator was mainly comparing and ranking 

sites, not actually scoring or performing a detailed evaluation. The time required for 

evaluating each site was approximately 15 minutes. The evaluator, a professional 

designer, commented that it was more difficult to rank poor sites while good ones were 

taking less time.

Based on the performance of the preliminary test, students were divided into two 

groups using a rank sampling approach that takes into account the ranking of each 

student within the group. This procedure was explained in Section 3.7.1. In this way one 

group was considered equivalent to the other with regards to its ability and knowledge 

about usability.

The assignment also served as an exploratory test and indicated the level and the 

features that should be included in the future design test. Any student who failed to 

deliver the final preliminary assignment on time was dropped from the course.

4.3.6 Patterns and guidelines for the first study
The previous exploratory study clearly had shown than one necessary requirement for 

the experiment was to select a set of patterns and a set of guidelines and to balance these 

two sets to present the same advice and guidance.

Current patterns and pattern languages (Graham, 2003a, 2003b; van Duyne et al., 

2002; van Welie, 2000-2007) contain patterns that in their majority address complex or 

abstract issues of design (e-commerce, site genres, trust and credibility, etc.). Novice 

designers do not possess the necessary technical knowledge and experience to apply 

these patterns in their design work. Such patterns deal with advanced issues that may 

only be clearly explored in large scale design tasks. Similar observations can be made 

about the available guidelines: although their complexity is somewhat lower than that of 

patterns, many are not suitable for a time-limited experiment involving a novice 

designer. Such patterns and guidelines involve programming techniques that the 

students, in the current experimental setting, would not be able to build using their 

knowledge of FrontPage (complex menu structures, search options, interactive forms, 

e-commerce patterns, etc.). Furthermore, some of the patterns deal with advanced issues 

of web design which exceed the ability of the novice designers to understand, including 

all the implications of applying the design principles of such patterns.
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Keeping in mind these restrictions, identifying a set of patterns and guidelines that 

could be used as an instructional tool for teaching design principles was critical to the 

success of the experiment. The following criteria were used for the selection of patterns 

and guidelines:

• They had to be meaningful for the students, that is, their underlying concepts 

had to be easy to understand.

• They had to be easy to apply and include in a web site using their existing 

technical web design skills.

• They had to be close to the students’ level of design experience and appropriate 

to their particular level of knowledge so that they could be associated with 

problems the students had encountered in their short careers as designers.

4.3.6.1 Choosing patterns and guidelines
Existing and widely known pattern languages were examined. This process revealed 

several weaknesses of current pattern languages, some of which were identified in the 

previous exploratory study as well. Most of the patterns could not meet the above 

criteria. Patterns focus mainly on high-level design issues. Although low-level design 

guidance is incorporated into these patterns, that guidance and the knowledge conveyed 

will be probably lost and ignored by someone inexperienced in web design. Similar 

observations can be made by inspecting the available guidelines.

Also, the formation of a balanced set of guidelines and patterns presents some 

difficulties. One problem with existing sets of patterns and guidelines is the lack of 

consistency between patterns and guidelines. Comparing, for example, the Koyani 

guidelines with the currently developed pattern languages, it is evident that only a small 

number of guidelines could be directly mapped onto the existing patterns. This can be 

attributed to an existing gap between patterns and guidelines in their approach to design: 

patterns are used mostly as components to build web sites while guidelines are small 

pieces of prescriptive advice.

Patterns address more complex design issues and one pattern can combine several 

guidelines together (van Welie et al., 2000). Other patterns contain advice that is spread 

across several guidelines. The patterns mainly in the van Duyne et al. (2002) pattern 

language (hereafter referred to as “van Duyne patterns”) incorporate several guidelines, 

after the problem statement where the forces of the problem are described. These 

guidelines are presented to the reader as useful approaches, strategies, tips or well- 

known good practices to help with the problem. For example, van Duyne’s pattern
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concerned with links, named “Obvious links”, contains several guidelines about links 

within the problem section of the pattern, where details about the problem are given and 

the forces that affect the problem are described. Two of those guidelines “Use Familiar 

Language” and “Separate Links That Word-Wrap” correspond to “Use Meaningful Link 

Labels” and “Use Appropriate Text Link Lengths” of the Koyani guidelines 

respectively. Nevertheless, most of the patterns that contain guidelines are complex and 

multi-dimensional patterns and, therefore, do not meet the criteria that prescribe the use 

of simple and applicable patterns.

There are also guidelines that present advice about complex or high-level design 

issues. Typically they come in a prescriptive way (e.g. use site maps or use thumbnail 

images), but the information they provide to the user is limited and sketchy, and 

presume that the reader already knows how to handle a site map or similar design 

components. Comparing a high-level guideline such as Koyani’s “Use Site Maps” to 

van Welie’s “Site Map”, the following differences can be distinguished (See Figure 4.3 

and Figure 4.4.
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7:7 Use Site maps
Guideline: Use site maps for websites tha t have many 
pages.

Belatiue importance: 
0 6 0 0 0  
Strength of Cuidence:

Comments: Site maps provide an overview of the website. They may display the 
hierarchy of the website, may be designed to resemble a traditional table of 
contents, or may be a simple index.

Some studies suggest that site maps do not necessarily improve users' mental 
representations of a website. Also, one study reported that if a site map does 
not reflect users' (or the domain's) conceptual structure, then the utility of the 
map is lessened.

Sources: Ashworth and Hamilton, 1997; Billingsley, 1982; 
Omanson, 1996; Dias and Sousa, 1997; Farkas and Farkas 
and Elgin, 2001; Kandogan and Shneiderman, 1997; Kim 
and Hirtle, 1995; McDonald and Stevenson, 1998; 
McEneaney, 2001; Nielsen, 1996a; Nielsen, 1997a; 
Nielsen, 1999b; Nielsen, 1999c; Nielsen, 1999d; Stanton. 
Taylor and Tweedie, 1992; Tullis, 2001; Utting and 
Yankelovich, 1989.

Example:

Detweiler and 
. 2000; Farris, Jones

Sitem ap

: Q  Hitman Resources and Social PcveteBmcnt 

’ Q  Soda! Development

€3 Children a n a  Y m m  

Publications

Km ; Bulletins 

■ : “iiJsSsifiLSSifflLSitai

i Q Hwiilt

Q  Health Promotion

This site map effectively 
presents the site's 
information hierarchy.

The use of 
headers, 

subcategories, 
and

alphabetization 
make this site 

map easy to 
scan.

Product revsev.s 

CNETLab*

CNET Review*

Hardware
- D esktops

G raphics & Sound 
Memory 
Monitors

- Networking 
N otebooks 
P rin ters 
S canners

- S torage

Electronics
- C am corders
• Cell phones 

Digital cam eras
- G adgets 

H andhelds 
Home video

• Home audio
- Portable m usic

Software
G raphics & publishing 
In te rn e t applications 
Music & video 
O perating sy stem s

- Productivity & reference
- Security & utilities

Internet Services
A ccess

- D evelopm ent 
H osting

Internet Services

Figure 4.3: Use Site Maps (Koyani guideline)
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Site Map
Problem

The users need to find a specific page 
Solution

Show a map of the site.

QwfckTh
Hoe News K v&k** ( d W - 't  MJjSMUk C x t s t \ *  W Use w hen

Apple.com Site IVlap
About Apple________________________

• *safe£l!iiI2I-
• m tft it i- iu  -  iit iM?a I «ia> t « i  I ti?«t i Mi?f at i it«, tnr
* t u O f c a i M -  t e m B te a t e  ' M2$Ztits3-£
*

* ******* m  -  ts& tattvii i ta r s ia  > Anas* Ufa*,ttiia

News & Event*

Switch

Herdwire 4  Software Product!

From tmv.apple.com/

More Examples

Small to medium sized sites. Typically when the site has more than two levels in 
the structure and many elements on each level. For such sites, the sitemap 
functions as a navigation alternative. For very small sites the man navigation 
typically already resembles a sitemap. Don't use sitemaps for really large sites 
unless it is a catalog. Users want to see where they can go. Users know that a site is 
organized but they don’t know how. Users want to see where they are.
How

The sitemap shows a hierarchical structure of the site in one page. The structure is 
focused on the users’ needs which could be the site’s hierarchical structure or a 
different kind of structure. The map shows ALL elements of each level and atleast 
two levels. Each level is labeled and possible color-coded to indicate a category. 
Color-coding can also be used to distinguish areas that are under restricted 
access. Thelayout of the map is basically a tree but other layouts are possible. The 
sitemap is accessible from every page in the web site. The page from which the 
sitemap is accessed is highlighted in the sitemap.
m y

Asitemap is like a table of contents of a site. Showing a map with the sites 
structure and all the available pages gives the users complete information. It 
answers the question where they are and what is available. It also allows the users 
to reach that page in one action.

nature neuroscience

SEARCH }REGISTER CURRENTC L A S SIFIE D  | S U B S C R IB E

t '

/M E E T I N G S
AUTHORS

EAST ISSUE I INDEXSTATEMENT OF 
EDITORIAL

. EDITORIAL

UT THE

REGISTERED USERVISITOR
SITE GUIDE '

Figure 4.4: Site Map (van Welie pattern)
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The guideline mainly points out that a site map provides an overview and the 

hierarchy of the site and could be presented using a table of contents or an index. In 

contrast, the pattern provides more extensive information:

• The problem and the solution to the problem.

• What the application of the pattern offers to the user (in the “Why” section).

• What kind of sites a site map is best for and where it can be applied and what 

users’ needs it fulfils (in the “When” section).

• Finally, constructing details such as use of colour codes and labels, the possible 

layouts for a site map, and suggestions that the current position in the site 

should be highlighted and the map should be accessible from every page (in the 

“Solution” section).

Obviously, the pattern provides richer information and includes aspects of how to 

implement the solution. This comparison of a guideline to a similar pattern highlights 

the fact that it would be difficult to balance guidelines with patterns in a strict way. One 

way to transform such patterns into guidelines is by eliminating details about the 

background, the implementation and any other information that usually is not included 

in the guideline format.

Due to the difficulties presented here and in order to avoid complicated 

procedures of transforming patterns into guidelines or developing new patterns, with all 

the drawbacks that such a procedure would imply, a simpler and more straightforward 

approach was employed: first a body of usable guidelines complying with the criteria of 

the study was formed, since it was easier to find guidelines that addressed low-level 

problems; afterwards, the selected guidelines were converted into patterns. A similar 

approach was followed in the early years of HCI pattern history: Skogseid and Spring 

(1995) presented one of first sets of patterns for HCI by classifying, grouping and 

generalising guidelines and principles available in the existing literature.

An additional complication in this experiment was the fact that the work was 

conducted in a Greek University; since few HCI patterns are available in Greek, patterns 

and guidelines written in English required translation into Greek to make them 

accessible to the students.

The patterns that were used for the study were simple. However, developing and 

implementing simple patterns draws a parallel with the use of simple programming 

patterns, inspired by the success of Object Oriented Design (OOD) patterns (Gamma et 

al., 1994). OOD patterns focus on advanced software design problems with a target
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audience of mostly designers and are used in advanced design courses. More recently, 

related research (Astrachan et al., 1998; Bergin, 2001; Muller and Haberman, 2005; 

Muller et al., 2004; Proulx, 2000) has been carried out into simple programming 

patterns that are being developed with the intention to teach simple programming 

principles to computer science students. In a similar way, simple design patterns are 

introduced in this research to teach usability principles and web design issues to novice 

designers.

4.3.6.2 Forming balanced sets of patterns and guidelines

The Koyani guidelines were chosen for the experiment since they had been recently 

developed and are presented as a complete, comprehensive set of research-based 

guidelines. These guidelines were developed by a team of experts, using other existing 

research-based guidelines. Furthermore, comments and examples of good and bad 

design are included in each guideline, making them easy to convert into patterns.

A stepwise approach to defining the set of patterns and guidelines was followed:

Step 1: Initially all the patterns from the known pattern languages (van Welie 

patterns, van Duyne patterns) that met the specified criteria were collected. These 

patterns were not many; however, it was ensured that every pattern that could be used 

was included in the set. This set consisted of five “simple patterns”, which can be 

mapped to a single guideline each; see Appendix 4.7 for these patterns.

Step 2: A set of guidelines from the Koyani collection of guidelines was selected 

that was appropriate for the study. The chosen set of Koyani guidelines was converted 

into patterns using the format that was employed for this study.

As a result of the first two steps a set of patterns was formed. Some of the 

guidelines, relevant to a common design issue, were consolidated and formed a single 

pattern. For example, four guidelines about lists formed one pattern that contained all 

four guidelines. Patterns that correspond to more than one guideline are referred to as 

compound patterns. Compound patterns present a higher complexity level.

Step 3: This step involved the formation of the guidelines set. This set included 

the patterns that had been collected in Step 1, which were first converted into 

guidelines, and the guidelines that had been collected in Step 2. All guidelines were 

presented in the appropriate format used in this study.

The examples and illustrations in the set of guidelines were removed and put all 

together at the end of the guideline section as an independent set of examples of good 

design, with captions and the guideline code number that the example referred to. In that
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way guidelines were presented in the customary format to a great extent i.e. not 

including examples (Apple Computer, 2003; Brinck et al., 2002; International Standards 

Organisation, 1998; Nielsen, 2000a; Nielsen and Loranger, 2006). However, guidelines 

were not put at a disadvantage by stripping them of examples that help the designer to 

better appreciate them.

All the information and advice included in each pattern and the corresponding 

guideline (or guidelines in the case of compound patterns) was examined to verify that 

equivalent information was being given.

The final set presented to the students comprised 50 guidelines and 32 patterns. In 

the collection of patterns there were simple patterns, consisting of one guideline, and 

compound patterns which were a synthesis of at least two and up to four guidelines. 

There were 24 patterns that were equivalent to 24 guidelines. There were three patterns 

that corresponded to a set of two guidelines each (that is, six guidelines in total). 

Finally, there were five patterns that corresponded to a set of four guidelines each (that 

is, 20 guidelines in total); see Table 4.2 for the complete list of patterns and guidelines, 

presented in nine categories. The categories are based on Koyani’s approach in 

categorising guidelines.

4.3.6.3 Guideline format for study

The format in which guidelines were presented was adapted from the format used in the 

Koyani guidelines. Essentially, all the information presented in the Koyani guidelines, 

apart from the sources and the two rankings, was included in the guideline. The format 

consists of a heading-title for the guideline, the guideline itself followed by comments 

explaining why the guideline should be used, and in some cases how it should be 

applied, and finally examples of the guidelines. The illustrations in the original 

guideline depicting bad or good examples of web designs were used. However, as 

mentioned above, these examples were placed after the full set of guidelines, at the end 

of the booklet, as a set of examples of good design, each with the guideline title that the 

example refers to. See Figure 4.5 for an example of the format that guidelines were 

presented.
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Table 4.2: Patterns and guidelines used in the first study 
Compound patterns are shown in greyed out cells.

Category Pattern Name Guideline Title

Home page

1. Home Page 1. Create a Positive First Impression of Your Site
2. Ensure the Homepage Looks like a Homepage
3. Limit Prose Text on the Homepage
4. Limit Home Page Length

2 Home Page Link 5. Enable Access to the Home Page

Page Layout and 
Design

3 Important Items 6. Place Important Items at Top Center
7. Place Important Items Consistently

4 White Space
5 Nice Alignment

8. Use Moderate White Space
9. Align Items on a Page

Navigation

6. Users’ Location
7. Page List of Contents
8. Descriptive Tab Labels
9. Length of Navigation
10. Meta Navigation
11. Repeated Menu

10. Provide Feedback on Users’ Location
11. Use a Clickable ‘List of Contents’ on Long Pages
12. Use Descriptive Tab Labels
13. Keep Navigation-only Pages Short
14. Use Meta Navigation
15. Repeat Navigation at the Bottom of the Page

Headings, Titles 
and Labels

12. Page Titles
13. Critical Data

16. Provide Descriptive Page Titles
17. Highlight Critical Data

Links

14. Clear Links 18. Provide Consistent Clickability Cues
19. Avoid Misleading Cues to Click

15. Descriptive Link Names 20. Use Text for Links and Clickable images
21. Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive
22. Designate Used Links
23. Use Appropriate Text Link Lengths

16 Link and Destination 24. Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages
17 External Links 25. Indicate Internal vs. External Links
18. To the Top Link 26. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page

Text and 
Typography

19. Nice and Clear Text 
Appearance

27. Use Black Text on Plain, High-Contrast Backgrounds
28. Format Common Items Consistently
29. Use at Least 12-Point Font
30. Use Familiar Fonts

20. Consistency in Text
21. Emphasised Text
22. Attention Attracting Features
23. Mixed Case Text

31. Ensure Visual Consistency
32. Emphasise Importance
33. Use Attention-Attracting Features when Appropriate
34. Use Mixed Case with Prose

24. Printable Page 35. Provide Printing Option
36. Develop Pages that Will Print Properly

25. Alternating Row Colours 37. Use Alternating Row Colours for Tables

Lists
26. Lists 38. Display Related Items in Lists

39. Introduce Each List
40. Format Lists to Ease Scanning
41. Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists

Graphics, Images, 
and Multimedia

27. Quick and Noteworthy Images 42. Use Video, Animation, and Audio Meaningfully
43. Limit the Use of Images
44. Ensure that Images Do Not Slow Downloads
45. Ensure Web Images Convey Intended Messages

28. Logos
29. Images Above the Fold
30. Clickable Images
31. Thumbnails
32. Simple Background

46. Include Logos
47. Limit Large Images Above the Fold
48. Label Clickable Images
49. Use Thumbnail Images to Preview Larger Images
50. Use Simple Background Images
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10 Meta Navigation

>  U se w hen
Most web sites, especially tor commercial sites who wish to get in contact with their visitors and are large 
enough to have searching facilities. Additionally, the site otters navigational functionality that should be available 
on every page. Some functionality is relevant on every page. Users may want to go to a different place in the 
page

>  Problem
Users want to Know who they are dealing with

Usually the meta navigation bar consists of navigation elements AND communicative elements. Navigation 
elements include Home Link, Search Box, Site Map, and Index. Links to the worldwide site or other higher level 
sites are also navigation elements. Communicative elements tell users something about the organization and 
how to get in touch, for example About Us, Contact, Feedback. The meta navigation bar is placed in the upper 
region of the page so that it is always visible and does not take too much space
The meta navigation bar contains functionality that is relevant on every page of the web site. It is therefore 
always accessible in a non-obtrusive way that does not cost much screen space.

>  Solution
Reserve an area on every page for communication and secondary navigation elements.

>  O ther p a tte rn s  to  c o n s id e r
This pattern offers a chance to employ 2 Home Page Link as well.

>  More E xam ples

! G2GQS G o o g le  - f loA m K ri A tr o p o n T o u  -  A p y t c  f lo o y p G u u o T o c  - O p o i  X p h o n c

10 Use Meta Navigation
> G u id e lin e
Reserve an area  on every page for communication and secondary navigation elements.

>  C o m m e n ts
Most web sites, especially for commercial sites who wish to get in contact with their visitors and are large 
enough to have searching facilities. Additionally, the site  offers navigational functionality that should be 
available on every page. Som e functionality is relevant on every page. Users may want to go to a different 
place in the page
Usually the m eta navigation bar consists of navigation elem ents and communicative elem ents. Navigation 
elements include Home Page, Search Box, Site Map, and Index. Links to the worldwide site or other higher 
level sites are also navigation elements. Communicative elem ents tell users something about the 
organization and how to get in touch, for example About Us, Contact, Feedback. The meta navigation bar 
is placed in the upper region of the page so that it is always visible.
The meta navigation bar contains functionality that is relevant on every page of the web site. It is therefore 
always accessible in an non-obtrusive way that does not cost much screen  space.

10 Use Meta Navigation

Figure 4.5: The format of a patterns and the corresponding guideline 
(Examples for guidelines were put after the full set of guidelines).
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4.3.6.4 Pattern format for study

Patterns were presented in a format that would make balancing guidelines and patterns 

easy. Also, another requirement for the pattern format was to be simple so the students 

could familiarise themselves with the pattern terminology, since they were introduced to 

the idea of patterns for the first time. The format is consistent with published formats 

for web design; sections from the van Welie and van Duyne pattern languages were 

used to structure the patterns for the study. At the same time the format was close to 

Alexander’s format of architectural patterns.

Patterns were presented in the following format:

• The name of the pattern

• A picture as an example of its application

• A section describing when the pattern is used

• A short problem statement followed by a detailed description of the problem 

and the solution to the problem and the forces involved

• The solution for the problem in a condensed statement

• Other patterns that may be taken into account

• More examples of the pattern.

Each pattern was formed by taking, to a great extent, the advice and examples given in 

each guideline and presenting them in a pattern format. The advantage of this approach, 

in connection with the format adopted for patterns and guidelines, is that the basic 

content, narrative and examples, of the patterns and guidelines are equivalent. The only 

exception to this rule are the examples section, where at the end of a pattern in some 

cases more examples were given in the “more examples” section. This is a very 

distinctive feature of the pattern format and this tradition of presenting patterns and this 

tradition was followed. Also, since patterns suggest the use of a pattern language, in the 

relevant section of the pattern wherever applicable, links to other related patterns were 

given. See Figure 4.5 for an example of the format that patterns were presented.

4.3.7 Teaching patterns and guidelines

For the final stage of the experiment one group of students was exposed to patterns and 

the other one to guidelines. These groups are referred to as the patterns group and the 

guidelines group in this study. The prepared set of 50 guidelines and the equivalent set 

of 32 patterns were presented. Students were also given a booklet, of about 50 pages, 

for their own use during the lectures and to study afterwards. The booklet was in black
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and white, having a negative effect on the illustration of some examples. For this 

reason, the same booklet was sent by e-mail to each student in an Acrobat PDF file, 

where examples were in colour. The coloured version was more attractive and helpful to 

students while studying on their own. Students were warned not to pass any information 

to members of the other group and they were promised to receive all the educational 

material, as well as other learning resources and available collections of patterns and 

guidelines at the end of the experiment. The time needed to cover the set of guidelines 

and the equivalent set of patterns was four hours, spanning two sessions.

The guideline/patterns tutorial was given by an independent lecturer while the 

current author was acting as an observer. The duties of the observer were: to make sure 

that the lecturer did not favour patterns or guidelines and that the teaching approach 

followed was not biased toward either of them; to make sure that every pre-planned 

aspect of the teaching process was covered; to observe and keep notes of the students’ 

reactions and attitude during the lectures.

4.3.8 Post-treatment design task

In order to prepare a design test for the experiment numerous relevant web pages from 

Greek web sites were searched and examined. A number of web pages were initially 

selected that included graphics and content suitable for the assignment. The selected 

material was put on several web pages, all using the same template. The pages were 

structured without any specific format and the material was presented in a way that 

would challenge students’ design skills.

The final design exercise was pilot tested by an academic with experience in web 

design for any flaws or errors as to what was required to design and as to the degree of 

difficulty it presented to the students. The design exercise initially consisted of four 

pages, but the pilot test revealed that the time needed for the completion would exceed 

the allocated time for the test and one page was left out. Any comments and input from 

the designer were taken into account; flaws were corrected and the test was refined.

The drop-out rate from the course was high, with only 31 of the initial 42 students 

remaining on the course. Of the 31 students that followed the last lectures about 

patterns/guidelines, three were dropped from the tests since they had not followed the 

full pattern/guideline tutorials or had missed some of the earlier tutorials about web 

design; as a consequence their performance was below standard. The number of 

students that completely followed the course, delivered all the required tests and 

assignments and were thus eligible to participate in the post-treatment test was 28.
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The two groups, formed by using a rank sampling procedure using the results of 

the preliminary test, as described in Section 3.7.2 were equal in number: the guidelines 

group consisted of 7 male and 7 female participants while the patterns group consisted 

of 8 male and 6 female participants. Table 4.3 shows the allocation of the students into 

groups and the number and percentages of male and female students in each group.

Table 4.3: Number of male and female students in each group

Total Guidelines Group Patterns Group

No. within group l i l i l i i i i S i ; ! ! !
within group I J n ° ; :1

%
within group

Male 15 53.6 7 50.0 8 57.1

Female 13 46.4 7 50.0 6 42.9

Total 28 100.00 14 100.00 14 100.00

The design session lasted 2 hours and 15 minutes and took place in the 

university’s big internet room, where all participants could be accommodated. During 

the test one more lecturer, apart from the researcher, was present, helping with questions 

and problems that students faced during the test, taking notes while observing students 

and helping to ensure that the experiment run smoothly. Another member of the 

technical staff was present to help with any problems that might arise. Computers and 

positions of the students were pre-arranged so that a student could not view anyone 

else’s screen.

An instruction sheet was given to each student (see Appendix 4.8). The test 

included two tasks.

The first task was a redesign task that required students to revisit and redesign two 

pages of their final pre-treatment assignment. Each student was given back his own pre

treatment assignment test, i.e. the designed artefact in electronic form. Students were 

asked to redesign two pages, the home page and the page presenting information about 

the company, using the recently acquired knowledge of good design. The task was a 

mixture of evaluation and design, i.e. to find out what was wrong with their initial 

design and to redesign the two pages according to the principles they had learned in the 

guidelines/patterns session. This part was intended to be compared with the students’ 

original work and identify the changes each student had made in their work and to what 

extent it had improved. A time limit of 30 minutes was specified for this task.

The second task was a pure design task and consisted of designing, from scratch, 

three pages of a web site for a small company hosting and creating web sites for its 

customers. For this test, a partial model based on a template was given to the students
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that included a three-column page layout for the site, with the text and the images 

allocated at the appropriate pages. The partial model included the prefabricated pages of 

the design test in electronic form; see Appendix 4.9 for screenshots of some pages, in 

the form given to the students, and pages from a site delivered by a participant.

The template forced the students to follow a certain design direction that was 

deemed necessary to make the scoring of each site easier. During the design process, the 

students’ progress was monitored. Students were reminded not to deviate from the 

format imposed by the template and attempt changes to the structure of the site unless 

they considered that essential and important to the usability of the site. A time limit of 1 

hour and 45 minutes was specified for this task.

The test was of a degree of difficulty comparable to the preliminary test, but 

requiring a simpler one level navigation scheme. Students were free to use their booklet 

of patterns and guidelines during the tasks. Also they were free to ask individually, with 

caution not to disturb or affect the rest of the students, any question regarding technical 

details whenever they had problems in implementing their ideas. This allowed students 

to present what they wanted and not to be hindered by any technical deficiencies and 

bugs that they were unable to tackle. Some students made use of this when they had 

problems remembering a particular technique and resorted to asking for help.

4.3.9 Post-treatment interviews and questionnaire

Finally, a post-test questionnaire and an interview individually with each student were 

used to collect qualitative and quantitative data about the students’ attitude and opinions 

towards patterns and guidelines.

Students started by completing a questionnaire containing questions about their 

background and their experience with computers and programming. Other questions on 

the questionnaire assessed their opinion about the training tutorials, the set of 

patterns/guidelines, the format in which these were presented, how extensively they 

were used, how they felt about using patterns/guideline, how useful this could be for 

future work, and what they liked most about working with them. Students rated the 

extent of agreement or disagreement to these questions using a five-point Likert scale; 

see Appendix 4.10 for the questionnaire.

Following the completion of the questionnaire, students were engaged in a semi

structured interview. The interview session for each student lasted between 20 and 40 

minutes and the interviews were tape recorded. During the interview, students viewed 

the pages of the redesign and the design tasks and were encouraged to make comments
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about their designs and their experiences participating in the study. Finally, students 

expressed their opinion about patterns and guidelines and how they perceived the two 

forms of advice when a pattern and the corresponding guideline were compared side-by- 

side. Another academic, acting as facilitator-observer, participated in the interviews, 

asking questions and helping with any problem arising.

4.3.10 Post-treatment evaluation test
In order to create a web site for the evaluation task, a similar approach to the design 

assignment was followed by examining several Greek web sites and choosing and 

reconstructing one. A wide range of usability problems, i.e. violations of the 

patterns/guidelines, were inserted in the web pages. The usability problems were 

breaching advice given by the patterns and guidelines presented to the students. 

Twenty-six students were engaged in the evaluation session. Two participants, one in 

each group, were not allowed to participate further in the experiment after their 

extremely poor performance in the design tasks.

4.3.10.1 Usability evaluation methods

Usability evaluation methods can be categorised as analytic that are expert-based or 

empirical that are often referred to as user testing (Gray and Salzman, 1998). Expert- 

based methods include techniques such as heuristic evaluation (Nielsen and Molich, 

1990), cognitive walkthroughs (Lewis et al., 1990; Wharton et al., 1992), usability 

walkthroughs (Bias, 1991), heuristic walkthroughs (Sears, 1997), formal usability 

inspections (Kahn and Prail, 1994; Nielsen, 1994), standards inspection (Nielsen, 1994), 

GOMS (Card et al., 1983; John and Kieras, 1996a, 1996b), guideline reviews and 

guidelines checklist (Brinck et al., 2002).

Some of the expert-based techniques are referred to as expert review or expert 

inspections (Avouris, 2001; Hartson et al., 2001; Hertzum and Jacobsen, 2001), and 

usually involve a number of experts performing an evaluation using heuristics, rules, 

principles, or any other criteria to evaluate the site.

4.3.10.2 Evaluation task

The task required students to perform a usability evaluation of a site in the form of an 

expert review, using as criteria the usability principles contained in patterns and 

guidelines. The web site was that of a small IT company selling services and a small 

range of software products.

The site was loaded on a web browser and students could verify and check links 

and the navigation of the site. Evaluation was required on four out of the five pages of
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the site. The fifth page was included in the site in order to make the navigation and the 

site more realistic. Students were instructed to mark the errors on a printed page of the 

web page instead of performing an “out of the book” exemplary evaluation (Nielsen, 

1992). Printed copies of the pages were given to the students and the students identified 

the errors, marking on the page the exact point where the error was found. See 

Appendix 4.12 for screenshots of the web page to be evaluated.

Students did not rate the severity of each error, as typically required by a heuristic 

evaluation (Cockton and Woolrych, 2001), but were allowed to write comments on the 

errors, or suggest actions for improvements, although the latter was not compulsory. 

Participants were recommended to spend the first five minutes exploring the site, in 

order to get a feel of the site and to start evaluating and mark the errors afterwards. 

Towards the end of the session participants were advised to again spend five minutes on 

the home page, and probably identify more usability violations now that they had a 

better overall impression of the site.

4.3.11 Metrics for scoring
A set of predefined metrics were given to the evaluators. Only metrics that were related 

to the teaching material covered in the tutorials were used. Each metric could be related 

to a specific pattern/guideline presented to the students. For example, students were not 

marked for content, content organisation, or search capability and general functionality 

of the site since the patterns/guidelines tutorials did not cover these aspects of web 

design. Also, there were no scores for errors in web pages that could not be associated 

with a specific pattern/guideline.

A detailed presentation of each metric will be given in Chapter 5 (see Table 5.4). 

The reason for this is that the metrics were reformulated and refined to reflect certain 

drawbacks and shortcomings that were discovered while they were employed in the 

second experiment. For now, suffice it to say that the metrics were related to the 

teaching material covered in the tutorials. Each metric reflected the actual use of a 

specific pattern/guideline.

4.3.11.1 Work of evaluators
Two experienced evaluators worked independently to rate the students’ artefacts 

according to the predefined set of metrics. All students’ web sites, 28 in total, were 

allocated code numbers and the evaluators had no knowledge of the designer or under 

which condition the site was created. After the initial preparation, all sites were put 

together as subweb sites to a main index page in such way as to be easy for the
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evaluators to navigate through all sites and pages. A copy of this site was given to each 

evaluator. Evaluators were advised to work with their computers connected to the 

Internet since some of the pages contained external links to other web sites.

Firefox v.1.5 (Mozilla, 2005) was initially adopted by the evaluators for 

previewing web pages due to its multi-tabbed functionality. Small differences in 

viewing web pages between web browsers are known to be expected. The default web 

page browser on the students’ PC was MS Internet Explorer v.6.0.2 (Microsoft 

Corporation, 2004). However, it was noticeable that students’ web pages displayed very 

differently in Firefox compared to Internet Explorer, affecting the marking of web sites. 

The main reason for this was that students were using FrontPage tools inconsistently 

and sometimes in an unconventional way, inserting at the same time HTML tags 

causing elements to be displayed shown very differently in the two browsers. To avoid 

such errors, two Internet Explorer engine-based type of browsers Maxthon v. 1.5.6 

(Maxthon International Ltd., n.d.) and Slim Browser V4.06 (FlashPeak, n.d.) with 

multi-tab functionality were used by the evaluators.

Tabs allow the user to view multiple web pages in the same browser window and 

to switch between the web pages with ease and comfort without the need to open a new 

browser window. The evaluators could afford to open all the pages of the site at the 

same time or to load a particular page from all students on the same unique browser 

window. In that way, previewing, checking, and comparing web sites and pages was 

much easier for the evaluators and taking less time to evaluate the students’ work.

4.4 Results and discussion of the first study
In this section the results and conclusions of the second experiment will be presented 

and discussed in order to explicate how the main study was prepared. These are derived 

from the redesign task, the design task, the observations that were made during the 

experiment, and the questionnaires and interviews collected from the students.

4.4.1 Observations during the presentation
During the presentation of patterns and guidelines a number of issues related to the 

teaching process were noticed and identified. These issues were discussed and analysed 

by the lecturer who delivered the presentation together with the observer (the current 

author) and are described here. Some of these issues support and extend the 

observations that were made during the first experiment, that is, the exploratory study.
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4.4.1.1 Interest of students
The majority of students showed that they had an above average interest in patterns and 

guidelines. Most of them were asking questions about design issues and trying to relate 

them to their limited experience with web design and the problems they encountered 

during the assignments. They were making notes on the booklets, underlining or 

highlighting text. Then again, a small number were following the tutorial with some 

degree of indifference.

4.4.1.2 Impact of examples for guidelines and patterns
Guidelines in the booklet were presented one after the other, in the appropriate sections, 

without any examples. All the examples together were positioned at the end of the 

booklet, in a separate section. In the tutorial about guidelines, the first two guidelines 

were delivered in a similar way, not including any examples, trying to communicate the 

purpose of the guideline without examples. However, students indicated they were 

having trouble in following the main design principle and the advice given by the 

guidelines. The tutorial continued by presenting each guideline with an appropriate 

example.

This observation suggests that even simple guidelines can not be fully 

comprehended if there are no examples to accompany them. Examples are considered 

an essential part of patterns. In contrast, guidelines quite often are presented without any 

examples, using textual information to describe them. It seems that guidelines lose a lot 

of their power without examples and that examples are important for appreciating a 

guideline. Experienced designers, having extensive knowledge of their domain, 

understand and relate guidelines to their past experience. Students, having limited 

experience, could not identify the notion of the guideline and visualise the practical 

aspects of the guideline without the use of some illustrative examples.

4.4.1.3 Time taken to deliver patterns/guidelines
Guidelines can be delivered to the class quicker than patterns due to their shorter 

format, although the extent of advice given with each pattern and corresponding 

guideline is the same. While delivering the patterns section the lecturer had to give the 

name of the pattern first, then explain the problem, discuss the solution and present the 

examples. However, the total time dedicated to the set of guidelines and the set of 

patterns was the same since a review of the guidelines was presented at the end of each 

session.
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4.4.1.4 Unsuccessful examples
The patterns and guidelines used in the experiment were not refined for the particular 

study or for educational purposes. All the supporting material, text and illustrative 

examples, was taken from the original set of the patterns and guidelines chosen.

Some of the examples were not successful as they were not conveying clearly the 

principle encompassed within a pattern/guideline. These examples were not specific and 

to the point and were not supporting the pattern or guideline in the best of ways.

Still, there were other examples which students could relate to their limited 

experience and knowledge. It should be noted that all the examples were taken from 

sites in English and, in some cases, these were not fully comprehended by students with 

below average knowledge of English.

A number of examples were accompanied by small captions pinpointing the exact 

application of the pattern/guideline or, in the case of a bad example, where the usability 

violation was exactly. Captions and callouts proved to be quite important and extremely 

helpful to students. Students were making comments triggered by the captions, and 

were relying on them to better understand the appropriate use of a pattern/guideline. 

Examples with no callouts, especially those that were not communicative enough, 

would generate, most of the times, a request for further explanation.

4.4.1.5 Technical questions about patterns/guidelines
Students were interested in the actual implementation of the pattern/guideline and any 

further technical details involved while applying the pattern/guideline. Some of them 

were asking details of the procedures needed to follow in FrontPage. Those most 

interested in web design asked for resources and access to more advanced design tools 

(navigation menus, image editing tools, etc.) with the intention of implementing the 

advice in the best way. Such details are not usually available in the format of patterns 

and guidelines. The exception to this is the latest Yahoo! pattern collection (Yahoo!, 

2005) where code is presented to designers through existing links in the pattern 

presentation.

4.4.2 Results of redesign task
For this task students were asked to redesign two pages from their pre-assignment test. 

This exercise, together with the interviews where questions about the redesigned pages 

were made, revealed several themes and issues.

The trained students made changes to the web pages, obviously influenced by the 

newly acquired knowledge introduced by patterns and guidelines. A line cannot be
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drawn between the patterns group and the guidelines group as to which performed the 

most changes since it is estimated that other factors, such as motivation for this 

particular test or previous state of site, influenced the student in tackling the redesign 

task. One factor that cannot be ignored in all the tasks is the overall engagement of each 

student with the course and his attitude towards learning something new. This depends 

on the individual, the personal skills and capabilities, and the extent to which one can 

apply new knowledge without practice.

There were a number of students who made many modifications in the redesigned 

pages. To do this they used patterns/guidelines quite effectively and worked efficiently 

to improve the usability of the site, following advice given by patterns/guidelines. One 

particular student demonstrated the great effect that patterns/guidelines had on the 

design habits by making seven successful changes and additions to the previous design.

The majority of the students made on average three to four changes in the two 

web pages. Most of these changes were easy to apply additions or alterations, usually 

applying new components in the web site and not complicated or abstract usability 

principles. Both groups had a tendency to favour certain patterns/guidelines that were 

advocating the same usability principles. Starting with the most often used ones, those 

usability principles in the form of patterns/guidelines were:

• Repeated menu at the bottom

• Elimination of white space

• Removing underlined text

• Link to the top of the page

• Alternating row colours for tables.

Other principles that were employed to a lesser extent were improved text 

background, lists, and printer-friendly pages.

The overall number of changes made was not as great or as widespread as 

expected. This could be attributed to the time limit given for redesign and the fact that 

students were concerned to tackle the new design task. Some of the students, when 

asked in the interviews about their low number of changes, attributed this to fears that a 

small change could possibly require other modifications which could not be predicted 

and would have taken more time than was allotted for this task. Other students 

mentioned that they avoided applying the principles due to lack of extensive experience 

and practice in applying the relevant techniques. Some of the changes they made 

backfired and resulted in violations of other principles without the designer realising
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this or in design problems that could not be easily resolved. One of these students, a 

female, admitted that she tried a major change and had problems that left her no time to 

do more. This has been described as viscosity in the cognitive dimensions framework 

(Green and Blackwell, 1998). The cognitive dimensions framework has been used to 

evaluate programming languages and software systems (Roast et al., 2000; Khazaei and 

Trifflt, 2002). Viscosity refers to resistance to change and has been associated with the 

modifiability of software design and programming structures (Roast and Siddiqi, 1996). 

Viscosity proved to be high in redesigning web pages, even when users rely on a 

graphical programming environment such as FrontPage instead of changing code in 

HTML programming structures.

If the site delivered by the student was already in a good state not many 

improvements could be made using patterns and guidelines. They were some highly 

performing students whose pages were close to a professional level and had only a few 

usability flaws. The designers of such sites confessed that they had imitated sites from 

the Internet. These students made only a couple of changes to the designs. One student 

presented a very good site, and most of the usually easy-to-apply patterns/guidelines 

commonly encountered in web sites were already included. The few errors that could be 

fixed, and the usability issues that could be addressed successfully in such cases, 

required the application of complex patterns/guidelines or other patterns/ guidelines that 

obviously students could not remember or which had not made an impression on them.

Other students, mainly those who did not perform well in the test or were 

probably having difficulties during the tutorials, made only a couple of changes 

reflecting the use of patterns/guidelines. Some of those students opted to make only 

aesthetic changes that sometimes breached further usability issues or backfired to the 

detriment of the overall presentation of the page. Finally, two students, one in the 

patterns and the other in the guidelines group, did not make any significant or 

identifiable changes to the site. These two students performed also at a very low level in 

the design task. Apparently both were not motivated' to carry out the task and the 

experiment, and were therefore excluded from any further tests and interviews.

In summary, the particular themes that emerged from the redesign task were the 

following:

• The extent to which patterns and guidelines are adopted and used by students 

varies and depends on many factors, as is the case with any learning material 

delivered to students;
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• Redesigning a site did not appeal much to some students; they were indifferent 

to presenting a better design and wanted to tackle the design task which was 

scheduled after the redesign;

• Some students’ practice was not affected much by the set of patterns or 

guidelines; and

x • Some students did not have the required technical skills to make the changes 

and were hindered by viscosity in web design.

4.4.3 Results of design task
Two independent evaluators, academics with extensive experience in design and 

usability since the early days of web design, marked the design task, which involved 

presenting from scratch three pages of a web site.

Fourteen students in each group completed the design task. Students were 

assessed using the metrics that measure seven different dimensions of good design 

practice: Home page, Navigation, Links, Page Layout and Design, Headings and Titles, 

Text and Typography, and Lists.

The most challenging task for the evaluators was to judge the designs in a fair and 

objective way. The range of mistakes made by the students produced a varied 

appearance of elements on a page. This created problems for the evaluators trying to 

apply the metrics. Frequently, clarifications of a particular metric had to be made in 

order to have a uniform grading scheme for the evaluators to follow. This revealed one 

limitation of the metrics, namely that some had to be developed further in order to make 

the evaluators’ work more precise.

Several minor shortcomings of the metrics were also revealed. Some of these 

were due to the design task itself, while others were due to the patterns/guidelines. 

Metrics reflect the use and application of patterns/guidelines; however, it was not clear 

if some of the metrics were measuring the application of a particular pattern/guideline 

or the application of another one giving similar advice. Compound patterns were 

making the compilation of scores more difficult since a score measuring a compound 

pattern included scores from several guidelines. This procedure, although hindering the 

evaluators’ progress, helped the study to improve the set of metrics by refining them, 

thus making them more relevant and accurate for the task. Despite these limitations, the 

grading of the sites continued to the end in order to obtain a full picture of the metrics 

and the grading procedure.
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The scoring procedure helped in advancing the design features and requirements 

for the design task by focusing only on those details that could be easily measured by 

the metrics, while pinpointing features which were questionable and which were 

obstructing evaluation of the site. Equally importantly, the scoring procedure refined 

and developed the metrics and cleared up any difficulties in applying them.

Overall, the quality of the sites was lower than expected, making rating more 

difficult. Each evaluator spent on average more than 90 minutes to evaluate and rate 

each site, using the set of metrics. Sometimes the evaluator would perform better and 

quicker if he had loaded onto the web browser all the sites at the same time together, 

working on only one metric. Sometimes, a comparison of a certain design issue on a 

particular page across all students was sufficient to produce an objective score. The 

process of scoring, although time-consuming, was not difficult once the evaluators had 

gained some experience working with the metrics and the scoring procedure.

Due to the limitations of the metrics no statistical comparison of the groups is 

presented. However, the impact the patterns and guidelines had on the students will be 

further examined in the next subsections, based on the qualitative and quantitative data 

collected via the questionnaires, the interviews, and the other tasks.

4.4.4 Analysis of questionnaires and interviews

Twenty-six participants were interviewed, thirteen from the guidelines group and 

thirteen from the patterns group. The following subsections present some observations 

and findings that surfaced in the interviews and questionnaires.

4.4.4.1 Attitude towards patterns/guidelines
Several statements were used in the questionnaires to evaluate user attitude towards 

patterns/guidelines (see Appendix 4.10). Students declared their agreement or 

disagreement with a statement using a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1- ‘strongly 

disagree” to 5=“strongly agree”. Each statement was rated by all participants without 

any comparison being made between patterns and guidelines, as participants were not 

aware of the two alternative formats. Students’ opinions of and attitudes to 

patterns/guidelines are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Students’ attitudes to use and usefulness o f patterns and guidelines

Statement
Guidelines group 

(N=13)
Patterns group 

(N=13)
Mean Mean SD

Patterns/guidelines help me to improve as designer 3.692 0.75 3.769 0.73
I will make use of patterns/guidelines in the future 4.769 0.44 4.308 0.85
Patterns/guidelines are useful for the redesign test 3.846 0.55 4.000 0.71
Patterns/guideline are useful for the design test 4.000 0.58 3.846 0.69
Patterns/guideline are useful for the evaluation test 4.200 0.63 4.222 0.44

Table 4.4 shows that both patterns and guidelines are considered by students 

useful for their improvement as designers and useful for the tasks they performed: the 

redesign, the design, and the evaluation of web sites. Also both groups expressed their 

certainty that they will make extensive use of patterns and guidelines. The results are in 

line with Borchers’ (2002) study where only patterns were used for teaching usability 

principles. In the current experiment, students showed that they like patterns and 

guidelines equally. There was no statistically significant difference between the patterns 

group towards patterns and the guidelines group towards guidelines regarding their 

contribution in improving as designers, the intention for future use of them, and their 

usefulness for the three tasks; both formats were rated highly. This indicates that either 

format is appreciated by students as providing knowledge and experience to novice 

designers.

4.4.4.2 Preference of students for patterns and guidelines

While patterns and guidelines are both considered beneficial and useful, when students 

compare the formats side-by-side they express a strong preference for patterns. During 

the interviews students were shown patterns with their corresponding guidelines and 

asked to compare them and to express their preferences for either of the two formats.

Three different patterns and their corresponding guidelines were presented to the 

students. Each pattern was positioned against the corresponding guideline as a set. 

There were two simple patterns (named Simple 1 and Simple2), corresponding to one 

guideline each, and one compound pattern (named Compound 1) corresponding to four 

guidelines, see Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Patterns and guidelines for comparison

Case Pattern Name Guideline Title

Simplel 8. Descriptive Tab Labels 12. Use Descriptive Tab Labels
Simple2 18. To the Top Link 26. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page

Compoundl 26. Lists 38. Display Related Items in Lists
39. Introduce Each List
40. Format Lists to Ease Scanning
41. Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists

Students expressed their preference for a format after studying the matched 

patterns and guidelines on their own. See Appendix 4.11 for pairs of patterns and 

guidelines that students compared.

The preferences of all students for each pattern/guideline are shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Preference of all students in numbers and percent

Participants and their preferences

Simplel Simple2 Compoundl
i wmmmmm N N  %

Neutral i 3.S 2 7 3 1 3.8
Patterns 23 8S.5 21 80.8 19 73.5
Guidelines 2 7.7 3 11.5 6 23.1
Total W .:26 '^ 100 26 100 :Mi 6 1:1 100

The following Figure 4.6 depicts the number of students (shown in Table 4.6) and 

their preferences for each set of pattern and guideline/guidelines.

□ N eutral

Compoundl

Figure 4.6: Preferences of all students

Looking at the first case (“Simplel”) of Figure 4.6, for example, it can be seen 

that one student has no preference for a particular format, while twenty-three prefer the 

pattern format and only two the guideline format. The preference of all students for
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patterns is clear. The pattern format is still preferable even in the case of compound 

patterns. However, there is a small but noticeable increase in the number of students 

who prefer the guideline format in the case of more complex advice instead of a 

compound pattern containing a multitude of usability guidelines. This issue was further 

investigated in the subsequent main study.

The following Table 4.7 shows the preference of students. Each of the 26 students 

indicated their preference for a pattern or a guideline after viewing three pairs of 

patterns and guidelines. Therefore the total number of pairs of patterns and guidelines 

compared by all students was 78.

Table 4.7: Preference of students comparing patterns and guidelines

Preference No. %
Neutral or no preference 4 5.1

63 80.8
Guidelines 11 14.1

100

Table 4.7 shows that the preferred choice of all students in presenting advice and 

experience is the pattern format: in four instances students could not make a distinction 

between the two formats, in 63 instances their preference was patterns, while only in 11 

instances the choice was guidelines.

4.4.4.3 Other emerging issues

During the interviews students were asked for their overall impression -  and any 

criticism -  of the course, the teaching process and the material that was used, and what 

improvements could be made about the presentation and the format of the 

patterns/guidelines.

The general consensus was that the course was successful and contributed 

significantly to the students acquiring an initial body of knowledge about designing and 

evaluating web sites and to their appreciation of the importance of usability for web 

sites.

The main focus of the interviews, however, was on patterns and guidelines. Some 

of the initial questions about the course were really intended “to warm up” the 

participants and make them feel comfortable. Students’ suggestions highlighted the 

following issues.
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Explanations and captions for each example
Participants expressed a desire for more explanations to be given with the examples. 

Explanations were given during teaching; however, when students were studying the 

patterns they felt that more explanations were necessary. As one participant explained:

I liked to study them in electronic format, not using the notes, since I could see the 
examples in colour. However, I would have liked more explanations with the 
examples and some improvement of some captions.

The lack of explanations and poor captions was also detected by the research team 

during teaching and handling of the patterns and guidelines.

More examples of good and bad design
Some of the examples given of patterns and guidelines illustrated not only good design 

practices but also bad examples to avoid. Participants reported that bad examples were 

useful and necessary. One participant said:

I would have liked more examples from bad sites with errors. These bad examples 
will help me to understand what to avoid during design so that I will not make the 
same mistakes again.

Clear and colourful examples
The booklets distributed to students were in black and white. Participants indicated that 

black and white was not good for web design, and that sometimes the resolution of the 

examples needed improving because they were not clear even in electronic form on the 

computers.

Examples together with the text
Although more examples were requested by both groups, some participants from the 

guidelines group mentioned that it was better for examples to be next to the guidelines 

instead of at the end of the booklet:

If you want to improve the booklet, it would be much better if each piece of text 
[guideline] has next to it the relevant example so that the principle can be 
compared with the example... and also it would be much easier for the reader to 
connect the example with the text.

4.4.5 Results of evaluation task
After each interview students participated in the evaluation task. Each student worked 

on his own in the presence of a supervisor. The time limit on this task was 50 minutes. 

See Appendix 4.12 for the web site evaluated by participants.
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The students’ performance varied. Only two students took advantage of the full 

time for the evaluation. It is probably the case that some students did not perform to the 

best of their abilities and with the same enthusiasm. One reason for this could be the 

fact that they did the evaluation task alone and lost interest after working on the first 

page of the web site.

A factor that points towards this conclusion is that the students’ rate of finding 

errors dropped a great deal when they evaluated the last three pages compared to the 

first page. It should be noted that the errors on each page were of a similar degree of 

difficulty and were violating related usability principles. Table 4.8 shows how students 

performed in each of the four pages. Numbers in per cent represent thoroughness, the 

ratio of true errors found to the total number of errors that could be possibly identified. 

The maximum, minimum and the average thoroughness is taken over all the participants 

in this study.

Table 4.8: Thoroughness on each page and overall for the site (all participants)

Page 1 J lP a g e lllli w g i i i i Page 4 Overall 
(4 pages)

Errors (No.) 21 17 17 20 75

Maximum thoroughness (%) 76.2 52.9 58.8 45.0 46.7

Minimum thoroughness (%) 19.0 11.8 11.8 5.0 14.7

Average thoroughness (%) 43.0 31.0 29.4 22.3 31.7

Still, the number of errors found on each page was quite high. Similar research 

into a heuristic evaluation performed by novice designers reported that the average 

number of errors was 36% (Chevalier and Ivory, 2003a). The average number of errors 

by the group of students was close to 32% (see Table 4.8). The average is much higher 

on the first page (43%) where students worked harder, and lower on the rest of the 

pages.

There were no difference between the patterns group and the guidelines group, 

and their performance was similar. The average percent of the identified errors for the 

patterns group was 31.5% (n=13, SD= 8.48) and for the guidelines group 31.9% (n=13, 

SD=10.23).

Nielsen and Landauer (1993) showed that predicting the number of usability 

problems found by a number of persons (test users or heuristic evaluators) can be 

modelled using the following formula, which relates the detection of errors from i 

persons to the number of known problems N and the probability L of any person finding 

any problem:
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Problems detected = N *( 1 -(1  -  L)‘)

Nielsen and Landauer (1993) indicate a typical value for L to be 31% (0.31). 

Plotting a curve for this value of L, while N can be any number of problems, it can be 

deduced that five persons will reveal 84% of the problems, while fifteen persons will 

find close to 100% of the problems. Based on this formula Nielsen and Landauer (1993) 

argued that as few as five users are enough to find 85% of usability problems. This 

claim is supported by several researchers (Bamum, 2003; Nielsen, 2000b; Virzi, 1990, 

1992) but also questioned by others (Faulkner, 2003; Law and Hvannberg, 2004; Spool 

and Schroeder, 2001; Woolrych and Cockton, 2001). In one study the rate of problem 

detection was as low as 0.09, implying that the number of evaluators to reveal 75% of 

the errors is predicted to be as high as 16 persons (Law and Hvannberg, 2004).

Taking into account that the average percentage of errors found by the participants 

in the evaluation task was close to 32%, and using the above formula it is estimated that 

85% of the errors will be revealed by five evaluators, which is very close to what is 

claimed by Nielsen (1993, 2000b).

The performance of all the participants on each page and overall, as a group, is 

shown in the following Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Errors in each page, missed and found errors 
(all participants)

Errors in page 
No.

Errors missed 
No.

Errors missed Errors found 
(thoroughness) %

Page 1 21 0 0 100
Page 2 17 1 6 94
Page 3 17 1 6 94
Page4 20 2 10 90
Total 75 4 5 95

Overall, the performance of the participants was very good and succeeded in 

identifying the majority of errors. However, it should be considered that most of the 

errors in the web site were embedded and were simply surface errors. Inspections tend 

to easily identify surface errors such as those in the task site (Cockton and Woolrych, 

2001). Another factor that should be taken into account was that most, if not all, the 

errors were breaching usability principles found in the set of guidelines/patterns used to 

teach students and not complex issues of web design. Participants in total managed to 

identify 95% of the maximum 75 errors in the site; even in the fourth page, where the 

lowest number of errors were reported, the total percentage found is more than 90%.
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In some instances participants identified errors and suggested improvements in 

places not even the designer of the site and the members of the research team had 

thought of; for example, two participants suggested a button next to the search box to 

help visitors instead of relying on pressing the enter button.

4.4.5.1 False positives

Participants reported a small number of false positives (false alarms). This happens 

when a problem or an error reported actually is not an error or is of extremely low 

severity to be of some worth (Cockton et al., 2003). Five participants reported one false 

positive, two participants reported two false positives, and another two participants 

reported three each. The remaining participants did not report any false positives at all.

The rate of reporting false positives was much lower compared to the true 

problems reported. Research into the number of false positives reported during an 

expert review is contradictory. Several studies (Catani and Biers, 1998; Rooden et al., 

1999; Stanton and Stevenage, 1998) in different domains report that such evaluations 

detect far more false positive problems than actually exist while there is a tendency to 

miss real problems. Bailey (2001) summarises some of the studies and indicates that it 

was estimated that for every true problem identified there were on average 1.2 false 

positives reported, and concludes that heuristic evaluators are likely to identify more 

false alarms and miss problems than pinpoint true errors.

This is contradicted by Molich and Dumas (2004), who point out that in their 

experiments on existing web sites the number of false alarms is very low or zero and 

that a carefully structured expert review by professionals is comparable to the results of 

a usability test. Law and Hvannberg (2004) comment that the effectiveness of usability 

evaluation methods depends on: the tasks, the techniques, the context, the experience, 

and the characteristics of the evaluators.

4.4.5.2 Comments and suggestions

Some participants suggested corrections to the site which although not correcting actual 

errors could possibly have improved the site if they were applied in the design. These 

suggested corrections pertained to the two colours of the headings and the logos of the 

site, which a number of participants reported they did not like. Although this was not 

considered an error by the researchers and the experts helping with the experiment, the 

participants’ argument is based on patterns/guidelines advocating consistency and 

avoiding use of many colours within a site. Along the same lines, a number of 

participants suggested that the top of each page should be filled more and empty space
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should be effectively used. Again, this argument is not without merit. As one participant 

commented:

The empty space above the left column makes a bad impression and is there 
without reason. The top of the page seems empty.

Another one added:

The white space between these elements is excessive and screen space is not used 
effectively; in essence the outcome is not pleasing for the visitor.

Some participants emphasised the existence of white space by pointing out that the 

home page, apart from having excessive white space, contained too much text, resulting 

in visitors needing to scroll to view the full length of the page; such comments 

originated in the patterns/guidelines giving advice about how to get rid of white space 

and shorten a page. Making appropriate use of space within a page, or avoiding white 

space as was it referred to, was a term that was popular among participants; the 

principle concerning empty space was well understood.

A couple of participants made comments about the overall look of the home page, 

following the principle that the home page should look like a home page and the visitor 

should get a positive first impression. While these comments are easily expressed 

verbally, the underlying principle is not easily applied when designing as it requires a 

very experienced designer. This suggests that design and evaluation tasks may bring out 

different aspects of usability principles. Some of these aspects can not be explicated 

easily during the designing of a web page; however, they can be pointed to as missing, 

or be suggested for improvement while evaluating a site.

Criticism and constructive suggestions were offered by participants concerning 

the appearance of text. For example, participants indicated that some words in the text, 

according to their evaluation, should stand out more by bolding or italicising them to 

attract visitors’ attention.

In a few cases, participants, having misinterpreted a usability principle, suggested 

action and gave advice for correcting a problem that was wrong and would have caused 

usability problems:

These moving elements [gif images about e-mailing the company] should be on 
every page.

Other suggestions were without any real value and some can be classified as false 

positives: “this search box should be a bit lower to catch the visitor’s eye more” or “a
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table should be used to make the page more pleasant” or “use of screen tips on these 

hyperlinks should be of help” or “this picture is not relevant and does not promote the 

site”.

Some of the participants instead of pinpointing the exact location of errors made 

comments such as “links should be formatted in a consistent way” or “text should be 

formatted more consistently”. Comments such as these, provided they could be linked 

to a specific error, were considered to predict an error; otherwise they were ignored.

4.4.5.3 Easy and difficult to identify errors

The easiest errors to find were those that can be identified simply by looking at the 

page. A number of usability violations were immediately obvious. The errors most 

frequently identified were: bad alignment of text pages (especially in the centre 

column), overly underlined text, white space, bad background in text, bullets, coloured 

text, missing elements from one page, missing headings, change in font style (Arial, 

Times), and text alignment problems.

Participants seemed to have difficulties spotting usability issues that required 

interaction or several steps from one page to the next. The most difficult errors to find 

were:

• Missing page titles: the title of the page was present on the first page but titles 

were missing on the remaining pages.

• Consistency in labels and navigation buttons: some of the labels on the main 

navigation bar were intentionally changed. Also some links on the repeated 

menu were changed at the bottom of the page or were written with English 

characters instead of Greek.

• Linking errors: Some hyperlinks were not linked to the right destination; this 

type of error requires careful interaction with all the pages of the site, an aspect 

that participants were not trained to carry out.

Summarising, it can be stated that overall participants performed well in the 

evaluation task although some of them did not evaluate the site in a consistent way as 

participants did not work with full commitment on every page of the site. Furthermore, 

participants carrying out the evaluation task demonstrated that they understood complex 

usability principles which could not be used in the design task.
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4.4.6 Other observations
In the following subsections some practical details are presented concerning the use of 

patterns and a pattern language, based on observations made during the experiment. At 

the same time, patterns are contrasted with guidelines in these practical aspects.

4.4.6.1 Use of patterns as a communication tool

Patterns have been suggested as a “lingua franca” to enhance and facilitate 

communication between designers (Erickson, 2000). Here patterns are not intended to 

be used as a common language, since there was no communication involved in 

designing, but as “a technical lexicon” (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). The questionnaires 

completed by participants and the discussions that took place during the interviews gave 

the investigators the opportunity to find out if participants used patterns as a vocabulary 

and had adopted the new terminology.

Participants had the opportunity to refer to patterns/guidelines, in writing, during 

the completion of questionnaires and while patterns and guidelines were discussed 

during the interviews. Only a small number of participants used the proper pattern 

names or terminology to describe the changes made in the redesigned pages. The 

majority of the participants did not use the names of patterns to refer to them; this 

observation concerns mainly the patterns group since presumably the name of each 

pattern captures its essence and the key elements of a design structure (Gamma et al., 

1994; Mueller et al., 2004).

The same applies to the use of the proper vocabulary by the guidelines group as 

well as to the design principles underlying guidelines that are not captured in a name but 

in a sentence. Participants were describing patterns and guidelines and general design 

issues using their own personal expressions to refer to them. However, participants used 

and adopted in their discussions some catchy technical terms, such as “white space” and 

“meta-navigation”.

Concluding, it can be stated that the use and adoption of patterns and guidelines as 

a technical vocabulary by the participants was not extensive, mainly because they did 

not have the opportunity, through cooperation with other participants or after long-term 

use, to become familiar with them and adopt them; instead, participants were focussing 

on the ideas and the principles behind any pattern/guideline.

4.4.6.2 Use of pattern language

Patterns most often are presented as a pattern language, as a set of interlinked patterns. 

A designer can use the links to generate a thorough solution to a design problem
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(Graham, 2003a; Montero et al., 2002; van Duyne et al., 2002). References to other 

patterns were included in each pattern, whenever appropriate, as part of the format used 

to present patterns; however, no special emphasis was put on these links during the 

presentation. A diagram depicting the patterns and the links between them was given to 

the patterns group (see Appendix 4.13). The diagram was in the form of a simple tree

like structure of the patterns, based on the spatial relationship of the different parts of 

the site: The web site is made of pages, content (text and graphics), and a navigational 

structure (menu and links).

Participants did not appreciate the links in the patterns or even asked any specific 

questions about the structure of the pattern language. This can be attributed to the 

following factors:

• Links were not described extensively: A proper presentation and a real 

coverage and explanation of the links within the pattern language would have 

required extra time for teaching that was not available for the course. A further 

discussion about patterns and the possible advantages of the pattern language 

would have resulted in the patterns group having more training time than the 

guidelines group. Further explanations of pattern links and the pattern language 

would have implied the use of a pattern-based approach (Graham, 2003a; 

Montero et al., 2002; van Duyne et al., 2002). However, such an approach 

would have favoured the patterns group by presenting them with extra tools 

and making known additional design procedures.

• Volume of knowledge: Participants were overwhelmed by the new knowledge, 

both about web design (FrontPage) and usability issues (patterns/guidelines), 

and needed time to assimilate that knowledge and appreciate links and the 

language structure of patterns.

A further observation made during the work and handling of the patterns and the 

pattern language was that the set of 50 patterns presented to the class was not complete, 

since it was formed and presented for the educational purposes of the experiment. 

Several patterns that could have helped make the language more robust were missing. 

Links included with a pattern were limited or there were no links at all. Design issues 

and sites are getting more and more complicated. One may question if it is even 

possible to develop a full pattern language for web design. Keeping this in mind, a 

possible solution to develop and present complete pattern languages is to build pattern
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languages focussing on specific dimensions of design, such as navigation, structure, 

presentation, graphics, etc.

4.4.6.3 Side effects of using patterns and guidelines

Sometimes the application of patterns/guidelines was causing other problems and 

usability violations. This can be attributed to participants not being totally familiar with 

every pattern/guideline or not having the proper technical skills to efficiently apply the 

advice given in patterns and guidelines. Some participants were applying 

patterns/guidelines per se, that is, to demonstrate their possession of skills and 

knowledge in the use of principles without paying attention to any side effects. Others 

were taking the advice given in patterns and guidelines as a rule that should be followed 

at all times without exception.

4.5 Shortcomings of the first study
The experiment was fraught with problems but it was still possible to get many and 

valuable results and to identify differences between patterns and guidelines as tools of 

transferring knowledge and experience. Most of these problems were related to the 

design of the experiment and the extensive resources required administering and 

coordinating a full course about web design, which was not part of the academic 

curriculum. Nonetheless, the first study helped in modifying and improving the 

experimental setting, among other things suggesting more rigorous procedures for the 

main study.

The study did not produce the expected results in terms of the performance of 

both groups and the quality of the artefacts produced. Overall, the performance of the 

participants and the final design artefacts were, on average, of lower quality than 

expected. However, the study helped the researcher to eliminate weaknesses and 

strengthen the overall experimental approach.

The experimental design revolved around three issues:

• The participants’ level of experience and design competence

• The course structure and the training procedures

• The set of patterns/guidelines used.

These issues will be discussed below and explanations will be given of how they 

affected the participants’ performance and the results of the first study.
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4.5.1 Students’ level of experience
The level of experience refers to students’ initial level of computer experience and skills 

with computers, while the design competence refers to the experience and ability 

students had in using the design tools and techniques when they participated in the final 

tests.

4.5.1.1 Experience with computers

The students participating in this study were taking an e-commerce module in a 

Business Administration Department, therefore the initial level of computer dexterity 

and experience was average. Some of the students did not have extensive experience 

with computers and thus could not efficiently use all the FrontPage tools. Their lack in 

computer skills was a contributing factor to their performance as designers and 

consequently the impact the patterns/guidelines had on them. There were interested in 

learning more about techniques and procedures dealing with small details of design; 

they were mostly focussed on overcoming technical deficiencies and for that reason 

usability issues were probably considered of lesser importance.

4.5.1.2 Design competence

Several factors, as will be described in the following sections, contributed to students’ 

design competence and skills. Here students’ design competence is examined as an 

issue of the first study by itself.

A small number of students found it easy to pick up techniques and could follow, 

without any suggestion or hint from the tutor, common practices and design traditions 

that are evident on the majority of Internet sites. Some of these students expressed the 

view, during the interviews, that patterns/guidelines made them appreciate and become 

more conscious of design features they had frequently seen on the Internet.

However, at the end of the design tutorials most students did not reach a sufficient 

level of familiarity with design techniques. Probably some students did not practise 

enough or as much as they claimed. The selected patterns and guidelines could ndt 

address all the issues faced by novice designers. Simple exposure to patterns/guidelines 

could not transform them into first-rate designers. Although their impact on students is 

unquestionable, the extent of this impact was lower than anticipated. Furthermore, 

although students could focus on central design issues and specific, they could not 

understand all the implications and the consequences of the application of a given 

pattern/guideline; while applying one pattern/guideline they would violate another 

usability issue. Chung et al. (2004), in another controlled empirical study into the use of
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patterns, concluded that although patterns help designers, less and highly experienced 

ones alike, still the performance of experienced designers not using patterns is rated 

higher than that of less experienced designers using them. Chung et al. (2004) interpret 

this as “having experience is more important than using patterns”, meaning that patterns 

cannot replace experience.

Lewis and Rosson (2002) used the term “design readiness”, by analogy to 

“reading readiness” and “mathematical readiness”, to refer to a student’s ability to 

comprehend and apply essential abstract concepts of OOD and programming. The 

concept of readiness has also been used in web-related businesses as “Internet 

readiness” to refer to a company’s potential to move into e-commerce transactions 

(ASBDC, 2000). Several sectors of the company are assessed to rate the company’s 

readiness. One of these is the readiness of the company’s human resources, depending 

on factors such as the personnel’s skills to use e-mail, and knowledge of HTML and 

FTP tools.

Employing the term design readiness, it is argued that students had not reached 

this state and consequently could not fully incorporate patterns/guidelines in their 

design practice. This is based on the observations during the design test. Students were 

mainly concerned with issues of implementing the tools and had not reached a level of 

thinking about usability issues that had them employing the use of patterns/guidelines. 

Although students in the final group were chosen, by using as criterion their 

performance in class, there were still participants that were low-performing or proved to 

be unmotivated during the tutorials. It would have been preferable to rely on well- 

performing participants for the experiment; however, no more participants could be 

eliminated from the study since the drop-out rate was already quite high.

4.5.2 Structure o f course and training procedures

In this section several factors related to the course and the teaching procedures are 

discussed. These have influenced the experiment to a certain extent. Certain drawbacks 

are highlighted which need to be considered in designing the next experiment of the 

main study.

4.5.2.1 Restrictions on teaching design issues
The tutorials on web design were focussed on the use of FrontPage tools and several 

technical issues of web design, that is, how to do things -  not how to produce pages of 

good quality. Students had never designed a web page before and they were designing 

as most beginners do: they applied many colours, a variety of fonts, added graphics and
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animation for no significant reason, etc. Design tools and techniques were used for 

impression instead of creating quality web designs. When a usability error was made by 

a student during the tutorials the tutor could not suggest any improvement to the design, 

or draw the student’s attention to the particular usability violation, since by doing this 

he would directly interfere with quality and usability issues of web design with the 

particular student. The study design demanded that no advice or suggestion for 

improvement would be given to any one study participant. This policy was purposefully 

followed during the tutorials since advice about web design and guidance about 

usability were supposed to be given only during the usability lectures in the form of 

patterns/guidelines.

In retrospect, some usability issues, related to common and often presented 

problems, should have been included in the teaching process, provided they were 

discussed with all the participants. All usability design issues were left out to be 

addressed by guidelines and patterns; however, this proved to somehow restrict the 

overall progress of the students.

4.5.2.2 The authoring tool
FrontPage was chosen as authoring tool mainly for its ease of use, with its shallow 

learning curve allowing students to quickly progress during the initial stages of the 

tutorials. However, even FrontPage had tools and techniques that students found 

difficult to master in the relatively short period available for the tutorials, such as 

navigation bars based on a proprietary navigational structure, frames shared between 

web pages, page layout tables, etc. This wide choice of available techniques was 

sometimes confusing students instead of giving them a clear picture of web design 

procedures. The lesson learned was that tutorials should focus on easy, widely accepted 

techniques that students could easily master and avoid offering a choice of different 

methods, which had a negative effect, mostly on weak students. Also more time and 

practice during the tutorials may have offered students the opportunity of becoming 

familiar with such tools.

4.5.2.3 Design pairs of students
During the tutorials students were allocated in pairs to each computer, due to the small 

number of personal computers available in the classroom. A drawback of students 

working in pairs is that the student most skilful and knowledgeable with computers is in 

charge and completes all the tasks, while the other student just follows the tutorial 

watching the screen, contributing only verbally to the completion of the task. In most of
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the cases, any given pair of students established such a working relationship for the 

subsequent tutorials. Eventually only one student uses the software tool and gets all the 

training. The other student, although understanding the necessary actions to perform a 

certain task, is not really working with the tool and eventually does not gain any real 

benefit and does not build the necessary skills to design competently.

Students working in pairs were frequently advised to change places so that both 

would have the chance to work on the computer; however, there were cases where 

someone was relying mostly on his partner to perform the tasks and tests during the 

tutorials. The end result was that some of the students did not get enough real practice. 

They were not comfortable in using all the tools and could not remember the necessary 

sequence of actions to perform a given technique. This clearly showed itself to be the 

case in the final test when students were observed working alone.

4.5.3 Set of patterns/guidelines as contributing factor
In the next subsections the factors related to patterns and guidelines used for the 

experiment are discussed and how they affected the experiment.

4.5.3.1 T he num ber o f  patterns and guidelines

Although a careful selection of patterns and guidelines was made, it is quite likely that 

the number of patterns (32 patterns and 50 guidelines) was too large to be fully 

appreciated by all students.

Students were in a position to understand all the principles and advice included in 

the sets of patterns and guidelines; however, it is not certain if they could actually 

identify where and when the application of a particular pattern/guideline was required. 

Sometimes the application of a pattern/guideline produced other usability violations to 

which students did not pay any attention.

Students did not get the chance to exercise their newly presented knowledge in 

order to be able to associate all patterns/guidelines with real design problems and 

situations. The experimental design did not prescribe any tutorials after the presentation 

of patterns/guidelines, and any assimilation of patterns and guidelines was left to the 

individual. Students were advised to spend one hour revising and studying 

patterns/guidelines. The time that students spent, according to their statements, ranged 

from 30 minutes to a few hours. However, it is known that participants tend to 

exaggerate in such statements since self-reporting as a method of data collection is 

prone to the Hawthorne effect, i.e. participants perform differently while under
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observation (Adair, 1984; Keeves, 1997) and tend to fabricate; evidently, some students 

did not spend anything like the amount of time claimed on their studies.

Furthermore, there were some patterns/guidelines that could not be applied in the 

design or in the evaluation task. These were included in the tutorials so that the students 

could gain a better and broader idea about design issues; these could have confused 

students and blurred the general picture instead of, as intended, providing a general 

outline of common usability issues.

Kotze et al. (2006a) explain how pattern-related knowledge affects students, using 

Gorman’s (2002) model of knowledge transfer in technology. Gorman distinguishes 

four types of knowledge transfer and stages of the level of knowledge a person 

possesses:

• Declarative knowledge (what): refers to recalling events and facts.

• Procedural knowledge (how): refers to knowing how to do something.

• Judgemental knowledge (when): refers to recognising when to apply 

knowledge.

• Wisdom (why): refers to judgment of applying a new course of action.

Most of the students did not develop their judgemental knowledge, while some 

did not even reach the stage of possessing declarative knowledge. This was expected, to 

a certain degree, since there was not enough time for students to assimilate new 

knowledge; however, it is the researcher’s estimation that the number of 

patterns/guidelines was also too great for the students’ abilities, taking into account the 

presentation time and the massive body of new knowledge presented to them.

4.5.3.2 Weak or unsuccessful examples
The issue of some of the examples not being successful was discussed in Section 

4.4.1.4. This was based on observations during the tutorials, where further explanations 

and clarifications of certain design issues were requested by students. There were 

situations where the illustration and the examples could not capture the relevant 

usability principles for the particular patterns/guidelines.

During the evaluation and handling of patterns and guidelines by all involved in 

the study (students, evaluators and assistants) it became apparent that in several cases 

better and more illustrative examples could be found by searching the Internet.

Another contributing factor to the examples not strongly communicating the 

intended message was that they were taken mainly from American sites, and thus were 

in English, and students were probably not familiar with them or could not understand
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all the textual information included in each page. The examples used for the 

presentation were from Koyani et al. (2003). It should be pointed out that in the new 

version of these guidelines, published after our experiments (mid-2006), the examples 

were improved and updated in many guidelines (US Department of Health and Human 

Services, 2006).

4.5.3.3 General purpose patterns
Students, due to their lack of experience in web design and probably the limited time 

available for learning and practising, were still making elementary but critical mistakes, 

which had a negative impact on the overall picture of their web sites. The set of 

patterns/guidelines employed did not efficiently convey the right information to novice 

designers. This could be partially attributed to the fact that the patterns/guidelines used 

in the study were targeted a wide audience of designers and intended for use by 

designers with above average design skills. The sets were not designed for teaching 

novice designers. Although they mostly referred to common design issues, they 

presented advice mainly for experienced designers and did not directly tackle the 

problems that a novices and inexperienced designer face or the mistakes that beginners 

quite often make. This, combined with the fact that specific guidance were avoided 

during tutorials, resulted in artefacts of average quality.

4.6 Considerations for improvements
Based on the above observations the researcher took into consideration the following 

issues, which informed the main study of the research.

The short duration of tutorials and the lack of practice by a number of the students 

affected their performance. Web pages designed by the participants were of reasonable 

quality. Students did not reach a level of knowledge and experience to use 

patterns/guidelines efficiently; instead, they were still focussing on overcoming 

problems with their handling of the authoring tool. Of course, the designs of the best 

students were of high quality, close to a professional level of presentation, extensively 

using patterns/guidelines as a resource of good usability ideas. However, the majority of 

the students were still regularly making simple mistakes, such as underlining text, using 

many fonts, having inconsistent presentations, excessively using graphics, etc.

This also had an impact on the scoring procedure of the designs. Due to the errors 

and average quality of the web sites, evaluators needed more time than anticipated to
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rate students’ web pages, while quite often they had to ask for help in clarifying the 

recommended scoring method and the metrics.

Students were not taught any good usability practices during the FrontPage 

tutorials because the experiment focussed solely on the effect that patterns/guidelines 

had on students as resources of good design principles and usability at the end of the 

course; the only source of usability was patterns and guidelines. This had some negative 

effects on students’ performance since they did not assimilate, as expected, the 

knowledge that patterns and guidelines offered. One necessary step, in order to improve 

students’ performance as designers, would be to expose them to a limited number of 

design principles. This would also help them reach the stage of being able to employ 

patterns/guidelines more successfully and would increase the impact of 

patterns/guidelines on them.

In order to advance students to a higher level of design performance and design 

readiness, good design practices should be taught and presented to students early, in 

order to give them time to practise and assimilate the knowledge. Students’ attention 

should be drawn to their errors on specific issues and they should be reminded of the 

design principles again and again. This would bring students to a higher level of design 

ability and would allow them to focus better on usability issues.

Furthermore, the students’ lack of experience in applying and using patterns and 

guidelines, which were large in number and covered a wide area of design issues, and 

probably also the way in which they were depicted in the booklets, with poor examples, 

were other contributing factors that reduced the impact patterns/guidelines had on 

students.

Evidently, the complexity and the level of patterns/guidelines and how relevant 

they are to the students’ experiences have an impact on their usefulness to students and 

on their effectiveness. Students used the predominant patterns/guidelines, i.e. those that 

they could understand and had drawn to their attention. These patterns/guidelines were 

those that the students could easily assimilate, depending on the point of design 

readiness each student had achieved: The best and more experienced students could pick 

up a greater number of patterns/guidelines because more patterns/guidelines could make 

sense to them, and they could easily find places to successfully apply them. The 

analysis of the interviews and the questionnaires shows that the patterns/guidelines that 

attracted them mostly were “White Space” and “Repeated Menu” at the bottom of the 

page, “Link to the Top” on the page and “Length of Homepage”.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter the exploratory and the first study were described. Ensuring reliability 

and validity is a necessary requirement for any experiment in order to avoid possible 

shortcomings and pitfalls in any research outcomes (Pallant, 2001). Both experiments 

helped in identifying and eliminating several drawbacks of the experimental approach.

The exploratory study revealed that an authoring tool was required to help 

investigate the design practices of students, and that patterns and guidelines presenting 

equivalent sets of usability principles were required in order to ensure that all 

participants received the same design knowledge.

The first study introduced a full-scale course about web design to students and 

offered the opportunity to better prepare the main study. The findings of the first study 

were valid but the study itself presented several inconsistencies and shortcomings.

In summary, the weaknesses identified in the first study were the following: First, 

the students did not cope well with the redesign task, probably because revisiting a web 

site did not appeal to them; second, students should be technically advanced to a higher 

level of design in order to employ design tools and techniques without any difficulty; 

third, a different setting is required for the evaluation task in order to maintain the 

students’ interest and enthusiasm; finally, several issues and details about the teaching 

and learning process and issues regarding the format of patterns/guidelines need to be 

dealt with.

Another important issue brought up by the first study was that patterns and 

guidelines needed to be refined. Some drawbacks of the patterns/guidelines and the 

associated metrics that hindered scoring of the sites were revealed. Therefore, the initial 

metrics and the scoring procedure needed to be improved for the main study. At the 

same time, the quality of the instruments (assignment tests, tasks and questionnaires) 

should be enhanced.

Finally, several findings in this chapter provide an insight into the practices that 

were easily adopted by the participants, how they perceived patterns and guidelines, and 

what they suggested to improve their presentation and format.

The next chapter presents the guidelines, the patterns, and the metrics used in the 

main study with all the improvements made to the experiment as were dictated by the 

exploratory and the first study.
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Chapter 5

Patterns, Guidelines and Metrics

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the improvements made to the design of the experiment, the sets of 

patterns and guidelines, and the set of metrics used for scoring the designed web sites of 

each participant are presented.

Firstly, the changes in the design of the experiment, improving on the design of 

the first study, are described in Section 5.2. The level and profile of the participants 

were different. Improvements and enhancements were made to the teaching approach, 

the sets of patterns/guidelines, and the design test based on the experience gained from 

the first study. In Section 5.3 a short account of web design criteria is given.

After that the metrics are presented in sections, where each section describes the 

metrics for a specific web design dimension. For each metric the rationale and related 

principles together with references to relative research are given, followed by a 

summary of the procedure and the scoring details in applying the metric. Finally, a 

summary of the chapter is provided at the end of the chapter.

5.2 Improved design of the experiment
Taking into account the previous first study, several improvements were made to get 

more concrete results of the impact of patterns and guidelines on the activities of novice 

designers. More specifically, the experiment was improved in four areas:

1) The level of students
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2) The teaching approach and tutorials

3) The balanced sets of patterns/guidelines

4) The design test.

These four areas of improvement are considered an essential part of the 

experiment and will be described in detail in the following sections. Furthermore, these 

sections provide sufficient detail to allow the experiment to be replicated.

More other minor improvements were made in several stages of the main study, 

however these will be presented in the next chapter together with the description of the 

details of each procedure involved in the main study.

5.2.1 Level of students
The participants in this study, due to their background at the university, were more 

technically oriented than those in the first study. Their experience with computers and 

the initial level of skills in using them were higher.

The previous study involved students following a Business course while the 

students in this study were following an Automation Engineering course. Students were 

familiar with programming languages and code since they had successfully attended 

three programming courses consisting of theory and laboratory tutorials. Two of the 

courses were in C++ and one in Visual Basic. Another course that is considered related

to web design, and which students had already passed, was Telematics comprising

theory and laboratory tutorials. All the students had access to the internet from home on 

personal computers or laptops. All reported that their computer literacy was more than 

three on a five-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1- ‘beginner” to 5=“expert”. Their 

internet experience and everyday use was also reported to be above average.

Participants were aware of design procedures, highly motivated, and comfortable 

following the techniques implemented in the design of web pages. Students managed to 

quickly master the essential techniques of FrontPage and shifted their focus to 

improving these techniques and learning more complicated and advanced web design 

tools.

Although it can be argued that the design of a web site is not a technical issue, 

being comfortable with tools and techniques allows a designer to employ easily patterns 

and guidelines and tackle practical problems that may appear. Sometimes, students 

resorted in working with HTML code instead of the appropriate FrontPage tool.
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5.2.2 Teaching approach and tutorials
In this section, the teaching approach taken and the improvements made to the tutorials 

to improve the design abilities of students are described. The focus and intention of the 

approach was to bring the students’ design ability up to a good level.

5.2.2.1 Im proved tutorials

Tutorials were conducted by the author, while a technical assistant was present at all 

times to help with computer problems and the use of educational equipment (network, 

projector, screen, etc.).

The tutorials introduced the use of FrontPage tools and technical issues of web 

design. One of the tutorials was about general usability principles and the evaluation of 

web sites. This tutorial was delivered before the preliminary test used to form the two 

groups for the treatment.

Evidently students were progressing much more quickly than students in the first 

study. A careful selection of the available techniques was made and presented to the 

students. The experience obtained from the first study showed that some of these tools, 

for example design layout tables, needed extensive practice otherwise they would 

confuse students. Several proprietary techniques and tools available in FrontPage were 

not taught and students were advised not to use them. This allowed for better and more 

thorough practice with the conventional tools and techniques.

Despite students’ rapid progress, the extent of web design knowledge was kept to 

what was planned. Students reached a level where more advanced features, such as 

frames and forms, could be introduced to them. However, teaching new techniques 

would have taken more time and would thus not allow for extensive practice of already 

known techniques to ensure that all students reached a certain degree of “design 

readiness”. It was not also considered appropriate for students to use ready-made 

solutions such as themes or wizards, ready-made link bars based on navigation, etc., 

which would have distorted their real knowledge of usability, and thus their score, as 

demonstrated in the web site designed by them.

For the same reasons, tutorials did not involve any teaching and use of Cascading 

Style Sheets (CSS), although CSS are industry standard, in order to be able to check if 

students complied with certain patterns/guidelines advocating consistency. CSS provide 

an easy way of adding styles to web documents. The use of CSS directs and forces the 

designer into following consistency rules which may not have been followed if CSS 

were not used.
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Students’ interest was kept strong with small tutorials about specific tools used for 

web design, such as gif animators and menu makers. These tutorials were only 

introduced at an elementary level and it was made clear that they were not to be used 

and were not required for the final tests.

Throughout teaching, following an approach similar to that taken in the first 

study, any reference to good practices was intentionally avoided in order not to affect a 

particular student or group of students. The only direct instructions given were about the 

use of FrontPage as a website building software tool and about the use of the selected 

FrontPage tools to build web pages. However, a number of design principles were 

included so that students would avoid making the elementary mistakes that participants 

in the first study made. These principles will be described in the following section.

5.2.2.2 Principles and design concepts
A number of design principles and design issues were intentionally presented and 

practised during the FrontPage tutorials. That was deemed appropriate in order to help 

students advance their web design skills and to help them stop making elementary 

usability mistakes. The intention was to bring the students to a better design level than 

the students in the first study.

These principles were introduced using traditional teaching techniques without 

employing patterns/guidelines. The introduction to basic design practices, used on all 

modem sites, started early in the series of tutorials and it was made sure that students 

had time to practise and adopt them. The specific principles presented were about page 

layout, tables, borders, text, use of colour and graphics. In contrast, such principles were 

delivered in the first study in a pattern/guideline format during the last tutorials of the 

course when patterns/guidelines were introduced.

Advancing the design level and abilities of student had the effect of also helping 

the evaluators to score the web sites more easily and quickly. Good sites can be 

evaluated and graded easily, while poor sites require more time to make a just and 

unbiased decision.

Apart from these design principles delivered to all students, the tutor would not 

directly suggest any quality or usability issues or how to make improvements to the 

appearance of the web page since he would be directly interfering in quality and 

usability issues of the web design of an individual student. Avoiding to present advice 

and good practices about design was a rule that was strictly followed during the tutorials
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because advice and good practices were supposed to be delivered only during the 

patterns/guidelines lectures.

5.2.2.3 Use of template
The use of a template for assignments, with prefabricated web pages, was employed in 

this study as well. Furthermore, in order to compare similar sites and to avoid sites with 

different text and graphics, the content, text and photos/images were included on each 

page. The use of a template and the partial model, although somehow restricting 

creativity, was deemed necessary and supported evaluators in judging any student’s site 

based on the defined evaluation metrics.

5.2.3 Balanced sets of patterns and guidelines
The collection of patterns/guidelines, apart from making corrections and additions to the 

text and improve some pattern names, was improved in three ways: by reducing the 

number of patterns/guidelines; by using clearer and more illustrative examples; and by 

developing and including patterns/guidelines that addressed the most common mistakes 

novice designers make. The experience gained through the first study and the 

observations made during small tests in the tutorials helped in identifying errors 

students were making and the design principles they were violating.

5.2.3.1 Number of patterns and guidelines
The first study concluded that the number of guidelines/patterns was proved to be too 

great for the students and did not help them comprehend, to the degree expected, the 

key usability issues and principles that should apply to their designs. It was decided to 

reduce the number and to select only patterns and guidelines that would adequately 

cover the most essential and necessary design issues. The rationale for that was to make 

learning more effective, by limiting the domain knowledge required by the participants, 

and to also make the experiment more successful, by ensuring that the participants 

could perform a meaningful task to a standard that could be sensibly evaluated and 

could give measurable results.

This allowed for a small reduction in the number of guidelines/patterns. However, 

the number of patterns/guidelines presented to students and used in this experiment was 

further reduced by eliminating certain patterns/guidelines not applicable in the design 

tests. From the set of 50 guidelines and the equivalent set of 32 patterns that were used 

for teaching in the first study, only a subset could be employed in the design of the site. 

Since students were going to be tested on an improved version of the same design 

assignment used in the first study, it was possible to specify to a great extent the
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patterns/guidelines that could be applied in the site. Patterns/guidelines that were not 

related to the requirements and the task for the web site were left out. The final set 

presented to the students consisted of 35 guidelines and 25 patterns. Table 5.1 shows the 

patterns and the guidelines corresponding to each pattern. Some patterns/guidelines that 

could not be directly implemented in the design test were included in the sets since they 

were considered essential for the overall training of students as novice designers. 

Numbers next to the pattern names and the guideline titles indicate the identification 

number of each pattern/guideline as they were presented in the booklet provided to 

students.

Table 5.1: Patterns and guidelines for the main study

Category Pattern Name Guideline Title

Home page 2. Home Page Link 1. Enable Access to the Home Page
1. Home Page Length 2. Limit Home Page Length

Page Layout 
and Design

3. Consistent Important Items 3. Place Important Items Consistently
4. White Space 4. Use Moderate White Space
5. Item Alignment 5. Align Items on a Page

Navigation

6. Users’ Location 6. Provide Feedback on Users’ Location
7. Page List of Contents 7. Use a Clickable ‘List of Contents’ on Long Pages
8. Descriptive Tab Labels 8. Use Descriptive Tab Labels
9. Length of Navigation 9. Keep Navigation-only Pages Short
10. Meta Navigation lO.Use Meta Navigation
11. Repeated Menu 11. Repeat Navigation at the Bottom of the Page

Headings, 
Titles and 

Labels

12. Nice Headings 12. Use Unique, Descriptive and Emphasised 
Headings

13. Page Titles 13. Provide Descriptive Page Titles

Links

14. Properly Placed and 
Descriptive Links

14. Provide Links where the User May Need Them
18. Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages
19. Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive
20. Designate Used Links

15. Obvious Links - Consistent 
Cues

15. Provide Consistent Clickability Cues
16. Avoid Misleading Cues to Click

16. Clickable Images 17. Use Text for Links and Clickable images
17. To the Top Link 21. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page

Text and 
Typography

18. Consistency in Text 23. Ensure Visual Consistency in Text
24. Format Common Items Consistently
25. Use at Least 10-Point Font
26. Use Familiar Fonts

19. Visible Text 22. Use Black Text on Plain, High-Contrast 
Backgrounds

20. Emphasised Text 27. Emphasise Importance in Text
21. Attention Attracting Features 28. Use Attention-Attracting Features when 

Appropriate
23. Mixed Case Text 29. Use Mixed Case with Prose
22. Aligned Text 30. Use Proper Alignment for Text
24. Alternating Row Colours 31. Use Alternating Row Colours for Tables

Lists

25. Lists 32. Display Related Items in Lists
33. Introduce Each List
34. Format Lists to Ease Scanning
35. Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists
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There were twenty-one patterns that could be mapped one-to-one to guidelines; 

one pattern that corresponded to a set of two guidelines (two guidelines in total); and 

three patterns that corresponded to a set of four guidelines each (twelve guidelines in 

total).

The new reduced set of patterns was simpler in complexity than the set delivered 

in the first study. Most of the patterns corresponded to one guideline, and only four 

patterns corresponded to more than one guideline, while in the previous set of patterns 

used for the first study a total number of eight patterns corresponded to more than one 

guideline. See Appendix 5.1 for the full set of patterns and guidelines delivered to each 

group during the tutorials. The sets are presented as they were given to each participant 

in booklets, being translated from Greek into English. See Appendix 5.2 for the Greek 

version of the patterns and guidelines.

5.2.3.2 Improved sets of patterns/guidelines
During the first study it was evident that some of the examples used for teaching 

(mainly from the Koyani guidelines) were not clear in communicating the intended 

message to the students. Students were asking questions about these examples and the 

tutor had to clarify them and indicate the exact application of the guideline/pattern. 

Some of the examples were not successful and were misleading readers and some 

presented problems to students not understanding the English content of the particular 

pages. For the main study these examples were replaced.

After an extensive search on the Internet, focusing mainly on Greek sites, it was 

possible to find clearer and more illustrative examples, and these were included in the 

collection. Whenever possible, the examples were taken from well-known sites that 

students most likely had visited and they were familiar with. Finally, some of the 

pattern names and guideline titles were changed in a way that would improve the 

impression and understanding of a pattern/guideline.

5.2.3.3 Additional patterns/guidelines
A small number of patterns/guidelines were added to the set that would help students 

improve their design habits. These new patterns/guidelines were dealing with errors that 

beginners quite often make, and were based on the most common mistakes that students 

make as novice designers (text alignment, font size, underlined text, etc.). Experienced 

designers usually do not make these mistakes. One pattern/guideline was about text 

alignment, advocating that text should usually be aligned left. The other one was about 

the use of fonts and size of fonts. This pattern/guideline replaced the original Koyani
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“Use at Least 12-Point Size Font” guideline with a new one advising the use of 10-Point 

size fonts or less but big enough so that users will be able to read it comfortably. Also 

more specific advice was given about the use of serif and sans serif fonts, advocating 

the use of sans serif fonts for modem sites. Finally, in the patterns/guidelines section 

about links explicit advice was added strongly advocating that underlined text should be 

used only for links. New examples were included with the patterns/guidelines.

Font family and size of text together with text alignment and unduly underlined 

text greatly affect the overall impression of a web site. These new patterns/guidelines 

helped improve the overall design and made the web pages follow modem trends and 

conform to industry practices of web design. Scoring and evaluating of the pages was 

easier and evaluators could focus on other design issues according to the metrics.

In general, the resulting patterns and guidelines wei'e more concise and could be 

easily delivered in the three-hour lecture allocated for that purpose. The added examples 

and the refinements of the old patterns/guidelines together with the additions of new 

patterns and guidelines resulted in an improved set focussing on novice designers for 

the purpose of the experiment.

5.2.4 Design test
In the first study, the evaluators had quite a difficult task rating and scoring the designs 

of the students. The test for the first study was refined and improved in several aspects. 

One of the pages taking too much time for students to complete was totally replaced by 

a new one. Another page, which did not contribute enough to the students’ score since 

only a small number of patterns/guidelines could be applied, was modified. Other 

design details that were difficult for the evaluators to rate were eliminated or replaced.

The questions raised during the test in the first study were also taken into account. 

The instructions given to the students and the requirements for the site, written and 

verbally, were clearer and now addressed key design points. A couple of specific 

instructions were added, guiding students to avoid certain design practices that proved 

to be problematic in the first study.

The revised test had a positive effect on the scoring procedures. The evaluators 

spent less time to preview and grade each page. The metrics used for the evaluation 

were easier to apply, without resorting to new rules and heuristics, making the 

evaluators feel that their score was just and objective. In other words, the revised test 

resulted in the metrics producing more concrete evidence about the effect and influence 

of patterns and guidelines on the students.
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The modifications that were made to the tasks and the metrics were aimed at 

making the investigation more focused on "comparing patterns and guidelines". There is 

nothing to suggest that the modification to the tasks and the metrics made them more or 

less valid. These modifications would make it more difficult to compare the results of 

the main study with that of the first study but, as the results of the two studies are not 

directly compared in this thesis, it can be said that these modifications have only 

positive effect on the outcome of the study.

5.3 Web design criteria
Nielsen (2000a) summarises that a successful website has high-quality content, is often 

updated, has minimal download time, is relevant to the user’s needs and is easy to use.

An extensive survey of web design literature on usability principles, usability 

evaluation methods and development of instruments to measure aspects of web design 

revealed a number of criteria that have an impact on the quality and usability of web 

interfaces. Several authors refer to these criteria as dimensions, factors or issues. Table

5.2 contains a summary of website quality criteria suggested in the literature.

Table 5.2: Website quality criteria

A uthor C riteria

Doll et al., (1994) Content, Accuracy, Format, Ease of use, Timeliness

Abels et al., (1998) Personalisation, Structure, Navigation, Layout, Search, Performance

Kirakowski et al., 
(1998) Attractiveness, Control, Efficiency, Helpfulness and Leamability

Olsina et al., (1999) Reliability, Usability, Functionality, Efficiency

Nielsen, (2000a) High-quality content, Often updated, Minimal download time, Ease of use, Rele
vant to users' needs, Unique to the online medium, Net-centric corporate culture

Barnes and Vidgen, 
(2001) Usability and Design, Information Quality, Service Interaction Quality

Cox and Dale, (2002) Ease of Use (Purpose, Design, Communication), Customer Confidence, On-line 
Resources, Relationship Services

Loiacono et al., (2002) Usefulness, Ease of Use, Entertainment, Complimentary Relationship

Marquis, (2002) Short download time, Ease of navigation, Minimal menu options, Ease of 
use/structure, Multiple links to pages

Palmer, (2002) Download delay, Navigation, Content, Interactivity, Responsiveness

Zhang and von Dran, 
(2002)

Easy to navigate, Accuracy of information, Search tool, Clear layout, 
Comprehensiveness of information, Up-to-date information

Mich et al., (2003) Identity, Content, Services, Location, Maintenance, Usability, Feasibility

De Marsico and 
Levialdi, (2004)

Appearance and Effectiveness of layout, Navigation, Ease of Search, Site content, 
Satisfaction

Hung and McQueen, 
(2004) Ease of identification, Ease of use, Usefulness, Interactivity

Zviran et al., (2006) Usability, Content, Search, Navigation, Performance
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This list is not exhaustive and, although each of these studies may focus on web 

design from a different perspective (e-commerce, e-govemment, tourism, etc.), the most 

common criteria, such as content, ease of use, navigation, search, etc. can be clearly 

identified.

A similar set of criteria and metrics are currently used for the evaluation and 

ranking of “Best Web Sites” by several organisations and institutions that have 

established annual awards for web sites. The awards are decided by a jury made up of 

web experts, designers and practitioners based on review and analysis using a set of 

criteria. Table 5.3 presents three different sets of criteria (The Webby Awards, n.d.; The 

World Best Websites, n.d.; The 100 Best Websites, 2004).

Table 5.3: Web awards criteria

The Webby Awards The World Best Websites The 100 Best Websites
1. Content
2. Structure & navigation
3. Visual design
4. Functionality
5. Interactivity
6. Overall experience

1. Functionality
2. Design
3. Content
4. Originality
5. Professionalism & effectiveness

Second level judging criteria:
Innovation; Search engine 
Visibility and rankings; Server 
security checks, etc.

1. Overall excellence
2. Content richness
3. Breadth
4. User-friendliness
5. Reliability
6. Wholesomeness
7. Freshness
8. Security

Secondary criteria:
Creative and innovative; 
Multimedia rich; 
Objective; Aesthetic, etc.

Usually each of the criteria is evaluated separately and carries a certain weight 

towards the total score, depending on the type and the goal of each site. Among these 

awards, and several others, the “Webby Awards” have been presented each year since 

1995 for web sites in over 60 categories and appear to carry the most authority and 

validity. Winners of the Webby awards have been used in previous studies regarding 

automated evaluation techniques (Ivory and Hearst, 2001) and analysis of web site 

evaluation criteria (Sinha et al., 2001). Most of these criteria draw from the literature 

and the research in the field of web design evaluation and give a picture of the diverse 

measures used to judge web sites. The majority of the above criteria require a subjective 

evaluation of a specific usability dimension.
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5.4 Metrics
This section presents the metrics employed in the study. Some of the metrics were not 

used in the previous first study because the related patterns/guidelines were not 

presented to the students.

The most important factor that should be taken into consideration in the selection 

of the criteria for this study is the actual set of guidelines and patterns that will be used 

for teaching. The chosen criteria and metrics employed for this experiment should 

therefore have a double objective: to reflect the application of patterns and guidelines 

used in the tutorials on usability with the help of patterns and guidelines, and to 

represent the widely accepted criteria used in evaluating the quality of web sites.

Most of the metrics are variations of the metrics used in the first study, but 

improved to make them easier to apply and to accommodate the changes in the final 

assignment. Each metric is used by the evaluators to measure the application of a 

pattern/guideline. A metric is formed for each pattern (and the corresponding guideline 

or guidelines). Sometimes a metric is further divided into submetrics. The submetrics 

were introduced for two reasons:

1) To delineate the scoring procedure and to help evaluators judge and rate faster and

more consistently the specific usability principles of the pattern.

2) In cases of compound patterns submetrics represent the scoring of one of the

guidelines corresponding to the pattern.

Each metric is presented as follows: The metric name is followed by a metric code 

used to make the collection and compilation of the scores easier. The metric code 

represents a unique key to the pattern/guideline use in the experiment and was used 

internally among the members of the evaluation team. The pattern and the guidelines 

that the metric is related to are given. After that, a short literature review follows, with 

common recommendations and research background relevant to and supporting the use 

of the metric. Following that a metric summary of the scoring scheme is given, in a 

table format. The metric summary provides an overview of the metric and the scoring 

method. Each metric summary presents several criteria related to the metric. The 

criteria, in affirmative or interrogative form, depict the metric. These criteria are taken 

from the literature on assessing the usability of sites (Brinck et al., 2002; CPSnet, 2004; 

Ivory, 2004; The Webby Awards, n.d.). After the criteria, a short instruction 

(“Protocol”) is included, followed by a details (“Scores”) specifying the procedures for 

awarding points to each metric.
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Some of the metrics are adapted to be applicable to Greek sites (labels, headings 

etc.). Each metric is related to one pattern and the corresponding guidelines. Table 5.4 

shows the set of metrics and the corresponding patterns and guidelines. Numbers next to 

the pattern names and the guideline titles indicate the identification number of each 

pattern/guideline as they were presented in the booklet provided to students.

More details of the scoring procedure are needed to clarify the scoring method and 

scoring process applicable to the specific design exercise given to the students. These 

details explain how points are awarded and provide a grading template for the design 

test. See Appendix 5.3 for details of the procedure followed by the evaluators and how 

points are awarded for each specific metric.

The set of metrics measures the performance of the students, which is the degree 

to which they followed the design principles and advice given in the set of 

guidelines/patterns used in the tutorial. The set of metrics does not measure all aspects 

of web design, but only those that the students were taught during the tutorials about 

guidelines/patterns.
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Each metric score contributes equally to the score of the student. A score from 0 

to 9 shows conformity and application of patterns/guidelines to the site. If a metric is 

based on submetrics, then the score is calculated by taking the average of the 

submetrics. For some metrics, a different scale was used in order to facilitate the work 

of the evaluators; however, at the end all scores were rescaled to the 0-9 range.

One potential bias in formulating the metrics rises in the case of compound 

patterns. Simple and compound patterns contribute equally to the score of a participant. 

Each compound pattern is based on submetrics. These submetrics represent the scoring 

of each of the guidelines that are used to form the compound pattern. The average of the 

submetrics is used to calculate the overall score of each compound pattern. By 

averaging the scores of the submetrics the impact of each submetric on the total score of 

a participant is lessened. Such a bias is discussed in Chapter 6 where the results of the 

main study are presented.

The dimensions or categories used for the metrics are based on the groups of 

guidelines in Koyani’s approach since most of the guidelines were chosen from that 

work. In the following section the metrics are presented in each of the seven dimensions 

or categories.

5.5 Metrics for Home Page
There are two patterns in this dimension: Home Page Link and Home Page Length.

5.5.1 Home Page Link
Metric Code: M06_N5
Guideline: Enable Access to the Home Page
Pattern: Home Page Link

Metric rationale and background
Home page provides an entry to the web site. Lynch and Horton (2002) insist that every 

web page should have at least one link to the home page or to a page with a navigation 

menu. Brinck et al. (2002) in a general checklist for a web site include the question “is 

there a clearly marked link back to the home page?”

Nielsen advocates using a link, image or text to the home page (Nielsen and Tahir, 

2002). Instone (1997), reporting on usability testing, considers this type of error to be 

severe but not critical and advocates the use of the main company logo as link to the 

home page, adding that a designer should also consider putting the label “Home” right 

below the company logo.
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Students were advised that home page should have a link even to itself, since it is 

getting to be the norm in most web sites (Yank, 2002), and because it enhances 

consistency by novice designers. Usually a user will recognise that he or she is still in 

the same page without difficulty.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M06_N5

Criteria: is there a home link on every page? Do they use the logo as a link to Home Page? Or any other 
appropriate labels (e.g. “Home”)?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there is a home link on every page. The Home Page itself should count as 
one of the pages.
Scores
If a link to Home Page exists on every page then score=4 points; on 2 pages score=2 points; on any 1 
page score=l points; otherwise score=0 points.

Total max score=4 points.

5.5.2 Home Page Length
Metric Code; M05_N4
Guideline: Limit Home Page Length
Pattern: Home Page Length

Metric rationale and background
Nielsen and Tahir (2002) consider the home page to be the most important page of a 

web site. The home page usually contains the elements that will attract the visitor’s 

attention and provides the navigation to access all other pages of the web site. Home 

pages are the most visited places on a web site (van Duyne et al., 2002) and therefore 

they should be designed with special care.

A short home page cannot contain much information and content; however, short 

pages do not require scrolling, so users can view everything on one screen. This 

becomes more important with the home page. Geissler et al. (2001) found that 

consumers’ perceived complexity of web home pages is influenced by the number of 

links in the page, the home page length, the number of graphics, and the use of

animation. Consumers tend to favour home pages having a moderate degree of

complexity (Geissler et al., 2001).

Lynch and Horton (2002) recommend that, since a home page contains 

navigational elements, it is more appropriate to keep the home page short, that is, to no 

more than one or two screens. Ivory (2001) highlights that scrolling is an important 

issue, especially for a home page that serves as an entrance to the web site. Nielsen and
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Tahir (2002) suggest that the designer attend to the length of the home page, having 

most of the most important information at the top.

Metric summary
Metric Code: M05_N4 ! :

Criteria: Is home page appropriately short?

Protocol
Check the length of the home page. Has the designer made an effort to limit its length? Note that some 
space can be allowed at the bottom of each column.
Scores
On the central column give 1 point for eliminating space at the top, 1 point at the bottom and 1 between 
content. The same applies to the right column as well.

Total max score=2 columns*3=6 points.

5.6 Metrics for Page Layout and Design
There are three metrics in this dimension, corresponding to the following three patterns: 

Consistent Important Items, White Space and Item Alignment.

5.6.1 Consistent Important Items
Metric Code: M01_C1
Guideline Place Important Items Consistently
Pattern: Consistent Important Items

Metric rationale and background
Consistency is one of Norman’s (1988) usability principles, advocating the use of

similar design features and standard ways of interface design. The principle is

concerned with access and ease of learning and remembering (Benyon et al., 2005).

Koyani et al. (2003) refer to consistency in several guidelines about links and text 

appearance. The guideline and the corresponding pattern were revised to some extent to 

make the guideline clearer for the participants. The focus of the particular guideline is 

on navigation and other important items such as navigational elements, logos, page 

headings, and images.

Nielsen (2007) considers consistency one of the top ten worst usability mistakes 

of all times. Lynch and Horton (2002) suggest that consistency adds to a site’s unique 

identity, making the site easier to remember. Consistent layout and navigation help 

users to predict the location of the navigational elements and other information across 

the pages of the site. If a site is consistent, visitors become familiar with it more 

quickly. Research indicates that users develop a model of where to anticipate the 

location of certain objects such as navigation, external links, search engine, home link
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and advertisement banners (Bernard, 2001, 2002). This kind of knowledge increases the 

effectiveness of a typical web site.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M01_C1

Criteria: Is the site consistent in layout? Mainly top of page?
The metric has 2 submetrics:
M01a_Cl refers to consistency in navigation bars.
MO lb Cl refers to consistency in other page elements and the general layout._____________________

Submetric: M01a_Cl

Criteria: Navigation bar is placed in a consistent way within every page of the site. Are buttons 
organised and match on all pages?

Protocol
Check the navigation bars on all 3 pages for position and organisation of buttons.
Scores
Scores for position: score=4 points if all navigation bars are in exactly the same place without any 
movement; score=3 points if there is a very small movement or mistake; score= 2 points if 2 
navigation bars are in the same place; score =1 point if there is some movement; score=0 points if 
there is no consistency at all.
Scores for buttons organisation: score=4 points if there is no change; score=2 points if there is a 
change on one bar; score=0 points if there is no consistency at all.

Max score for the submetric=4+4=8 points.____________________________________________
Submetric M01b_Cl

Criteria: Is the site consistent in layout? Mainly top of page and graphics?

Protocol
Determine the consistency of logos and image at the top each page.
Scores
Score=3 points if there is no movement; or 2 points for noticeable but not disturbing movement; or 
0 points when logos in the 3 pages are not in the same place. Max score for logos and images=3 
points.
Check the consistency of page headings on the 3 pages. Page headings should be in the same place 
when someone visits the pages one after the other. Score=3 points if headings are in the same 
place; or 2 points if 2 of them are in the same place; or 0 points if there is a noticeable movement 
of all headings. Max score for headings=3 points.
Check the pages for the overall page layout impression: Determine the score by checking if there is 
a noticeable change in the template that the site is based on and by looking at changes in the width 
of columns. Score=3 points if the layout is consistent; score=2 points if there is a small violation; 
score=l points if the inconsistency is noticeable; score=0 points when there in no consistency at all. 
Max score for overall page layout=3 points.

Max score for the submetric=3+3+3=9.________________________________________________

Total max score=8+9=T7.

5.6.2 White Space
Metric Code: M18_T8
Guideline: Use Moderate White Space
Pattern: White Space

Metric rationale and background
The term “white space” is designers’ jargon and indicates space on the web page that is 

empty. White space is used to separate and emphasise elements on a page and make the 

design more attractive. The right amount of white space makes a page more visually
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appealing than another with a cluttered layout. Also pages with too much white space 

seem empty and not worth visiting. An excess amount of white space makes pages 

longer, which means that users have to scroll to view the page.

White space also affects the reading and scanning performance of the visitor. It 

has been suggested that sites with extra white space decrease scanning performance on 

searching tasks and score low on users’ preferences (Spool et al., 1999). However, 

Chaparro and Bernard (2001) contradict this by indicating that they found no significant 

difference in scanning and finding information in web pages with three different levels 

of white space, although users prefer a medium level of white space to separate 

paragraphs and columns instead of excessive or very little white space.

Chaparro et al. (2004) investigated the use of white space in text passages. White 

space, in the form of margins and leading between text lines affects reading speed and 

text comprehension. Margins result in slower reading performance but improved 

comprehension while leading does not have an affect on speed. Both margins and the 

right amount of leading are the best combination in users’ preferences for text.

Metric summary
Metric Code: M18_T8 _

Criteria: Use moderate white space on the pages; Page utilises space- no “white space”. Use white space 
to visually organise the page.

Protocol
Check each page for the right amount of white space.
Scores
Check for correct application of white space at the places indicated below. White space should not be 
excessive and the designer should have eliminated white page that was introduced on purpose. But, if 
white space is too little, no score should be given. Give 1 point for the correct amount of white space at 
each of the places described below.
Page 1: Check central (top, middle, and bottom) and right columns (top, middle, and bottom). Max 
score=6 points.
Page 2: Check top, middle and bottom of remaining 2 columns and only the bottom of the right column. 
Max score=5 points.
Page 3: Check only the central column at the top, the middle, and the bottom. Give 1 point for each 
correct application of white space. Max score=3 points.

Total max score=Page 1+Page 2+Page 3=6+5+3=14 points.

5.6.3 Aligned Items
Metric Code: M19 D2
Guideline: Align Items on a Page
Pattern: Item Alignment

Metric rationale and background
Similar elements should be aligned with each other since this helps in creating 

associations for a number of elements. Alignment applies to any screen elements:
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paragraphs, text blocks, buttons, images or pictures, links, entry fields, or even 

combinations of them.

Alignment is used to organise web content. Good and consistent alignment makes 

scanning pages easier and facilitates reading. Organisational cues that make text 

scannable and facilitate searching are headings, introductions, lists and tables. 

(Spyridakis, 2000).

Alignment and grouping is important for rapid performance and affect the 

preferences of users. Text lines which do not have a uniform starting point force the 

user’s eyes to move backwards and forwards and reduce the readability of text 

(Williams, 2000). Pages with reduced alignment and no indication of grouped elements 

are considered poorly designed (Parush et al., 1998).

In the web site designed by the students, this guideline applies mainly to images 

and text. Pictures, and text in paragraphs, should be properly aligned. Text includes 

headings. Furthermore, pictures and text should be aligned with each other, so that the 

overall page design should be nice and aesthetically pleasing.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M19_D2

Criteria: Is alignment used effectively? For text and pictures? Is alignment applied?

Protocol
Check for alignment violations within the columns of each page.
Scores
Page 1: Check the right and centre columns first. On the right column the heading should be properly 
aligned. Pictures should be properly aligned with each other, and text as well. Use your judgement to 
consider as misalignment anything that violates the principle. Score=3 points for a properly aligned page. 
Subtract 1 point for any misalignment error. Max score=3 points.
Page 2: Check all three columns. On the left column, the 2 pictures should be aligned; also the two 
paragraphs. On the centre column the headings, text and pictures at the bottom of the column should be 
properly aligned. On the right column headings and text should be properly aligned. Max score=3 points. 
Page 3: Look mainly at the central column for violations of the principle. Similar elements should be 
aligned the same. Max score=3 points.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points.

5.7 Metrics for Navigation
There are three patterns and consequently three metrics in this dimension. The patterns 

are: Users’ Location, Descriptive Tab Labels and Repeated Menu.

5.7.1 Location Indication
Metric Code: M04_N9
Guideline: Provide Feedback on Users’ Location
Pattern: Users’ Location
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Metric rationale and background
Visitors should know at any time their position within a web site. Users do not always 

enter a web site through the home page. Proper feedback should be given on every page 

in order for users to understand their location and how to proceed to the next target, 

otherwise users will feel lost and disorientated (Katz-Haas, 1998; Lynch and Horton, 

2002).

Farkas and Farkas (2000) note that clear, short, and obvious orientation 

information should be provided not only on the home page but also on lower-level 

pages to support continuity in the exploration of the web site. Ivory (2004) adds that 

while users should be able to determine their location from every single page of the site, 

there should be no conflicts between the elements that help orientation.

Elements that provide feedback and support orientation within a site are page 

titles, the path from the home page to the current location of the user (“breadcrumbs”), 

links that match the destination, indications on the navigation bar, etc.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M04_N9

Criteria: Are you able to determine your current location within the site? Is there a clear location 
indication?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there are clear indications of the visitor’s location. Each page scores from 0 
to 3 points.
Scores
Determine the score for each page using the following criteria: If there is a clear page title, then score=2 
points; if the navigation menu indicates location, then score=l or 2 points depending on how clear the 
indication is; if in the navigation bar there are matching links to the headings of the page, then score=3 
points for an exact match, or score=2 points if label and heading are matched but using different 
alphabets; score=l points if both are English; score=0 points otherwise. Exercise your personal judgement 
to determine how clearly the current location is indicated, and decide the score of the page. If more that 
one of the above criteria is applicable, choose the one resulting in the maximum score.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points.

5.7.2 Descriptive Labels
Metric Code: M02_N3
Guideline: Use Descriptive Tab Labels
Pattern: Descriptive Tab Labels

Metric rationale and background
Labels are used in navigation (tabs, buttons or links). Nielsen and Loranger (2006) 

suggest that labels should be specific and descriptive. Non-descriptive labels puzzle
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visitors and force them to presume the destination. Users should not have to guess what 

is behind a label or find out where they need to go by trial and error.

Labels should clearly suggest and communicate effectively the destination 

(Brinck et al., 2002). Links should be clear but short, especially in tabs or buttons where 

space is restricted. However, clarity should not be sacrificed for space (Apple 

Computer, 1996).

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M02_N3

Criteria: Are the navigation labels clear and descriptive? Navigation is user-friendly?

Protocol
Review all labels of the main navigation bar.
Scores
There are 5 labels. If all of them are in Greek, score=4 points; or if one of them is labelled “Home” and 
the rest are in Greek, score=3 points; if 2 labels are in English, score=l points; otherwise score=0 points. 
Max score=4 points.
To the above score add one point for each Greek label that is descriptive of the page that the link points 
to. Max score=5 points.

Total max score=5+4=9 points.___________________________________________________________

5.7.3 Repeated menu
Metric Code: M03_N6
Guideline: Repeat navigation at the bottom of the page
Pattern: Repeated Menu

Metric rationale and background
This guideline was derived from a pattern (van Welie, 2001-2007). Koyani et al. (2003) 

do not include this guideline in their list of guidelines. A bottom navigation bar is 

considered a standard in web design, advocated by many authors and specialists (Liebel, 

n.d.). Navigational elements should always be present (Ivory, 2004; The Webby 

Awards, n.d.). The easiest way to achieve this is to duplicate the navigational items or 

bar at the bottom of each page (Apple Computer, 1996).

A navigation menu at the bottom of the page provides users a mechanism for 

navigating the site without forcing them to go back to the top of the page where the 

main navigation elements should be. Employing a navigation bar, usually consisting of 

text links, means that the user has control over navigation (Brinck et al., 2002).
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Metric summary 
Metric Code: M03_N6.

Criteria: Duplicate Navigational Items at the bottom of your pages. Is the navigation bar repeated at the 
bottom of the screen?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there is a repeated menu at the bottom of the page. The format and the 
presentation of the menu are irrelevant; however, a meta-navigation bar does not get any points.
Scores
If there is a menu at the bottom, the page scores 3 points; otherwise 0.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points._____________________________________________________

5.8 Metrics for Headings, Titles and Labels
There are two metrics in this dimension, corresponding to the following two patterns: 

Nice Headings and Page Titles.

5.8.1 Headings
Metric Code: M12_T9
Guideline: Use Unique, Descriptive and Emphasised Headings
Pattern: Nice Headings

Metric rationale and background
This guideline refers to the Koyani guideline “Use Unique and Descriptive Headings”. 

An addition to the guideline was included since it was considered more suitable for 

students to have all information about headings together. The addition advised designers 

that headings should be properly emphasised by applying suitable formatting.

Results from usability studies show the need for unique and descriptive headings 

on blocks of information (Williams and Spyridakis, 1992; Spyridakis, 2000). Headings 

should not be the same or even similar for different content. The structure and 

presentation of the page should help users ignore large blocks of information (Nielsen, 

1997). Clear and unique headings facilitate scanning through information (Garrand, 

2006) and allow communicating the hierarchical structure of the content (IBM, 1999).

Every single page should have a unique, brief and descriptive heading. The 

heading should be properly emphasised to make it stand out from text or other 

subheadings in the page. Larger font size, bold letters and white space around the 

heading are effective ways of emphasising a heading (Williams, 2000).

The metric is affected by M03_N6 (Repeated Menu at the bottom of the page). 

Also note that this metric refers to emphasising the headings of a page while metric 

M15_E1 (Emphasised Text) refers to emphasised words and sentences within text.
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Metric summary
Metric Code: Ml2_T9

Criteria: Are the headings provided unique, descriptive and properly emphasised?

Protocol
Review all pages and check the existence of unique and descriptive headings; check also that headings 
are properly emphasised.

Submetric M12a_T9 for providing unique and descriptive headings

Scores
Score=3 points, for each page, if the heading is in Greek and also descriptive; score=2 points if the 
heading is not descriptive but still in Greek. If the heading is in English or written in English 
characters, then score=l; finally score=0 points if the heading is missing.
Max score for submetric=3 pages*3=9 points.
Submetric M12b_T9 for emphasising the headings

Protocol
Check every page for properly emphasised headings. The designer should provide the main heading 
of each page.
Scores
Page 1: Score=2 points, that is, 1 point for the main heading and 1 point for the heading on the left 
column. Max score=2 points.
Page 2: Give 1 point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading, one 
heading on the left column and at least two on the right column. Max score=4 points.
Page 3: One point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading and 2 
or more headings on the centre column (depending on the designer’s formatting). If the designer 
formatted the text using a table, use your discretion to allocate points. Max score=3 points.
Max score for submetric=pagel+page2+page3=2+4+3=9

Take the average of the 2 sub metrics 
Total max score=9.

5.8.2 Page Titles
Metric Code: M13_D4
Guideline: Provide Descriptive Page Titles
Pattern: Page Titles

Metric rationale and background
Page titles are the main approach used by search engines to identify web pages. Most 

users find a web page via a search engine. Nielsen (2000a) suggests writing page titles 

that have good visibility in search engines, using unique words such as the company’s 

name. Especially for home page, it is recommended to begin the page title with the 

company name, if applicable, followed by a brief, clear and unique description of the 

site and avoid generic terms like “welcome” or “home page” (Nielsen, 2007).

Page titles are also used by default in the “Favourites” lists when users bookmark

a site. Giving a unique and meaningful title to a page results in a clear and easy to

recognise entry in the bookmarks list.

Page titles should accurately reflect the content and purpose of the page. 

Spyridakis (2000) advocates that designers should devote some time to carefully choose
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meaningful page titles. This helps users to orient and identify pages. Sometimes a page 

title is the same as the main heading of the page.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M13_D4

Criterion: Browser Page Title describes the page.

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there is a page title for each page. The Page Title should be different from 
the one initially given to each page.
Scores
If the title is descriptive and in Greek, score=3 points; if the title is in English, score=1.5 points, and 
finally, score=0 if there is no change in the page title.

Total max score=3*3 pages=9.

5.9 Metrics for Links
There four metrics in this dimension correspond to the following four patterns: Properly 

Placed and Descriptive Links, Obvious Links -  Consistent Cues, Clickable Images and 

To the Top Link.

5.9.1 Links
Metric Code: M07_L1
Guideline: Provide links where the user may need them

Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages 
Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive 
Designate Used Links 

Pattern: Properly Placed and Descriptive Links

Metric rationale and background
This is a compound pattern that corresponds to four guidelines. To form the compound 

pattern one guideline that does not belong to the Koyani guidelines was introduced, 

advocating the provision of links in places where the user may need them (CPSnet, 

2004). Koyani guidelines have two similar guidelines: “Link to Related Content” and 

“Link to Supportive Information”. The specific guideline, as it was presented to 

students, is more generic than the two Koyani guidelines and more suitable for novice 

designers.

The web site should have links to other content within or outside the web site in 

places where the user may need them. The simplest form of such links are e-mail links 

to help visitors send e-mail. More links within text, such as embedded links, support 

easy navigation to relevant sections and help the visitor to quickly find related 

information and to move around the site.
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Matching link names with destination pages indicates to users what to expect 

when they click on the link and gives them feedback that they have reached the required 

destination (Brinck et al., 2002; Koyani et al., 2003).

Links embedded within text should be understandable and meaningful (Ivory, 

2004). Borges et al. (1998) report that frequently link names do not allow users to 

predict the destination and that in one fourth of cases users get the wrong idea about the 

content of the destination page. Link names should not use technical words; they should 

be concise and they should make the destination obvious by providing hints on the 

content of the destination they link to (Borges et al., 1996). Links that confuse or are 

ambiguous discourage users from exploring a site and degrade comprehension 

(Mobrand and Spyridakis, 2007; Wei et al., 2005).

It was possible to measure the performance of the participants in applying or not 

three out of the four guidelines. Guideline Designate Used Links is the default standard 

for links made with FrontPage. The students were not technically capable of changing 

the link colour of visited links because that was intentionally left out of the tutorials. It 

was discovered in the first study that this kind of knowledge was causing problems and 

not all students were capable of dealing with it unless extensive tutorials were given. 

Taking the score of this particular guideline into account would probably be unfair to 

people that had designated and defined links compared to those that had not, especially 

in places where links were presented against a blue background. A change of colour was 

necessary in such cases to avoid having blue links against a blue background. Therefore, 

the performance of the participants in this aspect was not measured.
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Metric Code: M07JL1 

There are 3 submetrics.
M07a_Ll for guideline Provide Links where the user may need them.
M07b_Ll for guideline Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages 
M07c_Ll for guideline Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive
There is no metric for guideline Designate Used Links._______________________________________

Submetric Code: M07a_Ll

Criteria: Are links provided at places where user needs them?

Protocol
Designers should provide links at the place where users might feel the necessity for a link.
Scores
Page 1 right side bar: there are 3 images and also the last text paragraph that should be linked to 
web pages. Allocate 1 point for each link. Max score=4 points.
Page 2 left column: there should be 2 links; the existing images or the text or both should be made 
links. Score=l points for each link provided by the designer in any form (using images, text, or 
both). Max score=2 points.
Page 3 centre column: the two e-mail addresses should be made links. Max score=2 points.
Max for submetric=4+2+2=8 points.
Submetric Code M07b_Ll

Criteria: Are the names of the links understandable and meaningful?

Protocol
Are the names of the links understandable and meaningful?
Scores
Page 2 left column: Designers had the choice to make either text or images into links. Therefore 
any text links should not be included in the score for the metric. Page 2 centre: There should be 5 
links, one to each paragraph. Text links should be descriptive but this is a very subjective matter. 
Use your personal judgement to evaluate the links, but make sure you apply the same criteria 
across all the designs under examination. Max score=5 points.
Page 2 right column: This column should have 7 links, i.e. 4 links in the magazine section (top of 
the column) and 3 links in the bottom section of the column (news section). Each link that is 
considered descriptive gets 1 point; otherwise score is 0 point. Max score=7 points.
Max score for submetric=5+7=12 points._____________________________________________
Submetric Code: M07c_Ll

Criteria: Do the names of the links match the destination?

Protocol
This principle can only be applied, in the present test, to the buttons in the navigation bar.
Scores
For each page determine if there is a match between the link and the destination page (heading). If 
there is an exact match regardless of the actual meaning or language of the label, then score=3 
points. Give the same score for a very close match (“Home” matches with “home page” or 
“Apxucn” with “Apxucrj 2s?d5a”.) Otherwise score=0 points.
Max score for submetric=9 points.__________________________________________________

Overall score for the group of metrics: rescale each of 3 submetrics and take the average.
Total max score=9 points._____________________________________________________________

5.9.2 Cues to Click
Metric Code: M08_L2
Guideline: Provide Consistent Clickability Cues

Avoid Misleading Cues to Click 
Pattern: Obvious Links - Consistent Cues
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Metric rationale and background
Consistent cues should be used throughout the web site to indicate that an element is a 

link and the user can click it. It has become a design standard that blue underlined text 

is considered a link (Brinck et al., 2002).

Lynch and Horton (2002) point out that if underlined text is included in a web page it 

will be confused with a hypertext link. Cues like these should be avoided; otherwise users 

will be lured into worthless clicks (Farkas and Farkas, 2000).

Other cues that may be used to indicate links could be bullets, arrows or other 

symbols; however, these cues should be used consistently throughout the web site. This 

rule applies especially to elements that are close together and are formatted in a similar 

way. As a general rule a designer should keep away from formatting elements in a way 

that suggests clickability (Koyani et al., 2003).

Metric summary
Metric Code: M08JL2

The metric has 2 submetrics.
M08a_L2 refers to misleading clues in images. 
M08b L2 refers to misleading clues in text.

Criteria: Is the navigation instantly perceived as navigation (Images)?

Protocol
Review all pages and check for misleading cues to click on images and texts. Check places where 
there are groups (2 or more) of images. Determine if all pictures/images are links or none of them 
is. Consistency is ensured if all the images are links or none is. In the web site there were 3 groups 
of pictures.
Scores
Page 1: in the right column there is one group of 3 pictures.
Page 2: in the right column there is one group of 2 images and in the centre column another group 
of 2 images.
Page 3: there are no images to check.
For each group of pictures assign 3 points if all of them or none of them are made links; otherwise 
score=0 points. Max score=9 points.
Max score for submetric=9 points.
Submetric: M08b_L2

Criteria: Is the navigation instantly perceived as navigation? Underlined text?

Protocol
Check pages for misleading cues within text. Links, usually, should be underlined and in blue. 
Check every page for underlined text and count the occurrences of underlined text that are not 
links.
Scores
Determine, for each page, the number of times that an underlined text is not a link (including 
headings). For each page, if this number=0, then score=3; otherwise score^O.
Max score for submetric=3 pages*3=9 points.

Total max score=average of two submetrics=9.
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5.9.3 Clickable images
Metric Code: M09JL8
Guideline: Use Text for Links and Clickable images
Pattern: Clickable Images

Metric rationale and background
Images and graphics used for links should have text associated with them. The text 

should be close enough to image/graphics and describe or hint at the destination of the 

link (Farkas and Farkas, 2000). Users do not remember the meaning of icons and the 

destination associated with them, even of those that are used frequently. The destination 

of a link is conveyed much better in the form of text than as a clickable image or icon. 

Text should accompany icons, whether or not the meaning of the icon is obvious, 

indicating the destination and/or the resulting action of the link (IBM, 1999).

Although images, used as links, make the page visually interesting and attractive, 

text links are more easily recognised as clickable (Koyani et al., 2003). One more 

advantage of text links is that they download faster than images, a factor that should be 

taken into account if download time is affected by the user’s connection.

Research shows that the performance of users with readily identifiable links is 

superior to the performance on pages when they are forced to minesweeping (use the 

mouse in a sweeping motion looking for links) (Bailey, 2000). Minesweeping is slow 

and frustrating for users.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M09_L8

Criteria: Do labels accompany each clickable image?

Scores
Check if some explanatory text or label has been used to indicate the meaning of the 2 clickable images. 
Score for each image=2 points; otherwise 0. Max score =2*2=4 points.

Rescale score.
Total max score=9 points.____________________________________________________________ .

5.9.4 To the Top Link
Metric Code: M10_L5
Guideline: Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page
Pattern: To the Top Link

Metric rationale and background
This guideline was derived from a pattern (van Welie, 2001-2007). Koyani et al. (2003) 

do not include this guideline in their list of guidelines. On long pages users may want to 

go back to the top of the page. Placing a link at the bottom of the page or at regular
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locations within long blocks of text allows users to go to the main navigation or to the 

top part of the content. Links to the top eliminate scrolling on long pages.

Metric summary
Metric Code: M10JL5 : “

Criteria: Are there links to the top of the page placed at the bottom or at regular locations down the page? 
Back to top links?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there is link to the bottom of the page on every page.
Scores
If link to the top of the page exists on each page, then score=3 points; otherwise score=0 points.

Total max score=3pages*=9 points.

5.10 Metrics for Text and Typography
There are four patterns in this dimension: Consistency in Text, Visible Text, 

Emphasised elements and Aligned Text.

5.10.1 Consistency in text
Metric Code: M14_T1
Guideline: Ensure Visual Consistency in Text

Format Common Items Consistently 
Use at Least 10-Point Font 
Use Familiar Fonts 

Pattern: Consistency in Text

Metric rationale and background
Consistency is considered to be one of the fundamental principles in design and 

implementation of effective interfaces. Consistency is included in Nielsen’s “Ten 

Usability Principles” (Nielsen, 2001), and in Tognazzini’s “First Principles of 

Interaction Design” (Tognazzini, 1992). Instone (1997), interpreting Nielsen’s heuristic 

about consistency in the case of web design, comments that buttons, page titles and 

headers should be consistent within a web site.

Studies of computer interface consistency (Schneider et al., 1984; Eberts, 1997; 

Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977) reported that tasks performed using more consistent 

interface displays resulted in: (1) a reduction of task completion times; (2) a reduction 

in errors; (3) an increase in user satisfaction; and (4) a reduction in learning time. Visual 

consistency includes size and spacing of characters, colours employed for fonts, labels 

and backgrounds and the location of elements such as labels and images.

However, more recent research (Ozok and Salvendy, 2000) indicates that the lack 

of consistency in websites does not affect human performance or user satisfaction of
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experienced users to a great extent. Inconsistency problems increase errors, rather than 

decrease performance or user satisfaction with the website.

The use of CSS is recommended and provides consistency within a site. However, 

CSS were not taught to students, in order to be able to identify if usability principles 

were employed as a consequence of applying patterns/guidelines and not due to the use 

of CSS that facilitate consistency of appearance.

Common items should be formatted consistently (Smith and Mosier, 1986; 

Ahlstrom and Longo, 2001) in a format that users are familiar with and help scanning 

and readability. Such items are phone numbers, time records, etc. Font size is important 

for readability and fast scanning (Laami, 2003). Research has shown that sans serif 

fonts have a small advantage over serif fonts and are more preferred by users (Bernard 

and Mills, 2000; Schriver, 1997). Nielsen (2000a) recommends using sans serif fonts for 

smaller text and serif fonts for larger text.

Several writers recommend using a 12-Point font size for body text (Ivory and 

Hearst, 2001; Lynch and Horton, 2002; Lengel, 2002). Other researchers recommend 

font size greater than 9 points, specifying 10 to 11 points for body text (Flanders and 

Willis, 1998; Schriver, 1997).

Research comparing font types and sizes of fonts indicates that serif fonts 

(Georgia and Times) are considered more attractive, but they are generally less 

preferred. Overall, Verdana (a sans serif font) appears to be the best font choice, being 

the most preferred: it can be read fairly quickly and is perceived as being legible by 

users (Bernard, 2002).

Koyani et al. (2003) recommend a size of at least 12 points. However, with screen 

resolutions increasing in pixels and screen sizes getting larger, most web pages are 

shown in a size close to 10 points. For this reason the guideline presented to students 

insists on using 10 points for body text. Smaller font sizes can be used, depending on 

the underlying text purpose; however, a size of less than 6 points should be avoided.

The typeface has a major influence on the legibility of a web page. To achieve a 

good reading speed familiar fonts should be used. The most common serif typefaces are 

Times and Times New Roman. The most common sans serif typefaces are Arial, 

Helvetica and Verdana. Sans serif fonts are easier to read on computer screens while 

serif fonts are easier to read in actual print.

However, research has shown that no reliable difference exists between familiar 

fonts and a variety of factors may affect the user (Bernard and Mills, 2000; Bernard et 

al., 2002). Decorative, fancy or stylish fonts which may look attractive and impressive
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but are not always available on every browser should be avoided. These fonts may 

present readability problems as well.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M14_T1

MetricT l_TextCon contains 4 submetrics.
M14a_Tl refers to guideline Ensure Visual Consistency in Text.
M14b_Tl refers to guideline Format Common Items Consistently.
M14c_Tl refers to guideline Use at Least 10-Point Font.
M14d T1 refers to guideline Use Familiar Fonts.____________________________________________

Metric M14a_Tl for Guideline Ensure Visual Consistency in Text

Criteria: Are typefaces used properly and consistently? Is the site consistent in font?

The metric contains 3 submetrics:
M14al_Tl refers to the headings, and the subheadings.
M14a2_Tl refers to the font used.
M14a3 T1 refers to the colour used for text.

Submetric M14aI_Tl

Protocol
Check for consistency of text among headings and sub-headings. Check the page headings. 
They should be formatted in a consistent way and with the same font style. Also, check for 
consistency among the column headings and the sub-headings within the text. Headings in 
the same page should be consistent, and preferably consistent in different pages as well. 
However, this depends on the way the 2 pages are presented to the user. In the current design 
test, check the two headings “Web Creations” and ‘TlepioSiKo Infoistos”; exercise your 
personal judgement to determine consistency between these two headings.
Score=4 points if there is an exact consistency. Subtract one point for each error in the page 
headings and the sub-headings, and more points if there are more serious errors. Also check 
for labels or navigation bars where text is used, e.g. at the bottom of the page Do not take into 
account the sub-heading in the left column (“AXXa 7rpoi6vxa”).
Max score=4 points.
Submetric M14a2_Tl.

Protocol
Check for text consistency on every page with regards to all text attributes: font, size, bold, 
italic and underline (except colour and background). This includes spacing of the text. 
Score=4 points if there is exemplary consistency. Subtract one point for each place where 
there is inconsistency in the text.
Max score=4 points.
Sub metric Ml 4a3_Tl

Protocol
Check for text colour and text background consistency. Score=2 points if there is full 
consistency. Subtract one point if there is an inconsistency in the colour of text or in the 
background. Use of peculiar colour, although not a critical usability issue, is still a diversion 
in the consistent use of colours.
Max score=2 points.

Max score=Sum of submetrics=4+4+2=10 points.

Metric M14b_Tl for guideline Format Common Items Consistently
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Protocol
Check for consistency in the format of common items. Specific text was provided, on the third 
page, to check if designers would format this according to the guideline. The text displays the 
phone, fax numbers and e-mails of the company’s two branches. Check the initial text given in 
the assignment and determine what the designer added and formatted.
Scores
Score=4 points if all text is consistent, i.e. phone numbers have the city code and the same 
formats and also that any designer added text and format are the same; score=3 points if there is 
an error or the designers left something out, e.g. fax numbers do not have the same format; 
score=2 points if there are more errors; score=l points if there is only a small indication of 
change to achieve consistency; finally score=0 points if the designer -  although he has probably 
formatted the text -  has not made any effort to format items in a consistent way. The format and 
the functionality of the two e-mail links should not be taken into account.
Max score=4 points._______________ _____________________________________________
Metric M14c_Tl for guideline Use at Least 10-Point Font.

A violation of the guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page; otherwise the score 
should be 3 points for the page.
Max score=3*3 pages=9 points. ________________________ _________________________
Metric M14d_Tl for guideline Use Familiar Fonts

A violation of a guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page; otherwise the score 
should be 3 points for the page.
Max score=3*3 pages=9 points.

Rescale each of 4 submetrics and take the average.
Total max score=9 points.______________ _________________________________________________

5.10.2 Visible Text
Metric Code: M16_T3
Guideline: Use Black Text on Plain, High-Contrast Backgrounds
Pattern: Visible Text

Metric rationale and background
Many experts on web design recommend using high contrasting background and text 

colour, preferably light background with dark text (Nielsen, 2000a; Badre, 2002; Lynch 

and Horton, 2002; Nielsen and Tahir, 2002). Background that obscures text should be 

avoided.

Scharff and Ahumada (2003) reported that a plain background produces faster 

search times than a medium textured background. Participants were 26% more accurate 

in reading text when they read it with dark characters on a light background (Bauer and 

Cavonius, 1980) while the colour combination that is perceived to be the most readable 

is text on white background (Scharff et al., 1996, 1999).

If a sufficient contrast between the text and the background exists many colour 

combinations are possible, although dark characters on a light background are superior 

to light characters on a dark background (Ivory and Hearst, 2001, Sklar, 2003; 

Shneiderman, 1998).
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Metric summary 
Metric Code: Ml 6_T3

Criteria: Is the text visible against the background colour? Is the font colour appropriate and is there 
sufficient contrast?

Protocol
Check that the designer dealt with the usability issues intentionally embedded on the web site.
Scores
Page 1: the text in the right column should be more visible. Give 4 points if there was change to a visible 
combination; otherwise score=0 points).
Page 2: the text in the left column should be more visible (i.e. white or black depending on the 
background colour). Give 5 points if there was a change; otherwise score=0 points. Check the rest of the 
pages and subtract 2 points from every column or place (table, frame, navigation bar, etc) where there is a 
violation of the principle.. Apply this rule to places where there are links that are not clearly visible, 
usually links in blue colour against a dark blue colour.

Total max score=9 points.

5.10.3 Emphasised Text
Metric Code: M15_E1
Guideline: Emphasise Importance in Text
Pattern: Emphasised Text

Metric rationale and background
Important words or small sentences within a block of text should be emphasised to 

attract the readers’ attention.

Nielsen (1997) remarks that highlighted words using typeface variation and colour 

should be employed to help visitors scan pages. Brinck et al. (2002) point out that by 

highlighting text in useful ways the important information should be made obvious and 

should require no effort to read. However, excessive use of highlighting, e.g. too much 

use of bold can render text less legible than normal text

Glynn et al. (1985) comment that type face, weight or font size, italics and 

underlining become part of the meaning of the text, and become cues for attracting the 

reader’s attention. Overuse of emphasis leads to a situation where everything is 

highlighted and nothing is emphasised. Lynch and Horton (2002) suggest using a single 

font family and varying its weight and size for emphasis. If colour is used for text, bold 

formatting should be used as well since coloured text is a potential usability flaw for 

anything that is not a link. Underlining text should be reserved for links and not headers 

or as a means of giving emphasis to text on websites (Nielsen, 2004).
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Metric summary 
Metric Code: M15 El

Criteria: Emphasise elements to attract attention.

Protocol
Review all pages and check the existence of elements that are properly emphasised.
Check eveiy page for properly emphasised headings. Main headings should be provided by the designers. 
Scores
Page 1: Determine points based on the work that the designer has made on the page. If the intentionally 
underlined text and the bold words have been eliminated, then score=l point; if additionally some key 
words, such as company name, have been emphasised, score=2 points; if additionally to the above some 
key sentences have been emphasised, score =3 points; otherwise, when everything was left unchanged as 
it was to begin with, score=0 points. Max score=3 points.
Page 2: Check the central and the right column. Ideally, on the central column the dates in each paragraph 
should be emphasised. Max score for this column=2 points. The right column also scores 2 points for 
properly emphasised text, one point in the “Magazine” section and one in the “Latest News” section. 
Consult the suggestions about what is considered as proper emphasis. In the right column on the top half 
section some key sentences (such as ‘TIspioSiKa No 1, etc.) and also on the bottom half section (such as 
dates, etc.) could be considered for putting emphasis. However, take into account that there are several 
links in this column and the format that the designer decides on may be affected by the links. Also 
consider that there is no unique way of putting emphasis on these sections; this depends on the view of a 
designer and the place he selects to put emphasis. Max score for this page =2+2=4 points.
Page 3: Check that some words (e.g. telephones, addresses, etc.) are properly emphasised. Page scores 2 
points if emphasis is placed on the right places; scores 1 point if only some items are emphasised; 
otherwise page scores 0 points. Max score=2 points

Total max score=pagel+page2+page3=3+4+2=9 points.

5.10.4 Aligned Text
Metric Code: M17_T4
Guideline: Use Proper Alignment for Text
Pattern: Aligned Text

Metric rationale and background

This guideline (and the corresponding pattern) was not included in the Koyani 

guidelines. The decision to include this guideline was made in order to offer students 

guidance about aligning text since they frequently aligned text inconsistently and 

wrongly.

A text block can be aligned left, centred, right and fully justified. Full 

justification, where the text editor automatically adjusts the space between words, 

should used carefully as it may result in poor spacing between words (Lynch and 

Horton, 2002). Poor spacing or inconsistent spacing between words decreases reading 

speed by as much as 11% (Trollip and Sales, 1986).

Centred aligning text makes it more difficult to read and decreases reading times 

dramatically. The best and easiest layout is the default left aligned, which requires no 

attention to alignment (Flanders and Willis, 1998).
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Users must search for the beginning of each line in right and centred alignment 

(Lynch and Horton, 2002) and should be avoided. Centred alignment may be used in 

narrow columns or narrow frames where problems with readability are minimal. Right 

alignment should be used only in special cases (decorative text, etc.). Titles and 

headings should also be flush left or centred aligned.

Metric summary 
Metric Codie Ml7_T4

Criteria: Is text properly aligned? Is the use of centre or right-aligned text avoided?

Protocol
Check all pages and determine the score for each page.
Scores
Each page gets 3 points it there is no violation of the principle, 2 if there is a minor alignment problem, 1 
if there more problems or the problem is visible, and 0 if there is a severe alignment problem in the page. 
For each page max score=3 points.

Total max score=3 pages *3=9 points.

5.11 Metrics for Lists
There is one pattern in this dimension.

5.11.1 Lists
Metric Code: M11_T6
Guideline: Display Related Items in Lists

Introduce Each List 
Format Lists to Ease Scanning 
Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists 

Pattern: Lists

Metric rationale and background
Lists, either bulleted of numbered, are valued by readers because they: (1) draw the 

reader’s attention; (2) are fast to skim; (3) provide information rapidly; and (4) 

enumerate the most important information (van Duyne et al., 2002). Lists delineate 

blocks of texts. Scanning a horizontal list of items is slower than scanning vertical lists 

(Nygren and Allard, 1996). Most users prefer to scan text on web pages instead of 

reading it and bulleted lists enhance scanning (Morkes and Nielsen, 1997). Spyridakis 

(2000) suggests that organisational cues, among other topic sentences and lists, make 

text visually accessible and easily skimmed.

Small introductory headings at the top of each list categorise and annotate the 

items of the list and allow users to choose the list of interest to them. Headings also 

show how lists relate to each other (Levine, 1996).
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Labels, different background colours, borders and use of white space help users 

identify and separate one list from another. Chaparro and Bernard (2001) point out that, 

although there are no significant differences in the time taken to identify information 

within lists, medium levels of white space produce higher levels of satisfaction and 

overall are preferred by visitors.

Bullets can strengthen page layout and can add information to a list or clarify its 

contents (Levine, 1996).

Finally, in order to facilitate readability, only the first letter of list items or field 

labels should begin with an upper-case letter while the rest should be in lower case 

unless the item contains logos or acronyms that are normally capitalised (Jarrett, 2005).

Metric summary 
Metric Code Lists

Criteria: Is the site easy to read? Lists with bullets? Are bulleted lists used so that the content can be 
easily scanned?

Scores
There are two places in the web site where a list should be used. Each of the 2 required lists, on the home 
page, is given 50% of the maximum score. Max score=9 points. Determine the number of times that the 
designer applied bullets incorrectly or made a list. For each place where the student wrongly applied lists, 
subtract 3 points.

Total max score=9 points.

5.12 Summary
This chapter described the improvements to the design of the experiment and the 

metrics used for the main study. The improvements were related to the level of 

participants, the teaching and the tutorials, the sets of patterns/guidelines employed, and 

the design test. The set of metrics were presented followed by a metric summary of the 

scoring procedure for each metric.

Each metric measures the application of a pattern and the corresponding 

guideline/guidelines. There were 19 metrics altogether, although in the case of some 

metrics and in the metrics related to compound patterns a metric was broken down into 

several submetrics. Each metric contributed equally to the score of students on a 0-9 

scale.

A detailed presentation of the main study with all the qualitative and quantitative 

analyses involved is given in the next chapter.
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Main Study

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a thorough description of the procedures for the main study is provided 

and the analysis of the data obtained from the experiment is presented.

In Section 6.2, the experiment is detailed in terms of the setting, the selection of 

participants, the design of the experiment, the tests carried out, and the processes for 

collection of the data. The techniques and rationale for sampling were improved due to 

the number of students available to choose from. The size of the two groups was larger, 

thus allowing employment of parametric tests. The allocation of participants to the 

experimental groups involved a stratified sampling, followed by several statistical tests 

to verify that the groups were equivalent.

After Section 6.2, the following four sections of the chapter report on the analysis 

of collected data. Firstly, in Section 6.3 statistical tests are presented, comparing the 

performance of the participants in designing a web site. In Section 6.4 details are given 

about the evaluation task and the results. In Section 6.5 a description is provided of the 

analysis of the data collected from questionnaires to explore the opinion of students and 

the perceived attributes and advantages of patterns and guidelines. In Section 6.6 an 

examination is provided of the data collected from interviews, with emphasis on the 

attitude and preference of participants towards both formats. The data were analysed 

using qualitative and quantitative techniques. A summary is provided at the end of the 

chapter.
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6.2 Setting and participants
The study participants were undergraduate students from their fourth (final) year in the 

Faculty of Technology Applications, Automation Engineering Department, TEI of 

Piraeus in Greece. Participants were quite skilful in the use of computers and familiar 

with internet-related activities. Throughout the previous semesters students had taken 

several programming courses, and had had many hours of computer practice during the 

course tutorials.

For the purposes of the experiment, a course was scheduled for the first half of the 

Spring semester 2006. The course took the form of a seminar of 25 plus hours’ duration 

about web design, including use of FrontPage, usability design principles and evaluation 

techniques. The course was set apart from any regular formal academic course that the 

students were taking and had no implication or affect on any other course.

6.2.1 Initial group of participants
The seminar was advertised on the school’s notice board, while academic staff informed 

their classes about it during lectures and tutorials. An introductory talk was given to all 

interested students. Details about the seminar and the requirements for a successful 

completion of the seminar, resulting in a certificate, were presented. More than 65 

students enrolled in the seminar.

Tutorials were given in sessions of two hours twice a week. Students were 

promised a certificate of participation, with or without distinction, depending on their 

performance, and prizes for the best. A questionnaire was completed by all prospective 

study participants, which collected biographical information and information about their 

computer literacy and level of experience using the internet and their design experience. 

See Appendix 6.1 for the questionnaire.

6.2.2 Final group of participants
One contributing factor to the diversity of scores between the students of the first study 

was the level of interest and the level of design readiness they had reached. Fortunately, 

both factors could be affected. The initial pool of students was 65. It was decided to 

reduce the number of participants to the maximum number of students that the resources 

of the Automation Engineering Department allowed by using a purposive sampling 

technique (Cohen et al., 2000; Robson, 2002) to choose the best performing and most 

promising students.
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During the third week, a one-hour test was administered to the students. Based on 

that test, a selection of the best 45 students was made. The aim of this test was to choose 

participants who had a sufficient level of techniques and knowledge since those students 

would be in a better position to reach a certain level of expertise where they could 

produce a web site of reasonable quality. The criteria used for this selection were 

focussed on two issues: dexterity in the use of FrontPage and quality of the design 

artefact. Dexterity was judged during the test by the researcher and another academic 

supervising the test by asking questions about the use of tools while at the same time 

observing the designing progress of students.

The test also allowed the selection of those students who had already made 

significant progress and were the most interested, efficient, skilful and cooperative. All 

participants selected had access to a computer and internet from home, and presumably 

they would be able to attend all classes until the completion of the seminar; otherwise 

they would be dropped from the course. Students were allowed to miss only one class, 

but not the patterns/guidelines tutorial.

These requirements and conditions were necessary in order to form a 

homogeneous group that could cope with the demands of the seminar and participants 

that were fit for the experimental tests.

6.2.3 Teaching web design
Three classes, with 15 students in each class, were formed and tutorial sessions about 

web design techniques of two hours’ duration twice in a week resumed. Compared to 

the first study, it was possible to allow a greater number of students to participate in the 

experiment. This was intended to have a beneficial effect on the statistical analysis of 

the experiment, resulting in more accurate and unbiased statistical results.

Throughout the duration of the course several small assignments aided students to 

practise the techniques presented by the tutor. Observing students during these tests 

helped in understanding their weaknesses and monitoring their progress. Revisions were 

made to ensure familiarity and full knowledge of certain design techniques. Every 

student was assigned to one computer, working on their own. Monitors were all 17-inch 

TFT, set at a resolution of 1280x1024. It was made certain that all students received 

enough training through practice by completing, to a great extent, all assignments 

during the tutorials.

Table 6.1 below presents the details of the course, the procedures/activities 

involved, the duration of each activity and its purpose/content, the number of
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participants in each stage, and the number of staff acting as educators, supporting staff 

or facilitators during the tutorials and tests.

Table 6.1: Timetable of the experiment

Procedure/Activity Duration Purpose or 
Content

Participants/ 
Staff No.

Tutorials 6 hours (2-hour sessions) FrontPage 65/2
Selection 1 hour Test using FrontPage 65/2

Tutorials 14 hours (2-hour sessions 
twice weekly over 3.5 weeks) FrontPage 45/2

Tutorials 1 hour Usability principles 39/2
Preliminary test Forming two balanced groups
Tutorials 3 hours Guidelines/patterns 39/2
Testing 2 hours Design test 39/3
Testing 1 hour Evaluation test 39/2
Questionnaire 15 min. Collection of data 39/2
Interview/Questionnaire 20-40 min. Collection of data 34/1

The course made heavy demands on resources and staff. One laboratory was 

required, with 16 computers in a network booked for 12 hours per week. In total, 

teaching web design to the three groups required around 60 hours and a further six 

hours of testing to select the final group of 45 participants. Additionally, nine hours 

were needed for teaching usability principles (three hours for usability principles and 

six hours for patterns/guidelines). Finally, nine hours were required to complete testing 

students, not including interviews. Two members of staff were required: one for 

teaching and one for technical support. Teaching usability principles with patterns and 

guidelines required two persons. The current author delivered all the teaching apart 

from the patterns/guidelines tutorials. During the testing procedures three persons were 

involved.

6.2.4 Preliminary assignment test
All students were doing web design for the first time. In order to avoid bias or 

confounding the results of the experiment, participants had been selected on the basis 

that they had no professional or even extensive experience in web design.

However, during the tutorials it was discovered that four of the students had been 

engaged in web design activities and had published web pages on the internet. After a 

short interview with each student, it was concluded that that these students were already 

following common usability principles and practices and were applying unintentionally 

some of the patterns/guidelines intending for the course. One of the students, for 

example, mentioned in the interview where he presented his small portfolio that the
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greatest advantage of his pages was the small size (in Kb) of his graphics, which he had 

achieved by using image processing techniques, resulting in minimal download time. 

Overall, these four students’ design attitudes and habits were beyond the beginner- 

novice level. It was decided not to allow these students to participate in any of the tests. 

Their current experience with design would be a big advantage to them and their 

presumably good performance would skew the final results. These students, at their 

request, were allowed to follow the course, as simple observers, since they wanted to 

receive the seminar certificate. This incident highlights the significance of the decision 

to experiment with beginners in web design in order to eliminate prior knowledge and 

experience; even designers without extensive practice can acquire routines and habits 

that may strongly affect their design decisions.

None of the other study participants had designed and presented any web page in 

a professional way or received lessons and tutorials about web design, although some 

may have experimented with simple authoring tools or automated design of web pages.

Once tutorials finished, the students were given by e-mail their final preliminary 

assignment. The assignment was a refined version of the preliminary assignment given 

out in the first study. See Appendix 6.2 for screenshots of the pages of the web site as 

they were when given to the students for development.

For simplicity’s sake and to allow students to focus on other design issues, the site 

level was only one level deep, requiring one main navigation menu. The site was a 

seven-page web site of a company. Pages of the site were mostly presenting information 

about the company. The site is considered to comprise static web pages with navigation, 

internal and external links (but with no interaction with the user, or connection to 

databases). Each page of the web site was based on a fixed-width template. Instructions 

were included with the assignment (see Appendix 6.3). Students delivered the 

assignment in electronic form. See Appendix 6.4 for an example of the web site created 

by one of the study participants.

This assignment was used as a criterion to split the students into two balanced 

groups with regards to their design ability and skills.

6.2.5 Sample description
The total number of students that participated in the design test was 39. There were 20 

students in the guidelines group and 19 in the patterns group. Table 6.2 shows the 

allocation of the students into groups and the number and percentages of male and 

female students in each group.
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Table 6.2: Number of male and female students in each group

Total Guidelines Group Patterns Group

No. %
within group No. %

within group i i p g %
within group

Male 30 76.9 15 75.0 15 78.9
Female 9 23.1 5 25.0 4 21.1
Total 39 100.0 20 100.0 19 100.0

The average age of the participants was 23.31 years (range 20-26). The average 

age for the guidelines group was 23.25 (range 20-26) and for the patterns group 23.37 

(range 20-26) years.

Based on their performance in the preliminary assignment, the students were 

assigned to four groups, from adequate to excellent. In subsequent stratified sampling 

students were divided into two balanced groups. In this way the two groups were 

equivalent to the other with regards to their ability and knowledge about web design. In 

the final experiment one group was to be exposed to patterns and one to guidelines.

6.2.6 Further tests to ensure balanced groups
A number of tests were run to ensure that there were no differences between the groups, 

that is, that they were quasi-equivalent. These tests are considered tests of homogeneity 

since they were testing whether the groups are the same (Mendenhall et al., 2005). For 

this purpose, several types of background information and data were used, collected 

either through the questionnaires (see Appendix 6.1) or through the performance of the 

student in courses related to web design.

6.2.6.1 Background variables
The last sections of the questionnaire, used to collect biographical data (see Appendix

6.1), contained questions about the experience of participants with computers and 

computer-related activities. More specifically, these questions examined their general 

familiarity with computers, their experience and everyday use of internet, e-mail and 

surfing on the internet. Students responded to these questions using a five-point Likert- 

type scale.

6.2.6.2 Statistical analysis of students’ characteristics
The number of students giving each of the five possible Likert-type answers can be 

calculated by simple addition. These numbers form a 2x5 contingency table. A chi- 

square test (x2 test) can be used for such a table to determine if the populations in the 

groups are significantly different. A chi-square test is a non-parametric test used to
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determine if categorical variables, with two or more categories each, are related 

(Pallant, 2001). An assumption for this test is that the lowest expected frequency in any 

cell should not be less than five. Some authors suggest a less stringent criterion, that at 

least 80% of the cells should not have expected frequencies of less than five (Pallant, 

2001) and that every expected value in a cell should be greater than one (Howell, 2001). 

Another concern about the chi-square statistic is that a sufficiently large sample size is 

assumed; however, there is no universally accepted cut-off, with some setting the 

minimum sample size at 50, while others would allow as few as 20.

If due to a low number of participants choosing a specific answer this requirement 

could not be met, two or more categories of the responses may be combined into a 

single category. An alternative to a chi-square test is Fisher’s exact test, which does not 

require large sample sizes (Howell, 2001). Fisher’s exact test is applied in cases where 

the table is 2x2. For larger than 2x2 tables, a generalisation of Fisher’s exact test, the 

Fisher-Freeman-Halton test is applied (Agresti, 1990; Mehta and Patel, 1999).

An approach that involves a number of comparisons requires some caution to 

control for an increased risk of Type I error. This type of error rejects the null 

hypothesis that the two groups are similar or homogeneous. In a situation where many 

comparisons are made, the probability of encountering at least one case when the test 

indicates a significant difference is increased. A Bonferroni adjustment (Howell, 2001; 

Pallant, 2001) is applied to the level of significance in each comparison to control for 

the problem of making multiple comparisons. The adjustment is to divide the alpha 

level of significance, which is usually set to 0.05, by the number of comparisons that are 

made. Therefore, if the number of comparisons is 10, the alpha level for each test is set 

to 0.005; the reduced level of significance reduces the probability of accepting 

significance by chance and controls for the Type I error.

6.2.6.3 General computer literacy
The computer literacy is a variable of interest in this kind of study since the experiment 

involves extensive use of computers. Students were asked to report their own computer 

literacy. All students reported a level of at least three using a five-point Likert-type 

scale. The following coding scheme was applied: l=“Beginner”, 2=“Basic”, 

3 - ‘Intermediate”, 4=“Advanced”, 5=“Expert”.

If one group is more literate than the other, this could affect the performance of 

the students while working with computers. Table 6.3 shows the responses of students 

indicating their computer literacy.
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Table 6.3: Self reported computer literacy by group

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Level of 3.00 N (within group level %) 4 (20.0) 3(15.8) 7(17.9)
computer 4.00 N (within group level %) 9 (45.0) 10(52.6) 19(48.7)
experience 5.00 N (within group level %) 7 (35.0) 6(31.6) 13 (33.3)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

There was no significant difference in reported computer literacy between the two 

groups (P=1.000, Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test, details in Appendix 6.5, Table

6.5.1). It should be noted that the P value indicates that the two groups are almost 

identical with regards to their computer literacy.

6.2.6.4 Internet experience
The study involved design and evaluation of web pages, therefore, the participants’ 

level of experience with the internet including using the internet to communicate by e- 

mail was of interest.

Students reported their experience on a five-point Likert-type scale and were 

coded as follows: 1—‘Very little”, 2=“Some experience”, 3=“Average”, 4=“Good”, 

5 - ‘Very Good”. Table 6.4 shows the responses of students indicating their level of 

experience using the internet.

Table 6.4: Internet experience

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Internet
experience

3.00 N (within group level %) 3(15.0) 3(15.8) 6(15.4)
4.00 N (within group level %) 9 (45.0) 7 (36.8) 16(41.0)
5.00 N (within group level %) 8 (40.0) 9 (47.4) 17(43.6)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

‘ The two groups show no significant difference on this aspect (P=0.909, Fisher- 

Freeman-Halton exact test, details in Appendix 6.5, Table 6.5.2). It should be noted that 

the value P was not corrected for multiple testing by the step-down Bonferroni 

procedure.

Three more factors were considered as having a relation to the participants’ 

behaviour, potentially causing a difference in the performance of a participant during 

the tasks. All three factors are internet-related: (1) the time they have been using the 

internet; (2) the number of days per week that they use the internet; and (3) how much 

time they spend every day using the internet and browsing the web.
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These factors were assessed again, using the questionnaire, by asking students to 

indicate their level in response to the following questions on a five-point Likert-type 

scale:

• Question 1: How long have you been using the Internet?

• Question 2: On average, how often do you access the Internet?

• Question 3: On average, how much time do you spend in a day using the Internet?

Table 6.5 shows the results of asking students how long they have been using the

internet. The level of years using internet was measured on a five-point Likert-type 

scale and were coded as follows: l=“Just recently”, 2=“Less than 6 months”, 3 - ‘6 

months -1 year”, 4=“ 1-2 years”, 5 - ‘More than 2 years”.

Table 6.5: Length of time using the internet

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Level of years 
using internet

4.00 N (within group level %) 12 (60.0) 11 (57.9) 23 (59.0)
5.00 N (within group level %) 8 (40.0) 8(42.1) 16(41.0)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

There was no significant difference in the length of time using the internet 

between the two groups (P=T.O, Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test, details in Appendix 

6.5, Table 6.5.3). The two groups appear to be equivalent, even without using the 

Bonferroni adjustment, with regards the length of time the groups have been using the 

internet.

The following Table 6.6 summarises the answers about weekly access to the 

internet. The answers were measured on a five-point Likert-type scale. The following 

coding scheme was applied: 5=“Every day”, 4=“Most days”, 3=“2-3 days a week”, 

2=“Once a week”, l=“Less than once a week”. The frequency of participants accessing 

the internet within a week ranges from every week to every day, with no one indicating 

accessing the internet less than once a week.

Table 6.6: Weekly access to the internet

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Level of weekly 
use of internet

2.00 N (within group level %) 2(10.0) 1 (5-3) 3 (7.7)
3.00 N (within group level %) 2(10.0) 1 (5.3) 3 (7.7)
4.00 N (within group level %) 3(15.0) 3(15.8) 6(15.4)
5.00 N (within group level %) 13 (65.0) 14(73.7) 27 (69.2)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)
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The two groups were compared using the Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test 

(P=T.O, details in Appendix 6.5, Table 6.5.4) There was no statistical difference 

between the two groups; in fact, the test indicates that the two groups were almost 

identical in this respect.

Daily access to the internet varied from less than an hour to more than five hours. 

Table 6.7 shows the daily access of the students to the internet. The answers were 

measured on a five-point Likert-type scale. The following coding scheme was applied: 

l=“Less than 1 hour”, 2=“2 hours”, 3=“3 hours”, 4=“4 hours”, 5=“5+ hours”.

Table 6.7: Daily access to the internet

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Level

1.00 N (within group level %) 1 (5.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (2.6)
2.00 N (within group level %) 9 (45.0) 7 (36.8) 16(41.0)
3.00 N (within group level %) 6 (30.0) 7 (36.8) 13 (33.3)
4.00 N (within group level %) 3 (15.0) 3 (15.8) 6(15.4)
5.00 N (within group level %) 1 (5.0) 2(10.5) 3 (7.7)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

Statistical analysis indicates that there is no significant difference between the two 

groups in the time spent daily on the internet groups (P=0.942, Fisher-Freeman-Halton 

exact test, details in Appendix 6.5, Table 6.5.5). There is no need to use the Bonferroni 

adjustment.

6.2.6.5 Design experience
One of the requirements of the experiment was that study participants had no experience 

in web design. Experience was considered a confounding variable that could not be 

accounted for. Students indicated their design experience on a five-point Likert-type 

scale (see Appendix 6.1). The following coding scheme was applied: 0=“Never”, 

l=“Tried once or twice”, 2=“Average”, 3=“Good experience”, 4 - ‘Expert”.

Four students reported an “Average” experience. These students were excluded 

from the tests as mentioned in section 6.2. Table 6.8 shows the student’s web design 

experience.

Table 6.8: Web design experience

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

Level of design 0.00 N (within group level %) 15(75.0) 15(78.9) 30 (76.9)
experience 1.00 N (within group level %) 5 (25.0) 4(21.1) 9(23.1)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)
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Statistical analysis indicates that the two groups could be considered almost 

identical with regards to their web design experience (P=1.0, Fisher-Freeman-Halton 

exact test, details in Appendix 6.5, Table 6.5.6).

6 2 .6.6 Grade average
A student’s grades are a measure of his or her past academic achievement, ability, 

strength in learning, and commitment to academic excellence. Past academic success 

and performance is being used as a benchmark to allow entry or select candidates to a 

university and has been shown to predict future performance (Blackman and 

Darmawan, 2004). The previous statistical analyses were based on questionnaires. 

Students were self-reporting, using their personal estimation of their experience, 

knowledge, etc. A grade provides a more subjective criterion of a student’s overall 

performance in an academic program.

Students’ grades in web design-related courses or modules in previous semesters 

were taken into account. Such modules, after examining the full range of courses in the 

syllabus, were considered to be: Programming I Theory, Programming I Laboratory, 

Programming II Theory, Programming II Laboratory, Programming III Theory, 

Programming III Laboratory, Telematics Theory, Telematics Laboratory. Grades were 

collected from official university transcripts.

Two average grades were calculated and used to check if there were any 

differences between the groups. One average, named total average grade, was calculated 

using the grades of all courses in theory and laboratories, and another one, named 

laboratory average grade, was calculated by using the grades for laboratories only. The 

distributions of the grade averages were assessed for normality using the Shapiro-Wild 

test, which is recommended for small sample sizes, for example, less than 50 

participants (Marques de Sa, 2003; Sen and Srivastava, 1990). In both cases the 

statistical test suggested a violation of the assumption of normality. In view of this the 

Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used to compare the two groups.

The Mann-Whitney test found no significant differences between the two groups. 

For total average grade P=0.910 (asymp. sig. 2-tailed), and for laboratory average grade 

P=0.663 (asymp. sig. 2-tailed). Detailed statistical tests are included in Appendix 6.5, 

Table 6.5.7.

To summarise, after examining the participants using self-reporting assessments 

and academic grades, the two groups can be considered equivalent for the subsequent 

experiment and analysis.
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6.2.7 Teaching patterns and guidelines
A set of 35 guidelines and an equivalent set of 25 patterns were presented in the 

tutorials. Both groups of students were given a booklet of 31 pages of either patterns or 

guidelines to use during the lecture and to study afterwards. The time needed to cover 

the set of guidelines and the equivalent set of patterns was three hours. The 

guideline/patterns tutorial was given by an independent lecturer while the researcher 

was acting as an observer. The duties of the observer were to make sure the lecturer did 

not favour patterns or guidelines in his presentation and to make sure that every pre

planned aspect of the teaching process was covered.

Patterns and guidelines presented to the students belong to the following seven 

categories: Home Page, Page Layout and Design, Navigation; Headings Titles and 

Labels, Links, Text and Typography, and Lists.

In order to elicit at least a minimum degree of study and comprehension, students 

were asked to complete a two-page form. The form was given at the end of the 

patterns/guidelines tutorials, and contained a full list of the pattern names or guidelines 

titles presented in the class, depending on the allocated group (see Appendix 6.6). 

Students were asked to study patterns/guidelines and then describe, in their own words, 

the most essential and critical idea incorporated in each pattern/guideline. Each student 

was obliged to deliver the form either electronically or by hand before the beginning of 

the testing sessions.

6.2.8 Post treatment design test
The instruction given to the students was to design to the best of their ability. The top- 

rated students would get bonuses, i.e. vouchers for books and computer peripherals.

Out of the 45 students initially taking part in the experiment four were considered 

to be experienced (as explained above) and did not participate in the tests at all. Two of 

the students could not participate at the time specified for the test and were eliminated 

from the following tests as well. The design session lasted two hours. During the test 

one more lecturer was present to help with questions and problems that students faced 

during the task, taking notes while observing students and helping with the smooth 

running of the experiment.

To limit the possibilities of one student affecting or influencing another, 

computers and positions of the students were pre-arranged so that a student could only 

view his own screen. In this way, students were designing using their own ideas and 

inspiration. Students were advised, if they had any questions, to ask the supervisors
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privately without creating any disturbance for the other students. If the question 

concerned all the students, then the supervisor would address the whole class himself.

The test asked students to design a small, one-level deep web site about a small 

company hosting and creating web sites for its customers. The site contained five pages 

and students were required to work and design only three pages of the site; the other 

two pages were included in order to make the site conceptually complete and to oblige 

students to provide a more realistic navigation within the site. A separate instructions 

sheet was provided (see Appendix 6.7).

Each student had to work on a prefabricated site where each page was based on a 

three-column fixed-width page layout, and the text and images were already on the right 

page. The inclusion of specific content together with the instructions given to the 

students invoked the use of patterns/guidelines presented during the tutorials, and 

allowed an estimation of the impact the patterns/guidelines had on their design products.

Students had to format text and pictures, specify the layout, identify and indicate 

links, provide a navigation scheme using interactive buttons, and in general design 

according to the instructions and the requirements given. In brief, students were asked 

to design as best they could in order to create the best possible presentation of the 

company on the internet, taking into account the type of company and its business, 

using the usability principles they had learned during the tutorials.

Students were advised not to use any material apart from that already provided on 

the site, unless they felt compelled to do so. Each student had access to a small directory 

containing certain small images, arrows, bullets, small gif files, etc. See Appendix 6.8 

for screenshots of the pages of the site, as they were given to the students.

Students were free to use their booklet of patterns and guidelines during the tasks. 

Also, they were allowed to ask any question about the use of tools or how to do certain 

things in case of difficulties or couldn’t remember the right procedure. That allowed 

students not to be affected by lack of technical knowledge and to design what they 

envisioned and imagined, especially in cases where they could not remember certain 

techniques. Appendix 6.9 shows an example of a designed site by a study participant.

6.3 Results of the design task
Three independent evaluators rated the students’ design task according to a predefined 

set of metrics as described in Chapter 5. Two of the evaluators had also performed the 

scoring in the first study.
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6.3.1 Scoring procedure
Each evaluator spent on average of 65 minutes to make an evaluation of each site, based 

on the set of metrics; however, the actual time to administer the whole evaluation 

process was much longer. Sometimes the evaluator worked better if he judged all the 

sites together, working just on one metric only and comparing a. specific page with the 

same page of all the students.

The work of the evaluators and the scoring was easier than in the first study. This 

is so for the following reasons:

• Overall, the designs of the students were of better quality and with few errors.

• The structure of the site to be designed was more appropriate to what students 

had to do; there were no ambiguities and it was easier to assess the particular 

metric on each page.

• The metrics were improved and provided better instructions for the scoring.

• Two of the evaluators had already participated in the first study.

The default web page browser on the students’ PC was MS Internet Explorer 

v.6.0.2 (Microsoft Corporation, 2004). Following a similar procedure as in the first 

study, an Internet Explorer engine-based type browser, Slim Browser V4.06 (FlashPeak, 

n.d.) with multi-tab functionality was used by the evaluators. Sometimes a single pass 

through all sites was sufficient to judge and score a page.

After the collection of the scores a review of the scores was carried out by all 

team members, and some errors found in the scores were corrected. See Appendix 6.10 

for the scores given by each evaluator and the average scores for each metric used for 

the comparison of the two groups.

6.3.2 Analysis of the design scores
Using the quantitative measures of the three evaluators, the performance of the two 

groups was statistically analysed. Twenty students from the patterns group and nineteen 

from the guidelines group completed their design task. Students were assessed using 19 

different metrics, measuring 7 different categories of good design practice: Home Page, 

Page Layout and Design, Navigation; Headings Titles and Labels, Links, Text and 

Typography, and Lists.
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Table 6.9: Average percentage scores of students

Main Study
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Guidelines (%) 59.8 81.2 67.9 65.1 50.1 85.5 49.4
Patterns (%) 66.4 85.0 81.5 79.1 63.4 86.4 39.8
Difference 6.6 3.8 13.6 14.0 13.4 0.9 -9.7

Table 6.9 shows the differences between the calculated average scores of the 

students, measured for the two groups, for each of the seven measured categories. The 

average scores are given as a percentage, where 100 denotes the maximum that could be 

achieved for the category. Evidently, students in the patterns group performed better 

overall. Their scores were higher in six out of the seven categories, whereas in the Links 

category the guidelines group scored better. However, any differences were not 

statistically significant.

The main purpose of the experiment was to assess the effectiveness or impact of 

patterns and guidelines on the design habits of novice designers. To address this 

question the scores from the two groups are compared. The score for each participant is 

calculated by adding the points for each particular metric. The maximum score for a 

participant, using all metrics, is 171 points (9 points for each of the 19 metrics).

Scores reflect the application of the usability principles conveyed, using the two 

formats or treatments, i.e. either patterns or guidelines. The dependent variable is the 

students’ scores.

The null hypothesis is as follows:

HO: There is no difference between the performances of the students in the 

patterns group versus those in the guidelines group.

The alternative hypothesis is as follows:

HI: There is a difference between the performances of the students taught 

usability principles using patterns versus those students taught using guidelines.

To statistically compare the performance, the distribution of the scores was first 

assessed for normality, using the Shapiro-Wild test, which is recommended for small 

sample sizes (Marques de Sa, 2003; Sen and Srivastava, 1990). The statistical test 

indicated no violation of the assumption of normality (see Appendix 6.11, Table

6.11.1); however, due to the small sample sizes involved, the statistical comparison 

used both an independent samples T-test as well as the non-parametric Mann-Whitney
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test. Parametric and their equivalent non-parametric tests were used, whenever 

applicable, to give a balanced view of the results. Table 6.10 shows the statistics and 

details of the analysis of the T-test (2-tailed). Using both parametric and the equivalent 

non-parametric test give

Table 6.10: T-Test analysis using all metrics

Group Statistics
Group I ®mm Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Overall Guidelines 20 116.023 13.662 3.055
Patterns 19 128.688 20.105 4.612

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s Test 
for Equ. of var. T-test for Equality of Means

m m m Sig. t df Sig.(2-tailed) Mean Dif
Overall Equ. var. assumed 3.623 .065 -2.312 37 .0265 -12.666

Equ. var. not assumed -2.289 31.514 .0289 -12.666

According to the test, the patterns group (M=128.688, SD=20.105) performed 

better than the guidelines group (M=l 16.023, SD=13.662). Since the computed P 

=0.0265 (equal variances assumed) is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected in 

favour of the alternative, i.e., that there is a statistically significant difference between 

the two groups in applying the advice, knowledge and experience conveyed by patterns 

and guidelines.

The average scores of the three judges (average score for each particular metric) 

were used for this analysis and all the following comparisons as well. Actually, there 

were few differences in the scores of the evaluators, and a T-test performed for each 

individual judge produced similar results, i.e., the null hypothesis is rejected.

A similar analysis using the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test (Table 6.11) 

produces P=0.0284, which is less than the level 0.05, indicating that there is a 

significant difference between the performance of the two groups, with the patterns 

group performing better than the guidelines group.
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Table 6.11: Mann-Whitney test using all metrics

Ranks
Group N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Overall Guidelines 20 16.10 322.00
Patterns 19 24.11 458.00

ITdtallSllS; 39
Test Statistics

Mann-Whitney U 112.000
Wilcoxon W 322.000

-2.192
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .0284

6.3.3 Subjective and objective metrics
The metrics used by the evaluators can be classified as objective or subjective. 

Objective metrics, for example, are those measuring the application of guidelines such 

as “Provide Descriptive Page Titles”, “Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page”, 

“Repeat Navigation at the Bottom of the Page”, etc. For the objective metrics all 

evaluators should be able to give the same scores.

Subjective metrics are those that produce a score depending, to a certain extent, on 

the judgment of each evaluator. Subjective metrics provide a measure of the application 

for guidelines such as “Use Moderate White Space”, “Provide Feedback on Users’ 

Location”, “Emphasise Importance”, etc.

The following Table 6.12 shows the metrics (objective and subjective), their 

correspondence to simple and compound patterns, and the total and average for both 

groups. A description on each of these metrics is given in Chapter 5. The last column 

indicates which of the two groups performed better by comparing the average of the 

groups.
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Table 6.12: Metrics in categories and group performance

Metric code Subjective/
Objective

Simple/
Compound

Guidelines Group Patterns Group Better
PerformanceTotal Average Total Average

1 M01 Cl Subjective Simple 154.766 7.738 154.237 8.118 Patterns
2 M02 N3 Subjective Simple 122.667 6.133 145.999 7.684 Patterns
3 M03 N6 Objective Simple 81.000 4.050 117.000 6.158 Patterns
4 M04 N9 Subjective Simple 162.667 8.133 155.000 8.158 Patterns
5 M05 N4 Subjective Simple 114.000 5.700 114.500 6.026 Patterns
6 M06 N5 Objective Simple 101.250 5.063 112.500 5.921 Patterns
7 M07 LI Subjective Compound 112.062 5.603 117.903 6.205 Patterns
8 M08 L2 Objective Compound 154.500 7.725 157.500 8.289 Patterns
9 M09 L8 Objective Simple 40.500 2.025 63.000 3.316 Patterns

10 M10 L5 Objective Simple 54.000 2.700 96.000 5.053 Patterns
11 M il T6 Objective Compound 89.000 4.450 68.000 3.579 Guidelines
12 M12 T9 Subjective Simple 141.500 7.075 135.500 7.132 Patterns
13 M13 D4 Objective Simple 93.000 4.650 135.000 7.105 Patterns
14 M14 T1 Subjective Compound 161.589 8.079 147.376 7.757 Guidelines
15 M15 El Subjective Simple 115.333 5.767 111.667 5.877 Patterns
16 M16 T3 Objective Simple 168.000 8.400 161.000 8.474 Patterns
17 M17 T4 Objective Simple 171.000 8.550 171.000 9.000 Patterns
18 M18 T8 Subjective Simple 115.967 5.798 119.574 6.293 Patterns
19 M19 D2 Subjective Simple 167.667 8.383 162.334 8.544 Patterns

Therefore, nine metrics that are classified as objective, out of a total of nineteen, 

are used to produce a separate comparison of the performance of the two groups. Table 

6.13 shows details of the independent samples T-test (2-tailed), according to which the 

patterns group (M=56.895, SD=14.820) performed better than the guidelines group 

(M=47.613, SD=9.878). The computed P=0.0264 is less than 0.05, indicating that there 

was a statistically significant difference between the two groups with the patterns group 

performing better than the guidelines group.

Table 6.13: T-test for objective metrics

Group Statistics
Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Objective
metrics

Guidelines 20 47.613 9.878 2.209
Patterns 19 56.895 14.820 3.400

Independent Sam )les Test
Levene’s Test 
for Equ. of var. T-test for Equality of Means

Sig. t df Sig.(2-tailed) Mean Dif.
Objective
metrics

Equ. var. assumed 3.019 .091 -2.313 37 .0264 -9.282
Equ. var. not assumed -2.289 31.145 .0290 -9.282

A similar analysis using the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test, shown in Table 

6.14, indicates that there is a significant difference between the performances of the two 

groups, with the patterns group scoring better than the guidelines group.
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Table 6.14: Mann-Whitney test for objective metrics

Ranks
Group N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Overall Guidelines 20 15.78 315.50
Patterns 19 24.45 464.50
Total 39

Test Statistics
Mann-Whitney U 105.500
Wilcoxon W 315.500

-2.377
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .0175

Details of the statistical analysis are shown in Appendix 6.12, Tables 6.12.1-2).

6.3.4 Inter-rater reliability
Agreement between the evaluators was determined by using the ICC coefficient. Two 

coefficients were calculated: one for the scores of the evaluators using all metrics, and 

one for the scores of the evaluators using only the objective metrics.

Statistical analysis, using the scores of students on all metrics, according to the 

techniques explained in Chapter 3, shows an inter-rater reliability of ICC=0.995. The 

ICC coefficient using only the subjective metrics is ICC=0.976. Both coefficients are 

considered to be excellent (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). Details of the statistical analysis 

are shown in Appendix 6.12, Tables 6.12.3-4.

6.3.5 Impact of Compound Patterns
In the first and the main study balanced sets of patterns and guidelines were used. 

Patterns were simple and compound. In the interviews conducted in the first study, 

students expressed their preference for simple and compound patterns compared with 

the corresponding guidelines. There was a significant increase in the number of students 

preferring guidelines when they were comparing compound patterns. It seems that 

compound patterns, those formed of at least two guidelines, had less impact on the 

students of the patterns group. To further investigate this issue, statistical tests were run 

to compare the performance of students without using the scores for compound patterns.

There were three patterns consisting of four guidelines each, and one pattern 

consisting of two guidelines. The first comparison was made with the three most 

complicated compound patterns, those consisting of four guidelines, taken out. The 

second comparison was made with all four compound patterns taken out. Table 6.15 

shows details of the T-test analysis.
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Table 6.15: T-Test analysis without compound patterns

Group Statistics

Group N Mean
Std.

Deviation Std. Error Mean
Without 3 
compound

Guidelines 20 97.890 12.142 2.715
Patterns 19 111.148 19.045 4.369

Without all 
compound

Guidelines 20 90.156 11.260 2.518
Patterns 19 102.858 18.211 4.178

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s Test 
for Equ. of var. T-test for Equal ity of Means

. i l s i i i i i f i i s df Sig.(2tailed) Mean Dif.
Without 3 
compound

Equ. var. assumed 4.222 .047 -2.606 37 .0131 -13.257
Equ. var; not assumed -2.577 30.304 .0151 -13.257

Without all 
compound

Equ. var. assumed 5.168 .029 -2.633 37 .0123 -12.692
Equ. var. not assumed -2.602 29.734 .0143 -12.692

Using an independent samples T-test (2-tailed), the patterns group was found to 

perform better than the guidelines group. Since Levene’s test for equality of variances 

indicates that the variances for the two groups are not the same (Sig. value for Levene’s 

test P<0.05), the compensated P values are used.

The computed P values are less than 0.05, indicating that there is a statistically 

significant difference between the two groups in favour of the patterns group. The 

significance level P=0.0151, for the case without the three compound patterns, is less 

than the P value for the case using all metrics (P=0.0261, see Table 6.10). The 

significance level P=0.0143 for the case without any compound patterns is even less, 

indicating that without compound patterns the difference between the two groups is 

getting bigger.

A similar analysis using the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test (Table 6.16) 

indicates that there is a significant difference between the performances of the two 

groups, with the patterns group performing better than the guidelines group. Again there 

is a small decrease in the P value.

The results suggest that compound patterns do not have the same impact as simple 

patterns on novice designers. It should be noted that the results o f the analysis are 

intrinsically less reliable than the primary analysis reported in the previous sections, 

since this analysis examines factors in a way that was not initially designed to explore. 

This is considered to be a limitation of the study.
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Table 6.16: Mann-Whitney test without compound patterns

Main Study

Ranks
Group N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Without 3 compound 
patterns

Guidelines 20 15.95 319.00
Patterns 19 24.26 461.00
Total 39

Without any 
compound patterns

Guidelines 20 15.90 318.00
Patterns 19 24.32 462.00
Total 39

Test Statistics
Without 3 compound 

patterns
Without any 

compound patterns
Mann-Whitney U. 109.000 108.000
Wilcoxon W 319.000 318.000

-2.276 -2.304
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .0229 .0212

6.3.6 Metrics and compound patterns
Compound patterns contribute equally to the score of a participant on a scale from 

0-9. This score is calculated by averaging the scores of the submetrics that correspond 

to the guidelines each compound pattern consists of. Therefore, each guideline 

submetric contributes only partially to the overall score of the compound pattern. The 

score that each guideline submetric contributes is equal to the guideline submetric score 

divided by the number of submetrics included in the particular compound pattern. This 

scoring procedure, from one point of view, may favour patterns although it results in 

each pattern carrying the same weight towards the final score of the participants. Further 

advice was sought from expert statisticians regarding either averaging or adding the 

scores for compound patterns. Both methods were pronounced to be valid.

In this section this issue is examined and, instead of averaging the submetrics 

scores, the submetric scores are added for each compound pattern. Therefore, compound 

patterns contribute more to the final score of each participant. See Appendix 6.10 for the 

scores for each metric used for the comparison of the two groups in this section where 

submetrics for compound patters are added to the final score of participants.

The following Table 6.17 shows the metrics for simple patterns and the 

submetrics for each compound pattern, and the total and average scores for both groups. 

Each metric and submetric is classified as subjective and objective. The last column 

indicates which of the two groups performed better by comparing the average of the 

groups. A description of each of these metrics is given in Chapter 5 and in Appendix 

5.3. Note that for some compound patterns only the submetrics that were employed in 

the scoring procedure in the specific design task are used. The same submetrics were
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employed in previous analyses when submetrics for compound patterns were averaged. 

Therefore for metric M07_L1, although four submetrics are included, only three 

submetrics are used (see Appendix 5.3 Section 5.1) while for metric Ml 1_T6, that also 

includes four submetrics (see Appendix 5.3 Section 7.1), only one submetric is used.

Table 6.17: Metrics in categories and group performance (with compound submetrics)
Metric

/Submetric
code

Subjective/
Objective

Simple/
Compound

Guidelines Group Patterns Group Better
PerformanceTotal Average Total Average

1 M01 Cl Subjective Simple 154.766 7.738 154.237 8.118 Patterns
2 M02 N3 Subjective Simple 122.667 6.133 145.999 7.684 Patterns
3 M03 N6 Objective Simple 81.000 4.050 117.000 6.158 Patterns
4 M04 N9 Subjective Simple 162.667 8.133 155.000 8.158 Patterns
5 M05 N4 Subjective Simple 114.000 5.700 114.500 6.026 Patterns
6 M06 N5 Objective Simple 101.250 5.063 112.500 5.921 Patterns
7 M07a LI Objective Compound 128.250 6.413 120.375 6.336 Guidelines
8 M07b LI Subjective Compound 82.600 4.130 88.000 4.632 Patterns
9 M07c LI Subjective Compound 125.334 6.267 145.333 7.649 Patterns

10 M08a L2 Objective Compound 174.000 8.700 162.000 8.526 Guidelines
11 M08b L2 Objective Compound 135.000 6.750 153.000 8.053 Patterns
12 M09 L8 Objective Simple 40.500 2.025 63.000 3.316 Patterns
13 M10 L5 Objective Simple 54.000 2.700 96.000 5.053 Patterns
14 Mil T6 Objective Compound 89.000 4.450 68.000 3.579 Guidelines
15 M12 T9 Subjective Simple 141.500 7.075 135.500 7.132 Patterns
16 M13 D4 Objective Simple 93.000 4.650 135.000 7.105 Patterns
17 M14a T1 Subjective Compound 166.800 8.340 156.000 8.211 Guidelines
18 M14b T1 Subjective Compound 119.550 5.978 91.500 4.816 Guidelines
19 M14c T1 Objective Compound 180.000 9.000 171.000 9.000 Same
20 M14d T1 Objective Compound 180.000 9.000 171.000 9.000 Same
21 M15 El Subjective Simple 115.333 5.767 111.667 5.877 Patterns
22 M16 T3 Objective Simple 168.000 8.400 161.000 8.474 Patterns
23 M17 T4 Objective Simple 171.000 8.550 171.000 9.000 Patterns
24 M18 T8 Subjective Simple 115.967 5.798 119.574 6.293 Patterns
25 M19 D2 Subjective Simple 167.667 8.383 162.334 8.544 Patterns

To statistically compare the performance, the distribution of the scores was first 

assessed for normality using the Shapiro-Wild test which is recommended for small 

sample sizes (Marques de Sa, 2003; Sen and Srivastava, 1990). The statistical test 

indicated no violation of the assumption of normality (see Appendix 6.11, Table 

6 .11.2).

Table 6.18 shows details of the independent samples T-test (2-tailed), according 

to which the patterns group (M=l72.659, SD= 23.144) performed better than the 

guidelines group (M=159.193, SD=18.142). The computed P=0.0498 is less than 0.05, 

indicating that there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups 

with the patterns group performing better than the guidelines group. The P value is very
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close to the significance level of 0.05 while the P value in the analysis using the average 

for compound patterns is 0.0265 (see Table 6.10).

Table 6.18: T-test analysis (compound submetrics are added)

Group Statistics
Group l l i N l f Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Overall Guidelines 20 159.193 18.142 4.057
Patterns 19 172.659 ' 23.144 5.310

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s Test 
for Equ. of var. T-test for Equality of Means

ilS F il Sig. t df Sig.(2-tailed) Mean Dif.
Overall Equ. var. assumed 1.296 .262 -2.028 37 .0498 -13.466

Equ. var. not assumed -2.015 34.130 .0518 -13.466

There are many ways of analysing the score of the participants. Adding the 

submetrics for each compound pattern affects the significance level of the difference 

however the trend remains the same. By taking the average of the submetrics patterns 

have equal weight, while by adding the submetrics provides a more detailed analysis 

and suggests that compound patterns lose some of the impact that patterns have on 

participants.

Further statistical analyses could be performed to take into account the category, 

simple or compound, of each pattern as a factor and to study the interaction effect of the 

factor on the independent variable, i.e. the score of the participants. However such an 

analysis is beyond the scope of this study.

6.4 Evaluation test and results
In this section the evaluation test is presented and the results of the test. The test 

required students to perform an expert evaluation and to mark the errors on a web site.

6.4.1 Description of the evaluation test
For this part of the experiment students evaluated a number of web pages. The web site 

was an improved version of the site that was used in the first study, concerning a small 

information technology company providing services and offering a small number of 

software products. Several changes were made to the assignment in order to eliminate 

errors that were questionable as to their validity of being an error or a simple aesthetic 

change. The main alterations were the addition of a button next to the search box at the 

top of the page, and the change of all headings that were coloured blue and red into 

single-coloured headings. See Appendix 4.12 and Appendix 6.14. Finally, a few more
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errors were embedded in the web site while others were eliminated as they proved to be 

inappropriate for the purposes of the evaluation task.

A designer is expected to possess high evaluation skills since such skills are 

involved in the decisions taken during the development process. An evaluation requires 

the usability expert to identify errors, to indicate the severity rate for each usability 

violation, and to suggest modifications to fix the errors and improve the usability of the 

web site (Hartson et al., 2001; Nielsen, 1992). Following the same approach, as in the 

first study, students did not rate the severity of each usability violation they found, for 

the following reasons:

• There was no time to teach and demonstrate the formal application of usability 

criteria.

• The impression of the research team was that shifting the focus of the tutorials 

to a usability evaluation could have a negative effect on the design task.

• There was uncertainty and scepticism about the success of one more 

demanding test, since students had not developed the necessary skills to 

perform an exemplary expert evaluation.

The evaluation session lasted 60 minutes. All 39 students participating in the 

design task completed the evaluation test as well. In the first study the evaluation task 

was performed by each student working on his own. It is estimated that this affected 

students’ performance and, probably due to lack of motivation, students did not work 

with the same degree of carefulness on each page: their attention given to the tasks was 

reduced towards the last pages of the web site. In order to motivate students more, the 

task was performed in groups. At the end of each session students completed a 

questionnaire with biographical data and questions about their opinions of patterns and 

guidelines; see Appendix 6.13.

The task required students to perform an expert evaluation and to mark the errors 

on four out of the five pages of a web site. Printed copies of the site were given to the 

students and they marked errors or bad usability issues on the printed page at the point 

where the mistake was spotted. Some students opted to write very small comments 

about the error as well. This was allowed in order to elicit more data about the impact of 

patterns and guidelines. Students were instructed to spend initially five minutes 

exploring the site, and the rest of the time performing the heuristic evaluation of each 

page. The site was presented on a computer so that students would be able to interact
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with the site and check navigation and links. See Appendix 6.14 for screenshots of the 

web site evaluated by the students.

6.4.2 Results of the evaluation task

Students’ performance on each page was better and more consistent than that of the 

participants in the first study. There was a drop in the number of errors identified on the 

fourth page but this was not as severe as in the first study. Most of the students finished 

the task within the last 10 minutes of the allotted time. Students’ rate of thoroughness, 

the ratio of true errors found to the total number of existing errors, reached a high level. 

See Appendix 6.15, Tables 6.15.1-2 for a graphical depiction of the errors identified and 

description of the errors. See also Appendix 6.15, Table 6.15.3 for the details of the 

results and the number of errors identified on each page by the participants.

Table 6.17 shows how students performed on each of the four pages. Numbers in 

per cent represent the rate of thoroughness of the participants. The maximum and 

minimum number is the maximum and minimum thoroughness achieved by the group, 

and the average is taken over a group of participants.

Table 6.17: Thoroughness on each page and overall for the site (all participants)

Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Overall 
(4 pages)

Errors (No.) 26 20 19 22 87
Maximum thoroughness (%) 76.9 95.0 89.5 81.8 80.5
Minimum thoroughness (%) 26.9 20.0 26.3 18.2 29.9
Average thoroughness (%) 50.8 53.7 48.0 43.0 48.9

The participants in this study were more effective than the participants in the first 

study. Overall students performed very well compared to the results reported by other 

studies conducting similar experiments (Chevalier and Ivory, 2003a), with the average 

rate of thoroughness being 48.9%.

Table 6.18 shows the thoroughness achieved on each page and overall for the 

guidelines group.

Table 6.18: Thoroughness on each page and overall for the site (guidelines group)

Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Overall 
(4 pages)

Errors (No.) 26 20 19 22 87
Maximum thoroughness (%) 76.9 70.0 68.4 59.1 66.7
Minimum thoroughness (%) 26.9 30.0 26.3 18.2 29.9
Average thoroughness (%) 50.2 52.0 45.5 40.5 47.1
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For the patterns group the thoroughness on each page and overall is shown in 

Table 6.19.

Table 6.19: Thoroughness on each page and overall for the site (patterns group)

Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Overall 
(4 pages)

Errors (No.) 26 20 19 ' 22 87
Maximum thoroughness (%) 76.9 95.0 89.5 81.8 80.5
Minimum thoroughness (%) 30.8 20.0 26.3 18.2 33.3
Average thoroughness (%) 51.4 55.5 50.7 45.7 50.8

The two groups performed similarly on thoroughness. To statistically compare 

their performance, the distribution of the number of errors identified was assessed for 

normality using the Shapiro-Wild test (see Appendix 6.16, Table 6.16.1), which is 

recommended for small sample sizes (Sen and Srivastava, 1990; Marques de Sa, 2003). 

The statistical test indicated no violation of the assumption of normality; however, due 

to the sample size of groups involved, the statistical comparison used both an 

independent samples T-test as well as the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. There 

was no significant difference between the two groups (T(37)= -  0.996, P=0.325, equal 

variances assumed; P=0.574, Mann-Whitney, see Appendix 6.16, Tables 6.16.2-3 for 

details). Although there was no statistical difference in the performance of the two 

groups, the patterns group performed better. The average thoroughness of the identified 

errors for the guidelines group was 47.1% (N=20, SD= 9.8) and for the patterns group 

50.8% (N=l 9, SD=12.8).

The most successful among the students found 80% of the errors on the pages. 

Sixteen students out of the thirty-nine participating identified more than 50% of the 

errors on the site, of whom nine were in the guidelines group and nine in the patterns 

group. The lowest thoroughness achieved was 29.9%.

Taking into account the average percentage of errors identified by a participant in 

the evaluation task was 49% it is estimated that three evaluators are required to reveal 

87% of the errors on the web site. This estimation is better than that reported by Nielsen 

(2000b), who claims that a typical value of the probability of finding an error is 31%. 

This percentage (49%) is also better than what Chevalier and Ivory (2003a) indicated in 

their experiment. When judging the performance of the groups, it should be taken into 

account that most of the errors embedded in the web page were easy to identify.
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6.4.3 Missed errors

In total, the study participants managed to identify every error on the pages, that is, 

thoroughness reached 100%, although some of the errors were identified by only a few 

of the students. Identified errors on the web site are most likely to be all real usability 

errors on the site, since 26 students in the first study had already evaluated the site and 

pinpointed the same errors. The new errors that were embedded in the pages, after 

consultation with another web designer, were also violating at least one usability 

principle each. Again, it should be pointed out that one caveat to the very good 

performance of students is that the errors on the web site were embedded simple errors 

compared to the errors that are found on real web sites; such surface errors tend to be 

easy identifiable by evaluators (Cockton and Woolrych, 2001).

The following Table 6.20 shows the number and percentage of errors missed and 

found on each page for the two groups separately.

Table 6.20: Number and percentage of errors missed and found in each page

No. of errors in page
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Page 1 27 1 3.7 96.3 0 0.0 100.0 •
ld?age;2i::i::; 21 0 0.0 100.0 0 0.0 100.0

Page 3 20 0 0.0 100.0 1 5.0 95.0
Page4 23 0 0.0 100.0 0 0.0 100.0
Total 91 1 1.1 98.9 1 1.1 98.9

The guidelines group missed one error on the first page while the patterns group 

missed one error on the third page. Failing to identify the particular errors is considered 

accidental since similar errors were identified by the groups on other pages. Each group 

managed to identify 98.9 % of the errors on the site.

6.4.4 False positives

Students reported a small number of false positives. The number of false positives was 

greater than those reported by the participants in the first study. The greater number of 

false positives could, however, be a consequence of the greater number of hits for each 

participant and not to other effects or failings of the students. Compared to the group of 

participants in the first study, the participants in this study were more confident and 

made more comments and suggestions for improvement.
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There were some false positives that could be classified as situational, i.e. errors 

that may not be reported in another case. A few of the students reported that there were 

some links with a violet colour. These links were visited links as a result of another 

student having already worked on the site on the same computer. In the interview some 

of these students were asked about this false positive and they replied that they knew the 

principle of using different colours for visited and unvisited links; however, they 

thought that the link colour was wrong, assuming that the site was being used for the 

first time. These errors were not considered false positives. A couple of students had 

already commented on the page when they performed the evaluation:

The colour of this link indicates that the link has been clicked and this confuses 
the visitor.

And another said:

Some of the links have red [violet] colour. Usually this colour is used to indicate 
that the link has been visited by the user.

The guidelines group reported 20 false positives and the patterns group 19. Students 

reported up to four false positives on a web site. In Table 6.21 below each row shows 

the number of false positives reported on a web site, followed by the number of students 

reporting that number of false positives.

Table 6.21: Number of false positives reported in a web site and number of students

Group Total
Guidelines Patterns

False positives 
No..

0 N (within group level %) 3 (15.0) 2(10.5) 5 (12.8)
1 N (within group level %) 5 (25.0) 9 (47.4) 14 (35.9)

M il N (within group level %) 7 (35.0) 6(31.6) 13 (33.3)
:;3il N (within group level %) 4 (20.0) 1 (5.3) 5 (12.8)
ISIS N (within group level %) 1 (5.0) 1 (5.3) 2(5.1)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

There was no significant difference in the number of false positives reported 

between the two groups (P=0.560, Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test, Appendix 6.16, 

Table 6.16.4 for details). For the test, the number of false positives was coded as 

categorical variable, i.e. there were five categories. Sometimes false positives were 

reported for the same element on each page of the site. In such cases the false positive 

counted only as one.

An account of the most characteristic and common false positives is given below. 

Three students indicated that one of the side columns was not the same as in the rest of
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the pages and that there was a box missing among the boxes promoting the company’s 

products. Students considered that consistency should apply to every element of the 

page, which is not correct, since putting several promotional elements in the same place 

does not alter the consistency of the page.

Two students reported as an error certain links that span more than one line within 

text. While links should not span more that one line in narrow columns without use of a . 

sign to indicate the start of each link, here students applied this advice to text, ignoring 

that links should be meaningful as well. Usually, long links within text do not confuse 

visitors as they do in narrow columns. Two more students pointed out that the search 

box should be somewhere else in a more prominent place; this false positive can only be 

attributed to students’ previous experience of other sites, since there was no 

guideline/pattern associated with search boxes.

One false positive, identified by one participant, was to eliminate buttons from the 

navigation bar that corresponded to the current page of the visitor; however, this would 

violate the consistency of the navigation and is considered a serious error. Finally, some 

students indicated that there was no button linked to “Home Page”; actually, there was a 

navigation button linked to the home page of the company but the button did not have 

the label “Home Page”. These students considered that only links labelled “Home Page” 

were eligible to serve this purpose despite the fact that another button was used for this, 

having a label the same as the heading of the home page of the company. Other false 

positives were about alignment, use of fonts, and colour of the text.

Students made several comments to improve presentation and the overall feel of 

the site. These comments were considered suggestions for improvement since they 

could not be classified as outright false positives. Comments revolved around the 

following issues:

• Use of empty space at the top of the page. It was suggested to put some images 

there or to use other design elements.

• Use of light blue colour to make the site more attractive.

• Use of bold fonts to highlight some words in the text.

• Different position of certain elements.

• Enhancements to help visitors navigate better.

• Suggestions to alternate colour in rows and for the use of bullets.

• Suggestions to achieve greater consistency.
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Clearly, some of these comments highlight that principles of usability were 

successfully transferred to novice designers using patterns and guidelines. Other 

students suggested improvements, indicating at the same time the usability principle, the 

problem, and the solution:

Scanning should be made easy. Here it is not easy to follow the line. Maybe use of 
alternating colours would be better.

Home page should be smaller in size and the content should be distributed to other 
pages.

Other suggestions that reflect usability principles and show the impact of patterns and 

guidelines are:

This box on the right column is not consistent from page to page. Fonts and size 
of fonts change, thus violating consistency on the site.

It would be possible to use a list of bookmarks on long pages to go to the place the 
user wants to reach without any scrolling.

To conclude, the participants in the first study and in the main study exhibited the same 

behaviour in the evaluation tasks, although those in the main study were more 

knowledgeable and thorough in their evaluation.

6.4.5 Easy and difficult to find errors

Some of the errors were reported only by a few students while others were reported by 

many. The easy to report errors, as in the first study, were those that could be identified 

by a simple inspection of the page.

Errors were classified into four categories according to the degree of difficulty of 

identification. The following Table 6.22 shows the classification based on the number 

of participants that reported the error. The first column shows the four categories, the 

second the number of students that managed to report errors in this category and the 

third the total number of errors at a given level of difficulty in the web site.

Table 6.22: Error categories and numbers of them in the site

Category Students reporting the error 
No.

Errors in the site 
No.

Difficult 0-9 21
Average 10-17 21

lEasyS'llî '-î 18-25 21
Very easy >=26 24
Total 87
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The most difficult errors to identify were:

1. Page title missing from pages or page title not being descriptive.

2. Missing link to the top of the page on long pages. Some students, while identifying 

the error on the first page, failed to do the same on other pages wherever necessary.

3. Labels in menus and navigation bars being inconsistent; labels should be consistent 

with the destination, or the label should be meaningful to the visitor.

4. Images should be accompanied by text to help visitors.

5. Consistent alignment of navigation bars.

6. Links being non-descriptive of the destination; this type of error requires careful 

examination of the links.

7. Links going to the wrong places; again, this would require interaction with the 

pages and careful examination of the links.

8. Home page being too long.

9. Some white space that caused inconsistency in the position of the elements.

10. Misalignments and missing separators in tables, but the seriousness of such errors is 

low.

The easier errors to find were related to missing elements, format of links and text

misalignments:

1. Page heading missing or incorrectly formatted.

2. Missing elements (i.e. repeated menu) at the bottom of each page implying 

inconsistency.

3. Missing elements at the top of each page, such as logos or images, causing 

inconsistency.

4. Space between elements or menu items placed inconsistently.

5. Different alignment in navigation elements (e.g., meta-navigation menu) at the top 

of the page.

6. Incorrect appearance of links, e.g., link not properly underlined, link not functioning 

correctly, or link presented in a colour other than the recommended blue colour.

7. Underlined text in several places; this was an easy to spot error in six different 

instances on the site.

8. Text items that could be presented better using bullets.

9. Poor visibility of the text, due to dark background or light colour of the font, 

resulting in low contrast and poor appearance.
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10. Text appearance, such as font style, use of capital letters, and font colour.

11. Misalignments of similar items within text.

6.4.6 A comparison based on the difficulty of identifying errors
Using the number of errors each participant identified is one way of examining and 

comparing the performance of the groups. Another way is to compare the number of 

students in each group who identified a particular error or group of errors. Such a 

comparison is presented below.

In order to compare the two groups, the number of participants reporting the error 

in the guidelines group is compared with the number of participants reporting the same- 

error in the patterns group. These two numbers are compared in the four categories of 

errors presented above in Table 6.22. For example, the number of very easy to find 

errors is 24. For each of these 24 errors two sets of 24 numbers are formed, one set for 

the guidelines group and one for the patterns group. Each number in the set represents 

the number of students in the group that have identified the error, i.e. the number of 

times the particular error was reported by the group. A comparison is performed, in the 

case of very easy errors, between the two sets of the 24 numbers.

The number of times an error was identified by a group depends on the number of 

experts involved in an evaluation. In this respect, the guidelines group involves one 

more student than the patterns group. To compensate for this inequality, instead of 

comparing the number of times a particular error is identified, the concept of group 

efficiency is defined and used. Group efficiency is defined as the number of times the 

error is identified divided by the number of participants in the group.

To statistically analyse the two groups the non-parametric Mann Whitney Test 

was used.

Table 6.23: Comparing group rates and group efficiency

Category of error Errors in 
category

P using times that 
errors are identified

P using group 
efficiency

C
at

eg
or

y Difficult 21 .009 .001
Average 21 .465 .120
Easy 21 .516 .890
Very easy 24 .916 .383

In all comparisons the patterns group performed better than the guidelines group. 

Table 6.23 shows the performance in each category of errors. Taking, for example, the 

first row in the category (difficult to find errors), there are 21 errors in this category. 

The comparison is based on the P values shown in the next two cells: the first cell
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shows the P value using the times errors were identified, and the second cell the P value 

using the group efficiency values. The cases where the patterns group is significantly 

better than the guidelines group are in bold and greyed out. Detailed statistical tests are 

included in Appendix 6.17 Tables 6.17.1-4.

It appears that the difficulty of an error is a factor affecting such comparisons. In 

order to gain a more lucid picture of how the degree of difficulty affects the 

performance of the groups, further tests were performed. The groups were compared in 

several circumstances, starting from the very difficult errors. The comparison starts for 

errors that only 0 and up to 8 participants identified, in order to have a reasonable 

number of errors for the comparison. The comparison, for simplicity, continues with 

errors that were identified by only 0-12, 0-16, 0-17, and 0-18 participants. After that 

number of participants (18) there are no significant differences between the two groups. 

Table 6.24 shows the comparison of the groups. Detailed statistical tests are included in 

Appendix 6.17 Tables 6.17.5-9.

The first column indicates the number of students who identified the errors and 

the next column how many errors were in that category.

Table 6.24: Group comparison using group rates and group efficiency.

Number o f students who 
identified the error Errors in category P using times that 

errors are identified
P using group 

efficiency
0-8 15 .004

0-12 27 lillll'IOOMIfiiiil
0-16 37 .060 .006
0-17 42 .134 .019
0-18 45 .304 .065

Again, in all comparisons the patterns group performed better than the guidelines 

group; in cases where the differences were statistically significant are highlighted in 

bold.

6.5 Results of the questionnaires
Finally, the students completed a post-test questionnaire to provide qualitative and 

quantitative data about their attitudes towards and opinions of patterns and guidelines. A 

copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix 6.18. The questionnaire was 

completed immediately after finishing the evaluation test. The following sections 

present some of the findings, examining the opinions of participants and comparing the 

two groups.
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6.5.1 Attitude towards patterns/guidelines
Several statements were used in the questionnaires to evaluate students’ attitude towards 

patterns/guidelines. Students indicated their agreement or disagreement with a statement 

using a five-point Likert-type scale. Participants rated patterns and guidelines based on 

their own experience studying and using patterns/guidelines; presumably, participants 

were not aware of the two alternative formats. Every possible effort was exercised to 

avoid diffusion of the tests and the material used. Students’ attitudes towards and 

opinions of patterns/guidelines are presented in the following table.

Table 6.25: Students’ attitudes towards patterns and guidelines

Q
ue

st
io

n
C

od
e

Statement
Guid

group
elines
(N=20)

Patt
group

ems
;n = i 9)

Mean SD Mean SD

Q ll The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very 
helpful in explaining how to improve a website. 4.200 .410 4.368 .496

Q12 I believe that the section in the course about the 
guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my skills. 3.850 .745 4.263 .562

Q21 How much time did you spend every week on studying 
and practising in the seminar? 2.700 .733 2.895 .658

Q22 How much time did you spend reading the booklet o f 
guidelines/patterns before the final examination? 1.600 .503 1.579 .507

Q31 How often did you use the booklet during the exercise for 
the design task? 2.500 .761 2.895 .809

Q32 In future, will you use guidelines/patterns if  you are 
required to design other sites? 4.200 .696 4.789 .419

Q41 The guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in 
designing websites, after learning FrontPage. 3.650 .813 4.105 .459

Q51 How useful were the guidelines/patterns for designing the 
Infolstos site? 3.900 .788 4.000 .745

Q52 How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the 
evaluation o f the site that was given to you? 4.100 .852 4.053 .780

Table 6.25 shows that both patterns and guidelines are considered by students 

useful for their improvement as designers and useful for the design and the evaluation 

tasks they performed. All students consider the tutorial and the booklet about 

patterns/guidelines very useful for the course and essential for the development of their 

skills as designers and evaluators.

Statistical analysis was performed using either a Pearson chi-square test or Fisher- 

Freeman-Halton test (Agresti, 1990; Howell, 2001; Pallant, 2001). See Appendix 6.19 

for details of the statistical tests regarding students’ attitude towards patterns and 

guidelines. Table 6.26 shows the P values for each of the statistical tests comparing the 

responses of the groups.
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Table 6.26: Comparison of opinions and attitudes

Q
ue

st
io

n
C

od
e

Statement P Test used

QH The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very 
helpful in explaining how to improve a website. .301

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q12 I believe that the section in the course about the 
guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my skills. .290

Fisher-F reeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q21 How much time did you spend every week on studying 
and practising in the seminar? .466

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q22 How much time did you spend reading the booklet o f 
guidelines/patterns before the final examination? .894

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Q31 How often did you use the booklet during the exercise for 
the design task? .512

F isher-F reeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q32 In future, will you use guidelines/patterns if  you are 
required to design other sites? .009

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q41 The guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in 
designing websites, after learning FrontPage. .331

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q51 How useful were the guidelines/patterns for designing the 
Infolstos site? .462

Fisher-Freeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Q52 How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the 
evaluation o f the site that was given to you? .531

Fisher-F reeman-Halton 
Exact Sig. (2-sided)

There was no significant difference between the two groups in all but one 

question (Q32, Table 6.26). Table 6.27 shows more details of the comparison of groups 

with students indicating their intention to use patterns/guidelines in the future for 

designing web sites: participants in the patterns group indicated the intention towards 

patterns and participants in the guidelines group indicated their intention towards 

guidelines.

Table 6.27: Intention to use patterns and guidelines

G roup Total
Guidelines P atterns

Intention for 
fu tu re use

3.00 N (within group level %) 3(15.0) 0 (0.0) 3 (7.7)
Mon N (within group level %) 10(50.0) 4(21.1) 14(35.9)
i ; .0 0 » N (within group level %) 7 (35.0) 15(78.9) 22 (56.4)

Total N (within group level %) 20(100.0) 19(100.0) 39(100.0)

Here there is a significant difference between the two groups (see Appendix 6.19 

for details). Although both groups are strongly inclined towards using guidelines and 

patterns again, the patterns group feels more strongly about employing patterns again in 

the future.

Overall, the results are in line with Borchers’ (2002) study where only patterns 

were used for teaching usability principles. The results also are in line with the first 

study where both patterns and guidelines were highly rated by participants. This
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indicates that either format is valued by students as providing knowledge and 

experience to novice designers.

6.5.2 Suggestions for improvements
One question in the questionnaire required students to make suggestions for 

improvements of patterns and guidelines. Two students in the guidelines group and four 

in the patterns group did not answer this question. The aspects that participants referred 

to in their suggestions for improvements are as follows:

Examples: Six students in the guidelines group and five in the patterns group 

asked for more examples. There was, however, a noticeable difference in attitudes 

between the two groups. The guidelines group was simply asking for more examples, 

while the patterns group requested examples of higher quality, with more illustrative 

details.

[I would like] more examples from several sites about the application of a specific 
pattern to improve my understanding (participant from the guidelines group).

More examples; especially collect examples and errors from beginners like us and 
present them (participant from the patterns group).

Three more members of the guidelines group asked for examples to be included 

together with guidelines or next to the text accompanying the guideline.

Coverage: Three students from the guidelines group asked for guidelines dealing 

with advanced issues and tutorials about the application of such guidelines, while three 

students from the patterns group suggested patterns about site architecture, technical 

details of web design and programming.

. Presentation of patterns/guidelines: Two students from the patterns group 

indicated that they were satisfied and that no particular improvement was necessary 

while one student from the guidelines group expressed the same view adding that it 

would be helpful “if there were more examples similar to the current ones included”.

Two students from the guidelines group asked for more guidelines and another 

one for more guidelines from current sets to be translated into Greek.

One student from each group suggested that more details be added to take into 

account the purpose of the site.

Two students from the patterns group made suggestions about the presentation of 

patterns: one asked for contents to be included, and another one for colour to be added 

in the printed booklets. Finally, two members of the patterns group asked that all this
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material and knowledge should be used from the beginning of the tutorial, and in 

parallel with the use and demonstration of FrontPage techniques.

6.6 Interviews and results
The last stage of the main study involved interviews with the participants. After the 

evaluation task, availability of the participants became problematic due to their 

involvement with end of term examinations. For these reasons, interviews were 

conducted by telephone.

There were 34 interviews conducted in all, with 16 students from the guidelines 

group and 18 from the patterns group. Interviews with the study participants supplied 

quantitative and qualitative data that were used for analysis. Questions from the 

interviews in the first study were revised and restructured. Part of the interview asked 

participants to compare patterns and guidelines. The comparison involved contrasting 

simple and compound patterns with corresponding guidelines. The four sets of patterns 

and guidelines are included in Appendix 6.22.

Interviews were semi-structured and conducted in a conversational format. An 

interview guide was used in order to control the pace of the interview (Merriam, 1998; 

Saunders et al., 2000; Seidman, 1998). The interview guide consisted of questions and 

issues to be explored, and was followed for each participant. A copy of the interview 

guide is presented in Appendix 6.20.

Interviewees were informed about the focus of the questions in order to prepare 

them, although there was a possibility that the interview could diverge from the 

interview guide. A selection of patterns and the corresponding guidelines was prepared 

and sent to the interviewees prior to the start of the interview. These patterns and 

guidelines were used for the comparison. Finally, interviewees were informed about 

how the interview would proceed and were asked for permission to record the interview 

and use the recording material for research purposes. Interviews were recorded using a 

voice recorder directly connected to the phone line, allowing recording of both parties 

involved. Questions that required a written response were sent back through e-mail, 

after the completion of the interview.

6.6.1 Quantitative analysis
Data obtained in the interviews were analysed using statistical tests. Data in qualitative 

format were quantified first for the purposes of the analysis.
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6.6.1.1 P reference o f  students for patterns and guidelines

Patterns and guidelines are two forms of expressing advice, knowledge, and design 

experience. The purpose of this analysis was to identify the form preferred by novice 

designers. In the first study a similar question was put to the participants. In addition for 

their preference, this study also asked students to elaborate and discuss why they made a 

particular choice.

Four different patterns and their corresponding guidelines were presented to the 

students (see Appendix 6.22). Each pattern was compared against the corresponding 

guideline/guidelines. There were two simple patterns (cases Simple 1 and Simple2), 

corresponding to one guideline each, and two compound patterns (cases Compound 1 

and Compound2) corresponding to four guidelines each; see Table 6.28 below.

Table 6.28: Patterns and guidelines for comparison

Case Pattern Name Guideline Title

Simplel 10. Meta Navigation lO.Use Meta Navigation
Simple2 17. To the Top Link 21. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page

Compoundl 14. Properly Placed and 
Descriptive Links

14. Provide Links where the User May Need Them
18. Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages
19. Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive
20. Designate Used Links

Compound2 25. Lists 32. Display Related Items in Lists
33. Introduce Each List
34. Format Lists to Ease Scanning
35. Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists

Students expressed their preference for the format after studying the matched pairs 

of patterns and guidelines on their own. Their preference expressed during the interview 

was quantified into categorical data and coded into three alternatives: guidelines, 

neutral, patterns.

The preference of the students in the two groups for simple and compound 

patterns is shown in the following Table 6.29.
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Table 6.29: Preference for simple and compound patterns (two groups)

Participants and their preference

Guidelines group Patterns group

Si
m

pl
el

Si
m

pl
e2

C
om

po
un

dl

C
om

po
un

d2

Si
m

pl
el

Si
m

pl
e2

C
om

po
un

dl

C
om

po
un

d2

Neutral 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Patterns 13 13 11 10 18 16 14 13
Guidelines 3 2 5 5 0 2 4 5
Total 16 16 16 16 18 18 18 18

The above Table 6.29 depicts the number of students for each of the two groups 

separately and their preference for each pair of pattern and guideline/guidelines.

The preferred format for the guidelines group is the pattern format even though 

the students in that group used guidelines; however, there is an increase on the number 

of participants preferring the guideline format in the two cases where compound 

patterns are compared against a set of corresponding guidelines (case Compound 1 and 

Compound2).

A similar comment can be made for the patterns group. The preferred format for 

the patterns group is the pattern format; however, there is still an increase on the number 

of participants, preferring the guideline format, in , the two cases where compound 

patterns were used, even though the students in the group used patterns.

The preference for patterns/guidelines for all participants is shown in the 

following Table 6.30 and Figure 6.1 using a bar graph.

Table 6.30: Preference for simple and compound patterns (all participants)

Participants and their preference (all participants)

Sim plel Simple2 Compoundl Compound2
Neutral 0 1 0 1
Patterns 31 29 25 23
Guidelines 3 4 9 10
Total W M 3 4 B m i 34
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All p a r t ic ip a n ts

□ Neutral

El FStterns

□  Guideline -2 3 -

Sinplel Sinple2 Com poundl Compound2

Figure 6.1: Preference of all participants

Looking at the example in the second column (case Simple2) of Figure 6.1 it can 

be seen that only one person has no preference for a particular format, while twenty- 

nine prefer the pattern format and only four the guideline format. The preference of all 

students for patterns is clear. Compound patterns present more complex advice and 

contain a multitude of usability guidelines. There are several patterns in the literature 

that are quite lengthy (e.g., van Duyne et al., 2002) and compound patterns of the study 

are like those patterns. The reason for forming compound patterns and employing them 

in the experiment was to investigate the use and application of such patterns. While the 

pattern format is still preferred even in the case of compound patterns, there is a small 

but noticeable increase in the number of people who like the guideline format when 

compared with compound patterns.

Another comparison that could be made is between the preference of students for 

simple vs. compound patterns by combining the two cases of simple patterns into one 

case, and the two cases of compound patterns into another one. Therefore, for the 34 

interviews this yielded 68 instances of comparing a simple pattern to a guideline and 68 

instances of comparing a compound pattern to guidelines. Table 6.31 shows the 

preference of students when comparing simple patterns with guidelines and when 

comparing compound patterns with guidelines.

Table 6.31: Preference towards simple and compound patterns

Preference 
Simple and Compound cases
Simple Compound

N % N %
Neutral 1 1.5 1 1.5
Patterns 60 88.2 48 70.6
Guidelines 7 10.3 19 27.9
Total 68 100 68 100
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Statistical analysis indicates that the difference between students’ preference for 

simple vs. compound patterns is statistically significant (P=0.015, Fisher-Freeman- 

Halton exact test, details in Appendix 6.21, Table 6.21.1). This analysis suggests that 

simple patterns are preferred over compound patterns by all students.

6.6.1.2 Format for presenting advice about web design
Toward the end of the interview, participants were asked to indicate their preference for 

a format by indicating their personal choice, using an ordinal scale. “Strongly”, 

“Moderately” and “Slightly” were used on the scale for either the patterns or the 

guideline format, and “Neutral” if no preference was indicated for either of them. The 

difference between this question and the questions analysed in the previous section was 

that students were here indicating their overall impression about patterns and guidelines 

without comparing any particular set of patterns and guidelines. The order of presenting 

the scale was reversed in half of the questionnaires to avoid bias.

The preference for patterns/guidelines for each group is shown graphically in the 

following Figure 6.2 using a bar graph. See also Appendix 6.21, Table 6.21.2.

□ Guidelines group 
■ Patterns group

P a tte r
S trom

G u id e lin e s
M o d era te ly

P a tte r
Slight

G u id e lin e s  
S lightly  N eu tra l

C u id e lin e s  
S trong ly

Figure 6.2: Preference for a particular format (two groups)

Statistical analysis indicates that there no significant difference in the preference 

of students (P=0.108, Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test, details in Appendix 6.21, Table 

6.21.2). This analysis suggests that the preference for a particular format to present 

advice and knowledge is the same for both groups, namely, in favour of patterns, 

despite the fact that one group was taught and used guidelines in the tests.

Another test can be performed combining all the categories in the patterns and all 

those in the guidelines respectively into one category each. This will yield three 

categories for comparison: guidelines, neutral and patterns. Statistical analysis again 

indicates that there is no significant difference between the two groups of students
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(P=0.160, Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test, details in Appendix 6.21, Table 6.21.3). In 

this case 8.8% of the 34 students prefer guidelines, 5.9% have no preference and 85.3% 

prefer patterns.

6.6.2 Qualitative analysis of interviews
In addition to the quantitative analysis above, the comments and answers from the 

interviews were also subjected to qualitative analysis. In this section the recurrent 

themes identified by analysing and coding the data collected in the interviews are 

presented.

The qualitative analysis allowed summarising the themes regarding the qualities 

of the patterns/guidelines as perceived by the students, the reasons for students 

preferring one or the other format, and the advantages or drawbacks of 

patterns/guidelines from the designers’ perspective.

Several authors strongly recommend using a software package to assist the 

researcher in analysing data in a qualitative study (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Patton, 

2002; Richards, 2005). Data from interviews were organised and analysed using a 

qualitative data analysis software package, NVivo v.7 by QSR International (2007).

In total 34 out of the 39 participants in the design and evaluation test were 

interviewed (87% response rate). There were 16 interviews conducted with participants 

from the guidelines group and 18 with participants from the patterns group. In the 

following sections, where the qualitative analysis is presented, participants in the 

patterns group are identified as PI, P2, ..., PI8 and participants in the guidelines groups 

as Gl, G 2,..., G16.

During the opening and closing stages of the interviews students were asked to 

reflect on the reasons they participated in the seminar, their experience with the 

tutorials, and their overall impression of the seminar. Due to the voluminous data 

collected, the taped interviews were listened to first and only those parts considered of 

interest and related to the purposes of the study were transcribed. Although these data 

are useful for the future conduct of the course it was decided to leave them out of the 

transcription for brevity. Every single reference to patterns and guidelines was included 

in the transcription. Parts of the interviews referring to the way the tutorials conducted, 

the problems students encountered or students’ overall impression, suggestions for 

future tutorials, etc. were not transcribed. The full transcriptions would not have added 

any more data to the analysis of the interviews.
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The transcribed data was imported into NVivo as documents in Greek. Data were 

coded using an open coding process. The initial coding imposed no structure on the 

coding themes and was exploratory. The transcription of the tapes had already revealed 

themes and made identification of ideas and concepts expressed by the participants 

easier. The subsequent coding iterations, apart from ensuring accuracy and consistency, 

involved further coding and at the same time categorisation of codes into a tree structure 

that started to reveal trends and themes.

The coding was performed by the researcher. Minor amendments in the coding 

were performed by another coder, who double examined the whole process. See 

Appendix 6.23 for a sample of the analysis of the qualitative data using Nvivo. Table 

6.32 shows the themes in categories for patterns and guidelines as they are described in 

the following subsections.

Table 6.32: Themes of the qualitative analysis

Guidelines P atterns
Rationale for preferring guidelines 
Perceived advantages o f guidelines 
Negative opinion about guidelines 
Guidelines as chunks o f knowledge

Rationale for preferring patterns 
Perceived advantages o f patterns 

Educational value o f patterns 
Impact o f the format 

Number o f examples with patterns and guidelines 
Use o f patterns/guidelines by novices and experts

6.6.2.1 Rationale for preferring guidelines
The rationale given by students for liking patterns or guidelines is described separately 

for simple versus compound patterns.

a) Guidelines compared with simple patterns
The main reason for preferring guidelines in this case was that they are compact and 

simple and that everything that needs to be said is included. One student (participant 

G16), however, commented that even in this case an example next to the guideline 

would make the guideline even better. Another student (participant G7) disputed the 

usefulness of many examples with patterns, and indicated that in the case of patterns the 

examples (two examples were included with the specific pattern) make “a certain 

impression on the designer and restrict his imagination and creativity”.

b) Guidelines compared with compound patterns
The preference of students for guidelines increased from 10.3%, in the case of simple 

patterns, to almost 27.9% (see Table 6.31) when guidelines are compared with 

compound patterns. The main justification given for preferring the guideline format is
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that guidelines present a design problem in separate pieces of advice or steps, in a short 

and compact way. Students were comparing guidelines against two compound patterns: 

one about links and another one about lists (see Appendix 6.22). Students seem to 

consider lists and links as one design problem each. Guidelines are pieces of advice or 

rules that are given in a series of statements. One student, who preferred patterns when 

simple patterns were used for comparison, commented that:

With both formats, I am getting the same information and advice more or less. I 
should indicate that both help me to understand the issues, in contrast to my 
previous choice [a case where simple pattern was examined], but if I need to 
choose one of the two formats I would prefer guidelines since they are presented 
in a simpler way, sequentially, one after the other (participant PI).

Another student, who also preferred patterns in the case of simple patterns, added that 

the presence of many guidelines, instead of one pattern, affects the user in a positive 

way:

Here the four guidelines describe the rules in a clear and essential way without 
putting any strain on the reader. I prefer guidelines because they give the advice 
without many lines [of text], although I would have liked examples to be next to 
the advice. Patterns in this case have too many examples and perhaps some of 
them are redundant (participant G3).

The issue with examples and the presentation of a compound pattern was indicated by 

other students as well:

The number of examples, combined with the position and alignment within the 
text, may strain the user and not help him understand the principles. Guidelines, 
being separate pieces of advice one after the other, are easier for someone to study 
(participant P9).

Other students shared the view that, after the tutorials about web design and the tutorials 

about patterns/guidelines, they have a sufficient level of knowledge and consider that 

only a short presentation is needed to teach a principle:

The short and concise presentation will also help someone to search and find more 
easily what is needed with the help of short and separate pieces of advice, like that 
offered by guidelines (participant G15).

Such opinions indicate that the presentation of complex design issues in separate pieces 

of advice seems to help the organisation of knowledge as well; also, that while patterns 

may be better to present design issues to beginners, guidelines are more suitable for 

experienced designers to be used for reference and as a body of principles to search
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through and apply if needed. This issue of the designer’s level of experience employing 

patterns and guidelines is detailed in Section 6.6.2.10.

6.6.2.2 Perceived  advantages o f  guidelines

The best characteristics of guidelines are described with words such as short, 

descriptive, compact, easy to understand, and easy to read and scan through.

According to the students, guidelines are short and, therefore, it is easy to under

stand the focus of each guideline. At the same time they go to the heart of the problem 

without any introduction and examples. In this way it is easier for the reader to study 

them. There is no need for many comments and explanations. The way in which 

guidelines are presented is descriptive enough to portray the principles or make a strong 

case for applying the guideline.

The main themes identified in the interviews regarding the advantages of 

guidelines were format of guidelines and guideline titles. Format refers to the structure 

of guidelines and their way of being presented. Titles are a theme that emerged 

unexpectedly in the interviews.

The format and presentation of guidelines are being commented on in a positive 

way, both individually and as a corpus of knowledge:

Guidelines are structured and organised. The problems are presented one by one 
and in this way their location, within the body of guidelines, can be identified. At 
the same time it is easier to perform a quick search and find the relevant ones of 
interest (participant PI6).

The emphasis here is on the structure of guidelines, presented one after the other with 

no examples interrupting the presentation. Students also pinpointed the absence of many 

examples in guidelines improving their presentation. Examples are not always 

considered a necessity and this is contrasted with patterns. However, reference is made 

to the desirability, in the case of an experienced designer, in using advice without any 

examples:

Sometimes there are too many examples in the case of patterns, and in some cases 
they are so obvious that there is no need for them. Guidelines are usually more 
compact and comprehensive and help someone to make a quick revision of 
usability principles. Examples are already known to the designer; the designer 
simply goes through the guidelines just in case there is something missing from 
the designed site (participant P10).

The titles of guidelines offer a lot of information and also provide a way to reference the 

full body of guidelines presented to the students; this makes them easy to use as a list of
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recommended or desirable elements for a site. Moreover, titles offer to a designer a 

quick way of skipping though guidelines without reading any text, serving as a list of 

useful pieces of advice:

My attention is drawn to the titles, the small sentences that describe the guideline. 
They are clear and easy to comprehend and they help me find what I’m looking 
for. There is no need to study the full body of text, as in the case of patterns, and 
this is an advantage; you simply search for the guideline you need and have a look 
at it (participant G8).

What I like in guidelines are the headings [titles]: they are accurate and to the 
point; they are concise; they are easy to read. Guidelines are suitable to flick 
through and remind you of what you should do and what to avoid in web design 
(participant P7).

These comments put the emphasis now on the titles and not the structure of the 

guidelines as a body.

The length of compound patterns is suggested as a drawback of patterns and at the 

same time it is indicated that one title of a guideline or one successful example is 

enough for designers to remember the advice given by the guideline. The fact that 

guidelines are short, shorter than patterns, and are presented in a compact way, even in 

the case of simple patterns, is considered an advantage of guidelines.

6.6.23 Negative opinion about guidelines
Some students did not express any positive response to guidelines, two of whom were in 

the guidelines group and three in the patterns group. Their comments indicated that 

there is nothing special about the guideline format and that they prefer patterns. The 

most severe critique of guidelines was as follows:

What I have read in the guidelines is not presented in an interesting way in order 
to study and get something useful. This makes employing guidelines even more 
difficult (participant G13).

6.6.2 A Guidelines as chunks of knowledge
During the interview a couple of students referred to the compound patterns used for the 

comparison to specifically highlight the advantages of the guideline format:

The most attractive feature of the use of guidelines, in case of a specific design 
issue, is that they can be short, that is, you can create another guideline or add 
another one if the existing guideline gets too complicated and large (participant 
G il).
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The comment, not very clear in the student’s own words, suggests that patterns can be 

kept short and that short advice is better than long presentations as in the case of 

compound patterns. If it is necessary to expand on a piece of advice or add something 

important, then a new guideline could be formed, thus keeping guidelines short and 

compact.

6.6.2.5 Rationale for preferring patterns
While comparing patterns and guidelines, students explained why they prefer one or the 

other format. The reasons given by students for preferring patterns are described 

separately for simple and compound patterns respectively. Patterns were the most 

popular choice in both cases.

a) Guidelines compared with simple patterns
Most students argue for having a preference for patterns using the following theme:

A pattern is better because it explicitly describes clearly when the pattern is used, 
what the problem is, which solution to apply, and all these together with examples 
(participant G14).

Examples are considered by students an inseparable part of the pattern:

The description here [pattern] is better and helps someone who is not familiar 
with designing web pages. The examples together with the delineation of the 
problem contribute significantly towards this as well (participant G4).

Another student indicated that the reasons patterns are better are as follows:

. . ..because it explains when to use this pattern and how to implement it and also it 
has more examples than the corresponding guideline (participant G2).

The above comment suggests that patterns seem to be, to some of the students, 

guidelines presented in a richer way.

b) Guidelines compared with compound patterns

Once again, the majority of students indicated that patterns are preferred to guidelines. 

Again, the main justification was the examples being together with the problem and the 

solution. Lack of examples is considered a serious drawback of guidelines, especially 

now that one pattern corresponds to a set of guidelines. Students commented that it is 

not easy to understand guidelines:

It is not easy to follow the logic of guidelines, although there is a sequence of 
useful pieces of advice, unless you have studied the patterns first (participant P6).
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Positioning the examples next to the description helps in understanding quickly 
what is this all about since the user is not obliged to go forwards and backwards to 
check out the examples, as in the case of guidelines. Also, although I think that 
this particular pattern is somehow not complete yet and the elements are bolted 
together, my overall impression is still that they are better than the guidelines. 
However, it would be useful, if together with the examples, there were a clear 
indication when the example should be applied or avoided since some of the 
issues are so subtle here (participant G10).

The last sentences in the above comment indicate that examples should be successful 

and clear in their support of the particular pattern. It should be noted that students made 

similar comments in the first study as well. At the same time the participant points out 

that patterns can be improved, especially compound patterns.

6.6.2.6 Perceived advantages of patterns
The perceived advantages of patterns are highlighted with words such as detailed, 

descriptive, explanatory, informing, illustrative, and revealing. According to the 

comments, patterns explain “what component to apply”, “why something should be 

there”, “what should be included” and “how to implement a pattern”. This makes 

patterns more explanatory, understandable, and constructive. The statement of the 

problem and the examples are also factors contributing to an understanding of the issues 

and of how the solution should be presented. Patterns are not considered to be as 

prescriptive as guidelines.

The main characteristics of patterns that influenced the preference of students are 

format and examples. The concepts of examples and format were coded in NVivo in 

cases where explicitly or implicitly mentioned during the interviews. Code occurrence 

is assumed to quantify the importance of the particular theme for the respondents. Code 

occurrences were calculated using NVivo: examples were mentioned 56 times while 

format 37 times.

Format is considered to make a pattern well-written and presentable. Presenting a 

problem, the solution, and examples make it more interesting and inspirational. The 

solution part, given in a couple of lines, helps in better remembering the pattern:

Of the two formats I prefer the pattern, since examples are offered along the text 
and therefore it is more comprehensible. Also, the pattern describes the solution in 
a couple of lines, thus helping me to better remember what to do (participant P3).

It should be noted that the solution part of a pattern was most of the times presented 

using the title of the corresponding guideline.
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The format of patterns makes them more readable and gives structure, the same 

one, across all patterns. Students see patterns as a structure consisting of a problem and 

a solution, and examples as presenting knowledge and advice. Some comments about 

students’ perceptions of patterns are the following:

A pattern is more analytical and descriptive and helps someone not familiar with 
designing. Factors that contribute towards these attributes of the pattern are the 
examples included with the pattern and the statement of the problem that the 
designer faces, followed by the analysis of the problem (participant Gl).

Other students refer to the format of patterns more explicitly:

There is an analytical description of the elements involved here and the reasons 
why they are applied by employing the problem-solution format. This format 
helps me because there are references to the same problems that I have come 
across several times and the solution to these problems is given (participant PI7).

This arrangement of a problem followed by a solution plus examples is what students 

find interesting and inspiring. At the same time, they realise that some patterns are just 

components that can be added to the page, although changes can be made to the 

suggested application of a pattern:

I prefer the pattern because the statement of the problem, the solution, and the 
examples spur my interest and imagination. I also agree with the idea of copying 
and using something useful; afterwards, once the pattern is there, I can try to make 
it better (participant P2).

Here, there is an explanation of the problem in detail and also what steps should 
be taken to solve the problem. Also, with the use of examples you can understand 
exactly what should be done by simply looking at them. Examples also help you 
form some ideas about your own web pages (participant P7).

Examples were the other main characteristic of patterns. However, examples, as 

indicated above, are part of the format. Most of the discussion regarding the advantages 

of patterns, although other features were mentioned as well, had a bearing on the 

examples included in the pattern:

The pattern is better developed and detailed. It offers an analysis of what actions 
should be taken and how important is each action. Moreover, an example is 
included that shows an application of the pattern. The fact that a pattern explains 
exactly what should be done is good for me. In this way a pattern helps novices 
but also advanced designers (participant PI4).
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I prefer the pattern because the examples that are given are together with the text 
and this makes pattern clearer (participant G2).

Examples were included with guidelines as well, in a separate section after the 

guidelines. Most of the students considered the examples to be part of a guideline and as 

closely related and linked to the guideline as examples in the case of patterns:

I consider that the pattern assists me more since it contains essentially not only the 
guideline itself but also examples. I can say with confidence that these examples 
are the best way of presentation. The guidelines do come with examples but 
patterns are structured with a persistent format: title, when to use, problem, and 
solution (participant PI2).

6.62.1 Educational value of patterns
Patterns are being highlighted by students as having increased educational value for 

teaching usability principles:

The presentation [of the principle] is definitely better using the pattern structure; 
this structure is one that will stay with the reader. It includes examples in a direct 
way and not at the end, and is better organised, employing a sequence of when to 
use the pattern, the problem, the solution, etc (participant G8).

While the term “understandable” was used many times, another term that was also used 

as an attribute of patterns was “pleasant”. These terms add to the educational value of 

patterns:

A pattern is more understandable and pleasant to read; I also believe that it is 
presented more clearly and portrays in the best way the term “Meta-navigation” 
[the name of the pattern] and what needs attention during the application of the 
pattern. Furthermore, examples are included with the presentation of the pattern 
(participant PI 6).

The format of patterns attracted students’ attention and suggested greater use of patterns 

as a means of presenting knowledge in other fields as well:

Patterns are easy to remember without a particular effort and this is mainly due to 
the examples and illustrations included. I really believe that if every book I 
studied had the same rationale and structure, they would be much better 
(participant P4).

6.6.2.8 Impact of the format
Students were aware that in essence the same information was presented in two 

different formats. This was indicated on several occasions:
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In this case the pattern is more comprehensible, since it gives details of the 
problem and the solution. However, both patterns and guidelines describe the 
same thing (participant Gl).

One reason that students were neutral towards patterns and guidelines was that in 

essence only the presentation was different between patterns and guidelines:

Essentially, the pieces of advice given and the textual information is the same. In 
this case, I can not say that I like one more than the other (participant G6).

Despite this, the impact of examples and structure seem to affect novice designers more 

and this leads them to prefer the pattern format by far:

The pattern is more usable since it includes those principles that are presented in 
the guidelines, and also the presence of examples in the form of images makes it 
easier for the student to understand the issue (participant P5).

6.6.2.9 Number of examples with patterns and guidelines
Most of the students preferred many examples with patterns; this was pointed out in the 

questionnaire where suggestions for improvement of the patterns and guidelines were 

made. One student, however, indicated that several examples given without careful 

consideration of their position within the text may confuse the reader.

The inclusion of a sensitising image (Fincher, 1999a, 1999b, 2002), apart from the 

examples included at the end of the pattern, is considered useful and contributes to the 

understanding of the patterns:

A characteristic picture immediately after the title shows exactly what the pattern 
talks about and how it improves usability (participant G2).

One student argued about the merit of using many examples but the background to the 

argument is that the designer is already experienced and examples are known and 

obvious:

Sometimes there is no need for so many examples to be given with a specific 
pattern; some of them are self-evident and maybe they should be omitted. In these 
cases guidelines are more informing and helpful in reading quickly through 
guidelines since the designer has the examples already in his mind. He simply 
goes through the guidelines to check if something is missing (participant G10).

Examples and pictures seem to be considered necessary even in the case of the most 

committed proponents of guidelines. One student, who indicated a preference for 

guidelines on each and every one of the four occasions where patterns and guidelines 

were being compared, commented that:
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In general, the guideline format is my personal choice, being small, compact and 
coming with all the necessary information. In this case, however, it would be good 
to have an example close to the text (participant G7).

6.6.2.10 Use of patterns/guidelines by novices and experts
There were several times that students, while commenting on their preference for either 

guidelines or patterns, referred to the level of experience a designer should have in order 

to employ patterns or guidelines more effectively. Patterns were suggested for use by 

persons who have no experience in web design, while guidelines were suggested for use 

by designers who know the problems of web design and have come across usability 

problems. One student explained:

Since they [designers] have come across the problem and know the issues 
involved, even one simple guideline is more than enough to get the essential 
meaning and apply the advice successfully (participant G5).

Guidelines are suggested as a checklist; the designer can use them to check if the web 

site conforms to the collection of guidelines:

If someone is familiar with designing web pages and simply wants to check some 
important issues related to web pages, then guidelines should help because are 
compact and short (participant G12).

The same viewpoint, underlining that guidelines are more suitable for designers with a 

certain degree of experience, is expressed in the following comment:

Guidelines should be used by someone who has the essential knowledge of web 
design and uses the booklet to get advice; in this way it will be difficult to forget 
something important (participant P3).

This impression of students that guidelines are more suitable for experts than beginners 

comes from the fact that examples are not included with the text, while patterns always 

have an example, which makes it easier to understand the design principle or issue. 

However, the format of patterns is being suggested as another reason for patterns being 

more appropriate for introducing principles of usability to beginners:

Each pattern is presented in sections, i.e., when to use the pattern, the associated 
problem and the solution. This makes it easier to study than text alone. Therefore, 
I think that a manual with patterns in the hands of a beginner will enable him to 
design an interesting site (participant P10).
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Summarising, several students considered that patterns should be used by both 

beginners and expert designers while guidelines were considered more appropriate for 

use by experts and typically as a reference for good design practices.

6.7 Summary
This chapter described in detail the main study of this research endeavour. Participants 

were from an engineering oriented department and their motivation, enthusiasm, and 

involvement in the tutorials were genuine.

The initial stage of the study made sure that participants were ready to be engaged 

in the post-treatment design session, i.e., that they had developed the necessary skills to 

apply without effort the usability principles taught with the help of patterns and 

guidelines. Students adopted design habits to a great degree, following the advice given 

by patterns and guidelines, as was evident in the post-treatment design and evaluation 

tests. The level of adopting usability principles was found to depend on the extent to 

which patterns and guidelines affected the design habits of the participants but also on 

the individual person as well.

The two groups of students were compared using the scores in a design task given 

by three independent evaluators applying specific metrics. Also groups were compared 

in an evaluation task using the thoroughness of each participant in identifying errors in a 

web site. Several sections of the chapters reported the statistical analyses conducted on 

data collected. Data were checked for conformity to assumptions to ensure that the 

appropriate statistical tests were conducted.

Other data collected via questionnaires and interviews were analysed statistically 

and through qualitative analysis.

. Participants in the patterns group performed significantly better in the design task 

with regards to the application of principles conveyed through patterns and guidelines. 

The performance of the two groups in the evaluation task was comparable; however, 

students in the patterns group performed significantly better than students in the 

guidelines group in errors that are difficult to identify and report. Another comparison 

was made between compound and simple patterns, using the students’ scores in the 

design test and specific questions during the interviews. What is very clear, from both 

questionnaires and interviews, is that all participants, regardless of their group, value the 

pattern format and are strongly in favour of it.
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Analysis of the qualitative data collected through interviews revealed themes 

concerning the advantages and drawbacks of patterns and guidelines, and which also 

highlighted the reasons for students’ preference for patterns.

A detailed discussion of the findings presented in this chapter is provided in the 

next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Discussion of Research Findings

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 the research data related to this investigation was analysed. This chapter 

provides a general discussion of the study’s findings in accordance with the objectives 

of the study and in relation to the literature. It should be kept in mind that published 

literature and research on this topic, comparing design patterns and guidelines and their 

respective utility for novice designers, is limited.

This chapter is divided into six sections. Section 7.2 presents an overview of the 

main results that address the objectives of the study, while Section 7.3 discusses further 

findings on patterns and guidelines. Section 7.4 presents issues related to the validity 

and reliability of the study. Finally, Section 7.5 describes certain limitations of the study 

followed by a brief summary in Section 7.6.

7.2 R esults o f  the study

This section outlines the main results of the research. Previous work in this area is 

limited and mainly focuses on comparing a group using no patterns with a group using 

patterns. In one case experienced and inexperienced designers were used (Chung et al., 

2004), while in another experiment designers with at least two years experience took 

part (Saponas et al., 2006). Cowley and Wesson (2005) compared patterns and 

guidelines based on the opinions of two groups of students, one using guidelines and the 

other patterns, but only results about perceived characteristics are presented.
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The findings of the present research suggest that patterns can have a greater 

impact on students than guidelines. Certain rules should be followed in the presentation 

and format of the patterns. Compound patterns should be avoided at the beginning and 

patterns should be simple and not extensive in order to have a greater effect on novice 

designers. Patterns and guidelines presenting usability principles and practices are a 

very effective strategy of integrating knowledge into classroom teaching and 

influencing students’ design habits and practices.

7.2.1 Overview of main findings

The main findings in relation to the objectives proposed in this thesis indicate that: 

Design

[FI] There is a statistically significant difference, in favour of the patterns group, in 

the overall scores for the design task between students using patterns and 

students using guidelines.

[F l.l] There is a statistically significant difference in the overall scores for the 

design task, using only objective metrics.

[FI.2] There is no significant difference in the scores for each individual metric 

in the design task between students using patterns and those using 

guidelines. In most metrics, students in the patterns group performed 

better.

[F1.3] Compound patterns negatively affect the performance of students. 

Evaluation

[F2] There is no statistically significant difference between the groups in the 

evaluation task using thoroughness as a measure.

[F2.1] There is a statistically significant difference between the groups when 

the difficulty of predicting an error is taken into account; students in the 

patterns group performed significantly better than students in the 

guidelines group in errors that were difficult to find and report.

Attitude

[F3] The perceived advantages of patterns and guidelines are considered to be equal 

before participants become aware of the other format.
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Preference

[F4] The students’ preference for one or the other format strongly favours the pattern 

format. Preference was measured by comparing patterns against guidelines in 

four cases for each participant.

[F5] There is a statistically significant difference between the students’ preference for 

simple patterns and their preference for compound patterns. Simple patterns are 

preferred over compound patterns for presenting knowledge and experience.

[F6] There is no statistically significant difference in the overall preference for a 

specific format for presenting advice between the groups. The preferred format, 

by both groups, is patterns.

In the following sections each of these findings will be discussed.

7.2.2 Design

[FI] There is a statistically significant difference, in favour of the patterns group, in 

the overall scores for the design task between students using patterns and 

students using guidelines.

Despite the numerous methods for evaluating web sites, it seems that most are not 

suitable for evaluating web sites like those developed by novice designers. In such sites 

there may be a number of violations that badly affect the overall score but may not 

reflect the application of patterns and guidelines.

For example, one method that seems to be suitable is the method proposed by 

Olsina and Rossi (2002). They implemented a web site quality evaluation method 

(WebQEM) that uses scores calculated by features analysis or requirements. Each 

feature is evaluated quantitatively using the “Logic Scoring Preference Method” (LSP 

method) (Dujmovic, 1996), which results in a score using weights and logical operators. 

Low level features are measured first and are then combined into aggregation blocks 

that eventually produce scores for characteristics such as usability and functionality.

However, using WebQEM still requires subjective measures and weights. 

Furthermore, Yip and Mendes (1995) commented that employing WebQEM and the 

LSP method to measure web usability produced several problems with regards to the 

consistency of LSP scores across subjects. Despite this, such a scheme is promising but 

requires some refinement for a particular study.

Similar studies (Chung et al., 2004; Saponas et al., 2006) used newly developed 

metrics and heuristics, which are daunting tasks by themselves. In the current study, 19
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metrics were used to evaluate the web pages designed by the participants. In effect, the 

metrics reflect the application of each of the patterns and their corresponding guidelines 

using the grading scheme developed for the study.

Table 7.1 shows the metrics and the total and average performance of the groups. 

Column seven (titled “Better”) in the table indicates which group performed better, 

based on the mean difference (shown in the next column). The last two columns show 

P-values for the T-test and Mann-Whitney test.

Table 7.1: Metrics, group performance and differences

Metric
code

Guidelines Group Patterns Group

Be
tte

r I | M
an

n
W

hi
tn

ey

Total Average Total Average
1 M01 Cl 154.766 7.738 154.237 8.118 Patterns 0.379 0.409 0.943
2 M02_N3 122.667 6.133 145.999 7.684 Patterns 1.551 0.107 0.072
3 M03 N6 81.000 4.050 117.000 6.158 Patterns 2.108 0.148 0.146
4 M04_N9 162.667 8.133 155.000 8.158 Patterns 0.025 0.955 0.596
5 M05 N4 114.000 5.700 114.500 6.026 Patterns 0.326 0.565 0.342
6 M06 N5 101.250 5.063 112.500 5.921 Patterns 0.859 0.544 0.581
7 M07 LI 112.062 5.603 117.903 6.205 Patterns 0.602 0.188 0.156
8 MO 8 L2 154.500 7.725 157.500 8.289 Patterns 0.564 0.273 0.420
9 M09L8 40.500 2.025 63.000 3.316 Patterns 1.291 0.332 0.363

10 M10 L5 54.000 2.700 96.000 5.053 Patterns 2.353 0.079 0.104
11 Ml 1_T6 89.000 4.450 68.000 3.579 Guidelines -0.871 0.493 0.542
12 M12 T9 141.500 7.075 135.500 7.132 Patterns 0.057 0.929 0.767
13 M13 D4 93.000 4.650 135.000 7.105 Patterns 2.455 0.074 0.075
14 M14T1 161.589 8.079 147.376 7.757 Guidelines -0.323 0.298 0.438
15 M15 El 115.333 5.767 111.667 5.877 Patterns 0.111 0.841 0.682
16 M16_T3 168.000 8.400 161.000 8.474 Patterns 0.074 0.805 0.801
17 M17 T4 171.000 8.550 171.000 9.000 Patterns 0.450 0.096 0.083
18 Ml 8 T8 115.967 5.798 119.574 6.293 Patterns 0.495 0.341 0.181
19 M19D2 167.667 8.383 162.334 8.544 Patterns 0.161 0.501 0.976

There was no significant difference between the two groups, even though the 

patterns group performed slightly better, in 17 out of the 19 metrics [F1.2].

However, the difference between the groups is statistically significant when a 

comparison is made using the overall score of each student [FI]. What is also important 

is that even if the objective metrics are used, i.e. metrics where all evaluators gave the 

same scores, the difference is still significant [Fl.l].

Metrics measure the application of patterns/guidelines, hence the degree to which 

a metric reflects usability depends on the particular pattern/guideline. However, the 

usability each pattern/guideline holds is difficult to estimate. Two sites may have the 

same score but one may score higher in metrics that are important in usability and the 

other higher in metrics that are not. Since metrics carry the same weight and are
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measured on a 0-9 scale, the two sites may have the same overall score but not the same 

usability.

There was also a statistically significant difference in the overall scores in the 

design task using only objective metrics, which are easy to employ, because they rely 

on objective criteria. Objective metrics enhance the validity of the study.

The patterns group performed worse than the guidelines group in two metrics that 

measure application of compound patterns. By removing all four compound patterns 

from the statistical analysis the difference between the groups remains statistically 

significant and increases in favour of the patterns group [F1.3]. This is a secondary 

result and is intrinsically less reliable that the primary results of the study (see Section 

6.3.5).

7.2.3 Evaluation

[F2] There is no statistically significant difference between the groups in the 

evaluation task using thoroughness as measure.

Usability evaluation studies, focussed on comparing evaluation methods, use a number 

of measures to determine the performance of the evaluators (Sears, 1997). This study 

used thoroughness and the number of false positives as measures. Several other 

measures can be employed in a usability evaluation. Validity of a usability evaluation is 

a measure that calculates the success of the evaluator against the total errors reported, 

that is true errors identified and false positives. Using validity and thoroughness the 

effectiveness of the participant can be calculated. Hartson et al. (2001) propose that 

severity ratings should be taken into account in order to define a better criterion of 

effectiveness. Furthermore, reliability and downstream utility (Hartson et al., 2001) are 

suggested as measures for comparing usability evaluation methods. Effectiveness can 

also be categorised as superficial and actual effectiveness (Cockton et al., 2003; 

Cockton and Woolrych, 2001).

Such measurements require complex evaluation tasks, which are explained in 

Section 6.4.1. The experiments were intended for groups which were compared on their 

design task rather than the evaluation of web site, mainly because the set of guidelines 

and to a greater extent patterns are intended for design guidance. However, an extensive 

evaluation task may offer some advantages as described in Section 9.5.

Several studies (Bailey, 2001; Law and Hvannberg, 2004; Woolrych and Cockton, 

2001) have criticised heuristic evaluations and expert reviews, indicating that there is 

very little overlap in findings between expert review and usability testing. Indicative of
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this position is Bailey (2001), who states that for every true error there is more that one 

false positive reported. Other studies dispute such findings (Bamum, 2003; Molich and 

Dumas, 2004). Still, an expert review is the cheapest and quickest method of 

performing an evaluation before the web site is published on the internet. Such an 

approach should be used as a formative method of evaluation to complement other 

evaluation techniques.

Law and Hvannberg (2004) suggest that the effectiveness of usability evaluation 

methods depends on the tasks, the techniques, the context, the experience, and the 

characteristics of the evaluators. Chevalier and Ivory (2003a) report an average 

thoroughness of 36% for participants in their investigation. In the first study, average 

thoroughness was close to 32%, and in the main study it reached 48.9%, which is 

considered to be quite high. There was no statistically significant difference between the 

performance of the groups on thoroughness and false positives.

The good performance of the study participants in the evaluation task, compared 

to other studies, can be attributed to the following factors:

• Errors on web pages were mostly easy to find and surface errors that required no 

extensive or complex interactions.

• Errors were close to the sense of good design practices, which students developed 

during the web design course.

• Errors, most of the times, violated principles advocated by the set of 

patterns/guidelines.

• The interface under evaluation was a simple web site, providing information about a 

company.

It is estimated that the above factors probably had a greater effect on the number 

of false positives indicated by the participants. Some of the students may have preferred 

to be conservative in the evaluation and had avoided making risky comments that would 

have resulted in false positives. Also, the fact that the number of errors was large, more 

than 20 on each page, may have had an influence on the number of false positives. That 

is, students reduced their attention to finding errors after they had reported a reasonable 

number of them.

Furthermore, for an evaluator, it is easier to evaluate a simple web site, and to do 

so with great success. Such sites are those that student participants visit frequently on 

the web and are familiar with. Other user interfaces, such as a software interface or a 

web application that the evaluator is unfamiliar with, are more difficult to evaluate and
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require a careful approach. The interface used for evaluation by Law and Hvannberg 

(2004), resulting in poor results during an evaluation task, was very little known to the 

majority of users. Law and Hvannberg (2004) also refer to the cognitive load (Sweller, 

1994, 1998) which is imposed on students when extra resources (such as new rules, 

heuristics, laws, principles, or criteria), and which is also due to the extra procedures 

required to be implemented in the tasks and the reports to be presented after the 

evaluation. Cognitive load was evident during the first study due to students working 

with new techniques and concepts. To keep the cognitive load low on them, in both 

studies, no particular procedures were required in the evaluation task; students simply 

indicated errors in their own words without using complex technical terms or heuristics.

Finally, participants’ comments and suggestions for improving usability and 

eliminating errors on the site demonstrated that both groups employed usability 

principles; there was implicit and explicit reference made to specific patterns/guidelines. 

In some instances, participants suggested improvements in places that were not 

considered even by the designer of the site and the members of the research team.

Patterns and guidelines can successfully communicate usability principles and 

knowledge to novice designers and can affect the evaluation skills of participants. It 

should be noted that students did not receive any formal training about evaluation 

techniques and procedures.

7.2.3.1 Comparing groups using easy and difficult errors

[F2.1] There is a statistically significant difference between the groups when the 

difficulty of predicting an error is taken into account; students in the patterns 

group performed significantly better than students in the guidelines group in 

errors that were difficult to find and report.

Since most of the errors on the web site were easy to predict, it is possible that any 

differences in the performance of the participants may be masked. An error can be 

classified as difficult or easy to predict by using the number of participants who 

reported the error. There are statistically significant differences between the two groups 

when the analysis is focussed on errors that are difficult to find, e.g. those errors that 

were predicted by 10 or 14 participants at most.

7.2.4 Attitude

[F3] The perceived advantages of patterns and guidelines are considered to be equal 

before participants become aware of the other format.
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This result suggests that apart from tutorials on web design techniques any further 

knowledge and information concerning usability principles in the form of tutorials, or 

books are considered to be very useful. Such information is very welcome and 

considered by students necessary knowledge about usability, part of the web design 

skills a designer should possess.

Patterns and guidelines were presented to participants in tutorials and in booklets 

to study on their own. Participants had to study the booklet in order to fill in a form with 

a short description of each pattern/guideline, as explained in Section 6.2.7. There was 

one question in the questionnaire on the usefulness of the patterns/guidelines presented 

in the tutorials. There was also another one on their usefulness, as they were presented 

in the booklet (see Table 6.25). Students considered patterns and guidelines equally 

useful for both cases.

Participants spent some time studying during the web design tutorials and the sets 

of patterns/guidelines before the final test. Using the self-reported indications of the 

participants about study times, there were no significant differences between the groups 

on both occasions (see Table 6.25).

Students used the booklet during the design task to get advice and information. 

The average indication by participants to a question about the use of the booklet during 

the task, using a five-point Likert-type scale, was 2.500 for the guidelines group and 

2.895 for the patterns group (see Table 6.25). The following coding scheme was 

applied: l=“Not at all”, 2=“A little”, 3=“Moderately”, 4=“Much”, 5=“Very Much”. 

This is in agreement with observations made during the design task, which concluded 

that the use of the booklet was moderate, i.e. participants used the booklet from time to 

time. No participants used the booklet as a checklist to check if all possible 

patterns/guidelines had been applied in the web site, even though this was considered by 

students as a useful attribute of guidelines. It seems that participants were too confident 

about remembering and using principles or they must have applied only those principles 

that they remembered and considered most important. At the same time, one may 

question if it is practical to search for patterns and guidelines while under pressure of 

developing the web site. However, tool support, even in the form of a pattern/guideline 

browser, may prove to be a useful and powerful means for helping novice designers.

During the interviews students were asked about the reasons for making certain 

errors and the most common explanations given were: lack of experience in applying 

the principles, lack of practice with patterns/guidelines, time pressure and stress during
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the task. It should be noted that there was no time left to iteratively evaluate and 

redesign the site.

Patterns and guidelines, as was indicated on the questionnaire, are also considered 

to be equally useful to the design and evaluation tasks, and equally helpful in 

developing the abilities of participants to design a successful web site.

The only significant difference between the two groups was in the indication for 

their use in the future for web design (see Table 6.27). Most of the participants in the 

patterns group (78.9%) indicated that they will “Definitely” employ patterns in future 

design projects, while from the guidelines group only 35% indicated the same rating. 

“Definitely” was the highest indication on the five point Likert type scale. This is in line 

with comments that students made during the interviews about the format of patterns 

(see Section 6.6.2). It seems that patterns inspired more participants in the patterns 

group to present and document knowledge than guidelines did in the guidelines group. 

However, this result is in contrast to what Cowley and Wesson (2005) suggest in a 

similar experiment, where both groups felt equally positive about using patterns and 

guidelines in future projects. One possible explanation for this is that both sets were 

considered to be useful design aids for a designer to implement or to seek advice about. 

The authors use different sets of well-known patterns (van Duyne et al., 2002; van 

Welie, 2001-2007) and guidelines based on those by Nielsen et al. (2001), which are 

available only commercially. These patterns and guidelines refer to high-level and 

complex usability issues but are probably not balanced. Unfortunately, not many details 

about the results are presented.

7.2.5 Preference

Students’ preference for a particular tool was revealed by comparing patterns with their 

corresponding guidelines. Their preference was examined in three different aspects: 

preference for a format, preference for using simple and compound patterns, and for 

overall preference.

7.2.5.1 Preference for a format
[F4] The students’ preference for one or the other format strongly favours the pattern 

format. Preference was measured by comparing patterns against guidelines in 

four cases for each participant.

Despite the fact that the guidelines group were taught, studied and used guidelines, their 

preference for a particular format is the same as for the patterns group, i.e. they prefer 

patterns over guidelines.
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Guidelines are simple and compact. One disadvantage of them, according to 

participants, is that examples are not given together with the guideline and the guideline 

comments. Although examples were included at the end of the booklet, the lack of 

proximity to guidelines is considered to be a drawback. Students were aware of these 

examples and studied them. However, it seems that the location of examples away from 

guidelines is not just a simple annoyance, i.e. having to go to the back of the booklet to 

see the example. Examples, in the form of pictures and illustrations, are not always 

considered essential in presenting a guideline, and guideline presentations in books 

(Badre, 2002; Brinck et al., 2002; Fowler and Stanwick, 2004; Lynch and Horton, 2002) 

do not always include examples. The only exception to this fashion is the Koyani 

guidelines. Examples make a permanent impression on students’ minds. Students were 

focusing on examples first, over anything else. They were trying to understand the 

principles relying mostly on the examples instead of reading the text. During the 

tutorials most of the students’ questions were in relation to examples. Also, some of 

their comments about improvements to patterns and guidelines concerned examples. 

Examples are an essential part of the learning process, as indicated by cognitive 

psychology and educational learning (Lee and Boling, 1999; Levin et al., 1987; Paivio, 

1986). In the first study, even simple guidelines could not be delivered without 

examples during the presentation of guidelines. If examples are included with each 

guideline, then one of their disadvantages can be eliminated and guidelines can be 

greatly improved.

Examples in patterns, being next to the other pattern elements, are considered an 

integral part of patterns. The use of an example soon after the title of the pattern is 

appreciated by students, and is considered to contribute to the overall positive 

impression made by a pattern. Fincher (1999a, 1999b, 2002) considers that the purpose 

of the example is to sensitise the user and to invoke a favourable reaction. Participants 

referred to this example in the pattern as “the characteristic example”. Examples 

invoked several comments by students. As indicated by participants, examples spur 

their imagination and interest, and make students wanting to copy the example into the 

web pages and then try to make it better. The importance of examples was demonstrated 

in the first study where the need for more examples -  and also for examples that were 

successfully conveying the usability principle -  was explicitly expressed. In the main 

study the participants, echoing the same theme, repeated how important examples were.

The format and structure of patterns is the second attribute, after examples, that is 

considered important by students. Students identified and discussed key aspects in the
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pattern format. These aspepts reflect completely the opinion voiced by Alexander et al. 

(1977) that a pattern is a three-part rule expressing a relation between a context, a 

problem, and a solution and also Tidwell’s (1999) definition of a pattern being a 

solution to a problem in a context. In the interviews participants indicated that they 

found the problem-solution format easy to understand and to remember. The contextual 

component of the pattern format was indicated implicitly by participants pointing to the 

fact that patterns referred to problems they encountered during the design tutorials and 

design tasks. Similarly, the context of patterns was implied when participants discussed 

changing patterns in a way suitable to the web page under construction.

Patterns were also described in a way that mirrors what several proponents of 

patterns suggested about their attributes and advantages. Van Welie et al. (2000) 

indicate that a pattern presents when, how, and why the solution is applied; participants 

considered it to be one of the advantages of patterns that they “clearly demonstrate 

when to use the pattern, what the problem is, and which solution to apply”. Griffiths and 

Pemberton (n.d.) describe patterns as “engaging and lively”, while participants 

suggested that patterns are “revealing” and “illustrative”. According to van Welie et al. 

(2000), patterns are instances of good design and help designers construct new 

instances. Students highlighted that it was possible to use patterns to form new ideas 

and that once the patterns were applied they could improve the initial implementation. 

However, there was no indication that patterns were perceived and used as generative to 

the extent hinted at by Fincher and Windsor (2000). It is estimated that using low-level 

patterns and with participants, having limited experience with them, such an attribute 

was unlikely to be considered as a pattern characteristic.

Patterns used in this study tended to be descriptive, that is they “describe” a 

problem and “describe” a solution, as was suggested by Alexander et al. (1977); this 

was also indicated by participants. In contrast, guidelines are prescriptive in nature 

(Ivory and Hearst, 2001). Some participants highlighted the prescriptive character of 

guidelines in a negative way by commenting that the style of guidelines is “too 

imposing and authoritative”.

In conclusion, it is evident that some of the issues and attributes discussed and 

expressed by experts and researchers about patterns and guidelines have surfaced while 

interviewing students. The difference now is that these characteristics were indicated 

and expressed by novice designers, having encountered such tools for the first time in 

their short career as designers.
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7.2.5.2 Simple and compound patterns

[F5] There is a statistically significant difference between the students’ preference for 

simple patterns and their preference for compound patterns. Simple patterns are 

preferred over compound patterns for presenting knowledge and experience.

The result was obtained by quantifying data from the interviews and using statistical 

analysis. The statistical test did not take into consideration the group that each 

participant belonged to. The pattern format was still considered to be better than the 

guideline format even when compound patterns were compared, but the increase in 

preference towards guidelines in the case of compound patterns needs a careful 

investigation.

Patterns are described as a mechanism for consolidating knowledge contained in a 

number of guidelines, in such a way that can be understood and used without any 

difficulty by designers (Wesson, 1999). Lea (1994) suggests that patterns can be 

extended down to fine levels of detail and the application of a pattern may require other 

subpattems to be implemented. Tidwell (1999) makes clear use of subpattems. For 

example, in Tidwell’s collection a “Form” pattern is presented in which several 

subpattems are included; however, these subpattems are presented in different sections, 

keeping the length of the pattern short. Following such an approach, a pattern language 

can be formed by linking a pattern to its subpattems. Some pattern languages (Graham, 

2003a, 2003b; van Welie, 2001-2007) try to keep each pattern short. In contrast, 

patterns by van Duyne et al. (2002) present patterns that span several pages. Such 

patterns include a number of guidelines. Each guideline includes comments, 

suggestions, and examples. All compound patterns presented in the current study fall 

into this category of patterns, i.e. a pattern contains a number of guidelines. This may be 

up to four guidelines, with comments and examples.

Not all patterns have equal value for designers. This has been shown to be true for 

patterns in other domains as well. Vokac et al. (2004) examine the effects of using OOD 

patterns in the context of programming maintenance. The authors conclude that each 

design pattern has its own character. Ease of learning, use, and adoption differ from 

pattern to pattern. Of the four OOD patterns tested, only two were understood by 

participants with little or no previous knowledge, one caused some problems, while the 

other with a fairly complicated structure had a negative effect (Vokac et al., 2004).

In line with the above study, compound patterns in the current research do not have the 

same value as simple patterns for novices. The structure of compound patterns affected 

students. Participants explained that in the case of compound patterns the simple and
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compact way of presenting guidelines was one reason for preferring the guideline 

format instead for a compound pattern. Compound patterns seem to require more 

attention from students in order to focus on each piece of advice presented. Different 

chunks of knowledge given one after the other, as in the case of guidelines,, are 

considered, at least by some students, to be better than one big single chunk. Another 

issue with compound patterns is appearance. The appearance of a compound pattern in 

the booklet was indicated by students as another reason for preferring guidelines. 

Examples in compound patterns, one for each principle within the pattern, need to be 

presented in a suitable way so that each example will be associated with the right 

principle. Each principle should be linked to the previous and the next one in order to 

make the patterns more coherent for better understanding. Finally, the solution needs to 

be phrased in a way so as to communicate to designers for every principle presented. 

The solution part in some van Duyne patterns includes many sentences that the designer 

may not appreciate and remember. In the patterns used in this study the solution part of 

compound patterns extended over 3-4 lines of text. Trying to keep the solution brief 

may make it vague and not to the point.

The result of the comparison of simple with compound patterns is triangulated 

with the performance of the groups in the design test. Compound patterns, apart from 

ranking lower in the preference of students, seem to have a smaller impact on students. 

This argument is based on the scores in the design task. In two out of the four 

compound patterns used in the design task participants in the guidelines group 

performed better (but not significantly better). In fact, these two patterns were the only 

ones where the guidelines group scored higher. By taking out the scores of all 

compound patterns the difference between the two groups increased in favour of the 

patterns group.

In conclusion, compound patterns are not as successful as simple patterns in 

communicating experience and guidance to novice designers. Presenting simple, easy to 

digest patterns is the preferred format and the one that impacts more novice designers. 

This of course implies that authors and pattern developers should focus on writing 

simple patterns for presenting knowledge and experience instead of compound patterns.

7.2.5.3 Overall preference

[F6] There is no statistically significant difference in the overall preference for a 

specific format for presenting advice between the groups. The preferred format, 

by both groups, is patterns.
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This is the outcome of a question asked just before the end of the interview. Students 

indicated their overall preference on a 7-point Likert type scale. Students had already 

compared simple and compound patterns. At that time, students had a better 

understanding of patterns and guidelines and were required to indicate their conclusive 

impression. Overall, patterns are preferred by 85.3% of participants, while only 8.8% 

prefer guidelines. The remaining 5.9% have no preference for a format.

7.3 Other observations and remarks
The conclusions presented in this section are based on observations during the teaching 

of patterns/guidelines, and the tests and comments of students in the interviews.

7.3.1 Links
Students did not appreciate the potential of existing links within a pattern. No one 

inquired about those links or asked any questions about them. During the tutorial about 

patterns and guidelines, only a short explanation about links was given. This was 

expected after observing similar behaviour in the first study. Links however could be 

possibly used for more complicated tasks and when a pattern language is more complete 

and structured.

7.3.2 Pattern names
Pattern names are considered to be one of the important elements of a pattern. Gamma 

et al. (1994) point out that finding successful names for patterns is one of the hardest 

part of developing a pattern collection. Pattern names form a basic vocabulary for 

designers. Van Welie (2001b) suggests that a good pattern name can be part of a 

vocabulary for discussing problems and solutions to the problems. A single word or a 

short phrase is used as a pattern name. In contrast, a guideline title usually forms a full 

sentence and is longer than a pattern name. To come up with good pattern names, 

Chung et al. (2004) solicited feedback from designers, by asking them to guess what the 

pattern name might be about, in order to shape good names for patterns.

The pattern names in this study were in Greek. Some of the pattern names, after 

feedback from the first study, were changed to better reflect the pattern content. The 

only opportunity for using pattern names, in the main study, was during the interview. 

Students did not use pattern names except on a few occasions. Overall, the use of 

pattern names was limited, probably less than in the first study. However, in the first 

study there were more chances of referring to names since those interviews were more
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relaxed. Technical terms, which were also pattern names, such as “meta navigation”, 

“page titles” and “white space”, were used, if not extensively.

One reason for pattern names not capturing the attention of participants could be 

that a particular name was not successful and did not communicate the pattern well. 

There were also language differences that may possibly have limited and prevented the 

adoption of pattern names. Some of the pattern names can be short in English, but long 

in Greek. A pattern name like “Clickable Images” is a long “Images that can be clicked” 

pattern name in Greek. This happens with other pattern names as well.

It seems that pattern names need to be carefully chosen and developed through 

feedback and several iterations. This is in line with an earlier study by Wesson and 

Cowley (2003) and the findings of the exploratory (Kotze et al, 2006b) and the first 

study. Pattern names probably do not communicate the essence of a pattern and do not 

attract the attention of users until studied in more detail and used in several discussions. 

It may be possible that if another designer uses the name to indicate the pattern, then a 

novice designer might be encouraged to adopt the name as well.

7.3.3 Guideline titles
In contrast to pattern names, guideline titles were described during the interviews as one 

the main advantages of guidelines. Participants indicated that guideline titles provided 

all the necessary information to understand the main focus of the guideline. They also 

indicated that guideline titles can be used as a list to check if all guidelines are followed 

in a web site. Others suggested that guideline titles can serve as a collection of useful 

suggestions and recommendations for design.

Guideline titles are judged only as communicating the content of the guideline and 

not as vocabulary for designers. Guideline titles, short prescriptive sentences, carry 

successfully the essence of advice included in a pattern name or pattern solution. There 

are several reasons for this:

• Guideline titles are longer than pattern names and therefore more is said 

explicitly than implied.

• A guideline title can include a successful pattern name, therefore a title can be as 

good as a pattern name. A good pattern name like “Meta Navigation” easily 

becomes a nice title, e.g. “Use Meta Navigation”.

• Guidelines come in one form, compact and short, while patterns may come in a 

compound form where is more difficult to express many guidelines with a short 

name.
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Finally, guideline titles can be used to provide an easy reference guide, which a 

designer may go through to refresh his memory about good usability practices.

The above discussion leads to a suggestion that may enhance the pattern format. A 

short summary of the solution could be included in the format and presented in the same 

fashion as a guideline title. The proposed PLML pattern format (Fincher, 2003) includes 

a “synopsis” element that provides a summary of the pattern and could be useful in 

cases where display space is limited. A synopsis, however, is not included in the format 

of known collections of patterns, with the exception of the pre-pattern collection by 

Saponas et al. (2006). A synopsis is even more useful with patterns where the solution is 

long and includes more than one sentence, as in the case of compound patterns.

7.3.4 Pedagogic value of patterns
Patterns are proposed as a tool that supports learning and teaching by capturing and 

transferring experience (Seffah, 2003). Design patterns present best practice and 

organise, previous experience and knowledge. Knowledge organisation helps students, 

when faced with a similar problem, to remember and use the information that they have 

learned (Muller et al., 2004).

Learning is achieved by encoding information in long-term memory. Long-term 

memory can be enhanced by chunking elements, that is, by creating long memory 

structures that are used as perception units. Chunking has also been described as schema 

construction (Jones and Idol, 1990; Sweller, 1994, 1998). Learning new information and 

codifying the information into a new schema involves the assimilation of information 

and knowledge. Patterns present knowledge in an organised and structured way that 

assists knowledge procession and learning (Kotze et al., 2006a).

In this study design principles were presented to students “through patterns” 

(Griffiths and Pemberton, 2003). Participants commented that the structure of a pattern 

provides reference to problems that had previously been encountered in designing. This 

suggests that a pattern has the attribute to make designers remember and use the pattern. 

The pattern structure was indicated in the interviews as easily remembered after a 

period of time. Patterns are characterised as easy to understand and pleasant to study, 

pointing to the fact that patterns present knowledge organised in chunks that are 

probably easier to assimilate than large undivided units of information.
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7.3.5 Target audience
The feeling of students was that guidelines were more appropriate for expert designers 

who are aware of usability principles and just need a collection of recommendations to 

remind them of the way a site should be designed. Guidelines, being more compact and 

not as lengthy as patterns, are considered to be not as rich in information as patterns.

Conversely, patterns are considered to be more suitable for inexperienced persons 

who need to be introduced to principles of web design or need to familiarise themselves 

more with design issues. The format of patterns, having examples and a problem- 

solution structure, contributes towards this impression.

7.4 Validity and reliability of the study
In this section the threats related to validity and reliability to the experiment are 

analysed. Validity depends on the variables of the experiment and several other factors 

that may affect the experiment. Different types of validity apply and are prioritised 

depending on the experimental setting and design and the conclusions drawn from the 

experiment.

Internal validity of the experiment refers to whether the researcher controlled or 

eliminated factors that may affect the dependent variable. If there is internal validity in a 

study then conclusions can be drawn about the causal effect of the independent 

variables on the dependent variables. There are some but limited threats to internal 

validity. These threats will be examined here.

The period from treatment to tests in the first study was twelve days. In the main 

study this period was made as small as possible and was only four days. Some history or 

maturation effects can be present in cases where students practised or studied more 

during the period prior to the design test. However, this was not likely due to the limited 

time before the design test. Time was given to the participants in order to study 

patterns/guidelines. Participants were told that no practice was required for the test and 

that they should design according to the usability principles and what they had learned 

so far and not to use techniques which were not implemented during the tutorials.

Due to drop-out, the number of participants in the patterns and guidelines group 

was not equal. However, it is estimated that since the number of participants is 

relatively high, this did not affect the results. It should be noted that despite students 

dropping out, the groups remained balanced with regards to the variables identified as 

possibly affecting the results, as described in Section 6.2.6.
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The threat of differential selection of participants was also controlled through 

balanced groups. The worst that could have happened was that the best or the worst of 

participants were allocated to one group. Study participants were placed into four 

groups of similar ability -  adequate, medium, good and excellent -  and then the 

members of each of these groups were assigned to the two experimental groups in a 

random fashion.

The only risk in the treatment implementation is diffusion of treatment since 

between the treatment and the tests some period of time had elapsed. Hence, 

participants from one group might have informed participants in the second group about 

the other technique, even though this was not allowed. Diffusion of treatment, it is 

believed, was under control as the experiment, and thus the performance of students, 

was not part of an academic course. Nobody would have gained from passing 

information to someone else, and therefore the risk was low. As an extra measure 

guarding against diffusion, participants were promised that the material presented to one 

group would be given to the other after the tests.

Conclusion validity refers to the relationship between the variables of interest and 

the outcome of the experiment. Threats associated with the statistical tests in the 

experiments were minimised. Parametric and non-parametric tests were used. Use of 

non-parametric tests is recommended with small sample sizes and when certain 

assumptions about distributions are violated. All statistical tests used are considered to 

be robust and the most suitable; alternative and exact tests were used whenever there 

was an indication that a test could be inaccurate or certain variables were close to the 

allowed limits. Threats with respect to the participants are also limited since all of them 

have attended the same tutorials. Finally all treatment implementations are considered to 

be reliable.

Testing can not be considered as a threat in the experiment since tests were 

considered part of the tutorials and all students took part in the same tests. All the tests, 

including the preliminary test, had the same practice effects on study participants and 

did not alert them to the intention of the experiment.

Mitchell and Jolley (2004) consider that construct validity is the degree to which 

the study measures and manipulates the underlying elements that the researcher claims 

to be measuring and manipulating. Patterns and guidelines were formed and 

manipulated. The way patterns were formed and how the established concepts of 

guidelines and patterns are depicted in the patterns and guidelines of the study is 

detailed in Chapter 8 below. Furthermore, construct validity requires having confidence
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in the measurement techniques. A design and an evaluation test were used to reflect and 

measure the application of patterns and guidelines. For the evaluation test, the ability of 

participants to find errors within a site was assessed using thoroughness as 

measurement. Thoroughness is a standard measure within an evaluation method 

performed by an expert. For the design test several metrics were developed and 

employed to assess the sites that participants designed. The assessment scores indicate 

the extent that patterns/guidelines are applied. The application of patterns/guidelines 

also provides evidence that participants apply principles that affect usability. The more 

patterns/guidelines are applied, the greater the usability of a web site. However, the 

application of patterns/guidelines gives only a partial picture of the usability of a site. 

Scores are positively related to the usability of a site but this relationship can not be 

specified exactly. Although scores refer to the application of specific metrics, even 

when two sites have the same score, they may not have the same usability. In 

conclusion, threats to construct validity are considered to be under control.

External validity refers to the extent to which the results can be generalised across 

different experimental settings, procedures and participants (Brewer, 2000; Shadish et 

al., 2002). If the target population is considered to be designers in the web design 

industry, then the main factor that constitutes a threat to external validity is that 

participants were students acting as novice designers. There is no threat to the external 

validity if the experiment is considered to be targeted at students and patterns/guidelines 

are used to convey experience and guidance to novice designers. The three experiments 

took place in different settings and at different academic establishments. Furthermore, 

the fact that the results from the main study confirm and extend the preliminary results 

and the findings of both the exploratory and the first study are an indication of external 

validity.

Threats to external validity with regards to the evaluation tasks are considered to 

be under control. As was explained, no generalisation is made since the errors in the 

web sites were easy to find and of surface nature. If one needs to generalise, further tests 

are required with all types of errors. This is described in Chapter 8 where suggestions 

for further research are made.

A threat to external validity in the form of reactive effects that could be 

considered in the study was the motivation and probably fatigue of participants in the 

evaluation test. That was observed in the first study, where each participant evaluated a 

web site on his own. In order to minimise such an effect, participants in the main study 

performed the tasks in groups.
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The inter-rater reliability of the study across the three evaluators was examined 

using the ICC measure (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). Reliability is considered to be very 

high. One reason for this was the detailed scoring scheme for each particular metric and 

submetric.

Overall, it is considered that the threats to the experiments are not considered 

large or significant. After the lessons learned in the first study, all the necessary 

measures were taken to control and reduce these threats in the main study.

7.5 Limitations
Like every research endeavour, this study is limited in certain respects. These 

limitations must be taken into account while interpreting the research results. In this 

section, the key limitations of this study are discussed.

The major limitation of this study is its size and scope. The study examines only a 

limited set of patterns/guidelines. The way the specific subset of patterns and guidelines 

was selected and used to present usability principles and guidance to the participants is 

a limitation compared to the patterns and guidelines that could be used and applied in a 

typical web design project. The subset of patterns and guidelines affected also the 

teaching process and the structure of the course as well as the metrics used to evaluate 

the artefacts. The design principles and issues involved are simple ones. Patterns for 

complex or high-level usability issues were not employed due to the design of the 

experiment and the limited experience of the student participants. However, the study 

can serve as a model for a larger study and this is suggested for future work.

The majority of the patterns used were formed by converting guidelines into 

patterns. These patterns can be different from what may be expected and considered to 

be a pattern by the research community. This issue, which is also a limitation, is further 

detailed in Chapter 8.

Experiments with students have certain limitations and suffer threats to the 

validity of the study. Some researchers, in software engineering and other domains, 

suggest that running experiments with students reduces the validity of the study 

(Kitchenham et al., 2002). Students are not facing the real environment, situation and 

demands of the production process and sometimes the results are different from those of 

professionals. However, such reservations do not apply here as the focus of the research 

was on students acting as novices and a specific requirement of this study was that 

participants have no experience in design at all. Using participants with a well-known 

profile and of predictable behaviour was one of the advantages of the study. The
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purpose of the web design tutorials was to bring students to a level where it should be 

easy for them to design web sites in a professional way. Students, acting as novice 

designers, though lacking extensive experience, offer a better starting point for a proper 

comparison than designers with a variety of experience, which can not be accounted for. 

Running the experiment with students can offer some advantages that are almost 

impossible to find if a similar experiment is conducted with professional designers: 

discipline in the learning procedures, motivation to perform and learn, high attendance 

rate, and low drop-out rate in the final tests and tasks. It is suggested that, in 

experiments employing experienced designers, special care should be taken in order to 

control the designers with regards to their personal experience and style in experimental 

work.

The study may be criticised of confounding two issues namely the assessment of 

teaching of participants using a set of patterns/guidelines and the application of 

patterns/guidelines by the participants. Teaching refers to the three hours of teaching 

and presenting patterns and guidelines to the two groups of participants prior to the final 

tests. An alternative approach could be to deliver three hours of teaching using 

patterns/guidelines, and then ask the participants to conduct an exercise without the aid 

of written material. This would test the efficacy of patterns versus guidelines as a 

teaching method. A different approach, that does not involve teaching, could be to 

demonstrate to the participants the use of patterns and guidelines using a small set of 

patterns/guidelines that is not included in the matched sets of patterns/guidelines, i.e. to 

teach them patterns and guidelines as a method, and then conduct tests where the 

materials available to them are copies of the matched sets of patterns/guidelines. An 

example of an experimental design that involves no teaching is that of Chung et al. 

(2004). They allowed a two day familiarisation period with the patterns and the use of 

paper copies of the patterns during the task session. One obvious limitation of this 

approach is that the study-familiarisation time of the participants cannot be controlled or 

cannot ensure a minimum comprehension level and that some participants may spend 

no time at all studying the set of patterns/guidelines. Presenting usability issues using 

patterns/guidelines, as it was done in this study, is not dissimilar from what would have 

happened in a commercial practice. A company would run a training day in which most, 

if not all, patterns and guidelines would be presented and then people would be asked to 

start working and using them in practice. The alternative designs do not present better 

options than the approach followed in this study. The study approach allowed
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controlling other problematic issues that might have risen especially with participants 

being students with no previous experience in web design.

Metrics could be considered a limitation of the study since they were not tested 

widely and reflect only the application of patterns and guidelines. An extensive search 

revealed no metrics suitable for the experiment. Therefore, metrics reflecting the use of 

patterns and guidelines were developed. The metrics were tested and refined in the first 

study. Metrics for compound patterns need some attention as to the way they contribute 

to the overall score. The metrics may be considered too detailed and required some 

practice. Once the evaluator was familiar with them, the scoring process was able to 

progress quickly through the web pages.

The current study was not initially designed to focus on and examine the effect of 

compound patterns, i.e. to explicitly quantify and contrast compound with simple 

patterns. The statistical analysis using only scores from simple patterns (see Section 

6.3.5) was a new test that was carried out prompted by the difference in preference of 

the participants towards simple and compound patterns. Consequently, the results of this 

analysis may be intrinsically less reliable. Such an analysis, using only the scores of 

simple patterns, removes the influence of compound patterns as a confounding factor. 

However, as mentioned above, it should be noted that the analysis of the interviews 

indicates that participants prefer simple patterns to compound patterns. It would be of 

value to conduct experiments examining this aspect further.

Observations were not used extensively in the study, mainly only to improve the 

design of the experiments rather than as part of the data analysis. However observations 

used in data analysis may need more rigorous procedures than those used for 

observations in the current study. A better study design, which results from the 

experience of the three experiments in this investigation, would still be based on 

measurements from tests and on qualitative data from interviews, questionnaires, and 

observations. The weight put on each of these would depend on the objectives of the 

study. Observational data could be used more through use of consistent and automated 

methods of collection. Patterns and guidelines can be made available through a browser 

where a software tool will be used to track the visited patterns/guidelines and the time 

spent on each of them. In this way, actual use would be accurately monitored (Saponas 

et al., 2006), especially if combined with video-recorded sessions.

Human factors play an important role that cannot be ignored in situations like this. 

Participants’ motivation, learning style, and attitude towards web design affect the 

results. Such limitations are present in every experiment. In the final study human
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factors were controlled by selecting the best and most motivated students and by 

carefully balancing the two treatment groups.

Finally, another limitation may be related to the issue of self-reported 

questionnaires. There could certainly be inconsistencies in the way participants 

evaluated their preference for patterns or guidelines. However, by replicating the 

interviews and questionnaires in several aspects, in the first and the main study, results 

showed to have reliability across students of different backgrounds, abilities and 

learning orientations.

7.6 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to discuss and present the results of the main 

study. The results were linked to previous research and experimental studies about : 

patterns and guidelines.

This thesis empirically tested how patterns and guidelines affect novice designers 

in creating and evaluating a web sire. Moreover, this study also highlighted empirical 

evidence concerning students’ attitudes and preference towards patterns and guidelines. 

The research findings have shed new light on a number of issues related with the 

employment of these tools.

Threats to the validity and reliability of the study were examined and the main 

limitations that should be taken into account while interpreting the research results were 

identified.

The following chapter examines the study patterns and guidelines and provides an 

assessment of the patterns’ characteristics.
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Chapter 8

A critical evaluation of guidelines and patterns 

used in the experiment

8.1 Introduction
This chapter will take a critical look at the patterns and guidelines used for 

experimentation purposes. Its motivation concerns relating the patterns and guidelines 

used in the study to the broader concepts found in the HCI community. Patterns and 

guidelines used in the study are compared with other patterns and guidelines from 

known collections. The primary focus of the comparison is on patterns. The patterns of 

the study are compared with patterns from established collections using two frameworks 

of characteristics. This comparison will establish the scope of the study and provide a 

clear picture of the attributes and features of the patterns used in this study. At the same 

time, the question as to whether the patterns employed in this study can be regarded as 

patterns will be addressed.

The patterns and guidelines used in this study are hereafter referred to as “study 

patterns” and “study guidelines”.

Section 8.2 provides an overview and justifies the approach followed in this study. 

Section 8.3 presents a review of how the sets of the study patterns and guidelines were 

formed. Section 8.4 contrasts the study guidelines with guidelines from other sources. 

Subsequent sections 8.5-8.7 provide detailed assessments of the study patterns and 

compare them with patterns from well-known pattern collections by using
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characteristics that make patterns notable. Section 8.8 provides an overview of the study 

patterns and Section 8.9 presents a summary of the chapter.

8.2 Overview of the approach to the study
Previous research into HCI patterns has followed several approaches. Chung et al. 

(2004) and Saponas et al. (2006), by using similar procedures, evaluated the 

effectiveness and use of patterns with one group employing patterns while the control 

group not using any form of tool or support. A set of patterns was developed for the 

specific domain of the each study. Both research teams considered those patterns to be 

pre-patterns since they are not in common use by designers. Cowley and Wesson (2005) 

compared patterns and guidelines but the sets of guidelines and patterns were not 

balanced and only the opinion o f the users was assessed after an exercise building 

prototypes and evaluating web sites. Kotze et al. (2006a) explored the use of design 

patterns and anti-patterns in teaching HCI principles. The authors resorted into using 

simple positive and negative guidelines to compensate for the complexity of patterns 

and anti-patterns and the lack of validated and easy to use anti-pattems.

Although patterns were repeatedly compared with guidelines in the literature, 

based on the attributes and perceived advantages (Borchers, 2000; Dearden and Finlay, 

2006; Mahemoff and Johnston, 2001; Griffiths and Pemberton, 2003; van Welie et al., 

2000), there was no formal evaluation or comparison of these tools. From the early 

stages of this attempt (i.e. the exploratory study) to empirically evaluate and contrast 

patterns and guidelines it was clear that it was not possible to employ existing patterns 

and compare them with similar existing guidelines since there was not enough 

commonality of content between patterns and guidelines. If different guidelines and 

patterns had been employed, the validity of the experiment could have been at risk 

because the two entities being compared did not contain equivalent information. It was 

therefore decided to form and compare balanced sets of patterns and guidelines, that is, 

sets of patterns and guidelines that present the same information in different formats.

In conducting research an investigator makes trade-offs, while employing a 

particular research method, between the fundamental problems that should be avoided 

and the problems that are acceptable compromises (McGrath et al, 1982). In this study, 

the methodological objectives of ensuring a balanced set of patterns and guidelines is in 

tension with the desire to employ patterns and guidelines as they are found in the 

literature. This chapter is addressing this issue by examining the origins of patterns and
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guidelines, how the development of the balanced set may have changed them, and the 

implication of this for the immediate findings of the research.

8.3 Forming the balanced sets of patterns and guidelines
In order to form a balanced set of patterns and guidelines for this study, existing 

patterns and guidelines were employed. In this way developing patterns or guidelines 

was avoided since such a procedure is a time-consuming iterative process that may 

involve several stages of peer reviewing and rewriting in order to ensure their validity 

and authority.

Another limitation, apart form the little overlap of existing patterns and guidelines 

that was imposed by the study design, was that the participants should be able to 

instantiate patterns and guidelines using the chosen authoring tool for designing web 

pages. Novice designers do not understand highly complex design issues and, even if 

they do, they can not implement solutions or guidance dealing with such issues in a time 

limited design exercise; familiarity and experience with certain design techniques that 

are beyond the novice level is required. These limitations were discovered in the 

exploratory and first study.

Therefore it was decided to collect both patterns and guidelines and convert them 

into the opposite format in order to compile an adequate number of them. The fact that 

more guidelines were converted into patterns is due to the small number of patterns 

available from existing pattern collections that could be suitable for the experimental 

setting.

The study patterns were formed not in order to replace existing patterns or to 

present new patterns but to serve the purposes of the experiment that demanded 

balanced sets of patterns and guidelines, i.e. the aim was to have a pattern and the 

corresponding guideline to provide equivalent content and to contain the same advice 

and knowledge. The key distinguishing factor between the study patterns and the study 

guideline is the format.

8.4 The set of guidelines
The guidelines chosen for the experiment were collected from the Koyani set of 

guidelines. These guidelines have been developed quite recently and are probably the 

most comprehensive set of web guidelines in the public domain today.

The Koyani guidelines are comparable to the rest of the guidelines presented in 

the literature since they are based on existing guidelines available from several sources.
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The guidelines were reviewed by web practitioners and usability specialists with regards 

to their importance and in accordance with existing research evidence. Therefore, their 

validity is supported by research and their usability value is established, unlike other 

guidelines that are the result of expert opinion or established design standards. The 

Koyani guidelines are intended to be used by practitioners and designers who wish to 

improve their awareness of a wide range of design issues.

Only one guideline about text alignment that was not present in the Koyani 

guidelines was added to the set of the study guidelines, while five study guidelines were 

formed by converting van Welie patterns into guidelines (see Section 8.5.1). The 

content of each study guideline remained to a great extent as they were originally 

written by their authors. More details about the content, since the study patterns and 

study guidelines are balanced, are given in the next section where the content of patterns 

is discussed (see Section 8.5.2).

The format of the study guidelines includes: a heading-title and the guideline itself 

followed by comments explaining the reasons for using the guideline and, in some 

cases, a description of how the guideline should be applied. Each of the study guidelines 

was accompanied by an example; otherwise, the guidelines would have been put at a 

disadvantage in relation to the patterns. These examples were put at the end of the full 

set of the guidelines in a separate section. The guideline examples included captions 

with the title of the guideline they referred to. See Section 8.5.4 for key differences 

between the study patterns and the study guidelines.

By following the above rules, the study guidelines were, to a great extent, 

presented in the customary format (Apple Computer, 1996; Badre, 2002; Brinck et al., 

2002; Fleming, 1998; IBM, 1999; International Standards Organisation, 1998; Levine, 

1996; Nielsen and Tahir, 2002; Pawley et al., 2003; Sun Microsystems, n.d.; World 

Wide Web Consortium, 1999). These sources present guidelines in a prose-like style or 

as checklists. Examples are not always presented with the guidelines, and examples are 

not necessarily part of the guideline. In this study the examples are provided for the 

study guidelines because it was felt that guidelines without examples would put them at 

a disadvantage and participants would not appreciate them.

8.5 Assessing the study patterns
The concept of a pattern and what constitutes a pattern has often been debated in the 

domain of software engineering and HCI (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). Patterns that are 

presented by some authors and developers are questioned by others. There are many
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misconceptions, misinterpretations, and mistakes concerning the understanding and use 

of patterns (Buschmann et al., 2007).

Borchers (2000) advocates that in presenting HCI patterns they should exhibit the 

structure, components, and essential characteristics that identify a pattern and make 

them distinct from other forms of communicating guidance and experience. If patterns 

do not contain some of these ingredients, then the reasons for adopting the specific 

format should be explained.

It is therefore necessary to examine more carefully how the study patterns 

presented here relate to patterns from widely accepted pattern collections, and how the 

study patterns comply with established characteristics that are present in patterns. The 

following pattern collections are used to compare the study patterns: Van Welie (2001- 

2007), van Duyne et al. (2002), Graham (2003a), Tidwell (2005) and Yahoo! (2005). 

Patterns from these collections will be referred to with the author’s name, i.e. Tidwell 

patterns, Yahoo! patterns, etc.

In assessing the study patterns two sets of characteristics were used. The first set 

is the extended Winn and Calder (2002) set of characteristics as presented by Dearden 

and Finlay (2006), while the second set is the set of characteristics by Fincher and 

Utting (2002). The assessment of the study patterns using these two sets will show the 

extent to which they meet these characteristics and criteria and how they compare with 

patterns from other collections.

8.5.1 The origins of the study patterns
Only five patterns taken from other pattern collections were included in the set o f study 

patterns presented in this experimental study, while the rest were formed by converting 

guidelines into patterns. The patterns shown in Table 8.1 were taken from the van Welie 

pattern collection.

Table 8.1: Patterns from the van Welie collection and the corresponding guidelines

Pattern Name Guideline Title

1. Home Page Link 1. Enable Access to the Home Page
10. Meta Navigation 10. Use Meta Navigation
11. Repeated Menu 11. Repeat Navigation at the Bottom of the Page
17. To the Top Link 21. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page
24. Alternating Row Colours 31. Use Alternating Row Colours for Tables
Note: Numbers identify patterns and guidelines as they were presented in the main study

The first pattern (Home Page Link) was similar to a Koyani guideline (Enable 

Access to the Home Page). Guidelines were formed from these patterns by using the
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information presented in the patterns and converting that information into guidelines. 

Another pattern, and the corresponding guideline (not present in the Koyani collection) 

about text alignment, was formed and introduced into the set of the study patterns 

presented in the main study in order to provide help and guidance to the participants. 

Compound patterns were formed by combining two and up to four guidelines together. 

Compound patterns in the main study were different from compound patterns in the first 

study. The rest of the study patterns were formed by converting Koyani guidelines into 

study patterns using the procedure described in Section 4.3.6.2.

8.5.2 The content of the study patterns
Guidelines and patterns, with regards their content and examples, were presented to a 

great extent as they were written by their authors. The essence of each guideline and 

pattern and the principles underlying them remained the same. There were some cases 

where the content was slightly modified for the study, by highlighting certain design 

issues or making the advice given unmistakably clear. For example, the advice given by 

a Koyani guideline about font size (“Use at Least 12-Point Size Font”) was changed 

suggesting use of 10-Point size font to reflect current web design practices.

The content of each pattern and guideline was reviewed and checked while it was 

translated into Greek. Some changes were made to the existing examples of patterns and 

guidelines. As described in Section 5.2.3.2, some of the examples included in the 

guidelines were not successful and so these were replaced. At the same time, in forming 

the patterns more examples of good design practice were included in the “More 

Examples” section of each pattern. These examples were mostly taken from popular 

Greek sites.

8.5.3 The format of the study patterns
The format of the study patterns is similar to the format of other patterns presented in 

HCI and web design. Patterns from different pattern collections and languages do not 

share the same format.

Van Welie et al. (2000) point out that the pattern format should depend on the 

problem that patterns focus on. They indicate that user interface design patterns focus 

on usability and therefore they propose a pattern format that makes usability the central 

point of the pattern. Van Welie’s (2001-2007) format for web design patterns has 

changed over the years. Simpler terminology is used to present the patterns: the
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“Context” and “Rationale” sections, of the early format, were replaced by “Use When” 

and “Why” sections, and a short “How” section was introduced in the pattern format.

Tidwell’s (2005) pattern collection focuses on designers and the problems they 

face during design. Tidwell mixes patterns and techniques for interaction design and 

indicates that examples, applicability, and evidence are the most important features to 

people who are trying to use patterns and not formal aspects of them (Tidwell, 2003). 

Patterns are presented in a format that deviates from the traditional Alexandrian pattern 

style using only the most fundamental features of a pattern. Tidwell’s first set of user- 

interface patterns (Tidwell, 1999), the predecessor of the current pattern collection, uses 

a different format.

Van Duyne et al. (2002) focus on presenting a full pattern language with many 

links that assist designers in following a pattern-based approach to design. The format is 

very close to Alexander’s format of patterns.

The Yahoo! (2005) pattern format is a hybrid format and includes elements from 

other formats (Fincher, 2000b). These patterns are intended, among other things, to 

increase consistency, to communicate the Yahoo! style and standards to practitioners, to 

increase the productivity of the design staff, and to reduce development time. In order to 

achieve these goals the pattern format includes elements such as “Accessibility”, 

“Blog”, “As Used on Yahoo!”, and “YUI Code Examples”, where HTML code is 

presented that illustrates how the pattern may be implemented.

The format used to present the study patterns was chosen to comply with the 

format of the known web pattern collections; see Table 2.2 for an overview of the 

elements used in the study patterns and in other pattern collections. The study pattern 

format is very similar to and contains elements from the vanv Welie and the van Duyne 

pattern format. The format is simple and the elements can be mapped easily to the 

guideline format of the study and vice versa.

8.5.4 Differences in the format of the study patterns/guidelines
Table 8.2 shows the format for the study patterns and the study guidelines. The key 

attributes that differentiates the study patterns from the study guidelines are clearly 

displayed in this table.

The format in which the study guidelines were presented was aimed to adhere to 

the Koyani guidelines format while the study patterns format follows the traditional 

“Alexandrian” problem-solution format.
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Table 8.2: Formats used for the study patterns and the study guidelines

Pattern format

• The nam e of the pattern.
• A p icture as an example o f its application to sensitise users to the application o f

the pattern.
• A “Use w hen” section describing when the pattern is used.
• A “Problem ” section with a sort problem statement followed by a detailed

description o f the problem, the solution to the problem and the forces involved.
• The “Solution” section where the solution for the problem is presented in a 

condensed statement.
• An “O th er patterns to consider” section with links to other patterns that may be 

taken into account.
• A “M ore Exam ples” section where another example o f the pattern is shown. 

Guideline format

• A heading-title for the guideline.
• A “Guideline” section where the guideline itself is presented.
• A “Com m ents” section explaining when the guideline should be used and the 

detailed description o f the usability issues and how the guideline should be 
applied. This section contains the information presented in the “Use When” and 
the “Problem” section o f the corresponding pattern.

• An example o f the guideline. The example is placed after the full set o f  guidelines 
together with the guideline title that the example refers to.

8.6 Characteristics of the study patterns
Since there is no formal definition of a pattern (see Section 2.3.2), several researchers 

have sought to describe patterns through distinctive attributes and characteristics. The 

most comprehensive list of characteristics is presented by Winn and Calder (2002). The 

authors proposed nine characteristics by studying the attributes and features of mainly 

software design patterns. They point out that these characteristics can only serve as a 

guide and not a definitive test. A pattern like entity, even with all these characteristics, 

is not definitely a pattern; however, as Winn and Calder suggest, an entity that does not 

show any one or more of these important characteristics cannot be considered to be a 

pattern.

Dearden and Finlay (2006) extended the characteristics o f patterns by adding 

some more characteristics that were identified and debated by the HCI community. This 

extended set of characteristics, 13 all together, is employed to assess the patterns 

presented and used in the current study. These characteristics at the same time provide a 

baseline for a comparison of the study patterns with patterns in other collections.
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8.6.1 Winn and Calder characteristics
First the nine characteristics proposed by Winn and Calder (2002) are used to examine 

the study patterns.

1) A pattern implies an artefact

A pattern should describe the design of an artefact. The artefact should provide a 

“picture” of the “shape” of the potential outcome, helping designers understand the 

artefact’s structure and depicting how the pattern works and what it captures (Winn and 

Calder, 2002). Software patterns involve artefacts that can be drawn using graphical 

representations. This characteristic should be more noticeable for HCI patterns since 

design involves presenting tangible artefacts.

Alexander used patterns as a theoretical account of architectural design and as 

artefacts explicating design guidance (Dearden and Finlay, 2006). Van Duyne et al. 

(2002) developed and used patterns following Alexander’s approach. Their patterns 

present design principles to a great degree. However, their patterns also imply artefacts 

by using well documented examples in the discussion and also through the inclusion of 

a diagram next to the solution part of the pattern which emphasises the fact that patterns 

imply artefacts. The patterns from Tidwell, van Welie, and Yahoo! also direct the user 

towards artefacts. Graham’s patterns imply artefacts although some of them, especially 

some abstract patterns such as “Keep it simple” or “Exploit closure”, do not involve 

artefacts but general design principles and advice.

The study patterns imply artefacts. This is more evident in patterns such as “Home 

Page Link”, “Page List of Contents”, “Meta Navigation”, “Repeated Menu” and “To the 

Top Link”. However, that was not possible in all the cases. Other patterns, such as 

“Item Alignment” or “White Space”, do not explicitly indicate an artefact. This is 

mainly due to the way patterns were formed, i.e. by converting prescriptive advice given 

by a guideline into a pattern presentation. Using compound patterns is a suitable way for 

presenting simple guidelines in a pattern that implies an artefact. For example, the 

“Lists” pattern implies an artefact although it includes simple guidelines such as 

“Capitalise First Letter of First Word in Lists”. Van Duyne et al. (2002) have presented 

simple guidelines using complex patterns that include many guidelines.

2) A pattern bridges many levels of abstraction

Patterns include information at different levels of abstraction providing an overview of 

the problem but also details and examples of the finished artefact. This aspect relates to 

Fincher’s (1999a) concept of abstraction as a major characteristic element that
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distinguishes patterns. The understanding of the forces in the context of the problem 

helps in describing and presenting a pattern that is not just a concrete solution to a 

concrete problem (Demtl and Botturi, 2006).

The study patterns are simple low-level patterns aimed at communicating simple 

usability principles to novice designers. The study patterns originate mostly from 

guidelines where advice is presented in an explicit, non-abstract way. Therefore while 

the study patterns bridge different levels of abstraction, by presenting the problem and 

examples, the range of abstraction levels was limited. Most of study patterns were 

describing solutions that were presented in the accompanying examples and the 

abstraction level in which the problem and the forces were presented was not high.

Only the van Duyne pattern language bridges many levels of abstraction, as 

indicated by Dearden and Finlay (2006). The van Duyne patterns are high-level, 

complex patterns, very lengthy in format and not appropriate for introducing design 

principles to novices. The abstraction level of other pattern collections is not very high 

although it is higher than the level of the study patterns.

High-level and abstract patterns were eliminated in the main study, although some 

had been presented in the first study. The patterns used in the main study were of a low 

level, presenting simple, straightforward design guidance. This guidance could not 

easily be presented in a more abstract form. However, by making a pattern more 

abstract the pattern might not be apparent to the novice designer (Fincher and Utting, 

2002).

3) A pattern is both functional and non-functional

This characteristic refers to the fact that the rationale of a pattern can be viewed from 

two different perspectives. The solution and the problem are the functional part of a 

pattern while the justification, the forces, and the trade-offs are the non-functional part. 

The functional part is an essential part of a pattern.

All study patterns document a problem and the solution to a problem, that is, they 

have a functional part. It was the functional part of the patterns that attracted 

participants. They frequently referred to the problem and the solution included in the 

study patterns during the interviews and they also highlighted that the combination of 

these two is what makes patterns better than guidelines.

Winn and Calder (2002) point out that the interconnection of functional and non

functional design issues makes patterns so successful and valuable. The non-functional 

part of the pattern was occasionally evident in the study patterns, although not to the
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extent that is required by a properly developed pattern or as is evident in other known 

pattern languages. Again, the reason for this was that most of the patterns were based on 

guidelines and only the comments from the original guideline were included in the 

patterns. Therefore the non-functional part included in a pattern was determined by the 

amount of comment contained in the corresponding guideline.

One may question the extent to which beginners in web design are capable of 

grasping or willing to grasp the non functional part of a pattern, i.e. all the forces 

involved in a pattern or whether they can adapt the solution to different contexts. 

Dearden et al. (2002a) in experimenting with the use of patterns indicate that 

participants were only focussing on examples, the problem, and the solution of the 

pattern and were not reading the explanatory text.

4) A pattern is manifest in a solution
A pattern is recognisable within a developed artefact despite the fact that some patterns 

capture abstract ideas or high-level concepts. Patterns in web sites are manifested and 

noticeable. For this reason, patterns have been used not only as design tools but also as 

evaluation instruments for analysing and assessing web sites (van Welie and Klaasse, 

2004).

Study patterns were easily recognisable within the web pages that students 

presented. This characteristic was actually a necessary requirement for the study 

patterns since it made it easier for the evaluators to rate the sites designed by the 

participants. Patterns that were used in the first study and considered to be abstract and 

not clearly identifiable were eliminated in the main study, resulting in a reduced set of 

patterns.

5) A pattern captures system hot-spots
Hot spots are those parts of a solution that it is possible to change or modify (Winn and 

Calder, 2002). By emphasising the invariant elements of a solution patterns implicitly 

highlight the elements that can be changed but they do not specifically isolate those 

elements.

There are some web design patterns that indicate what parts of the artefact can be 

modified due to the forces involved (for example, the “To the Top Link” pattern from 

the van Welie collection, which is included in the study patterns). However, as Dearden 

and Finlay (2006) pointed out, this characteristic has not been identified as a 

characteristic for patterns in the HCI domain, although it is applicable to software
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engineering patterns. Therefore this characteristic is not used to assess the study 

patterns.

6) A pattern is part of a language
According to Alexander patterns do not stand on their own since they loose much of 

their potential. A single pattern is a nice and useful format that can be used to present 

good ideas about design (Alexander, 1999). Patterns in a pattern language are connected 

and interlinked and work together to solve complex and large-scale problems 

(Alexander, 1979). A pattern language provides words and rules in a way similar to a 

natural language. In this way, a pattern language creates additional value to single 

patterns (van Welie and van der Veer, 2003).

In contrast, a collection of patterns that may loosely or informally relate to each 

other is a simple pattern catalogue (Appleton, 1998). Coplien and Schmidt (1995) 

suggest that developing a pattern language is a very challenging task while Gamma et 

al. (1994) express the hope that a pattern language of software design patterns may be 

formed when more patterns are developed. The term pattern language has been used 

very loosely in several cases to describe a collection of patterns. Most of the pattern 

languages for which this status has been claimed, in several domains, may not form a 

pattern language in Alexander’s sense. Borchers (2001) highlights that connectivity is 

what turns a collection of patterns into a pattern language. Salingaros (2000) proposes 

that every pattern within a pattern language should be connected to both higher and 

lower level patterns. Todd et al. (2004) examine whether several HCI pattern collections 

can be classified as pattern languages using several connectivity criteria. According to 

them, only the HCI patterns presented by Borchers (2001) can be classified as forming a 

pattern language.

Below a short analysis of the known web pattern collections is given. In this 

analysis, the patterns are examined using a very simple rule of connectivity. In this 

sense a pattern is connected if there is an inward or outward link for the pattern. At the 

same time the effort the author makes to present links to and from a particular pattern is 

also examined.

Van Duyne et al. (2002), following Alexander’s approach, include many links to 

higher and lower level patterns by presenting “BACKGROUND” and “CONSIDER 

THESE OTHER PATTERNS” sections in the format of the pattern. All patterns are 

connected and links are also presented in a distinct way within the description of each 

pattern. The authors make a special effort to present links within the language. Probably
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this is due to their advocacy of a pattern supported design. This approach starts by 

collecting some initial patterns and then the links within a pattern are used to collect a 

set of patterns that could be applied in a specific design project.

Graham (2003a) refers to his patterns as a pattern language and presents diagrams 

of the links among patterns as a means of navigating the full set of patterns. In the 

“Context” and “Resultant Context” sections of each pattern several links to other 

patterns are presented. Graham exploits the links to build an actual concrete site 

employing an approach similar to that of van Duyne et al. (2002).

Other authors of web design patterns avoid using the term pattern language to 

describe their patterns and instead prefer to name them as a pattern library or a simple 

pattern collection. Van Welie refers to his patterns as pattern collection. Van Welie 

patterns have grown in number from 60, as they were presented in 2003 (van Welie and 

van der Veer, 2003) to more than 130 at the time the collection was accessed. Some of 

the patterns are not fully defined yet or some of the pattern components are missing. 

Only two patterns (“Slideshow” and “Parts Selector”) from the fully presented patterns 

are not linked in any way to the rest of the patterns. The interconnection of patterns, in 

contrast to the van Duyne patterns, is not a purpose itself. More links however can be 

easily added within a pattern by expanding the context of it (i.e. the “Use When” or 

“How” components of the van Welie patterns).

Tidwell’s (2005) patterns include both general user interface design patterns and 

web design patterns. The patterns do not show many links and quite a few of them do 

not exhibit any links to and from other patterns. Tidwell indicates that her set of more 

than 90 patterns is not yet complete to qualify as a pattern language. In her presentation 

of patterns she does not make any effort to show links, and her format deviates from the 

Alexandrian problem solution structure of a pattern (Fincher, 2000b).

Other web collections have not yet been developed fully and they currently 

contain a small number of patterns. These collections should not be considered to be a 

pattern language, even though each pattern is linked to others. The set of Yahoo! 

patterns, for example, includes only 27 patterns. Each of these patterns is related to at 

least another pattern through a “Related Patterns” section. Web Patterns (2006) is also a 

small collection of 16 patterns where all patterns include links. This is made possible by 

presenting each pattern with a section titled “Works with These Patterns” that includes 

links to other patterns.

Concluding, it can be said that a pattern can be presented with links to other 

patterns if the author considers it to be an important issue. However, links are not the
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only necessary attribute for a set of patterns to be considered a language in the 

Alexandrian sense of a pattern language.

References to other patterns were made within the study patterns. These 

references were not many, since the number of the patterns was small in comparison to 

other pattern collections. The assimilation techniques of novices may put a limit to the 

number of patterns and guidelines that can be presented to them, especially if they are 

not given time to practise and employ the patterns in a design activity. Links to other 

patterns were not appreciated in the exploratory and first study and therefore no effort 

was made to highlight those links in the main study. The focus of the study was not on 

pattern languages and no assumptions were made about relationships or structure among 

the patterns. Therefore, the study patterns did not include many links to other patterns 

within the set of patterns presented. In essence, the set of patterns presented in the main 

study is a pattern collection, not a pattern language.

7) A pattern is validated by use
Patterns are validated only through concrete examples of places where they have been 

used. Sometimes, instead of examples a “Known Uses” element (van Welie and 

Tratteberg, 2000) of the pattern presents known instances of the pattern within existing 

systems. Yahoo!’s (2005) design patterns give not only examples but also links to 

Yahoo! sites that exhibit the pattern; for each pattern there is a section titled “As Used 

on Yahoo!” that indicates those links.

One attribute of the study patterns was that they were not developed from scratch 

but were based either on existing patterns or existing guidelines, and therefore in both 

cases patterns and guidelines were supported by several examples. The Koyani 

guidelines are accompanied with examples of each guideline’s widespread use and 

application. Furthermore, the Koyani guidelines are research-based, i.e. they, had been 

evaluated in the context of concrete experience and were presented with justifications.

The study patterns were reviewed and evolved by paying extra attention to the 

inclusion of successful examples with each one of them: a number of examples were 

first collected showing the application of the pattern and then the most successful ones 

were chosen for inclusion. Some of the examples in the original guidelines and patterns 

were replaced with better ones, using mainly examples from Greek sites. Therefore the 

study patterns share this characteristic and are validated by use.
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8) A pattern is grounded in a domain
Patterns that do not make clear the domain in which they function or patterns that do not 

share a common domain may lead to misinterpretation or even confusion. This 

requirement is a very basic one and also easy for pattern writers and developers to 

follow. All study patterns dealt with web design issues and more specifically with issues 

that a novice designer faces during the design of a web page and site.

9) A pattern captures a big idea
Patterns do not address easy and small problems. This characteristic suggests that if the 

problem is trivial or insignificant the value of the pattern is lost. The study patterns do 

not have this attribute and mainly deal with simple, everyday design issues that novice 

designers face.

This characteristic seems to apply to software design patterns (e.g. Gamma et al., 

1994). HCI patterns and more specifically web design patterns do not always deal with 

big and difficult problems. For example, how big is the idea behind a pattern such as 

“Alternating Row Colours” or “To the Top Link” taken from the van Welie pattern 

collection? It should be noted that both these patterns were included in the study 

patterns. Tidwell (2003) also indicates that many patterns, such as “Action Buttons” and 

“About Us”, are fairly obvious and do not meet a strict definition of a pattern. These 

two patterns are included in van Duyne’s patterns, a high quality pattern language with 

great commercial success. Another point is that both these prominent collections (van 

Welie and van Duyne) contain patterns, such as “Fixed Width Screen Size” and 

“Expanding Width Screen Size”, that refer to standard web page design procedures that 

should be part of even an elementary web design course.

Overall, the problems that the study patterns deal with are of lower difficulty than 

the problems that other web design patterns address. The study patterns were formed in 

order to deal with the problems that newcomers to web design face, and it should be 

pointed out that some of the study patterns deal with issues that are trivial to 

experienced web designers.

8.6.2 Added characteristics
The pattern characteristics examined so far, although relevant and applicable to the HCI 

patterns, were derived from looking mainly at software design patterns. Dearden and 

Finlay (2006) added four more characteristics that originate from the field of HCI, and 

these are examined below.
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10) Patterns support a “lingua franca”
Patterns should serve as a common language that can facilitate communication among 

users and designers involved in the design process (Erickson, 2000). Extending this 

notion of patterns, other authors have suggested that patterns can provide a standard 

vocabulary for design issues, concepts and activities (Astrachan et al., 1998; Cline, 

1996; Schmidt, 1995). However, pattern names need careful consideration (Chung et 

al., 2004; Meszaros and Doble, 1998).

The names of the study patterns were carefully chosen to allow communication. 

Some of the pattern names were changed when patterns from the first study were 

reviewed for the main study in order to enhance their impression and communicative 

power. Another issue with the pattern names was that existing pattern names in English 

needed to be rewritten or new ones to be coined in Greek. The potential of using the 

patterns names exists and pattern names were conscientiously chosen to allow this, 

although the experiments did not offer any chance to use patterns as a communications 

tool. Students have used the study patterns as a technical vocabulary in the follow up 

interviews although not extensively.

11) Different patterns deal with problems at different scales
Patterns can describe high-level design issues and also address low-level details of 

interaction and interface design. Van Duyne patterns deal with large-scale design issues 

such as “Site Genres” down to page elements and navigational components; however, 

most of the patterns do focus on high-level design issues. Van Welie’s collection of 

patterns also deal with a wide range of web design issues from site and page types down 

to basic interaction and navigation elements.

Yahoo! patterns focus mainly on interface components not higher than page level. 

Therefore the scale of problem that these patterns address is lower than the level of the 

van Duyne and the van Welie pattern collections. Tidwell’s collection includes patterns 

for a broad range of design problems but the problems do not go higher than page level. 

As Tidwell (2003) comments, the patterns that she presents describe key design issues 

at the appropriate level, not too high and not too low, in order to attract and convince 

designers of the patterns’ value.

Evidently, different audiences are interested in patterns at a different problem 

level. Patterns that addressed high-level design issues were not included in the main 

study (the reasons are explained in Section 4.5.3). The problems that the study patterns 

address are low-level, lower than any of the previously examined collections. The
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selected scale proved to be suitable for the purposes of the study and to attract novice 

designers’ attention.

12) Patterns reflect design values

Patterns and pattern languages embody design values that are reflected explicitly (Bayle 

et al., 1998). Fincher (1999b) states that the values are important to three audiences: 

users, other designers, and society, although the last audience is not directly addressed 

by patterns.

What Alexander (1979) considers fundamental and refers to in his work is a 

“quality without a name”. Architectural patterns should help designers achieve this 

quality and improve human life. According to Borchers (2000), quality in HCI is 

described by terms such as “intuitive” and “transparent”. Pemberton (2000) suggests 

that patterns are “engaging and lively”, implying that these values are also reflected in 

interface design. Van Welie et al. (2000) propose that usability should be the central 

point of HCI patterns. Patterns should make interface systems more usable in the same 

way that architectural patterns enable designers to achieve the “quality without a name” 

that supports human well-being (van Welie and van der Veer, 2000). Dearden and 

Finlay (2006) argue that other properties such as usability, acceptability, and 

engagement may be more appropriate terms to describe quality as a result of applying 

patterns and suggest that usability is the most suitable at the interface level.

Usability is the focus of the known pattern languages. The van Duyne patterns 

promise that patterns will help create effective and easy-to-use web sites. Van Welie, as 

mentioned above, considers his patterns to be tools to improve the usability of sites. 

Tidwell's (2005) patterns document familiar parts and solutions that make an interface 

easier to use. Graham (2003a) explicitly states that his pattern language aims to improve 

web usability.

The study patterns also reflect usability, although this is not explicitly stated 

within the patterns. Some of the study patterns are based on existing patterns, 

encompassing usability, while most are based on usability guidelines. Therefore the 

study patterns express values of usability.

13) Patterns capture design practice

This characteristic is similar to characteristics (4) and (7) but is focused and refers to the 

process of identifying and developing patterns. Patterns do not capture the individual 

opinion of the writer but established practice from the domain.
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Patterns from the other pattern collections evidently capture design practice, as 

this characteristic suggests. Some authors (van Duyne et al., 2002; Tidwell, 2005; van 

Welie, 2001-2007) clearly indicate that patterns were identified and developed by 

capturing design practice. Yahoo!, being a commercial company, developed the patterns 

using a design research team via the traditional design process: a common problem is 

identified and the solution is created and presented using a pattern. Several refinements 

and reviews of the pattern take place before the pattern is published. Graham (2003a) 

confesses that he developed his language by using ideas that were already published 

elsewhere and also by consulting sources such as Nielsen (2000a) and Spool et al. 

(1999), who discuss issues of usability and web design.

The study patterns were based on known and well documented guidelines and on 

existing, trusted patterns. As a result, the study patterns were not identified or developed 

employing a pattern mining or discovery process. However, the study patterns do not 

capture the writer’s opinion. Therefore, this characteristic applies to the patterns that 

were formed for the purposes of the experiment: although no identification or 

development of new patterns was involved, the study patterns reflect established 

practices from the domain.

8.7 Fincher’s framework
Fincher (1999a) identified five essential characteristics for patterns and pattern 

languages: Capture of Practice, Abstraction, Organising or Structuring Principle, Value 

System and Presentation. These characteristics are described as functional requirements. 

Four more non-functional characteristics were added later (Fincher and Utting, 2002). 

Each of the non-functional characteristics is paired with one functional one. The non

functional characteristics are: Non-obvious (paired with Capture of Practice), Insight, 

(paired with Abstraction), Generative (paired with Structuring Principle), and 

Communicative Power (paired with Presentational Form).

Four of Fincher’s functional requirements have been analysed in the previous 

section, using the extended set of characteristics: characteristics (4), (7) and (13) refer to 

Capture of Practice, characteristic (2) refers to Abstraction, characteristic (12) refers to 

Value System and Section 8.5.3 of this chapter about the format of patterns refers to 

Presentation.

In this section the study patterns are examined using the remaining of Fincher’s 

requirements i.e. the requirement for a Structuring Principle and the non-functional 

requirements for patterns.
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Structuring Principle

Alexander in his work, using the level of physical scale each pattern refers to, organised 

architectural patterns into sets. Alexander’s patterns refer to towns and buildings down 

to small-scale design issues about single rooms.

The structuring principle of other HCI pattern collections varies. Van Duyne et al. 

(2002) group patterns according to the design aspects addressed by the patterns. Tidwell

(2005) organises the patterns using key concepts in interaction and visual design. Van 

Welie patterns are structured around three main concepts: the needs of the user, the 

needs of the application, and the context of design. Yahoo! (2005) also uses user needs 

to organise patterns.

The study patterns were presented in a way that followed the structure of the 

corresponding Koyani guidelines. These guidelines were organised around web design 

issues into 13 categories (e.g., Home Page, Navigation, Links). However, patterns from 

only seven categories were presented in the main study.

Non-obvious (paired with Capture of Practice)

Patterns should capture and present practice which is non-obvious. Patterns should 

focus on “why” to apply the pattern and the “rationale” behind a pattern in order to 

capture non-obvious practice. Van Duyne, van Welie, Yahoo!, and Tidwell pattern 

collections capture non-obvious practice to a certain extent but each one does so to a 

different degree. Van Welie and Tidwell patterns have a “why” section while van 

Duyne patterns give reasons for the application of a pattern through extended discussion 

of the problem and the forces involved in applying the solution to the problem.

High-level patterns have the potential to capture non-obvious practice better than 

low-level patterns. The study patterns, being low-level patterns and intended to be used 

by novices, capture practice that is mainly obvious to trained or experienced web 

designers. Some of the study patterns include short references to the rationale of a 

pattern, but these references are sketchy and do not convey any non-obvious practice.

Insight (paired with Abstraction)

Patterns should convey design insights and expertise that reveal why the pattern 

provides the appropriate solution to the problem. Insights are beyond implementation 

details and are based on deep and complex issues. The discussion presented in the 

previous paragraph about the non-obvious requirement in other pattern collections can 

be repeated for this characteristic as well: other pattern collections provide insights to 

some extent. The van Duyne patterns, by following Alexander’s tradition of presenting
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patterns, are the patterns that probably provide higher insights than patterns from other 

collections. The study patterns provide limited, if any, insight into the application of the 

pattern.

Generative (paired with Structuring Principle)

Generative patterns support the designer in building new solutions by combining 

patterns and producing larger and complete designs.

Employing a pattern may possibly give rise to new problems that require 

attention. Generative patterns facilitate the application of new patterns to solve the new 

problems (Demtl and Botturi, 2006). From this point of view, pattern collections with 

many patterns and links among them are more likely to be considered generative. Of the 

known pattern collections only the van Duyne patterns may be considered generative 

since these patterns form a pattern language with many links and references to other 

patterns. These patterns also embody values that help the generation of new solutions. 

To take advantage of any generative power of a pattern language, the designer should 

have full appreciation of the links and deep knowledge of the patterns and the problems 

they solve.

The study patterns lack this generative power: the number of patterns is small, and 

there are not many links among the patterns. This was also concluded in the qualitative 

analysis of the students’ opinions of the patterns (see Section 7.2.5.1).

Communicative Power (paired with Presentational Form)

Patterns strongly communicate guidance and design concepts to the intended audience. 

This communicative power is attributed to the format of the pattern (name, examples, 

etc.) and also to the values exposed through the pattern (Fincher and Utting, 2002).

The communicative power of other pattern collections cannot be accurately 

judged. It is thought that since these patterns are well written and presented they 

undeniably have communicative power. The format of the study patterns is similar to 

that of other pattern collections, therefore it is expected that the study patterns involve 

similar communicative power. However, the communicative power of the study patterns 

is only articulated by the format and the examples included rather than the values 

embodied in the patterns.

The communicative power of the study patterns, as they were perceived by the 

participants, can be highlighted by referring to the qualitative data from the main study. 

Patterns names were not considered important and were not appreciated by participants
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(see Section 7.3.2). However, the format and the elements of the study patterns seemed 

to catch the participants’ attention and to communicate guidance and experience.

Participants were attracted to patterns and indicated that patterns communicated 

the knowledge needed to help them, as novices, to learn design and usability principles. 

Their comments indicated that the sections of the pattern format (problem, solution, 

examples) had an impact on them. They also referred to the sensitising example that 

strongly explicated the pattern. Participants indicated that a short sentence, a “synopsis” 

of the pattern, could probably be used to communicate the core of the pattern, and they 

even suggested that other courses adopt the same format to provide experience and 

knowledge. Overall, participants found the study pattern format to be very appealing 

and this can be used as confirmation that the communicative power of the study patterns 

is strong.

8.8 Overview of the study patterns
This detailed examination gives a clear picture of the main characteristics of the study 

patterns. The study patterns contain only a small number of patterns from other pattern 

collections while the majority originated by converting guidelines into patterns. In 

summary, the study patterns imply artefacts but also offer prescriptive advice; bridge 

levels of abstraction; have functional and to a lesser extent non-functional parts; are 

manifest in a solution; are part of a small pattern collection but not a pattern language; 

are validated by their use and grounded in a domain; capture solutions to small-scale 

problems; have the potential to support a “lingua franca”; deal with small-scale 

problems; reflect values about usability; and capture established design practice. The 

study patterns are organised in the same way as the guidelines; they do not capture non- 

obvious practice and design insights although they do have this potential simply by 

adding content making them richer; and finally, they are not considered to be generative 

but they have strong communication power.

Table 8.3 shows, according to the author’s opinion, the extent to which patterns 

comply with characteristics and requirements used evaluate the study patterns. An 

ordinal scale with three values (not at all or low, medium and high) is used.
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Table 8.3: Compliance of study patterns to characteristics

C haracteristic
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Extended Win and C alder characteristics
1 A pattern implies an artefact •
2 A pattern bridges many levels o f abstraction . •
3 A pattern includes its rationale (functional and non-functional) •
4 A pattern is manifest in a solution •
5 A pattern captures system hot spots Does not apply
6 A pattern is part o f a language •
7 A pattern is validated by use •
8 A pattern is grounded in a domain •
9 A pattern captures a big idea •
10 Patterns support a ‘lingua franca’ •
11 Different patterns deal with problems at different scales •
12 Patterns reflect design values •
13 Patterns capture design practice •

F incher’s characteristics
14 Capture o f Practice •
15 Abstraction •
16 Organising or Structuring Principle •
17 Value System •
18 Presentation •
19 Non-obvious (paired with Capture o f Practice) •
20 Insight (paired with Abstraction) •
21 Generative (paired with Structuring Principle) •
22 Communicative Power (paired with Presentational Form) •

The overall result is that some may see the study patterns as not following the 

widely accepted notion of a pattern. However, the purpose of the study was not to 

present high quality patterns; instead, the patterns presented here were mainly to serve 

the purposes of the study and to compare patterns and guidelines as a medium of 

transferring knowledge and experience to novices. It was not possible to employ 

existing patterns and compare them with similar guidelines since there was not enough 

commonality of content between patterns and guidelines. If different guidelines and 

patterns had been compared, even though they could both refer to problems in a specific 

design aspect of web sites (e.g. trust) or to the same dimension (e.g. navigation), the 

validity of the experiment could have been at risk since entities with different 

information content would have been compared. By using balanced sets of patterns and 

guidelines, and showing that even simple patterns that do not possess some key pattern 

attributes are better in several respects than guidelines, helped in accomplishing the 

purpose of this experimental study. This approach also indicated that by developing 

patterns at the appropriate level for novice designers, i.e. simple low-level patterns, and
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employing these patterns to teach them usability principles is a useful method for 

increasing their usability awareness and for having a positive impact on their skills.

Alexander in his works viewed patterns from two perspectives: as a theoretical 

account of architecture and as constructed artefacts with a specific purpose (Dearden 

and Finlay, 2006). The purpose of Alexander’s patterns was to stimulate discussion and 

enable user participation. In the same way, some authors are interested in patterns as a 

way of capturing and communicating design knowledge and values while others as an 

“accessible form” of guidance. In the former case the focus is on attributes of patterns 

like abstraction, big ideas, and pattern languages while in the latter case the focus is on 

patterns that have a practical use and that can be readily applied (Dearden and Finlay

(2006). The study patterns were used as a means of presenting practical guidance to 

novices. From this perspective and from the perspective of using the study patterns as a 

didactic medium the study patterns qualify as patterns.

Future research can look into patterns from a different perspective and form 

patterns in another way. Still, other problems similar to the problems and tensions this 

study faced and threats to the validity of the study should be considered and taken care 

of.

8.9 Summary
This chapter has presented an analysis of the guidelines and patterns used in the study. 

Patterns were examined using two sets of characteristics in such way as to clearly show 

what aspects of the study patterns complied with the pattern community’s notion of 

patterns and what aspects were met only to a certain degree or not all. Overall, the study 

patterns are low-level, dealing with small-scale problems. They do need refinement and 

development and do not possess some of the distinctive qualities of patterns. However, 

the study patterns are appropriate for the purposes of the study since they match the 

experience and guidance presented by guidelines. The study patterns were used as a 

means of presenting practical guidance to novices and as a didactic medium and from 

this perspective they qualify as patterns.

The following chapter provides a summary of the work, describes some of the 

main contributions, and concludes with suggestions for potential extensions and future 

research.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Introduction
This thesis contributes to the ongoing debate concerning the benefits of patterns, as they 

are contrasted to another form of design guidance in the field of web design, by 

investigating the effect of patterns and guidelines in the development of skills of novice 

designers. Its motivation is to gain a better understanding on how novices employ and 

value patterns and guidelines after being introduced to usability issues with the help of 

thesetools.

This chapter provides a summary of the research, describes some of the 

implications and the contributions, and suggests directions for future work to extend and 

build on the work presented in this thesis. Section 8.2 summarises the thesis by 

revisiting the research questions and the research approach. Section 8.3 presents some 

implications of the results of this research and Section 8.4 discusses the main 

contributions. Finally, this chapter concludes with an overview of suggestions for 

further work in Section 8.5.

9.2 Summary of study

9.2.1 Summary of problem and research questions
Web design patterns provide guidance to novice designers on how web pages should be 

presented. Since the late 1990s, the HCI community witnessed an increased interest in 

research focused on HCI design patterns. This interest was triggered by the research
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intensity on the subject of OOD patterns and the popularity that OOD patterns had 

gained within the software engineering community.

The main results of research efforts were two-fold:

• A wealth of literature on the advantages of patterns, and the methodologies and 

procedures of employing and using patterns with or without tool support.

• The creation and publication of a number of pattern languages.

Some of the pattern languages and collections are now considered standard 

references and the patterns they contain essential parts of design practice. From one 

point of view, this is expected since patterns capture successful practice. New patterns 

are added and old ones modified, following changes in design practices and industry 

standards.

The purpose of this study was to provide empirical evidence that would allow one 

to support or reject the claim that web patterns have advantages over web guidelines, 

and to determine the effects of patterns and guidelines on novice designers. Along the 

same direction the study aimed to identify the attributes, i.e. the weaknesses and 

strengths of the pattern and guideline format as they are expressed by novice designers, 

and also the extent to which these attributes match the weaknesses and strengths 

suggested and portrayed by researchers.

The effects of the two different conditions, patterns and guidelines, on participants 

were examined in four aspects:

• Designing a web site according to principles expressed by patterns/guidelines.

• Evaluating a web site and indicating usability errors on the site.

• Attitude of participants, which includes perceived usefulness and intention to

adopt, appreciation, and appeal.

• Preference of students for a format while comparing patterns with guidelines.

The difference in the overall scores in the design task between the two groups was 

statistically significant. A similar comparison made by using only the subjective metrics 

shows that the patterns group performed also significantly better. Results from the 

design task and the interviews suggest that compound patterns are inferior to simple 

patterns and do not create a clear picture of all the usability issues involved to novice 

designers.

Patterns and guidelines can successfully communicate usability principles and 

knowledge to novice designers and can affect the evaluation skills of participants. There
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were no significant differences between the performances of the two groups in the 

evaluation task. However, if a comparison is made using difficult to identify errors the 

patterns group performed significantly better than the guidelines group.

The overwhelming preference for a particular format in presenting guidance is 

patterns even by the participants trained with guidelines.

Links and pattern names were not appreciated by participants, although guidelines 

titles were considered as providing useful information and guidance. Patterns are 

considered by students as better tools to introduce design principles, while guidelines 

are perceived as tools for more experienced designers. At the same time, patterns are 

suggested as a useful pedagogic tool for teaching.

9.2.2 The experimental approach
The importance of the triangulation of methods and data sources to establish internal 

validity is emphasised by several researchers. Triangulation increases the level of 

credibility of the findings. The mixed methods research approach employed in the study 

allowed a more comprehensive research design to be created. Qualitative data from 

interviews and questionnaires were used to support the quantitative data obtained 

through the web design tasks and other quantitative evaluation measures.

The experimental design of the first and the main study followed the stages 

suggested by Fenton and Pfleeger (1996) in carrying out experiments: conception, 

design, preparation, execution, and analysis. The research approach was revisited and 

redesigned beginning with the exploratory study. During the first study, the methods 

and techniques for the purpose of the research were established and finalised. Some of 

these were improved in a way that was easier to implement, while others were 

abandoned. In the main study, there was no redesign test carried out, and also no 

attempt was made to explore the effect of a pattern language on students. The redesign 

task did not appeal much to the participants in the first study. Links within patterns were 

not appreciated and probably need further consideration in order to take advantage of 

them.

Stability of methods over time is an indicator of a reliable methodological 

approach (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Consistency in interviews and questionnaires 

was demonstrated throughout this research in the procedural formats developed by the 

researcher. The web site design tasks and the web site usability evaluation tasks were 

piloted with experienced designers prior to the formal research sessions. All the tasks, 

instruments and methods employed in the collection of data were tested more formally
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under true experimental conditions in the first study before being used in the main 

study. The instruments were revised to improve clarity, based on feedback and 

experience gained in the first study.

The resulting experiment in all cases was considered to be a quasi-experimental 

design (Gill and Johnson, 2002; Nachmias and Nachmias, 2000; Robson, 2002) since 

sampling methods were used to select the participants. Quasi-experiments constitute the 

majority of the experiments carried out within the educational world (Wiersma, 2000) 

as they usually employ convenient and purposive sampling. Two groups were formed 

for the experiment. Random assignment of participants to such groups is usually 

employed. In this study, a sampling method was used to allocate the student participants 

to each group. The sampling method took into consideration the performance and ability 

of each participant in order to form two balanced groups. In small groups, random 

allocation may introduce weaknesses in the experiment (Cook and Campbell, 1979; 

Christensen, 1997). Rank sampling was used in both the exploratory study and the first 

study. Stratified sampling was used for the main study.

The initial equivalence between the two groups greatly enhanced the internal 

validity of the study. An alternative approach of using a "between-within subjects 

comparison" was also considered. However, such approach requires another pre-test 

design task and puts a heavy load (actually doubling it) on the experts who were to 

evaluate and score the designed web pages. Evaluators not only spent time on the 

evaluation tasks but also on learning the grading process and on compiling the grades in 

an appropriate form. Similar studies employ evaluators on a paid basis to perform such 

work.

The experimental research design made it possible to prove the extent of the 

effectiveness of having patterns as a means of presenting advice and information about 

web design.

9.3 Implications of the research
It is acknowledged that the findings of this work have been derived from studies within 

educational environment with students acting as novice designers. While the author did 

not attempt to make generalisations, the advantages of patterns, as they have been 

identified here, offer different possibilities that concern several communities and should 

be exploited to their benefit.

The HCI community needs to support designers with techniques and tools in a fast 

changing technological environment; patterns can help towards this direction. New
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fields and domains emerge, but the underlying principles of humans interacting with 

computers remain the same. The demand for high quality interfaces is growing. Pattern 

collections, by capturing and sharing knowledge, can assist designers in using proven 

solutions or in generating new ideas. Such patterns seem to work well in new emerging 

fields like ubiquitous computing (Chung et al., 2004; Saponas et al., 2006).

Web designers may use several pattern collections already developed for web 

design. Access to these collections is easy since most of them are available on the 

internet. Web designers need to develop expertise in their profession and a deeper 

understanding of usability. At the same time inexperienced designers need to have 

access to existing knowledge and best practice. Instead of spending lengthy periods of 

time practising in the profession, and before reaching a high level of expertise, patterns 

offer help and opportunities to inexperienced designers to progress quicker and apply 

state-of-the-art solutions.

The teaching community can use a pattern-based instruction approach to present 

patterns that deal with diverse interaction problems. A successful implementation of this 

approach needs patterns that should address low level design issues to start with. It 

should be noted that simple programming patterns have been developed in order to 

teach simple programming techniques to computer science students (Astrachan et al., 

1998; Bergin, 2001; Muller and Haberman, 2005; Muller et al., 2004; Proulx, 2000). 

However, in the case of web design patterns, not only simple patterns but even high 

level patterns could be employed provided the recipients of such training have the 

necessary knowledge and experience to appreciate all details of a pattern. Patterns can 

present, in an effective way, the many facets of web design. Future designers should 

have a wider knowledge than pure development skills, and well tested and documented 

solutions to apply to an artefact.

Finally, another implication of the research is one that several other experts in the 

field and researchers have voiced (Bayle et al., 1998; Schuler, 2002; Dearden and 

Finlay, 2006) about the need for a pattern developing effort. This research highlighted 

that existing pattern languages share little patterns between them. Most of the pattern 

languages are efforts of inspired individuals or teamwork within companies. A range of 

substantial pattern collections and pattern languages are available (Fincher, 2000b). 

Nevertheless, this body of patterns do not even have the same format. Considerable 

effort is needed to develop a pattern collection or language acceptable and widely 

recognised as a rich body of providing advice and guidance. Such an effort by a group 

of researchers was successful resulting in a set of research-based web design and
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usability guidelines (Koyani et. al., 2003) that was further refined and improved (US 

Department of Health and Human Services, 2006).

9.4 Contributions
This dissertation presents the first research in which a direct comparison between 

patterns and guidelines was attempted based on empirical data. A mixture of research 

approaches was used to evaluate the performance of participants and explore their 

preference and attitudes. The study showed that patterns have greater impact on the 

skills and practices of novices and that participants preferred patterns over guidelines as 

a means of knowledge transfer.

This work is relevant to and impacts areas o f HCI research, education and 

training, and web design. Some implications of the results for the communities involved 

in these areas have been presented in the previous section of this chapter. In this section, 

the contributions are presented in order of their relevance to the aims of this work and 

are divided into primary and secondary. The primary contributions are based on the 

empirical work and the results of the study and are the following:

1) Empirical evidence

This study provided empirical evidence to support the contention that patterns have a 

greater impact on novice designers more than guidelines presenting the same knowledge 

and experience. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first study of its 

kind that compares patterns with a similar tool that provides equivalent design advice 

and guidance. The performance of the participants was evaluated in a design test and an 

evaluation test. The fact that designers with no previous experience in web design 

produced concrete web sites using a popular authoring tool contributes to a realistic 

setting of the experiments.

2) Insight into advantages of patterns and guidelines

The study provided an interesting insight into a novice designer’s experience using 

patterns and guidelines. The study delineated the particular characteristics of both tools 

and provided a clear picture of the reasons for participants preferring patterns via the 

analysis of qualitative data. Knowledge and experience should be presented in a 

structured pattern format with successful examples that sensitise novices to both 

problem and solution. The pattern format was the one that captured participants’ 

attention and elicited comments of approval; simple patterns, presenting only one piece 

of advice, were preferred to compound patterns that contained more than one guideline.
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A possible extension of the pattern format adopted in this study may be a small 

“synopsis” element that summarises the pattern.

This research also makes secondary contributions which are presented below.

3) An experimental approach of comparing patterns and guidelines

An approach was established, within an educational context to compare patterns and 

guidelines, resulting in an evaluation of these tools. The approach involves certain 

principles for experimental processes. Processes include teaching procedures and tests, 

and the use of a balanced set of patterns/guidelines. The comparison made is a synthesis 

of common tasks in which a designer is involved, i.e. design and evaluation of web 

pages. Participants with no experience in web design were used and two groups that 

were not statistically different were formed. Instead of developing new patterns that 

may require validation and refinement, a simple method of employing existing patterns 

and guidelines and transforming one format into the other was introduced. The detailed 

presentation and analysis of three experiments with tests, tasks, and metrics should 

prove useful in further research and in a replication of the study.

4) A library of balanced sets of patterns and guidelines

A valuable outcome of this study is a library of balanced sets of patterns/guidelines 

useful in teaching web design principles. The sets can be expanded to include other 

aspects of web design or they can be tailored to the specific tests of future experiments. 

Examples provided for several of the patterns and guidelines were replaced with new 

ones, which were more successful in communicating the intended usability principle. 

One success of the library is that students requested copies of the patterns in electronic 

form.

Furthermore, the patterns have merit of their own and are regarded as a useful and 

effective collection of easy to use patterns providing advice and guidance. Most of the 

patterns that were employed in this study originate from guidelines. Although 

participants embraced patterns as an innovative way of expressing advice these patterns 

can be further improved to meet stricter requirements of the notion of patterns and used 

for learning and communicating best practices to novices. The patterns presented here 

can be used to bridge the gap between patterns and guidelines and enrich existing 

pattern collections.
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5) A set of metrics

A set of metrics, assessing aspects of web design principles as applied by students, were 

developed, tested, changed, and refined to allow independent evaluators to assess and 

rate the pages that had been designed. The metrics focus on the application of the 

specific patterns/guidelines used to teach participants usability, i.e. they measure the 

performance of participants and allow a comparison of guidelines versus patterns. The 

metrics are classified as being either subjective or objective. Subjective metrics are 

those that produce a score depending, to a certain extent, on the judgment of each 

evaluator while objective metrics produce the same score and do not depend on the 

evaluator’s judgment. The current set of metrics do not assess the overall usability of a 

site and do not capture all the important aspects of web pages, but the metrics can be 

expanded to meet further demands. As they stand, the metrics can serve as a basis for 

future work and experiments and as a predictor of usability.

9.5 Future research
There are a number of interesting directions in some of the areas explored in this 

dissertation in which the understanding and knowledge about patterns and guidelines 

could be advanced.

The results of the study can be used as a basis for further studies of how patterns 

could be employed in several stages of a development project. Patterns for different 

stages of a design lifecycle may be developed, addressing the needs and requirements of 

novice designers. For example, Koyani guidelines address issues in the design process 

and the evaluation of a site, in accessibility, and in writing web content. Students 

indicated that they would like patterns/guidelines for site architecture. At the same time, 

improvement to the tasks and tests of the experiment could be made and, more 

importantly, improvements to the metrics and the scoring procedures.

More metrics can be introduced to reflect the use of other patterns/guidelines. An 

alternative approach would be to adopt some other known scoring procedures. Such an 

approach was described in Section 7.2.2. The materials developed for the tasks and the 

assignments can be extended. More requirements may be included in order formulate 

specific tasks that can be used to evaluate the design skills of novice designers. The 

requirements will test if certain other usability principles are applied on the web pages. 

Such tasks are already developed and established in other domains, e.g. in 

programming.
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More work is needed to explore issues associated with compound patterns and 

how to make patterns easier to understand and use. Several questions arise along this 

direction. It appears that there is a problem with long and extensive patterns where more 

than one piece of advice is given; however, this may be due to problems that may be 

eliminated if patterns are organised and presented in a better way. Another question 

along this direction concerns patterns that were not possible to include in this study. 

Complex patterns were not employed in the tutorials and the tests. Complex patterns are 

those that refer to complex design issues, such as e-commerce, where notions of trust 

and security are involved. Chung et al. (2004) experimented with patterns about 

ubiquitous computing and notice that designers failed to take advantage of patterns 

referring to privacy. Complex patterns are usually difficult to implement. A necessary 

requirement to be met when investigating such issues is that designers should have the 

expertise to implement such patterns in the web pages. A possible experiment with 

complex design issues could be to present patterns/guidelines in the tutorials, but use 

them only in evaluation tests and not design tasks, in which case design skills are not 

required. This is further detailed below in this section.

One study can only provide some understanding on how two alternative 

approaches affect knowledge and the application of usability principles in a limited 

context. Throughout this research it has been suggested that external validity should be 

achieved mainly through replications. Replication is a strongly suggested practice in all 

kinds of empirical research. A replication study in a different setting should indicate 

that it is unlikely that any conclusions of a study are the result of the particular 

experimental environment or the characteristics of the participants rather than the 

condition being examined. Replicated studies help researchers to appreciate the limits of 

the results.

A replication study would provide further evidence of which factors of the 

experiment interact with the condition being evaluated by varying or extending certain 

variables of the experiment. Such replicated studies increase confidence in the 

experimental design and strengthen the internal validity of the study. Easy access to 

experimental processes and materials is necessary to encourage further independent 

replications. This research was conducted within an environment provided by an 

ordinary higher educational institute. The conditions are simple to replicate and the 

experimental details easy to follow, having been clearly described to allow the same or 

an improved design approach. Therefore, to gain further insight, a series of experiments 

may be required to confirm and extend the findings of this study. Future work is
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suggested in the form of four experiments where certain aspects involved in the 

experiment may change.

1) Experiment with improved-extended sets of patterns/guidelines
The results of the experiment indicate that patterns and guidelines can support novice 

designers in learning and applying usability principles; patterns and guidelines have an 

impact on designers, provided that they have reached a certain level of design 

experience and knowledge. However, patterns have a stronger impact. Overall, patterns 

are by far the designer’s favourite format for presenting and documenting usability 

principles and good practices. In the current study only simple patterns were used and 

most of the study patterns originated from guidelines. At the same time the number of 

patterns used in the experiments was relatively low. It would be beneficial to develop 

more patterns that address low-level design problems, which is one area that the 

patterns community has mostly ignored. Simple patterns can be easily implemented by 

novices. Once the extended set of patterns is properly reviewed and finalised, it could be 

used in experiments to further the understanding of patterns.

2) Experiment with web designers
A follow-up controlled experiment similar to those reported in this study is needed. The 

follow up study should not be carried out with students but with novice designers, i.e. 

persons who have some experience but are not professional web developers. In such a 

case, the time taken to complete the design tutorials may be shortened and more 

complex patterns may be used. However, the groups must be carefully balanced on 

experience or a more sophisticated experimental design could be used. Another issue 

that should be taken into account is how to control all extraneous variables.

3) Experiment using only evaluation tasks
Such an experiment would be a controlled experiment similar to the experiments 

reported in this study but using only evaluation tasks. Participants in the current study 

were tested in tasks of design and evaluation. Considerable time was expended on this 

in the preparation stage where students were presented with tutorials about web design. 

An approach that only uses evaluation tasks offers several advantages. Students’ 

performance will not be affected by their technical skills in web design. At the same 

time more complex patterns and guidelines can be used since the tasks will not require 

design skills to materialise these patterns. The evaluation task will involve only 

predicting errors and indicating if the page can be improved by applying patterns and
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guidelines. A more complex evaluation task may require severity ratings to be given for 

errors and also indications of the principle being violated. This is suggested by usability 

studies and will provide a better picture of the evaluation. If a list of the existing errors 

for the site is provided, then no experienced judges are required for awarding points. 

The number of participants may increase to allow for parametric statistical analysis. 

Also, since the scoring does not require complicated scoring procedures with many 

evaluators, a pre-treatment test may be performed. This will allow for more robust 

statistical analysis. Some restrictions may be imposed on the participants and the extent 

to which they perform a review by specifying specific tasks within the site. In this way, 

task scenarios may be used to evaluate a specific class of usability problems.

4) Experiment using pairs
All experiments in this study required participants to work on an individual basis. In 

practice, designing involves teams working together even though the design may 

implement design details working on his own (Newman and Landay, 2000). A problem 

with participants working in pairs is that this will reduce the sample size by half, and it 

also reduces the power of statistical tests. In the first study students worked in pairs 

during the tutorials. This was considered to be drawback for the experiment since 

instead of increasing transfer knowledge and motivation it hindered learning, as was 

explained in Section 4.5.2.3.

However, pair programming, as several empirical studies suggest, improves 

design quality, reduces defects, increases motivation and enjoyment in the team 

members, improves team communication, and produces new ideas (Bryant et al., 2005; 

Jensen, 2003; Lui and Chan, 2003; McDowell et al., 2002). Web design and web 

programming studies employing pair programming indicate statistically significant 

differences between designers working in pairs and working alone with regards to the 

aforementioned advantages (Cockbum and Williams, 2001).

In an experiment that employs pairs of designers, apart from judging the 

comparing participants’ performance other issues can be explored, such as team 

cooperation, development of a common language, adoption and handling of the sets of 

patterns/guidelines, and finally communication of ideas.
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Appendices

Appendix 2.1: A web design pattern (van Welie pattern collection)

Input Hints

Name: 1 --._r.....  . v v..,v ................................... .......J :■ ‘ ;
Example: Mary Jones

Short Name: .7 = T = r = _ r ^ J g :
This is an alternate name for your account, used by 
some network services. Enter 8 lowercase characters 
or fewer with no spaces. Example: mjones

From the M ac OS X system preferences

W h at:
Beside an empty text field, place a sentence or example that explains what is required.

U se  w h e n : The interface presents a text field, but the kind of input it requires isn't obvious to all users. You don’t  want 
.to put more than a  few words into the text field's label.

W hy: A text field that explains what goes into it frees users from having to guess. If you visually separate the hint 
from the main label, users who know what to do can more or less ignore the hint, and stay  focused on the 
label and control.

H ow : Write a  short example or explanatory sentence, and put it below or beside the text field. Two examples
conjoined by "or” works fine too. Keep the text small and inconspicuous, though readable; consider using a 
font two points smaller than the label font. (A one-point difference will look more like a mistake than an 
intended font-size change.)

Also, keep the hint short. Beyond a sentence or two, many users' eyes will glaze over, and they'll ignore the 
text altogether.

This pattern is often used in conjuction with Forgiving Format, as illustrated by the Word example below, or 
Structured Form at Alternative patterns are Input Prompt (in which a short hint goes into the control itself), 
and Good Defaults (which puts an actual valid value into the control). Input Hints permit longer, more 
permanent help text than Input Prompts, but because no default value is present in the text field, the user is 
forced to consider the question and give an answer.

E x a m p le s :

: C ah

C . Currwit page O  Selection

(*  Pages: ||............  i
Enter page numbers and/or page ranges 
separated  by commas. For example, 1,3 ,5-12

From Weed for Windows

The printing dialog boxes used by several Microsoft Office applications supply an Input Hint below a Forgiving Format text 
field -  it takes page numbers, page ranges, or both. The hint is very useful to anyone v/ho's never had to use the "Pages" 
option, but users who already understand it don't need to focus on the written text; they can just go straight for the input 

| field.

From the van Welie pattern collection
http://www.welie.com/patterns/showPattem.php7patternniNsearcharea
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Appendix 2.2: A design pattern (Tidwell’s pattern collection)

Search Area
Problem

The users need to find a page 

Solution

Use a dedicated area with different kinds of search functionality.

Advanced Search

From wrww.att.com

Use w hen

In addition to the main navigation scheme, the web site has secondary 
functionality to search for information. Such sites are typically medium to large 
sites. There may be several lands of search-related functionality on the site. The 
search functionality is not the main way to access the information, ithas a 
secondary role'.

H ow

Group the different kinds of search functionality and place them in a small 
rectangular area. The area is placed in a prominent position on the page but is not 
masking the main navigation. Use a combination of a Search Box together with a 
Site Map, Site Index, Search Tips or Advanced Search.

W hy

By combining all these search related functionality, the Search Area is THE place 
for searching and users only need to go to one place on the page. Alternatives and 
help is provided in a coherent way.

More Examples

Apple uses a search area with sitemap, tips and options.

[Search ]

S i t e  M 3 p  I S e a r c h  T ip s  I O p t i o n s

     — — _
From Tidwell’s pattern collection 
http://designinginterfaces.com/Input_Hints
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Appendix 4.1: Preliminary test for exploratory study

Thank you for completing this test This is a voluntary test that could indirectly help you with the 
course. Time for completion: 20 minutes.
Please note that this test doesn’t not contribute towards your grade in any v/av

Test your knowledge of basic usability principles

First Fart: The following m ultiple cho ice  q u es tio n s  have only o n e  co rrec t 
answ er. P lease sp e nd no  m ore than  5 m inu tes .  _____

Surnam e: Name:

1  The basic principles underlying □  a. Relatively new
user-centred design are: O b . Based on trial and error

O  c. More art than science
□  d. Nonexistent, good design is just a pplied common sense
□  e. Derived from empirical data regarding human performance

characteristics

2. User-centred software 
development requires the 
talents and participation of:

□  a. Programmers
□  b. User Interface Designers 
O  c. Graphic Artists
□  d. instructional Materials Developers 
O  e. All of the above

3. To satisfy both novice and 
expert users, the best strategy 
for label and field alignment is:

□  a. Right align labels and left align fields
□  b. Left align both fields and labels 
O  c. Left align labels and stagger fields
□  d. None of the above
□  e. Any of the above, depending on circumstances

4. The very best kind of "Help" is: □  a . Online tutorials
□  b. Online documentation
□  c. Reference manuals
□  d. A ’Help" desk
□  e. Needing none at all

5. Users read fastest from a 
computer monitor that displays 
characters as

□  a. Serif font-Times New Roman or Georgia
□  b. Sans serif font - Arial or Verdana
□  c. Microsoft*s new ClearType
□  d. They all elicit the same reading speed

1
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X
✓✓

✓✓✓

*t *

X
/ r

These are the ten main usability principles (Nielsen 2001).

1. Visibility of system  status (i.e. feedback)
2. Match between system and the real world (speak the 

user’s  language)
3. User control and freedom (undo, redo, clear exits)
.4. Consistency
5. Help users diagnose and recover from errors
6. Error prevention
7. Recognition not recall (minimize memory load)
8. Flexibility and efficiency (includes shortcuts, macros)
9. Aesthetic and minimalist design
10. Help and documentation

Although it is  not n ecessa ry  to use them these usability principles 
could provide som e help while you are answering the second part 
of this test.

You can cut off th is page s o  you can easily  refer to  th ese  
gu idelines w hile you are com pleting the rest o f the te st
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Second Part
You may answer these questions by writing briefly, or using arrows to indicate, or drawing. 
Use your previous experience, your sense of usability and the usability principles.
1. Can you find any problems in 

this user interface design?
■Header* and Foota* 
deader
j tw ib P a g e  Sp of t,P 

fo o te r

OK ■ |  Cancel '{ frinter— |

2. These icons are links. How can < w . n
you improve the interface? W e lc o m e  tO  SatlU Tl.C O m

W *

3. What Might be wrong with 
these tabs here? How can you 
improve the interface? n e ig h b o r h o o d  n e w s HELP?

 ,,1,

Mond.iv, October 19,1998

4, How can you improve the 
reading of this list? Specifications

Implementation

■

■

Publication ■

■ Data
■ Global Partners)

■ Partner Program
■ Reseller Registration

■ Support Forums

5. How can you improve the 
interface of this page? (inside Home Home page j BSC HomtPage JDCHomePage]̂ >AboutUs I J
the oval)

.3
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6. Can you suggest a way to help 
users not remembering their 
password ?

7. How can you improve the 
information given in these 
links?

The Rise of the 
Network Society 
How to Win Friends 
and Influence People 
The Truth with 
Computers 
The Media Equation 
Radical Eauations

8. How can you improve the 
interface of this page? (required) F irs t  n a m e :)

(required) L a s t  n a m e :  j 
C o m p a n y /O rg a n iz a t io n :)

{required} M ailing  A d d re s s :  j

I ..............
(required) C ity:) S ta te :)  ’ 

Z ip  C o d e )
(re q uire d] C  c  u n try : |

(required) Phcne(area c o d e + n u m b e r ) : j  
FAX ( a r e a  c o d e - m u m p e r ) : )

(required) E -m a lt)

9. What Might be Wrong Here? 
How can you improve the 
interface of this page where the 
ovals are.

Please Indicate

o
Yes/No

10.How can you improve the 
interface of this page?

BODY MASS INDEX

Weight d H  

Height [C H  C D

( Calculate)  (  Reset )

11.What Might be Wrong Here? 
How can you improve the 
interface of this page?

Use your card: Visa EH 
Amex EH 
Master EH 
American Express EH
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Appendix 4.2: Examples of patterns and guidelines

S:4 Provide Printing Option^
Guideline: P ro v id e  a  link to  a  c o m p le te  p r in ta b le  o r  d o w n lo a d a b le  d o c u m e n t  if t h e r e  a r e  W e b  
p a g e s ,  d o c u m e n t s ,  r e s o u r c e s ,  o r  f i le s  t h a t  u s e r s  w ill w a n t  to  p rin t o r  s a v e  in o n e  o p e ra t io n .

Comments: M a n y  u s e r s  p r e f e r  to  r e a d  te x t  fro m  a  p a p e r  c o p y  o f  a  d o c u m e n t  T h e y  find  th i s  to  b e  
m o r e  c o n v e n ie n t ,  a n d  it a l lo w s  th e m  to  m a k e  n o t e s  o n  th e  p a p e r .  U s e r s  s o m e t i m e s  p rin t p a g e s  
b e c a u s e  t h e y  do  n o t  t r u s t  t h e  w e b s i t e  to  h a v e  p a g e s  fo r th e m  a t  a  la te r  d a t e ,  o r  t h e y  th in k  t h e y  w ill 
n o t b e  a b le  to  find  t h e m  a g a in .

Example:

0 3  Example Health Company

topic ymi *

46:12 Indicate Internal vs. External Links

Guideline: In d ic a te  to  u s e r s  w h e n  a  link  w ill m o v e  t h e m  to a  d iffe re n t lo c a tio n  o n  t h e  s a m e  p a g e  o r  
to  a  n e w  p a g e  o n  a  d if fe re n t  w e b s i te .

Comments: O n e  s tu d y  s h o w e d  th a t  u s e r s  t e n d  to  a s s u m e  t h a t  l in k s  will t a k e  t h e m  to  a n o t h e r  p a g e  
w ith in  th e  s a m e  w e b s i te .  W i e n  th is  a s s u m p t io n  is  no t t r u e ,  u s e r s  c a n  b e c o m e  c o n f u s e d .  D e s i g n e r s  
s h o u ld  try  to  no tify  u s e r s  w h e n  t h e y  a r e  s im p ly  m o v in g  d o w n  a  p a g e ,  o r  le a v in g  t h e  s ite  a l to g e th e r .

Example:

Bes.att tvSotfttyVrft Otsint UsaO&rr 
h&pJtosabiiirfgeŝ uideiines

.  P r m td tt  guldellnM  (or Improving W i t  d d flgn , natfgaiSon, fcntScnaSSf
•  b ttto d es  Snsingv Com W e0 de s ig n  ant) Meraaane MentirSet) by

« »  N ational Cancer m sttu la  and  provides references

Wat D i tm  OuMe*»s- Dysion in Affion 
hllp-.ft«wi(.3.ibrr|corra|fr(sy»a*>(»ou_«xt.nsSPiisiMi!tf3T;

*  P m ld a a  g u idelines bo W a t site  planning, d esign , producbten, and  
m ain tenance

.  Offers gtfdeines on *-C4mf»eite

W et PBM»hsng4h)lde 
MSifttfBwteefforg'iebrdevelopers/stpeJ

This s its  is a  student's first source book including activities, informati 
about acid rain.

B e c o m e  a n  IPM S u p e r  S le u th  M ir « ) i« c i . i .» " >►)-«)------ " "
C reated with support from EPA  and th e  National Foundation far IPM 
can  tea ch  you about Integrated P e s t  M anagem ent using word garnet

BrsL M anaaem cnt P ractices for Soil Erosion so ftw n re 
This dow nloadab le p ro g ram  prtn
worldwide, including what caust

Clicking an  outsider link 
loads to  this'interim" page 

that warns users of their 
imminent transfer to n 

non -v/h itehouso .gov 
website.

’Exit disclaimer' 
'graphic informs user 
tha ttho  link will take 
them  to a  nay; 
website.

You arc exiling the Write House Web Server

Thank yeu for vitkmg cur file 

Yen wsS now access hftp-y/www «chn tend 

We hope jroar vint vms jnfamsasveind esjeyitde 

To eoiwismt C-'I (?j; se~.7;e is  vlJ&t&acit to Me IFeb £Xr.g.Toy;Hvir Tosm
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7.8 Home Link

.com./ insidepolitics
K i ,  lawmakers to d iscu ss  war with Iraq

S ep tem b er 1 8 ,2 0 0 2  Posted : 5 :12  AM EDT (0912  GMT)

Fromwww.cnn.com
Problem
U s e rs  n e e d  to  g e t  b a c k to  a  sa fe /s ta rt/fam iS a r  po in t
Use when
In m ost W ebAVAP s l e s  th e re  Is  a  h o m e  p a g e . T h is  p a g e  i s  u su a lly  th e  s ta rtin g  point fo r in te rac tion . W h e n  u s e r s  a rrive  a t  an  
arb itrary  p a q e  w ithin th e  site, th e y  sh o u ld  be  a b le  to  g o  b a c k to  th e  h o m e  p a q e .
Solution
U s e  a  f ix e d  e le m e n t ,  s u c h  a s  t h e  s i t e ' s  lo g o , a s  a  l in k  t o  t h e  h o m e  p a g e

A dd a  link to  th e  h o m e p a g e  on e v e ry  p a g e . P la c e  th e  link a t  th e  to p  of th e  p a g e  a n d  if a p p ro p ria te  o n  th e  b o ttom  of th e  s c re e n . If 
th e  s ite  h a s  a  logo, m ak e  th e  logo  a  l in k to th e  h o m e p a g e  a s w e l t  O therw ise , sim ply lin k th e  h o m e p a g e  u sin g  th e  label "hom e", 
e ith e r  a  tex t lab e l o r  a n  icon o f  a  h o u se . M a k e  su re  th e  link is  a lw ay s fo und  o n  th e  sa m e  p lace .
If th e  s ite  h a s  su b s ite s , you  n e e d  to  m ak e  a  d istinction  b e tw e e n  t h e  roo t h o m e  a n d  th e  local h o m e . In th a t  c a s e  m a k e  d e  logo  th e  
local h o m e  an d  p rov ide  a  link to  th e  ro o t h o m e .
Why
A h o m e  link p ro v id e s  a  s a fe  exit o n  every  p a g e  a n d  a lw a y s  o n  th e  s a m e  position . N o m a tte r  w h a t, th e  u s e r s  c a n  a lw a y s  g e t b a c k  to  
a  fam ilia r p la c e . L o g o 's  identify th e  s ite  a n d  a r e  th e re fo re  e a s ily  c h o s e n  to  g e t  b a c k to  th e  h o m e p a g e .
More Examples

T h is  ex a m p le  of th e  A p p le  w e b s ite  s h o w s  h o w  th e  A pple  logo  is u se d  a s  a  link to  th e  h o m e  p a g e .

fTTT
iCards QuickTime I SStore iReview iTools

'  tkw nloard  * M ovieTrallers QuickTime TV Hot Picks Products Developer

^.14 Outgoing Links

F ro m  w A A vm lcrosott.com

W eb A c c e sso rie s  H om e

S u rf  M onkey E x p lo re r  
B a r

A lex a  E x p lo re r  B a r E*

Problem
U s e rs  n e e d  to  k n o w  w h e n  th ey  le a v e  th e  c u rre n t c o n te x t
Use when
W e b s ite s  th a t  con ta in  links to  o th e r s  s i te s  AND links to  p a g e s  w Shin th e  site . It a lso  a p p lie s  to  W A P s ite s .  Norm ally, links c o n ta in ed  
in a  s ite  ta k e  u s e r s  to  p a g e s  w lh in  th e  s a m e  site . H o w ev e r, a t  tim e s  th e re  a r e  a lso  links th e  m ak e  u s e r s  le a v e  th e  s ite . U s e rs  m u s t 
b e  a b le  to  d istingu ish  th e s e  tw o  k in d s of links. M ost links m ay  b e  in te rne l w hile ex te rn a l links fo rm  a n  ex cep tio n .
Solution
Mark outgoing links visually.

M a rk th e  links by add ing  a  n o te  b efo re  o r a f t e r t h e  link la b e l  T e x tu a l or iconic m ark s  a re  u s e d  a n d  colo ring  p ro v id e s  a n o th e r  
re d u n d a n t h in t W hen  ou tg o in g  links a r e  s e le c te d  a  n e w  w in d o w is  o p e n e d
Why
By add in g  a n  icon o r  o th er kind o f  m arking, u s e r s  k n o w  th a t  su c h  links a r e  d iffe ren t T h is  le a d s to  b e t te r  e x p e c ta tio n s  o f  w h a t 
h a p p e n s  w h e n  they  will click o n  th e  link.
More Examples

A n e x a m p le  fro m  w w w ask to c i c o m :
(Q Read m ore.)

T h is  e x a m p le  Is  fro m  C N N  com:

F o rtu n e .c o m : S o a r in g  s t r e s s  lB)» 
E x p e rts  s a y  theyV e n e v e r  s e e n  
w o rk p la c e  s t r e s s  th is  b a d
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Appendix 4.3: Task for final assignment (Exploratory study)

1

Usability W orkshop

Surnam e: ........................................................  N am e:...............................................

Thank you for completing this test. This is a voluntary test that could indirectly help you with the 
course. Duration: 50 minutes.

Please note that this test does not contribute towards your grade in any way.

1. What tool are you using for this test □  Guidelines □  Patterns

2. Did you complete the initial test □ Yes □  No

3. Did you study the material it was given about patterns or guidelines?
□  No □  If yes how long?.....................Minutes.

2

Task 1 Evaluation and  redesign . (Spend approxim ately  25 m inutes)
Your evaluation  shou ld  be th e  result of a so u n d  p ro c e s s  ra ther than  personal 
opinion.

Go to  w w w .louvre.fr. Click English language. All th e  following su b ta sk s  are  from 
th is site.

1.1 Sub task  (10 m inutes)
Find any flaws and usability problems on the current page and suggest useful redesign 
ideas and improvements (where applicable). You should make at least A contributions to 
the usability of this section.

1.2 S ub task  (10 m inutes)

Find any flaws and usability problems, and suggest useful redesign ideas and 
improvements (where applicable). You should make a t least 6  contributions to the 
usability of this section.

a) Click on the Virtual Tour in the navigation bar > and then choose Oriental 
antiquities. You are to evaluate the navigation between the pages under the 
Oriental antiquities section.

b) Click on Selected  works> then on the Paintings> then on the link Selected 
works> and finally Italy 16th Century. Evaluate this page and find flaws and 
usability errors. Suggest ways to improve the design. Click on the Mona Lisa 
picture. Do the sam e for this page. Evaluate the navigation by going to different 
works of this painting section
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3

Task 2 D esign (Spend approxim ately 25 m inutes)
Do no t u se  in ternet for th is  task

Design the E-cards section of a museum site, where visitors are able to choose a picture 
or a photo and e-mail it to a friend. The section should have at least 2 pages. Create a low 
fidelity prototype using pen and paper sketches. For ease  of use, you will want to have one 
interface screen per piece of A4 paper. Once you make all the changes and you 
completed your design use a clear page to draw your final prototype.

The minimum requirements are:

1st page: The user can select a  card from 4 different categories:

Abstract, Nature, People, Sculpture

In each category there are 6 cards which are shown a s  small images to choose 
from. Once the image Is chosen the next page appears (2nd page).

2nd page: The page contains a larger view (around 10cm X 7or any similar size) of 
the chosen card and the fields that the sender can fill in details:
•  There should be 4 fields: Name and e-mail address for the sender and the 

recipient.
• A field where it should be possible to include a greeting (free text).
•  A field where a short title m essage selected from several preformatted greetings 

can be included (e.g. Hi, Miss you, Love you).

The page should have:
• Two buttons to offer the visitor the possibility: to go a preview page, and to 

choose another card from those on the 1st page (Design just the buttons, not 
any other page).

•  Anything else to make the page better.

Important: Provide some way of good error feedback, using a method that you think 
is best when some of the fields are not filled or if a mistake is identified in the form.

4

Could you write a few words before you finish.
1. What do you think is missing or what you suggest to improve this collection of patterns or 
guidelines (regarding presentation, wording, examples etc.)

2. What do you think is necessary to improve students’ learning about patterns, guidelines and 
usability principles? Do not take into account the short duration of the teaching sessions.
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Appendix 4.4: Pages to be evaluated (Exploratory study)

jii.il i
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Appendix 4.5: Questionnaire for biographical information and level of

experience

E-Commerce course - Student Personal Details
Surname:__....__________ ____ _________________ Name:... ......— .
Semester.   Tutorial: Day  .............. ....... Time ........................

1. State the level of youf co rn 'f^ncy  and experience In using a persorial "computer: ”

□ Beginner 1 have recently started using a  computer.
□ Basic Simple use of MS Office (Word, Excel). Simple use of e-mail and internet.
□ Intermediate All the above, plus extensive use of MS Office and Internet-related activities.
□ Advanced Very good use of the above and also use of some advanced and specialized programs.
□ Expert All the above and also installing computer cards, upgrading, networks etc.

2. bo you have a personal cbmpirtar at home?. 
□  Yes □  No

3. boyou haveaccess!o the Internet? .___ l7 _ -1 __
□  Yes ONo

4. y o u w r i ¥ e n « r i " E n g i | s l i  frdm tbelhtem ^ ' '  *3
□  Not at all DJust a little OGood OVeryGood □  Perfect

5. p o ^ lo n g l r a v ^  tfe :. l f t e i i i t 7 r r r ^ r r i  117”
□  Never □  Less than 6 months □  6 months -1 year 0  1-2 years □  2-5 years

e. f r itiy e ra g ^ tjh ^ ia ^ ic io  y o u 3 ^ iE i( ^ W im e H ”  " T  .H ?  1
□  Everyday □  Most days □  2-3 days a week □  Every week □  Less than once a  week

7. fOn w e“ragl§ howlmuch'time'dqyou speruffrfijdlay''usjng tBeJfiteTmetf,j  ’ I77I7ZT71TI7J 
□  Less than an hour 0 1 -2  hours □  2-3 hours □  3-4 hours □  4-5 hours □  5+ hours

8. How competent doyoul^onsideervoursW usinglhiiritem et ”
□  Very Little □  Little OGood □  Very competent

9. Have you ever designed a webpage of a website?

□ Never I have never tried, or tried and failed.
□ Tried once or twice 1 have tried as an amateur once or twice.
□ Average 1 can build a simple web site.
□ Good experience 1 can build a web site with extensive features very easily.
□ Expert 1 can build a web site with advanced futures.

10. please give the following personal details 

Jelê onejN̂
Home.

Mobife...

P̂ULfSaiL̂ dresses
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Appendix 4.6: Instructions for the preliminary assignment

WEB DESIGN Final Exercise

Design a web site presenting the company profile of UG. The following pages are needed:

in d e x H o m e p a q e
c o m p a n v in fo Inform ation a b o u t th e  c o m p a n y
c o n ta c t C o n ta c t de ta ils  of th e  co m p an y
p e l a t e s T h e  b e s t  c lien ts of t h e  co m p an y
s i r r e rg a te s S e v e ra l firm s a n d  a q e n d e s  th a t th e  co m p an y  r e p re se n ts  o r  w h o s e  p ro d u c ts  it s e l ls
w h a ts n e w N ew s of th e  co m p a n y
s e r v ic e s D esc rib e  th e  se rv ic e s  that th e  c o m p a n y  p rov ides. T his p a g e  is  linked to  th e  p a g e s : 

s e r v t o m e a s l  a n d  s e r v to m e a s 2
w h e re  th e  tw o  s e c to r s  in w h ich  th e  c o m p a n y  sp e c ia liz e s  a r e  d e s o rb e d .  Try to  m ak e  a  s e c o n d  
n av iga tiona l level for th e s e  tw o  p a g e s .

•  Leave the table that provides the layout of the web pages as it is, unless you have an important reason to 
change it.

•  It is important to have a functional navigation scheme and links at the right places. There should be links 
and a. It would be better to think about navigation before you commit yourself, since it will take more time to 
make changes later.

•  If you think that more pages are needed, you are free to create them.
•T he format of the text should be according to the instructions given on each page, next to the text. The 

instructions are in bold English characters In fuchsia or in text boxes and should be deleted once you 
have finished with each page. The exact meaning of the text is not very important, but do try to use the 

. correct links and headings and proper formatting.
•Try to present the site of the company as best you can in order to portray and ‘sell’ the company over the 

web. Use the usability principles and other techniques that you have been taught and help users have a 
good experience while visiting the site.

•Try to avoid extravagant things that will slow you down. Don’t forget the site is about a company with a 
specific goal.

•  If you need images or pictures or any other material, you may use the internet to find them. Images or 
pictures can be found on the following sites.

htt p://www.ors it es.com/webq raphics/ http://www.free-backqrounds.com/dan1 -10.shtml
http://www.tgebleminds-oifs.com/ http://www.iconbazaar.com/index.html 
http://www.gifanimations.com/index,isp http://www.mikesfreeoifs com/

•  For questions or any other information please use email.
•You should work alone and any collaboration with other members of the class is not allowed.

Good luck
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Appendix 4.7: Five patterns from other pattern languages

Home Page Link

<5vim,YC4>
1

■ i
C v Y P o v n  t f o r u m  I H g cp o A o y to  I m  m a il I E - c e r d s

ABrjvn

EAao5c, Eupasnrji 
K. A y cc r-o v  A u o rp aA ia rHa Mruovn AvootnK

: ■ • 1
r.A . 4 .1 2 2 ,3 4 + 0 ,2 0 %  
3 1 / 0 3 / 2 0 0 6  1 6 :4 9 :3 7

i httrtft

To KarnTmuffTD gac

[TExvi*r\ Ynoanip^a

I f c v T u n o t  KariAoyci 

14  T pcno i nA rjpw un?

B H Eiciada pdc 

| suwvnfcc KQp̂pn;
, Evrin. E n= vfui6v

7£/?3D*X Dual
iirrisrHifvii'CC goo*ov«inc- c 
r«vcnAcvtcr va pa i6 ex  n c  rtrpa

>  Use when
Homepage is usuafiy the starting point forinteraction, When users arrive at an arbitrary page within the site, 
they shculd be able to go back to the home page. ‘

>  Problem
Users need to get back to a safe/start/familiar point
Add a link to the home-page on every page. Place the fink at the top of the page and if appropriate on the 
bottom of the screen. If the site has a  logo, make the logo a link to the home-page as well. Otherwise, simply 
link the home-page using the label ’home", either a  text label or an icon of a house. Make sure the link is always 
found on the same place.
A home link provides a  safe exit on every page and always on the same positron. No matterwhat, theiisers can 
always get back to a familiar place. Logo's identify the site and are therefore easily chosen to get back to the 
homepage.
Add this link cn the home page as well to have consistency on the web site.

> Solution
Enable users to  access the homepage from any other page on the website using affixed element such 
a s  the site’s  logo.

> Other patterns to consider
A link to the home page may be included using paKem 10 Meta Navigation and pattern 11 Repeated Menu

More Examples

©  ©
ifwrne abpiit us : centa#. A p JiM5j ; C-i.i cwvcvi-:
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Meta Navigation

> Use when
Most web sites, especially for commercial sites who wish to get in contact with their visitors and are large 
enough to have searching facilities. Additionally, the site offers navigationalfunctionality that should be available 
on every page. Som e functionality is relevant on every page. Users may want to go to a different place in the 
page

> Problem
Users want to know who they are dealing with
Usually the meta navigation bar consists of navigation elements AND communicative elements. Navigation 
elements include Home Link, Search Box, Site Map, and Index. Links to the worldwide site or other higher level 
sites are also navigation elements. Communicative elements tell users something about the organization and 
how to get in touch, for example About Us, Contact, Feedback. The meta navigation bar is placed in the upper 
region of the page so that it is always visible and does not take too much space
The meta navigation bar contains functionality that is relevant on every page of the web ate. It is therefore 
always accessible in a non-obtrusive way that does not cost much screen space.

> Solution
Reserve an area on every page for communication and secondary navigation elements.

> Other patterns to consider
This pattern offers a chance to employ 2 Home Page Link a swell.

> More Examples

C'20O5 Google - floAjTiKii AttoppiItou -  Aoyec npoypauuaioc * Opoi Xprjoric ;
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Repeated Menu

- '  V  Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
■'/’ " • ' ‘ir” 1'-’ - . '  Outeh ’) :. . .  y - '
HOME. |  HEW DOCUMENTS | SEHStH |  OH£AMI?ATIOM f

s u z a

Search

S t ir e h  U rm :

Typt o f d o c u m e n t  

S e a rc h  in :

ismm

1
| All ty p e  of d o c u m e n ts ......... H
1 All H

H O M E  1 N EW  D O C U M E N T S I SE A R C H  t O RG A N IZA TIO N

>  U se w hen
Web pages are frequently more than one "view* long and users will need to scroll down to see the entire page. 
In such cases, the main navigation is likely to be out of sight.

>  Problem
Users need to access the main navigation
This pattern makes the main navigation accessible again.
Allow users to access the navigation after scrolling by repeating the main navigation at the bottom. There is no 
need to go back to the top because the navigation is within immediate reach.
Provide a simple bar with the same elements as the main navigation menu. However, make it simple, preferably 
just text links in a smaller font size. By presenting it in a different way, the users know that it is not the main 
navigation but a secondary feature for their convenience

>  Solution
Repeat them ain navigation at the bottom o fthepageto  help users access navigation

>  More Exam ples
Pay attention to the main navigation and the repeated menu.

!■■■■■■■ | ll

ApxiKi)  ̂ . \. • \  Eraipta \  Epyacriac lu v tp y a T t* ;  v E niK O ivuvia  v A v a (n rr)m )

k ::  Menu

£ ro  K anu p e p o ?  uxrdpxEi to crravaAapPcsvdjJEVO pEvou

A pxiK n"" H Et o ip io  |T p 6no<; EpYopi<K;l : i w e p yoTec  ̂ *11 ■ Em  koi v tov io  T A vo ffirn g tiij
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To the Top Link

■ M n o p ti  v a  n A n p u o td  p e  nicrrcoTm n k q p t q  n  p o v o  p E T p iy ra? ©
B sPatoq  pnopdTE v a  nA nptbosie  p s  t h v  KdpTa a a q  q  «ai p c  KaTd8 son  o s  
A oyopiaopo Tpand^aq n o u  8 0  o a q  5 o 8 d .

■ rioaoqxpovoq 8a xpciaarrcl yia va  anoKTnaca t o v  8 ik 6  pou SiaQ£aipo y a p o  ©  
crrav se rv er?

'O tov  01 nArjpocpopisq o a q 6 a  npoodABouv o rriv  (pdppa napayycA iaq  n ou  
napsxoupE . 8 a  nspjp^voupE rr)v  T qicronoinan T0U A oyapiaopou oaq . T o  dom ain  8 a 
i y a  cyK crraoTaSd p s o a  o s  3  cbpsq a n d  t t |  o n y p n  nou  8 a  Adpoupc Tqv nAnpcopn o aq  
! ’O rav  o A oyapiaopoq o a q  d v a i d ro ipoq  8 a  o a q  a n o o td A o u p s  pia EVToXii 
evepyonoirjarjq  pdoco e-m ail, n cp iA appavopcvou  to u  u ser-ID , p a ssw o rd , koi Trjq IP 
SiEuSuvoqq.

»  n w q  p n o p w  v a  c n n to iv m v n o fiJ  Yia T u y o v  E pw T iioQ q  n o u  0 a  £ x w  ?  ©

> Use w hen
When pages are longer than 2 views and users are likely to go back and forth the top of the page. Typical use of 
this pattern is long page types with text where the users jump from one place to the other. Another situation is 
when displaying long texts and users need to get access to the navigation again

>  Problem
The users need to go back to the top of the page
Choose strategic locations to place a link In the content labelled 'back to top' or just 'top' with or without and up- 
pointing Icon. Strategic locations are typically paragraph endings or other types of'blocks'. The link itself points 
to an anchor placed at the top of the page.
Basically this solution can be used for two reasons:

If you are doing it for the first option, consider using a Repeated Menu at the bottom of the page Instead. Even 
having both a "to the top" link and a repeated menu can be a bit redundant but nevertheless useful for users. 
This allows users to go back the main navigation from almost every scrolling position. It may also be convenient 
for disabled users who scrolling is difficult to do.

>  Solution
Provide a link to the top of the page at locations in the main content of the page

> O ther pa tte rn s  to  co nsider
Use this pattern together with 7 Page List o f Contents so that visitors may go back to the list of contents.

> More Examples

1. To get back to the main navigation
2. To get back to the top part of the content

» E iv a < fr i |tr fa ck ls tp o tf
OTE (ro  Tnv cfitei au&Tarj nou M xcpoct vfl kovo <tt© EHAK)
Oi> 22 (ct SvoeventTD vcpc tf>cs 2 ejptfo! ©axpCKipSea e;)
ECEA (npfrto opoyiya o v a  podouv va aqjnspwpipovrai KoAunpo)

Ertorpotp^ot Apx^oi

I ApxiKii | BwyptKpnco | Ztfvdeocx; I Enncorvfievio -£r
Copyright •fcvvniiOapaK^^ • Al hghts reserved.
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Alternating Row Colours

W*«kS1 10 Dae 2002'

1 2 3  |

I  robbie williams-feel-
YOTHi4ms/Ch3mb«»ChjyMlisrc*p‘»toi/EM}> 6 3 1

2  nelly ft. kelly rowland - dilemm a-
O a mb I t fS  i g la t/Hayn as- U niv a Ba l/U niya raj I-

c. aquilera ft. redman- dirrty-
1 8  
2 9

. jennifer lopez - jen n y  from th e  block-
- ,OliVti/d«yo-EpitfSME-

Ag u i I <ra/Came r o n/Mu h a mmad/StinsoivRCA/B M O-

4 5

>  Use w hen
Tables are common elements within a web page. A table can be quite complex and have several columns which 
make It hard to see.which items belong to the same row.

>  Problem
Users need to read or scan a table In search of particular Information
Use two colours of low saturation, e.g. white and a very light shade of an other colour, that are only slightly 
different. Colour each row of the table by alternating these two colours.
The row colour eliminates the need of table borders and makes it easy for the eye to read a row. In a vertical 
sense, the colours make it'easierto ’catch1 an item because it is on either one of the colours

> Solution
Use alternating row colours for making the table more readable

> More Exam ples

ID C o m p o n e n t*
;  C o m p a n y

*  A lcoa Inc.

*  A m erican  E x p re s s  Co. 

a  AT&T C orp.

a  B o ein g  C o

L a s t  U p d a te  a
12/2016:28  |  

"l2/2o‘l 6.02 j 
12/20 16:01 1 

”l 2/20 16:01 I
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Appendix 4.8: Instructions for design test

Redesign and Deign Tasks

Pear Student

This design test consists of two parts. The first part requires you to work again on some of the pages you designed 
some time ago for the ITG company. The second part requires you to design a web site for a company called 
Infolstos.

You may ask any question, especially if you cannot apply a specific technique that you want to apply. The same 
applies if for any reason the final presentation of the website is not as expected and you need some help.

First Part 
ITG exercise (duration 30 minutes)
Make any change and improvement to the following two pages on the web site in order to improve usability and the 
overall experience of the user. ____________________________
index Home page
companyinfo Infromation about the company
The navigation of the site may change but do not change any of the other pages on the site.

<»-Second Part
Infolstos web site (duration 1 hour 45 minutes)
Please read the following instructions carefully:
• Format and design a web site for a company that itseif designs and builds web pages for other companies and 

individuals.
• You are only required to design three pages, as per the following table:
index Home page
paketa Information of packages designed and intended for customers
palates Examples of websites belonging to the company’s customers

• Create necessary links to the hypothetical webpage nypothetiki.htm*.
• Don't change the table used for page layout because It is possible that other problems will occur that are hard to 

solve.
• It is important to have a functional navigation scheme and links at the right places. It would be better to think

about navigation before you commit yourself, since it will take more time to make changes later.

If ‘Interactive Buttons" are used for navigation, select 
one of the following from Frontpage:

If a ‘Link bar based on navigation’ is used, then use one 
of the following from FrontPage:

• Simple Arrow • Embossed Capsule
• Simple Circle • Glass Rectangle
• Soft Capsule • Corporate

• Deep Blue • Blue Calm
• Ice • Water
• Ripple

• The format of the text should be according to the instructions given on each page, next to the text. The 
instructions are in bold English characters in fuchsia or In text boxes and should be deleted once you have 
finished with each page. Tire exact meaning of the text is not very important, but do try to use the correct links 
and headings and proper formatting.

• Design die company's site according to the principles of usability and the techniques that you have been taught.
• Try to avoid "over the top" design structures that will take time. Don't forget the site is about a company with a 

specific goal.
• If you think that you need pictures, images or small gif files, you can find several of them In the directory 

"myjkones" or die webpage *eikones.htm", included on the web site.

Good Luck
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Appendix 4.9: Initial state of site and pages designed

(Two pages from the design task  and the same pages as designed by a student)

Ta pova&Kd notctTa t?k eratptioQ

|riapccKdio3 civca ra x®c£ra yO.ciz'Aaz.
Sttjv cp*/n riven ra itoxsTa tcm otnpsc too; kcq at?) awcyeta *ivai ta xapacntptaruca xov 

(pipopm o£ oAa ta 2 extra.
Epric xapexovpe jxovo X©po ?&o£sviac koi cr/\ domain ton rortou mvdoomi.gr. Mxopdxs opoc 
z xapanriXerE icca eva sub domain pâ  too twiov yonmame.OiOO.grAcopedv. Av BDxxt to Soto 

aaz domain aszsx&xn&sxxz orrj oapgkier 300 etvai tcm r\ appo&a HAXijvuarj n^psoia yta Ta .gr. Kas 
t poddady.com yia aptptKgvwca domain ■Com, net..ont)

f Hom«P»efc

Home Pack 
| XfljprtnKdrnro 50 MB
| MtTOTOpa ^tjoptvujw* 1.2 GS 
[ Tijĵ  /  e^dpnvo " 60 Euro
i Ttpq I  XP®vo 120 Euro

Standard Pack Pro Pack 
150MB 250 GB
6 0S  12.5 G5
70 Euro 120 Euro

: 140 Euro 240 Euro

napayycWa IlapayYeXIa nopaYY^Wa

|ZupnEpiAappavdiiEva xapaKTripioTiKa
f a  n a p a K d r o  x a p a < n ) p i c m K 6  n s p i X a p g d v o v T a i  o e  <JXa t o  n a < £ r a .
\ m ixcTE tcdnoia anopia ethkoivuvi'ictte po^i paq vo oaq Tr) Auooups.

apa POP3 Accounts 

BAnapa Private POP Servers 

gAnapa Subdomains 

Ancipa Domain Pointers 

|Anctpo Auto Responders koi Forwarders 

neipa Mailing Lists koi Mail Blockers 

Ancipo mySQL Databases 

iHlgh Speed Linux Servers 

Iflpdopoor) e-mail koi p£o<a web (Web Mi 

gflpAoftaor) xd8c MySQL database pcoco F 

PHP, Peri, SSL 

Ipoottnncd CgFBin 

fPassword Protection 

BFront Page unocmjpi^r)

9i mx*tf

psasgwdtTfl

^ JS 0iU S*^tftljjpjmrib' * 
Control JPwwl 

%nw  • HjiSQL

[os.gr
acrfcaye^- I IcoX ^jcx̂  Tpaxxtp 

ItrvcpTtto Av T OKtVTlj t o v : 
m oKsoOdrs t o : www.benetos.gr

fcates nv; ertrtcetac

rtoflMe.gr
ys\a - Aiatpoo?)
moxewa

f-r! j: slS S\ 1 _—

Psarakis-funatare.gr 
Biotexvta ErixAcov
ExioKSoOrit s  to : www.gsarakb«fixtttare.gr

■ M l

[Topcotypo.gr
dipavopyttvooT) K atao rrjud tov  
jnoKspOetTs r a :  wwuMoprotypo.gr

Romeo-restaura&tgr
Eonctopto
EatoxeoOdte to ; wu^foroeo-resftnrnnt gr

www.dietonHoe.gi

ZloXianzXani*’

A*aXoi>9o*v fiEpttcd cx»3ua 
xtX aw v pac rw» euXXcEcur azo 
Trry tjioapovâ  nXXriXoypaeic 
pê pô TOoc.

Mrra and fiwanyo ncpinou 6 
prjvujv Aenoupyiâ ttj<; tropin̂ ; 
ptte&oq po$ ye trf t  Irrfpbtos 
yncpouytvo noOps yc aiyoup»6 
on eipoorc on6*4mi 
tuxop!07̂ pivo» w» 
jxovonotrftcvoi ood ti<; 
imrpajfcc, nou npoo^prrc.

You wp v « y  ptoftr si<mal and 1 
tppteeijte your effort*.

G Pietson

G ilo  vo CKppdoo eva yerdXa 
cvXOfHcwb 71a K wapcoiÊ  xo* 
3tfoooifars yta to web ike 
n o n  xpcyyawn dyoyoi

NLKCr.TOV

Thanks for your support I am very 
happy with your services.

Euzapoto xoX6 pus t>rv k 
astouXt oyami) Pcrj?m ou^, rir
-MM*™**

Bov dor̂  rcwpyidir̂

Ta xapa.’ravci ichfir.'a aeXatdjv 
pcc a-tonXoov rr̂ v Ki)ajKpq 
AK04E1ZH too ffototr^icote.

AoyioriKO Tpaoeia
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naKfrci
T a  p o v a S i x a  n a x c T a  T q q  t r a i p d a q  

napaKOTu dvai t o  nokSTa tpiAoi^viaq.
r rq v  apx^ dvai Ta nbkirra koi oi Tipiq Touq koi aTq au v ix a a  dvai t o  xapakTqpicrikd nou 
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♦ A napa POP3 Accounts
♦ Anapa Private POP Servers
♦ Anapa Subdomains
♦ Anapa Oomain Pointers
♦ Anapa Auto Responders koi Forwarders
♦ Anapa Mailing Lists xai Mail Blockers
♦ Anapa mySQL D atabases
♦ High Speed Linux Servers
♦ npoofiaaq e-mail koi peace web (Web Mail)
♦ npdo{3ooq k60e  MySQL database psoii) PHPmyAdmin
♦ PHP. Perl, SSL
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cfpooTz ortdA uraeUXOPKTTT)pivot KOI
iKOvonotnpivcf on6 tic 
u n n p e triec  n o u  n p o c ^ ip e r e .

K a p a a p a v r t c  M ix a o A

You are very professional 
and I appreciate your 
efforts.

G . P i e r s o n

6£Xo> vo eKfppoou} £va 
pcyaAo cuxopianu y*o 
unnpcoifiC nou npocq>epaTt 
yia to web site pou, daTC 
n p a y p a n K d  a i y o y o u  
M . K o v t o o

Thanks h r  your support I 
am very happy with your 
services.

M ic h a e l  G o s s

Euxopitrrw noAu yia tov 
6pcon onoreAeoycmw  ̂

aac, tiort 
♦dnaixTOi*

O a v d o r j c  f c e o p y id f ir r c
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Kai d\\a noAAd .... To the Top ;
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Appendix 4.10: Questionnaire -  opinion of students about patterns and 

guidelines

Name: G uidelines/P atterns,

[1 Part'.

State your agreement with the following statements about the booklet.

State your level of agreement with the following statements about the booklet

The patterns/guidelines was easy to understand.
I disagree totally I disagree I neither agree nor disagree I agree

□ O □ □
I agree totally 

□

I believe that the section in the course about the guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my skills.
Not at all Little Moderately Much Very much

□ □ □ □ □

The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very helpful in explaining how to improve a website.
Very useful Useful Neutral Useless Completely useless

o  o  □ □ □

What do you suggest to improve the instructions in the booklet?

IT P art
Use an X in marking your answers to the next questions.

How much time did you spend every week on reading and practicing in the seminar?
Less than an hour 1-2 hours 2-4 hours 4-6 hours More than 6 hours g__________ o__________ □ □___________□

Specifically, how many hours?

How much time did you spend reading the booklet of guidelines/patterns before the final 
examination?

Less than an hour 1-2 hours 2-3 hours 3-5 hours More than 5 hours
o  o  o o  o

[3 Part

How often did you use the booklet during the exercise Infolstos
Not at all A little Moderately Much

□ □ □ □
Very much 

□

In the future, will you use the booklet of guidelines/patterns if you are required to design other sites?
Definitely yes Yes Neutral opinion No Absolutely noi

□ □ □  □ □________

Page 1
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Once you had teamed to design with Front Page and you had been taught the guidelines/patterns, to 
what do you think you owe your improvement?

The presentation during the tutorials about guidelines/patterns helped me develop my design abilities.
Not at all ............... ...............Only a little Moderately A lot Very much

The booklet of guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in designing websites.
Not at all Only a little Moderately A lot Very much

How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the redesign task.
Not at all Only a little Moderate A lot Very Much

How useful were the guidelines/patterns for designing the Infolstos site
Not at all Only a little Moderate A lot Very Much

[♦ ‘Answer the following question after the assessment of the company's website__________

How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the evaluation of the site that was given to you 
Not at all . ModerateOnly a little Very MuchA lot

I can remember the following from the guidelines/patterns

Page 2
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^Comparison o f guidelines/patterns u ........ .........

Compare the pattern with the equivalent guideline the two forms present the same advice. Which of 
the two forms do you prefer and why?

Compare the pattern with the equivalent guideline The two forms present the same advice. Which of 
the two forms do you prefer and why?

Compare the pattern with these guidelines
The pattern is bigger because in essence it corresponds to two guidelines. The two formats present the same 
advice. Which of the two formats do you prefer and why?
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Appendix 4.11: Patterns and guidelines for comparison

(Only the first pair is presented on the next page. The other two pairs can be viewed 
in Appendix 6.22)

Case Pattern Name Guideline Title

Simplel 8. Descriptive Tab Labels 12. Use Descriptive Tab Labels
Simple2 18. To the Top Link 26. Allow Users to Go Back to the Top of the Page

Compoundl 26. Lists 38. Display Related Items in Lists
39. Introduce Each List
40. Format Lists to Ease Scanning
41. Capitalize First Letter of First Word in Lists
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8  U s e  D e s c r i p t i v e  T a b  L a b e l s

>  Guideline
E n s u re  t h a t t a b  la b e ls  a re  c lea rly  d e s c r ip fv e  o f tb e i r  fu n c tio n  o r  d e s t in a t io n

> Comments
U se rs  Eke ta b s  w hen  they have la b e ls  tha t a s  descriptive enough  to attow errar-free selections 
W ie n  tab  labels canno t b e  m ade ctear b e c a u se  e f t s  feck o f sp a c e , d a  no t u s e  ta b s

tancef fohrmllr&rTf c fo jf c a1 tria1 7  s ta t i s f f C j  ) m e w r f t p togcamt J wiiatih fun<iry) |

if I Entertainmtrit
I Or TiapaKQTor Ctv tfvai T«piypctji»Kfi5 jis am n fA ro p a  o XPfa*nS
] Va fx ti «p<pipoA)t? y ia  10  m p itx ^ p tv ev  tw v  otW&wv TtOU C&iiyovv or 
{ fttopof ourol

products 
ft UnViCO*

8 Use Descriptive Tab Labels

[12 D escrip tive Tab L abels

v tn c a r ir to m M e s n  }  t W a f t W i }  t l a t i t h c s rtw w co p m g m m 1)  feyKfenp7 ]

*<■ **

t -  i Entertainment f |  f:r  r  J
Oi r re p a td rw  t t i x f m ;  8<v trrat trtpryjH!$«i!<5 p t  c n o rfA ra p a  o  XT 
v a  ifx*' y i a »»  m p itjc fy irvou  t w v  ccM Surv t t o u  ©SrjyouY 01
Cccrpot  t u n o r

I B G l S a [3 C S 5 J

> Problem
H ow  u s e r  c a n  c h o o s e  a  n a v ig a f  o n  ta b  w ith o u t  g u e s s in g  th e  fu n c tio n  o r  tire  d e s tin a tio n

U se rs  Eke ta b s  w hen  they  la v e  la b e ls  tha t a re  descrip tive enough  to  a  Saw error-free selections. 
W hen  ta b  labels canno t b e  m ade ctear b e c a u se  o f  toe f e c k o f s p a c e .d o n o tu s e t a b s

> Solution
E n s u re  t h a t ta b la b e l s  a r e  c lea rly  d e s c r ip fv e  o f  th e ir  fu n c tio n  o r  d e s tin a tio n

> Other patterns to consider
B y using this pattern  you u se  pattern 1 5  D e s c r i p f v e  L i n k  H a m e s  a t  th e  sam e  tim e. Also d o  n o t 
fo rg e tto a t pattern  f f  R e p e a t e d  Wenucoufcf be  app lied .

>■ More Examples
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Appendix 4.12: Web site for evaluation task

(O D
CONTACT

EToipia j nsAdTsc I AsA-rio Tunou | Epyaaia t EniKoivmvia
Ava^qTqoq |

ttt- ^
tar* a

ETatpda

rteAaieq
Tiinoq

Epyaob

EntKorvuvia

SACTleo

31 Ccn tas t 
O’ iijf ~i n* rujsc 
-t rTTiV 
U|V - ' - . t i  1IC

ix- c'-n wj-1
OJ -t'-'T t. >C 

— ~-r -fv Ties

'0~ 1 m-w * v

i > n - - < ’ f r t̂ {►T / „ r _,,- 

EvnUEPCpggnr Ttboo*

H Eiaipia
Id T O p iK O

i.. ■■■ _  „  _  ■ T d O p a p a  uaqi'-'Na
H EToipia C o n ta c t  S o lu t io n s  E H E ;; n p ^ ^ o o j i B  unqpeoteq^ 
CpaoinpionoiaTO . oto X ^p o  tou I n te r n e t  ^  n 
a n p  to  2 0 0 0  Kai c v o . ono  T.q npcorsq  noi4^ Ta? o ro
ETapiEq a rq v  EAAo5o ^  g r m  ko. tou In te rn e t  koi
SpacrrqptonoiqBqKE o ro  xcopo tou In te r n e t  VQ 5np ioupyo0p£
koi napoAAqAa g jo _pustom er„ R etabonsh .p  J aHia ^ „ 4 d c  K0.
M an ag em en t & M arketiriq. H C o n ta c t  i' , J --------- r — :-------*------rrv - r  . uaicpovpovisc oyeoeic
S o lu t io n s  ^EKivqoe t o  1997  toq arop.K q ^ v e p v a a ia q  p e  Touq 
p n ix a p n o n  OndTOV K. X apq I. Kup.OKOuaq n£A ?r£q p aq  p s  Bdcm 
V *  5pocmiP«OTT]TO Tqv m apoxn  o a 9 d q ^ 6 J 0uq ko. 
oupP ouA eutikw v u nqpscnov  o r o  x « P 0  T0U cnoTEAeopoTO 
CRM KOI TOJV £V aAAOKTIKtb V StKTUCOV 
5 ta0£aqg  koi npouG qaqq  n p o io v ra v  koi unqpsaicbv.

T o  CRM oqpepo

T o  200 0  ^EKivqoe q npoETOipaaia y ia  Tqv uA onoiqoq tou CRM T o d ay  
(h ttp ://w w v v .c rm 2 d ay .co m ). T o  CRM T o d a y  oAoicAqptbBqKE p s  Enrruxia 
t o  KoAoKQipi tou 2001 koi ^SKivqaE Tqv A srroupy ia Tou, 
avT ayajvi^opEvo avdA oyo w e b s ite s  t u v  HT1A koi Tqq M syaAqq 
BpcTOviaq.

T o v  Maio tou 2002 , n  ETaipio UETOCDSOCTai o s  v e o  ypocprfo 120 t .u .
o to  N so iPuyiKo Tnc ABrivac koi UCTogynuanZsTai a s  EToipia 
nspiopiCTUEvnc EuBuvnc fE .n .E .1 . n p o K s iu s v o u  v a  avT ano icp iO si 
aK opa KaAuTEpa a n q  avayK eq  Tqq nEAaTEiaKqq Tqq p aa q q .

T o v  AnpiAio tou 2003 . n CTOipia npoycoonos o e  auucpcovio ouv sp y o o io c
u s  Tnv S a g e  Group Pic Tnc M svoAnc B psrov ioc v ia Tqv p sT ancbA qaq
TOU AoyiapiKOU ACTJ, EVtb TOV OKTCbPpiO tou 2003  o s  aupcpuv ia 
avTinpoocbnEuaqq Tqq ETaipiaq In s ta n tS e rv ic e , In c  yia Tqv uriqpsaia 
Tqq Live C h a t &. Email M anagem en t.

O pyavcooq

H o Tnv C o n ta c t S o lu tions E.n.E. to eEo S ikeuuevo npooconiKo m e
anoTEAsi tov  KivnThpio uoyAo avdrrruEnc Tnc. S s  ouv S u aap d  p s  Tqv
opTidTqTO tcov npoIovTWV koi napsxopE vojv  Auoecjv koi Tq CEcrpsuoq 
Tqq y ia  uipqApq noidTqTaq u n q p E a ie q , q  apiOpqTiKa piKpq opdCa 
ctteAexcov Tqq oupPaAei o m v  KOToEtoon Tnc sToipioc crrnv Eyycopia 
aAAa koi nayK oopia a y o p d  v s a q  oiKovopiaq.

H psxp i a q p c p a  Enrruxia Tqq PaaiTprai o r a  OTsAsxq Tqq, Tiq anoAuTa 
EnrruxEiq E^WTspiKEq ouvE pyaaisq  Tqq aAAd koi OTqv uio0ETqaq piaq 
paK ponpo0£opqq enixEipqoiaKqq orpaTqyiK qq p s  ep<pacrq crro utpqAo 
sn in sS o  t o v  napE X opsvuv npoTovrcav koi u n q p scn u y  koi Tq SiaTqpqoq 
XapqAou AsrroupyiKou KdoTOuq koi op0oAoyit<qq TipoAoyiaKiiq 
noArriKqq.

A p a a T q p i o T q T E q

H C o n ta c t  S o lu t io n s  E .f l .E . E^EAixBqKE payC aia  a n o  p ia OTopiKq 
Enixsipqoq no u  npoascpepE anoKAEioriKd aupPouAcuTiKsq unqpsoiEq o to  
Xtopo to u  CRM o e  p ia uy iq  koi avanTUOOopevq EToipia nou StsupuvEi 
CiapKcoq Tiq E pyaoisq Tqq koi Tiq SpacrrqpioTqTEq Tqq, svT aaaovT aq veo  
npuTonopiOKd n p o lo v ra , oncoq t o  ACT! koi Tqv In stan tS erv ice . 
luyK E K pip tva q  ETOipEia S p a o rq p io n o id ia i oTOuq napaKOTto x ^ P 0 U<i :

In te rn e t
C ustom er R elationship 
M anag em en t &. M arketing.
AidBsoq oxetikcov npoTovrcav AoyiapiKOU

napoAAnAo n EToipia S isupuvsi Siopkcjc t o  nEAaToA6 vio m e  u s
o to B e p o u c  o u 0 u o u c .n o  t o  A o y o  auTO q  e ra ip ia  exei KOTop0cba£i v o  p q v
EXei SiaKonci onoiaSqnoTE ucpicrrdpEvq ouvE pyaaia  Tqq ono Tqv ap x q  
CpaoTqpionoiqoqq Tqq.

Live Chat & Email Mgmt

Ho npcirrq cpopa 
omv cAAhvikh 
ayopa, q 
Contact 
Solutions Lid, 

nporopcpci oe ouvepyacia 
ps Tqv InstantService, Inc 
eva povaSiKO epyaAtio yia 
Live Chat ptTOUq online 
cnicrKerrreq oaq.

ACT! - # 1  B e s t s e l l e r
Mo6 ste yia 
noio A6 yo 
XPnoiponoicuv 
KaSqpepiva t o  
ACT!
nipiaaonpoi 
ano  4,000,000 

XPriorec oe 6 Ao to v  Koayo 
koi pe noiOTpono 6 a 
pnopouaE va tcspSioEi ano 
auto  koi n enixdpqan oaq.

Web envelopment

H e r a i p i a  p o q  
a v a K o iv c u a s  i v a  
VEO nOKETO oxtSiaapou Kat 
a v f i r m iL n q  
w e b s i t e  n o u  anEuGuvETOi onoKAEionKa 

o e  c n i x o p n n i i q .  T o  n a i c r r o  
E n t e r p r i s e  V a lu e  
i^ a a tp a X i^ E i e A o x io to  i t u q
KOI p n S tV I K O  a p X IK O
K o a T o q  c n c v S u a q q  e v o j 
napdAAqAa npoarfipa 
nAripn TExvxri unoanipiSn
k o i  c p s o n  a v a v E c o o r i  
n s p iE x o p E v o u  p e  tva  p iK p d  
p n v ia io  n a y i o  tco o T o q .

iCbpynahtiffl 2002*2006;t>yiCiahtact Solutions' Ltd.

http://wwvv.crm2day.com
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Eroipia | nsAoTEC | AsAiia Tunou | Epyocria | EniKoivcjvio
A v a lfrrq aq

inixcxx£i\mn u v a m a x i m a i "

Etaipda

IMdta;
AeAtio Tunou

EniKoivtavb

Epyaoki

To #1 Best Seiler 
Aoyiopnco oe oAo 
rov Kdapo yia CRM 
koi Contact
M anagem ent Tcipo 
koi f. fjT rjv EAAo5o! 
EuKoAq evioio 
Sioxeipiori neAcrrcijv, 
npopr,0eu-TOV, 
cuvcpyorcbv koi 
ntuAnoetov. Me to  
ACT! pnaperre Tcipa 

onoKTnoere eva 
anoTeAeopanxd koi 
oiKovopiKo epyaAeio 
yio Tnv auEnOTi rnc; 
nopaycoyiKdTnTac;
•rnc; enixeipnunc; crag. 
Evnueoccgerre Tdboa*

H ETaipia p a q  e x a  a v a n ru ^ s i  icx u p eq  k o i  paK ponpoO sapeq  a u v e p y a o ie q  
p s  cqpavTiK sq c ra ip isq , fiia0CTovTaq s v a  a^ioA oyo n s A o T o A o y to .  BaaiKq 

p a q  npoTspaioTryra k o i  sniS im ^q d v a i  q  n a p o x q  uipqAou sn in s5 o u  
u n qpea itav  k q i  q  iK avonoiqoq t c o v  n s A a r a v  p a q  crrov p s y i a r o  paB po

AKoAouSsi u ia  n a p o u a ia a n  t m v  a n u a v t i k o t s p c p v  c t o i p k o v  n o u  e y o u u s
auvE pyaoT si:

A tqvacqq flAqpotpopiKq A .E, 

A ttic a  V e n tu re s  A .E .

SAS In s t i tu te  H ellas A .E.

PC S y s te m s  A .E.

B asis & B asis  A.E.

In d e le c  E urope A.E. 

LineArt A.E.

A dPrin t E n E  

W R E  H eiias A .E. 

T e feA ctive  O .E .

Villa Eleni 

C e n te r  C ar 

IONIA

W orld C a r  R en ta l 

A phro d ite  H otel in  S a m o s

S u n  M icrosys H ellas A .E.

H ay  G roup A .E. 

Q u a n to s  EI1E 

Z su ivap io  Prim us A.E.

E xodus A .E. 

H yerion  S y s te m s  E ng ineering  SA 

N etrix  A.E. 

N etU  H ellas A.E.

ENTEKA A .E. 

N ovapharm  O .E . 

T ra v e l4 G reec e  

B asis  &. B asis  A .E.

P harO S  L td  

A th e n s  T ra n s fe rs

Live Chat & Email Mgmt
Do npcirrn cpopa crmv eAAnvixri 
ayopa, q 
Contact 
Solutions Ltd. 

npcocpepei oe cuvepyooia 
pe Tnv InstantService; Inc 
eva povaSiKo epyaAeio yia 
Live Chat pe to u c ; online 
eniOKimec; cog.

ACT! - #1 Best Sella'
MoBere yio 
noioAoyo 

! xpnoiponoiouv 
KoBnpcpivaTO 
ACT!
nepiocoTepoi 
a n o  4 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  

XPncTTec; o e  6 Ao tov Koopo 
koi pe noioTpono 0o 
pnopouoe v o  KepSioei ono  
outo koi n enixeipnon oar;.

Web Development

H e r a ip ia  par; 
avoK oivcooe e v a  
v e o  naKSTO 
oxcSiaapou koi 
avarnuEnc;
website nou 

oneuBuverai anoKAeionxa 
o e  emxeipncreic;. To noKero 
Enterprise Value 
eEooqioAiEet cAoxioto eaic; 
koi pnStviK o apxiKO 
K ooroq en £ v 8 uoi)<; evtis 
napaAAnAo npooipipei 
nAripn texvikii unoorripiEn 
koi apeon avavewan 
neptexopevou pe evo pi*p6  
pnviaio noyio kootoc;.

Erato io I -n£>.OTTC:i: jS ^rfe-T unau T Ecygqia T Enireoivtnvi
Copyright <8 '2002-2006 by Contact Solutions Ltd.
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CONTACT
EToipia | neAaTEC I AsATio T u n o u  I E p y a a ia  | EniKoivcovio

A v aqq rqoq

mm. 46.90.40.40

E x a ip aa

nsAorreq

AeAtIo Tunou

Epyacna

EniKOivcovki

IVS--ACTI6.0

To # 1  Best Seller 
AoyiopiKO oe oAo 
tov Koapo yia CRM 
koi Contact 
M anagement Ttbpa 
koi OTrjv EAAnSo! 
EukoAh svioia 
Sioxeipicn neAanuv,
npopn^EO-Ttov, 
CUVEPYOTOlV KOI
ntuXriCTEUv. Me to 
ACT! pnopeiTE Ttbpa 
va anoicniaETE eva 
anaTEAEopanKo Kai 
01 kovo p i ko EpyaAeio 
yto ttjv  aii^ncrrj Tnc 
napaYtoyitcoTnTOt 
Tnq enixEipn<7n<; cat;. 
EvnuEom9ErrE Tcbco!

0 £ O £ i q  E p y a a i a q

H C o n ta c t  S o lu tio n s  L td .,  ouvex^ovT Q ^ Tq S u v ap ix a  a v a n T u a a o p sv q  
n o p d a  Tqq, S q p io u p y d  a J K a ip ic q  enayycA paTiicqq O TaSiodpopiaq aAAa 
KOI EEOTEPIKHZ ZYNEPrAZIAZ r iA  NEEZ KAI NEOYZ OAHN TO N  
EIAIKOTHTON ZTO X fiPO  THZ NEAZ OIKONOMIAZ ko i vecov 
T£XVoAoyid)v, t o u  p d p tc e n v y K  koi TtPv ncoAqaECpv.

H E raip ia p a q  n p o o q > ip a  noAu tcaAeq auvBqK cq e p y a a ia q  a z  e v a  tpiAiKO 
aAAd koi e^eA taaopevo  nepipaA A ov.

X fq  awb/z\a aKoXouOow o t  tHptordpevEC avotjrtec 0 £ a a c  y ia  
ep yaata  crrqv craipCa pac. E7ttJtA.eoy p^opetxe v a  paq cJtoa iefleT e t o  

Ptoypacmco o a c  ueoco em ail y ta  v a  o a c  yvtoptaoupe Kai 6 a  
ejtiKoivavrjGoupe a p e a a  paCi o a c  poXtc jrpojcuyet p ia  Seaq  
avaXoyq t o v  Jipooovrcov o ac .

Oeorj :: Web Programmer

Oioq YneuBuvoq noArjocuv

Ze nepinrojar] nou oaq Ev5iacp£pa Kanoio ano t i c  a v m T ip m  B e c a c  epyootac 
otcIAts u o c to  Bioypotpnto oac ueaco email avotpepovTac koi t o  nAnpn oToixeia
eniKoivtiJvioq oaq tbcrre evaq atnpoounoq  paq va cniKorvwrjaa paij oaq.

Live Chat & Email Hgmt

Tia npcbTn tpopd 
OTtiv eAArjvtKii 
OYopa, n 
Contact 
Solutions Ltd. 

npootpipa oe auvepYoaia 
pe tn v  InstantService, Inc 
eva povaSiKO epYoAcio yia 
Live Chat peTouq online 
EmoKEnTEq oac;.

ACT! - #1  Best Seller 
MoBete yta 

UnoioAdyoi 
~ J  1  xpnmponoiou v 
* KOBnPEptva TO 

ACT!
nEpraooTEpoi, 
ano 4,000,000 

XPHOTEC OE 6 Ao TOV KCOpO
Kai ps noio Tpono 8 a 
pnopouoe va KcpSicei and 
auro koi q enixeipnon oaq.

Web Development

H eraipia pa? 
avaKoivojcE Eva 
yeo nOKETO 
axESiaapou koi 
avarrruEyt; 
website nou 

aneuBuvETai anoKAEionKo 
c e  E n i x a p n o E i t ; .  To n a x E T O  
Enterprise Value 
e£oatpaAî £i;EAaxioTO cax; 
icdi p h S ev ik o  apxiKO 
k o o to c  cnE vS uanc EVtb 
napaAAnAo npoacpipa 
nAqpn TsxviKh unoanip^n 
Kai dpean avavewoT) 
nspiExapEvou pE evo piKpo 
pqviaio nayio Koorot;.

.... _ } Palates j Aekrto Tunou *j Eavacrm { Bnttcammvto
Copyright © 2002-2006 by Contact Solutions Ltd.
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CONTACTs o l u t i o n s
ETaipia | ncAoTEC | AsAria Tunou ( Epyaaia I EniKoivcovia

A v a Z q T q a q  |

.  ■ -.-j'; ■

- / M l I -W Will,

Etaipda

rteXaTa;
Tunoq

Epyaaia

EntKorvwvia

ACT!6.o
To*lB-stS-!U r 
XoTtcpoco CE oXo TOV 
kccuo yra. CRM icat 
Cental Managamant 
to p a  icat cr?yv.E^ld£a*- 
EukoXti tvtcw £ta?i (fieri 
s«Xat«sv, :
cwtpyaxMv icat 
sc&ijCTfcjv. M i to  ACTl
psepitts t6pa\a 
cwoicnjcrt* «v a’
CTIOIiXlOpaXlKO K£St
ooccvofuxo ifrfaXiio -fta. 
ttjv
saparcsyixdrnta^ t?x
"cxqpistjct&gos. 
Evnuipofigttt T 6 ra <

Z a q  EuxapiaToOpe y ia  to sv5iaq>£pov o a q  v a  aiiKoivcovqaETS p a §  pac-

M n o p d rs  v a  oupnAqpcoCTETE Tqv tpoppa  n ou  aK oA ouBd q v a  
sriiKOtvcovqaCTE an s u B d a q  p a $  p a q  TqAE9 coviKa q  peace em ail oto 
OTOixa'a n o u  akoA ouB ouv.

H ora ip ia  p a q  aKoAouBd p ia noAu aucrrqpq  noAmKq npoaconiK uv 
5s5opEV£ov, Ta ono ia  Kai 5 ev npoK crrai v a  5 o 8 o u v  o s  onoioCqnoTS 
TpiTO pepoq .

Contact Solutions Ltd.
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Appendix 4.13: Links for the patterns collection
(Diagram and collection of patterns)

npoTvnA
Ta TTpbitnTa auvQlovtai ptra^O tou^ Ha va TrtiOxti^Trx pia xaAfl acAiSa trpfrrrti va Adpci^ u nb ipn  Kai lata?: av 
crrraitrirai va xpnaipottoir’ia tic  ta trp6tuna ttou oy^kouv otriv K atnyopia nAOHfHEH koi AEIMOI

1 Apx'HV ItAHSoEniKEOAAJAEI 
TITAOIETIKETEZ

73 £ v aM a o a6 |J» a  
XpOiparc oopwv

78 Alaro

10Mcia-ntatfrr}on
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1 H apxixn aeAi'Ca
1 ApxiKq cteAiSo
2 Asapo^ pc Tnv Apxncn aeAfSa

2 Aidia^n (Layout) a£Ai5u)v
3 ZnpavnKa ZTOixcfa
4 nepiopiapcvo  ̂Aeuko£ X^po^
5 KaArj Zroixian

3 nAonynan
6 KaGopiopo; Oeotis
7 Ai'crra asAi'Sa?
8 ricpiYpaq>iKC? Etiketê  TrAonYnCT|K
9 Mhkoc TrAonYnan?
10 McTa-TIAoriYncfn
11 ETravaAappavopcvo pevou

4 ETTiKcq>aAi5£g, titAoi, koi eti ketê
12 MovaSiKof titAoi
13 ToviapEva OTOixtfa

5 Aeapoi
14 riepiYpaipiKd Ovopara AEopuv
15 EpipavE  ̂Aeopoi
16 ZuvSuaopog Ssapou & npoopiapou
17 Ê uiTcpiKof Seapoi
18 Acopo  ̂TTpo? Tijv apxn acAfSa?

6 Ep<pdvian KEipcvou
19 Zwcrrn & KaOapn eptpavian KEipcvou
20 OTTTIKn ZuVETTEia
21 ZTOIXCl'a TTOU cAkuouv Trpoaoxn
22 Kei'pevo pe epcpaan
23 KeqiaAaia Kai piKpa .
24 EKTUTTUCJipn CT£Al'5a
25 EvaAAacrcropEva xpwpaTa aEipuiv

7 KaiaAoYOi Aiote?
26 Akxto

8 rpacpiKa, eikove^ koi ttoAupecto
27 Tpnyopa Kai â ioAoya YpacpiKa
28 Aoyotutto
29 TpacpiKa c t tt)v  TTpunn oOovn
30 EtIKETÊ KOI £1 KOVEq SECTpOl
31 AttAo tpovTO
32 MiKpoYpaq>i£̂
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Appendix 5.1: Set of patterns and guidelines (English version)
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Appendix 5.3: Metrics and scoring details

The metric summary is repeated here as well in order to provide a full and clear 
picture of each metric

1. Metrics for Home Page............................................. ..............................................................399
1.1. Home Page Link.........................   399
1.2. Home Page Length................     399

2. Metrics for Page Layout and Design............................................................... ....................400
2.1. Consistent Important Items...............................................................................   400
2.2. White Space......................................................................     402
2.3. Aligned Items ...............................................................................................................402

3. Metrics for Navigation..........................    403
3.1. Location Indication......................................    403
3.2. Descriptive Labels...........................................   404
3.3. Repeated menu.......................   405

4. Metrics for Headings, Titles and Labels........................................................   405
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4.2. Page Titles.....................................................   407

5. Metrics for Links  .................................................................................   407
5.1. Links............................................................................................................... 407
5.2. Cues to Click........................................................................................................   409
5.3. Clickable images............................................................................................................ 410
5.4. To the Top Link......................................     411

6. Metrics for Text and Typography  ...   411
6.1. Consistency in text......................................................................................................... 411
6.2. Visible Text..................................................................................................................... 414
6.3. Emphasised Text.......................................................................................... 415
6.4. Aligned Text...................    416

7. Metrics for L ists.....................................................................................................................417
7.1. Lists...................................................................................................................................417
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Metrics for evaluation

1. Metrics for Home Page
There are two patterns in this dimension: Home Page Link and Home Page Length.

1.1. Home Page Link
Metric Code: M06_N5
Guideline: Enable Access to the Home Page
Pattern: Home Page Link

Scoring
All pages of the site, including the home page, should be examined for a link to the home page. Also
examine, apart from the main navigation bar, any other way providing access to the homepage, like
separate link labels indicating “Home”. The other 2 extra pages that students did not work on should not 
be considered into the scoring process. Score=4 points, if a link to Home page exists in every page, 2 
points if  exists on 2 pages, 1 point if a link exists on only 1 page and finally 0 when there is no such link.

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M06_N5 :

Criteria: Is there a home link on every page? Do they use the logo as a link to Home Page? Or any other 
appropriate labels (e.g. “Home”)?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if there is a home link on every page. The Home Page itself should count as 
one of the pages.
Scores
If  a link to Home Page exists on every page then score=4 points; on 2 pages score=2 points; on any 1 
page score=l points; otherwise score=0 points.

Total max score=4 points.

1.2. Home Page Length
Metric Code: M05_N4
Guideline: Limit Home Page Length
Pattern: Home Page Length

Scoring
The home page should be shorter than the initial page given to the students. Home page was intentionally 
made long in order for students to eliminate the unnecessary white space. However, it should be noted 
that students can not eliminate text or pictures to this effect.
The home page consists o f 3 columns. The left one is for the navigation and therefore should not be 
inspected since only the navigation bar will be presented there. In the central and the right column there 
are extra empty paragraphs or line breaks which were used to create empty space at the top, the bottom 
and in between the text or the images. Each column gets a maximum o f 3 points: 1 for eliminating 
paragraphs at the top in the middle and at the bottom of each column. Note that you can exercise your 
discretion on this scoring and that one paragraph or some space at the bottom o f the page could be 
allowed. The score depends on the final outcome and not judged merely on eliminating every possible 
line break or paragraph.
Note that shortening the Home page eliminates white space of the page and that scoring o f this metric 
could be taken into account for metric M18_T8.
M ax score=2 columns * 3=6 points
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Metric summary
Metric Code: M05N4

Criteria: Is home page appropriately short?

Protocol
Check the length of the home page. Has the designer made an effort to limit its length? Note that some 
space can be allowed at the bottom o f each column.
Scores
On the central column give 1 point for eliminating space at the top, 1 point at the bottom and 1 between 
content. The same applies to the right column as well.

Total max score=2 coIumns*3=6 points.

2. Metrics for Page Layout and Design
There are three metrics in this dimension, corresponding to the following three patterns: 
Consistent Important Items, White Space and Item Alignment.

2.1. Consistent Important Items
Metric Code: M01_C1
Guideline Place Important Items Consistently
Pattern: Consistent Important Items

Scoring
The metric is further divided into 2 submetrics: M01a_Cl and M01b_Cl.
Submetric Code: M01a_Cl
Navigation bars should be consistent with regards to their position and the organization of buttons within 
each page o f the web site.
For position: Check the 3 pages for the position of the main Navigation Bar. Navigation Bars should not 
move while viewing every page on the site. The designer gets 4 points if all navigation bars are exactly in 
the same place or 3 points if there is a small error-movement. If 2 Navigation Bars are in the same place 
score=2, if there is a slight movement score=l and finally, if  there is a noticeable movement, score=0. If 
there is more than one navigation bar then take into account the one that gets the worse score. Max 
score=4 points.
For buttons: All buttons in the navigation bars should be organised and matched on all pages Follow the 
same procedure but now check for changes in the order o f buttons within the navigation bar from page to 
page. Score=4 points, if there is no change, or score=2 if there is a change in one navigation bar, or 
score=0 if there is no match in the buttons of navigation bars. Max score=4 points.
Max score for the submetric=4+4=8 points.

Submetric Code: M01b_Cl
Check if the site is consistent in layout. Focus mainly on the top o f the page, the graphics-images, the 
Logo, the headings and the general layout of each web page. Don’t check for consistent items at the 
bottom o f each page since other factors (text and graphics) affect consistency. Also note that all designers 
did not follow a predetermined or unique approach of design at the bottom of each page. For example, the 
repeated menu was not placed at the bottom by everyone and one cannot judge consistency for this 
element if it is not there in all designs. The logos, the headings and the general layout o f each page are the 
items you should check for evidence of consistency.
Logos and images at the top o f the page: The designer should have produced 3 pages with the logo being 
at the same place. The logo, ideally, should be enlarged in order to fill completely the top of the page, but 
this is not a necessity. Also note that one or two images could be used as logos provided there are placed 
in the top row of the page. Check for consistency in the logo area for evidence that the designer has made 
an effort to put images at the same place. A little movement that novice designers sometimes can not 
control is allowed. Score=3 points if there is no movement at all or an extremely small one that is 
unnoticed to the casual visitor. Score=2 points for noticeable but not disturbing movement, and finally 0 
when logos in the 3 pages are not in the same place. Max score for logos and images=3 points 
H eadings: Check the page headings on all 3 pages. They should be in the same place when someone 
visits the pages one after the other. Score=3 points if all headings are in the same place. 2 points if  two of
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them are in the same place i.e. the designer made an effort to achieve consistency, and 0 if there is a 
noticeable movement of all headings. Some of the designers did not provide a heading on all or some 
pages. To judge consistency in this case, check for other signs o f consistency or for other sub headings on 
the top of the page. Max score for headings=3 points
Overall page layout: Check the pages for the overall impression of consistency that a user will have 
by visiting the 3 pages one after the other. Determine the score by checking if there is a noticeable change 
in the template that the site is based on. This is done by looking for changes in the width of each column. 
Do not take into account existing elements in the columns, since the three pages have a different purpose 
and they do not share similar elements. Pages are allowed to change colour for the same reason, i.e. the 
purpose o f each one is very different than the other. Score=3 points if the layout is consistent, or 2 points 
if there is a small violation, or 1 point if the inconsistency is noticeable, and finally=0 points if there in no 
consistency at all. Max score for overall page layout=3 points 
Max score for submetric=Logos+Headings+Page layout=3+3+3=9 points.
Max score for the metric=sum of 2 submetrics=9+8=17 points

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M01_C1

Criteria: Is the site consistent in layout? Mainiy top o f page?
The metric has 2 submetrics:
M01a_Cl refers to consistency in navigation bars.
MO lb  Cl refers to consistency in other page elements and the general layout.________________ ______

Submetric: M01a_Cl

Criteria: Navigation bar is placed in a consistent way within eveiy page o f the site. Are buttons 
organised and match on all pages?

Protocol
Check the navigation bars on all 3 pages for position and organization o f buttons.
Scores
Scores for position: score=4 points if all navigation bars are in exactly the same place without any 
movement; score=3 points if there is a very small movement or mistake; score= 2 points if 2 
navigation bars are in the same place; score =1 point if there is some movement; score=0 points if 
there is no consistency at all.
Scores for buttons organization: score=4 points if there is no change; score=2 points if  there is a 
change on one bar; score=0 points if there is no consistency at all.

Max score for the submetric=4+4=8 points.______________________________________________
Submetric M 01b_Cl

Criteria: Is the site consistent in layout? Mainly top o f page and graphics?

Protocol
Determine the consistency o f logos and image at the top each page.
Scores
Score=3 points if there is no movement; or 2 points for noticeable but not disturbing movement; or 
0 points when logos in the 3 pages are not in the same place. Max score for logos and images=3 
points.
Check the consistency o f page headings on the 3 pages. Page headings should be in the same place 
when someone visits the pages one after the other. Score=3 points if headings are in the same 
place; or 2 points if 2 o f them are in the same place; or 0 points if there is a noticeable movement 
of all headings. Max score for headings=3 points.
Check the pages for the overall page layout impression: Determine the score by checking if there is 
a noticeable change in the template that the site is based on and by looking at changes in the width 
of columns. Score=3 points if the layout is consistent; score=2 points if there is a small violation; 
score=l points if the inconsistency is noticeable; score=0 points when there in no consistency at all. 
Max score for overall page layout=3 points.

Max score for the submetric=3+3+3=9.__________________________________________________

Total max score=8+9=17.
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2.2. White Space
Metric Code: M18_T8
Guideline: Use Moderate White Space
Pattern: White Space

Scoring
This metric is related to metric N4_ since both are measuring the amount o f white space on the page.
The following directions will provide guidance for determining the score for the specific page:
Page 1: Using the directions for scoring for metric N4_HoPaLen decide a score for the Home Page. Use 
your judgement to check if  the designer has eliminated white space. Sometimes although the page is not 
long, white space still exists. Max score=6
Page 2: The page consists o f 3 columns. The left one should not be inspected since there is nothing to 
take into account there (unless someone has done something unpredictable) in which case subtract 1 from 
the score. Check the top, the centre and the bottom o f the rest o f the 2 columns. For each of these places 
check for evidence that the designer tries to eliminate any white space that is there intentionally or made 
by him in the process o f design. However do not check the bottom o f the central column since any white 
space there is usually caused by the excessive text on the right column. Hence, the maximum score for 
this page is: 5 places *1 point=5 points
Page 3: Check only the central column, at the top, at the centre among the paragraphs o f the text, and at 
the bottom of the central column. Examine for evidence that the designer has eliminated any white space 
that is there intentionally or introduced by him during the process o f designing. If  the length of the page is 
less than one screen use your discretion to judge white space. Max score = 3 places *1 point=3 points 
Limitation of the experiment design: On the News page, in the right column text is 
disproportionate to the content o f the central column of the page and probably the designer can not 
balance both columns on the page. For this reason white space at the bottom of the central column does 
not contribute to the score.
Max score=Page 1+Page 2+Page 3=6+5+4=14 points 

Metric summary 
Metric Code: M18_T8

Criteria: Use moderate white space on the pages; Page utilizes space- no “white space”. Use white space 
to visually organize the page.

Protocol
Check each page for the right amount of white space.
Scores
Check for correct application o f white space at the places indicated below. White space should not be 
excessive and the designer should have eliminated white page that was introduced on purpose. But, if  
white space is too little, no score should be given. Give 1 point for the correct amount of white space at 
each o f the places described below.
Page 1: Check central (top, middle, and bottom) and right columns (top, middle, and bottom). Max 
score=6 points.
Page 2: Check top, middle and bottom o f remaining 2 columns and only the bottom of the right column. 
Max score=5 points.
Page 3: Check only the central column at the top, the middle, and the bottom. Give 1 point for each 
correct application o f white space. Max score=3 points.

Total max score=Page 1+Page 2+Page 3=6+5+3=14 points.

2.3. Aligned Items
Metric Code: M19_D2 
Guideline: Align Items on a Page
Pattern: Item Alignment

Scoring
Each of the three pages scores a maximum of 3 points; if  there is a small violation score=2 points; and if 
there is a major violation score=l point or even 0 point.
Page 1: Check the right and centre column for any misaligned text and pictures. Then focus on the right 
column. The heading there was, on purpose, aligned right so that designers should work on alignment.
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Pictures should be properly aligned with each other, and the same holds for text. Use your judgement to 
consider as misalignment anything that violates the principle. Note that centred alignment of text is 
allowed in columns that are not wide. Also everything aligned to the left or to the centre is not considered 
to be a violation unless there are other reasons. Also use o f bullets is not in itself a violation. Score 3 
points for a properly aligned page. Subtract 1 point for any misalignment. Max score=3 points.
Page 2: Check all three columns of the page. Left column: The 2 pictures there were on purpose 
misaligned. Do they have the same alignment? Are the two paragraphs aligned in the same way? Centre 
column: Headings and text should be properly aligned. Also, the 2 pictures at the bottom of the page 
should be either aligned left, or centre, or right but they should have the same vertical alignment with 
each other. Right column: Headings and text should be properly aligned. Max score=3 points.
Page 3: Look mainly at the central column for violations o f the principle. Similar elements should be 
aligned the same. Max score=3 points.
Note that: The 2 pictures in the centre column should be judged only if  they are not horizontally aligned. 
Max score=3 pages* 3=9 points.

Metric summary
M etric Code: M19_D2

Criteria: Is alignment used effectively? For text and pictures? Is alignment applied?

Protocol
Check for alignment violations within the columns o f each page.
Scores
Page 1: Check the right and centre columns first. On the right column the heading should be properly 
aligned. Pictures should be properly aligned with each other, and text as well. Use your judgement to 
consider as misalignment anything that violates the principle. Score=3 points for a properly aligned page. 
Subtract 1 point for any misalignment error. Max score=3 points.
Page 2: Check all three columns. On the left column, the 2 pictures should be aligned; also the two 
paragraphs. On the centre column the headings, text and pictures at the bottom of the column should be 
properly aligned. On the right column headings and text should be properly aligned. Max score=3 points. 
Page 3: Look mainly at the central column for violations o f the principle. Similar elements should be 
aligned the same. Max score=3 points.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points.

3. Metrics for Navigation
There are three patterns and consequently three metrics in this dimension. The patterns are: Users’ 
Location, Descriptive Tab Labels and Repeated Menu.

3.1. Location Indication
Metric Code: M04_N9
Guideline: Provide Feedback on Users’ Location
Pattern: Users’ Location

Scoring
Each page scores from 0 to 3 points. There are several ways to indicate the location of the user.
1) I f  there is a page title the page scores 2 points.
2) If  there are indications on the navigation menu, score=l or 2 points depending on how clear the

visual indication is.
3) If  the location is based on a matching link in the navigation bar to the destination page’s heading:

score=3 points if  both label and headings are matched and are in Greek; or 2 points if one is Greek 
and the other English (e.g. “Home page” or “News” is not clear to non-English speaking visitors); 
and finally 1 point f  they are both in English or written with English characters. If the score is
based on this criterion use your personal judgement to determine how clear the current location is
indicated.

There are other metrics M13_D4 (Page Titles) and M12_T9 (Nice Headings) that affect this metric.
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Metric summary 
Metric Code: M04N9

Criteria: Are you able to determine your current location within the site? Is there a clear location 
indication?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if  there are clear indications of the visitor’s location. Each page scores from 0 
to 3 points.
Scores ..
Determine the score for each page using the following criteria: I f  there is a clear page title, then score=2 
points; if the navigation menu indicates location, then score=l or 2 points depending on how clear the 
indication is; if  in the navigation bar there are matching links to the headings o f the page, then score=3 
points for an exact match, or score=2 points if label and heading are matched but using different 
alphabets; score=l points if both are English; score=0 points otherwise. Exercise your personal judgement 
to determine how clearly the current location is indicated, and decide the score o f the page. If  more that 
one of the above criteria is applicable, choose the one resulting in the maximum score.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points.

3.2. Descriptive Labels
Metric Code: M02_N3
Guideline: Use Descriptive Tab Labels
Pattern: Descriptive Tab Labels

Scoring
Apart from the 3 pages that should be included in the main navigation bar, the addition of two more pages 
was necessary by the requirements of the design test. This meant the addition o f two buttons and the 
associated labels in the navigation bar. One button should be linked to a page about the educational 
programmes and seminars o f the company; the other one should be linked to the technical help and 
support to the company’s customers. The pages were described in such a way so that the designer should 
provide his own descriptive labels.
Some of the labels that designers provided were written using the English alphabet (e.g. Instead o f writing 
“Ne(x” the label was written using the English alphabet like “Nea”. (The meaning o f “Nea” is News).This 
problem would not have arisen if the students were English or the site was presented in English.

Submetric M02a_N3: Review the labels in the main navigation bar. There should be 5 labels. If  all 
labels are in Greek then score=4 points; if one of them has the label Home and. the rest Greek score=3 
points; if 2 labels are in English score=l point; otherwise score=0.
Max score=4 points.

Submetric M02b_N3: Add 1 point to the previous score, for each label which is in Greek and the 
label is descriptive, that is, it indicates veiy clearly the destination page that the button is linked.
Total score=5 points.
Total maximum points=9 points.

Metric summary
Metric Code: M02 N3

Criteria: Are the navigation labels clear and descriptive? Navigation is user-friendly?

Protocol
Review all labels o f the main navigation bar.
Scores
There are 5 labels. If  all o f them are in Greek, score=4 points; or if  one o f them is labelled “Home” and 
the rest are in Greek, score=3 points; if 2 labels are in English, score=l points; otherwise score=0 points. 
Max score=4 points.
To the above score add one point for each Greek label that is descriptive of the page that the link points 
to. Max score=5 points.

Total max score=5+4=9 points._____________________________________________ ____________
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3.3. Repeated menu
Metric Code: M03_N6
Guideline: Repeat navigation at the bottom of the page
Pattern: Repeated Menu

Scoring
Review all pages and check if the main navigation is repeated at the bottom o f the page. The navigation
should be repeated even in short pages, where the uses may have access to the navigation menu, in order
to be consistent with the other long pages.
Each page that has a repeated menu at the bottom scores 3 points otherwise 0 points. Meta navigation 
should not be considered as navigation and scores 0 points. Also note that the format (fonts, labels, etc) of 
the menu is irrelevant.
Max score=3 pages*3=9 points

Metric summary
Metric Code: M03_N6

Criteria: Duplicate Navigational Items at the bottom of your pages. Is the navigation bar repeated at the 
bottom of the screen?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if  there is a repeated menu at the bottom of the page. The format and the 
presentation of the menu are irrelevant; however, a meta-navigation bar does not get any points.
Scores
If  there is a menu at the bottom, the page scores 3 points; otherwise 0.

Total max score=3 pages*3=9 points.___________________ _________________ __________________

4. Metrics for Headings, Titles and Labels
There are two metrics in this dimension, corresponding to the following two patterns: 
Nice Headings and Page Titles.

4.1. Headings
Metric Code: M12_T9
Guideline: Use Unique, Descriptive and Emphasised Headings
Pattern: Nice Headings

Scoring
The user should provide unique, descriptive and properly emphasised headings for all pages. All the main 
headings for all pages were missing and the designer should have provided headings. Also existing 
headings that were initially included should be properly emphasised. Finally existing text that serves as 
heading and was included on the pages should be emphasised. Note that in general there was no 
requirements for the designers to provide headings apart from page headings, although some o f the 
designers added extra headings.
The metric contains 2 submetrics. Submetric M12a_T9 refers to the designer providing unique and 
descriptive heading whenever necessary. Sub metric M12b_T9 refers to all the headings being properly 
emphasised.

Submetric M12a_T9
The user should provide a page heading on each page. The page heading could be placed anywhere, as 
long as is it in on the top part o f the page. The heading should be descriptive of the purpose and the 
content of the page.
Scoring: For each page determine the score: if the heading is in Greek and descriptive of the purpose of 
the page then the score is 3 points; or 2 points if the heading is not descriptive. If the heading is in English 
or written in English characters the score is 1 points; therefore “Home page”, “contact” and “news” score 
1 point. The score is 0 if the designer did not provide any heading at all.
Maximum score=3pages* 3=9 points.
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Subm etric M 12b_T9
Every heading in the text should be properly emphasised. I f  the heading was not provided by the designer 
or is missing there are no points for the specific heading. The font style (bold, underline, italic etc) o f  the 
heading should not be the same as the text following the heading.
Scoring: Emphasis can be given to headings, by using greater size font, bold, different colour and 
background (or any combination o f  them). I f  the designer made the heading a link, by using only 
underlined and blue colour text this is not considered as properly emphasised. I f  you do not agree with the 
above suggestions use your judgement to consider when a heading is emphasised and distinguishable 
from the rest o f  the surrounding elements; however, make sure your criteria remain the same across every 
site. Scoring depends on the specific structure o f  the page and the number o f  headings within each page. 
Page 1: The maximum score is 2 points that is 1 for the main heading that the designer provides and one 
for the heading in the right column (“Web Creations”).
Page 2: Give one point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading in the 
centre column, one in the left and at least two in the right column (depending on the designers’ 
formatting). The mandatory heading in the left column is “More products” (“AXXa IIpoiovTa”). The 
mandatory headings for the right column (those that were provided on purpose) are “Magazine Infoistos” 
and “Latest News” (“TlepioSiKo Infoistos” & “Te^euiala N ea”).
Page 3: Give one point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading and two 
or more in the centre column (depending on the formatting). I f  the designer formatted the text using a 
table exercise your discretion to allocate points.
M ax score=Pagel+page2+page3=2+4+3=9 points.

F inal score for the m etric: T ake the  average o f the  2 sub m etrics.
M ax score=9 points.

Metric summary
M etric  Code: M 12_T9

Criteria: Are the headings provided unique, descriptive and properly emphasised?

Protocol
Review all pages and check the existence o f  unique and descriptive headings; check also that headings 
are properly emphasised.

Subm etric M 12a_T9 fo r p roviding unique and  descriptive headings

Scores
Score=3 points, for each page, if  the heading is in Greek and also descriptive; score=2 points if  the 
heading is not descriptive but still in Greek. I f  the heading is in English or written in English 
characters, then score=l; finally score=0 points if  the heading is missing.
M ax score fo r subm etric=3pages*3=9 points.
S ubm etric M 12b_T9 for em phasising the headings

Protocol
Check every page for properly emphasised headings. The designer should provide the main heading 
o f  each page.
Scores
Page 1: Score=2 points, that is, 1 point for the main heading and 1 point for the heading on the left 
column. Max score=2 points.
Page 2: Give 1 point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading, one 
heading on the left column and at least two on the right column. Max score=4 points.
Page 3: One point for each heading properly emphasised. There should be one main heading and 2 
or more headings on the centre column (depending on the designer’s formatting). I f  the designer 
formatted the text using a table, use your discretion to allocate points. Max score=3 points.
M ax score for subm etric=pagel+page2+page3=2+4+3=9

Take the average o f the 2 sub m etrics 
Total max score=9.
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4.2. Page Titles
Metric Code: M13_D4
Guideline: Provide Descriptive Page Titles
Pattern: Page Titles

Scoring
This metric affects M04_N9 since providing page titles helps the user know his location.
The pages were given to the designers with titles that should be changed (the initial page titles were 
“ index”, “nea”, “doc 1”) and were totally non descriptive and not providing any information about the 
purpose o f  the page. For each changed title give: 3 points if  the page title is in Greek and descriptive; 1.5 
points if  the page title is not descriptive or is presented in English; and finally 0 points i f  the page title 
was not changed at all.
M ax score=3 pages * 3=9

Metric summary
M etric  Code: M13 D4

Criterion: Browser Page Title describes the page.

Protocol
Review all pages and check i f  there is a page title for each page. The Page Title should be different from 
the one initially given to each page.
Scores
I f  the title is descriptive and in Greek, score=3 points; if  the title is in English, score=1.5 points, and 
finally, score=0 if  there is no change in the page title.

T otal m ax score=3*3 pages=9.

5. Metrics for Links
There four metrics in this category correspond to the following four patterns: Properly 
Placed and Descriptive Links, Obvious Links -  Consistent Cues, Clickable Images and 
To the Top Link.

5.1. Links
Metric Code: M07JL1
Guideline: Provide links where the user may need them

Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages 
Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive 
Designate Used Links 

Pattern: Properly Placed and Descriptive Links

Scoring
There are 3 metrics one for each guideline in this metric (apart from guideline “Designate Used Links”).

M etric M 07a_L l fo r guideline “ Provide links a t the precise po in t the user m ay need it”
Text was embedded, at certain places into the prefabricated pages, to imply the existence o f  a link in that 
place. Designers should be able to recognise where users might feel the necessity for a link.
Page 1 Right side bar: There are 3 images. The text above and below the images suggests that visitors can 
visit sample pages o f  the company’s customers. Also the text at the bottom implies the presence o f  a link 
within the text. Therefore all pictures and the text below should be made links. Designers were not 
allowed to provide extra text to accompany the images. Allocate 1 point for each link. M ax score=4 
points; one for each link provided.
Page 2 Left column: There should be two links; either the images or the text or both o f  them should be 
made links. Consistency o f  these links is measured by another metric. Score=l for each link provided by 
the designer in any form (using images, text, or both). Max score=2 points.
Page 3 Centre Column: The two e-mail addresses should be made links so that visitors could send e-mail 
easily to the company. Max 2=points.
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Total max for the sub metric=4+2+2=8 points

Metric M07b_Ll for guideline “Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive”

Page 2 Left Column. The column has two paragraphs that could be made links however the designer has 
the choice to select only the images as links and therefore was not included in the score for the metric. 
Page 2 Centre There should be 5 links, one for each paragraph. An evaluator has 2 options here: to apply 
the rule very strictly and to ask for fully descriptive sentences, or to be more relaxed and demand smaller 
sentences o f  2 -4  words. Dates are not considered to serve as descriptive links. However, apart from this 
rule, use your own judgement to an rational approach in determining what constitutes a descriptive link. 
Max score for the column 5 points.
Page 2 Right Column: This column should have 7 links i.e. 4 links in the magazine section (top o f  the 
column) and 3 links in the bottom section o f  the column (News section). The introductory heading in each 
paragraph or the sentence “Teuxoi;...:” or even the whole paragraph should be considered as a descriptive 
heading. I f  something else was made a link, a careful examination o f  the link, as to whether is descriptive, 
is required. Each evaluator’s approach as to what is considered descriptive link differs from evaluator to 
evaluator. Finally, the sentence ‘Ttvsxai cuv8popr|Tr|<;...” should be made link as well. Give 1 point for 
each link that is considered descriptive and 0 points otherwise. Max score=7 points 
Max score=5+7=12 points.

Metric M07c_Ll for guideline “Match Link Names with their Destination Pages”.

This principle can only be applied, in the present design task, to the buttons in the navigation bar. All 
other links were associated with a dummy page, included on the site and therefore were not offering the 
opportunity to the designers to use matched names. This metric is closely associated with metric M02_N3 
(Use Descriptive Tab Labels), however here the close matching between links and destination is 
examined regardless o f  the issue o f  the labels being descriptive or not.
For each page determine if  there is a match between the link and the destination page (heading). I f  there is 
an exact match regardless o f the actual meaning or language o f  the label score=3 points; give points as 
well to a very close match between link name and page heading. (“Home” matches with “home page” or 
“Apxucfj” with “Apxucrj ZsM5a”); otherwise score=0 points.
Max score=9 points.

Overall score for the group of metrics: Rescale each of 3 submetrics and take the average.

Metric summary
Metric Code: M07JL1 " "

There are 3 submetrics.
M 07a_Ll for guideline Provide Links where the user may need them.
M 07b_Ll for guideline Match Link Names with Their Destination Pages 
M 07c_Ll for guideline Ensure that Embedded Links are Descriptive
There is no metric for guideline Designate Used Links. ._________________________________________

Submetric Code: M07a_Ll

Criteria: Are links provided at places where user needs them?

Protocol
Designers should provide links at the place where users might feel the necessity for a link.
Scores
Page 1 right side bar: there are 3 images and also the last text paragraph that should be linked to 
web pages. Allocate 1 point for each link. Max score=4 points.
Page 2 left column: there should be 2 links; the existing images or the text or both should be made 
links. Score=l points for each link provided by the designer in any form (using images, text, or 
both). Max score=2 points.
Page 3 centre column: the two e-mail addresses should be made links. Max score=2 points.
Max for submetric=4+2+2=8 points.
Submetric Code M07b_Ll

Criteria: Are the names o f  the links understandable and meaningful?
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Protocol
Are the names o f  the links understandable and meaningful?
Scores
Page 2 left column: Designers had the choice to make either text or images into links. Therefore 
any text links should not be included in the score for the metric. Page 2 centre: There should be 5 
links, one to each paragraph. Text links should be descriptive but this is a very subjective matter. 
Use your personal judgement to evaluate the links, but make sure you apply the same criteria 
across all the designs under examination. Max score=5 points.
Page 2 right column: This column should have 7 links, i.e. 4 links in the magazine section (top o f  
the column) and 3 links in the bottom section o f  the column (news section). Each link that is 
considered descriptive gets 1 point; otherwise score is 0 point. Max score=7 points.
Max score for submetric=5+7=12 points.________________________________________________
Submetric Code: M07c_Ll

Criteria: Do the names o f  the links match the destination?

Protocol
This principle can only be applied, in the present test, to the buttons in the navigation bar.
Scores
For each page determine if  there is a match between the link and the destination page (heading). I f  
there is an exact match regardless o f  the actual meaning or language o f  the label, then score=3 
points. Give the same score for a very close match (“Home” matches with “home page” or 
“ApxtKT|” with “ApxiKrj ZeA,(8a”.) Otherwise score=0 points.
Max score for submetric=9 points._____________ _____________________________ __________

Overall score for the group of metrics: rescale each of 3 submetrics and take the average.
Total max scored  points.________________________ __________________________ _______________

5.2. Cues to Click
Metric Code: M 0 8 L 2
Guideline: Provide Consistent Clickability Cues

Avoid Misleading Cues to Click 
Pattern: Obvious Links - Consistent Cues

Scoring
Two submetrics were used.

Sub metric M08a_L2
Check for places where there are groups (2 or more) o f  images. Determine if  all pictures/images that are 
in the same place are links or not. Consistency is measured if  all the images are links or none o f  them are. 
In the text 3 groups o f  pictures were provided.
Page 1: In the right column there is one group consisting o f  3 pictures.
Page 2: In the right column there is one group o f  2 images and in the centre column another group o f  2 
images.
Page 3: There are no images to check.
For each group o f  pictures assign 3 points if  all o f  them or none o f  them are made links, otherwise 
score=0 points.
Max score for submetric=9 points 

Sub metric M08b_L2
Check all pages for misleading cues within text. Links usually should be underlined and in blue. 
Underlined text that is not a link should be avoided and constitutes a violation o f  the principle even in 
headings (but not in buttons or navigation bars). Check every page for underlined text and count the 
occurrences o f  underlined text that is not a link.
In effect the evaluator should check if  there is underlined text that the user may consider it as link, 
especially if  underlined blue text is actually a link. Every student mande blue underlined text as a link. 
Therefore only underlined text that was not a link is considered as error.
Determine, for each page, the number o f times that an underlined text is not a link (including headings). 
For each page, if  this number=0 then score=3; otherwise score=0.
Max score for submetric=3 pages*3=9 points
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M etric Code: M 08JL2

The metric has 2 submetrics.
M08a_L2 refers to misleading clues in images.
M08b L2 refers to misleading clues in text.________■ __________________________________________

Subm etric  M 08a_L2

Criteria: Is the navigation instantly perceived as navigation (Images)?

Protocol
Review all pages and check for misleading cues to click on images and texts. Check places where 
there are groups (2 or more) o f  images. Determine if  all pictures/images are links or none o f them 
is. Consistency is ensured if  all the images are links or none is. In the web site there were 3 groups 
o f  pictures.
Scores
Page 1: in the right column there is one group o f  3 pictures.
Page 2: in the right column there is one group o f  2 images and in the centre column another group 
o f  2 images.
Page 3: there are no images to check.
For each group o f  pictures assign 3 points if  all o f  them or none o f  them are made links; otherwise 
score=0 points. Max score=9 points.
M ax score for subm etric=9 points.________________________________________________________
Subm etric: M 08b_L2

Criteria: Is the navigation instantly perceived as navigation? Underlined text?

Protocol
Check pages for misleading cues within text. Links, usually, should be underlined and in blue. 
Check every page for underlined text and count the occurrences o f  underlined text that are not 
links.
Scores
Determine, for each page, the number o f  times that an underlined text is not a link (including 
headings). For each page, if  this number=0, then score=3; otherwise score=0.
M ax score for subm etric=3 pages*3=9 points.______________________________________________

Total m ax score=average of two subm etrics=9.

5.3. Clickable images
Metric Code: M09_L8
Guideline: Use Text for Links and Clickable images
Pattern: Clickable Images

Scoring
Two small images were placed on the second page o f  the web site to be designed by students. It was, on 
purpose specified, in the requirements o f the design test, that these images should be made links to 
appropriate sites or to the dummy web page that was provided to serve as a dummy destination page for 
any link. The designer should make links to the appropriate web page to function and at the same time he 
should put appropriate small text labels indicating the meaning or the destination o f  the link.
Check if  there are any labels -  a small amount o f  text next to the 2 images making clear the link’s 
destination or the expected response o f the link. Give 2 points, for each image that is appropriately 
labelled.
M ax score=4 points.
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Metric summary 
Metric Code: M09_L8

Criteria: Do labels accompany each clickable image?

Scores
Check if  some explanatory text or label has been used to indicate the meaning o f  the 2 clickable images. 
Score for each image=2 points; otherwise 0. Max score =2*2=4 points.

Rescale score.
Total max score=9 points. _________ ____________________________________________ _________

5.4. To the Top Link
Metric Code: M10_L5
Guideline: Allow Users to Go Back to the Top o f  the Page
Pattern: To the Top Link

Scoring
Check every page for a link that allows users to move to the top o f  the page, where the navigation is. I f  
there is such a link, the score for that page is 3 points otherwise 0 points. Although, sometimes, the page 
is short and can easily fit into one screen the page should have a link to the top in order to be consistent to 
the other long pages o f  the site. The web site o f  the design test had at least 2 pages which could not be 
shorten enough to fit within one screen.
Max score=3 pages*3=9 points

Metric summary
Metric Code: M l 0_L5

Criteria: Are there links to the top o f  the page placed at the bottom or at regular locations down the page? 
Back to top links?

Protocol
Review all pages and check if  there is link to the bottom o f  the page on every page.
Scores
I f  link to the top o f  the page exists on each page, then score=3 points; otherwise score=0 points.

Total max score=3pages*=9 points.

6. Metrics for Text and Typography
There are four patterns in this dimension: Consistency in Text, Visible Text, Emphasised elements and 
Aligned Text.

6.1. Consistency in text
Metric Code: M14_T1
Guideline: Ensure Visual Consistency in Text

Format Common Items Consistently 
Use at Least 10-Point Font 
Use Familiar Fonts 

Pattern: Consistency in Text

Scoring
There are 4 metrics one for each guideline in this metric.
Guidelines “Use at Least 10-Point Font” and “Use Familiar Fonts” were used by all designers; there were 
no violations o f the principles, therefore each student is given a score o f  9 for each guideline. These 
guidelines were easy to score. A violation o f  a guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page 
otherwise the score should be 3 points.
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M etric M 14a_Tl for G uideline E nsure Visual Consistency in Text
The metric contains 3 sub metrics: M 14al_T l refers to the headings, and the subheadings, M 14a2_Tl 
refers to the font used and finally M 14a3_Tl to the colour used for text.
S ubm etric M 1 4 a l_ T l
Check for consistency in text among heading and sub headings. Check for consistency in text alignment 
and in fonts in every column within a page. Check for violations o f  consistency in the font colour and the 
text background.
C heck page headings and  subheadings w ithin each page.
Check the page headings. They should be formatted in a consistent way and the same font style (The 
following are considered to play a role in the formatting o f  heading and subheadings: font, size, colour, 
underline, italic, background colour, etc.) Also check for consistency in the column headings and the sub 
headings within the text. Headings in the same page should be consistent.
The page headings are allowed to be formatted using a different font family than the text o f  each page. 
Any other headings and sub headings should normally be presented using the same font with the main 
text (Times, Verdana, etc.).
Also, some headings, that are prominent and possibly at the top o f  the page, should be consistent between 
two different pages as well, especially if  there are at the top o f  the page and catch the user’s eye when he 
moves from one page to the other. However, this depends on the way the 2 pages are presented to the 
user. In the current design test, check the two headings “Web Creations” and “nspioSiico Infoistos” ; 
exercise your personal judgement to determine consistency between these two headings.
Score=4 points if  there is an exact consistency. Subtract one point for each error in the page headings, and 
the subheadings and more points if  there are more serious errors. Also if  any labels or navigation bars are 
made using text at the bottom o f  the page should be checked. Since many students didn’t work on page 2 
in the left column and did not format the sentence “A l l a  7rpoiovia” as a sub heading do not take the 
format o f  that heading into consideration. M ax score=4 points.

S ubm etric M 14a2_Tl
C heck for text consistency (font) in every page. Alignment o f  text was examined elsewhere using the 
relevant metric. A designer is allowed to use smaller or larger text size, but it is preferable to use the same 
font family even only for aesthetic reasons. Except for colour and background, check text for consistency 
with regards to all attributes (font, size, bold italic, and underline). This includes spacing o f  the text as 
well.
Score=4 points i f  there is a perfect consistency. Subtract one point if  there is an inconsistency (unjustified 
change o f  style, underline, font family, etc.) in one place (place is considered to be a column within a 
page). Therefore, a wrongly formatted column, although it may contain more that one paragraphs, counts 
as 1 point, the same as a wrongly formatted small sentence. Underlined text, even if  is not hyperlink is not 
considered as an error, since this is used by another metric; also bold text is not considered as an error, 
provided the same font family is used. Max score=4 points

Sub m etric M 14a3_Tl
C heck  fo r text colour and  text background  consistency. Most o f  the students did not have any 
inconsistencies in the use o f  colour. Any change in colour, was considered as aesthetic deviation, and not 
an important usability issue.
Score=2 points if  there is perfect consistency. Subtract one point if  there is an inconsistency in the colour 
o f  text or in the background that is there is use o f  unjustified colour, and although this is not a critical 
usability issue is still a diversion in the consistency o f use o f  colours. Max score=2 points.
M ax score=Sum  of submetrics=4+4+2=10 points

M etric  M 14b_T l for guidelines F o rm at Com m on Item s Consistently
Check for consistency in the format o f  common items. This especially applies where phone numbers and 
other common items exist; these items should be formatted consistently.
Specific text was provided to verify if  designers would apply this principle according to the 
guidelines/patterns taught to them. This text is placed on the third page and displays the phone, fax 
numbers and e-mails o f  the company’s two branches. The designer should make the wording referring to 
the numbers to be the same; should provide the long distance code for all numbers; should format both 
text and numbers in the same consistent way. Check the initial text given in the assignment and determine 
what the designer added and how it was formatted. The format o f  the text and the wording was 
intentionally different; also only some long distance codes for phone numbers were included with phone 
and fax numbers.
Score=4 points if  everything is consistent i.e. Phone numbers have the city code and the same format and 
also the text has changed and is the same; score=3 points if  there is an error or the designers left 
something out i.e. fax numbers do no have the same format; score=2 points if  there are more errors;
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score=l point if  there is only a small indication o f  change to achieve consistency; finally score=0 points if 
the designer although probably formatted the text has not made any effort to format the items using the 
same format. The format and the functionality o f  the two e-mail links should not be taken into account. 
M ax score=4 points.

M etric M 14c_Tl for guideline Use a t L east 10-Point Font.
A violation o f  a guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page otherwise the score should be 3 
points for the page.
M ax score=3*3 pages=9 points.

M etric M 14d_T l for guideline Use F am iliar Fonts
A violation o f  a guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page otherwise the score should be 3 
points for the page.
M ax score=3*3 pages=9 points.

Overall score for the group of metrics: Rescale each of 4 submetrics and take the 
average.
Metric summary 
M etric  Code: M14_T1

M etricTl J le x tC o n  contains 4 submetrics.
M 14a_Tl refers to guideline Ensure Visual Consistency in Text.
M 14b_Tl refers to guideline Format Common Items Consistently.
M 14c_Tl refers to guideline Use at Least 10-Point Font.
M14d T1 refers to guideline Use Familiar Fonts._____________________________________________ .

M etric M 14a_Tl for G uideline E nsure  Visual Consistency in Text

Criteria: Are typefaces used properly and consistently? Is the site consistent in font?

The metric contains 3 submetrics:
M 14al_T l refers to the headings, and the subheadings.
M 14a2_Tl refers to the font used.
M14a3 T1 refers to the colour used for text.___________________

Subm etric M 1 4 a l_ T l

Protocol
Check for consistency o f  text among headings and sub-headings. Check the page headings.
They should be formatted in a consistent way and with the same font style. Also, check for 
consistency among the column headings and the sub-headings within the text. Headings in 
the same page should be consistent, and preferably consistent in different pages as well. 
However, this depends on the way the 2 pages are presented to the user. In the current design 
test, check the two headings “Web Creations” and ‘TlepioSiKo Infoistos”; exercise your 
personal judgement to determine consistency between these two headings.
Score=4 points if  there is an exact consistency. Subtract one point for each error in the page 
headings and the sub-headings, and more points if  there are more serious errors. Also check 
for labels or navigation bars where text is used, e.g. at the bottom o f  the page Do not take into 
account the sub-heading in the left column (“AAla 7rpoT6vra”).
M ax score=4 p o in ts ._____________ ___________ __________
Subm etric M I4a2_T l

Protocol
Check for text consistency on every page with regards to all text attributes: font, size, bold, 
italic and underline (except colour and background). This includes spacing o f  the text. 
Score=4 points if  there is exemplary consistency. Subtract one point for each place where 
there is inconsistency in the text.
M ax score=4 points._________________    '
Sub m etric M l 4a3_Tl
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Protocol
Check for text colour and text background consistency. Score=2 points if  there is full 
consistency. Subtract one point if  there is an inconsistency in the colour o f  text or in the 
background. Use o f  peculiar colour, although not a critical usability issue, is still a diversion 
in the consistent use o f  colours.
M ax score=2 points.   ■ ■ ___________________________________

M ax score=Sum  o f subm etrics=4+4+2=10 points.

M etric M 14b_Tl for guideline F o rm a t Com m on Item s Consistently 

Protocol
Check for consistency in the format o f  common items. Specific text was provided, on the third 
page, to check if  designers would format this according to the guideline. The text displays the 
phone, fax numbers and e-mails o f  the company’s two branches. Check the initial text given in 
the assignment and determine what the designer added and formatted.
Scores
Score=4 points if  all text is consistent, i.e. phone numbers have the city code and the same 
formats and also that any designer added text and format are the same; score=3 points if  there is 
an error or the designers left something out, e.g. fax numbers do not have the same format; 
score=2 points if  there are more errors; score=l points if  there is only a small indication o f  
change to achieve consistency; finally score=0 points if  the designer -  although he has probably 
formatted the text -  has not made any effort to format items in a consistent way. The format and 
the functionality o f  the two e-mail links should not be taken into account.
M ax score=4 points._____________________________ ______________________________________
M etric M 1 4 c /T l for guideline Use a t L east 10-Point Font.

A violation o f  the guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page; otherwise the score 
should be 3 points for the page.
M ax score=3*3 pages=9 points. _____  . _____________________ _________________
M etric M 14d_Tl for guideline Use F am iliar Fonts

A violation o f  a guideline would result in 0 points for the particular page; otherwise the score 
should be 3 points for the page.
M ax score=3*3 pages=9 points.

Rescale each o f 4 subm etrics and  tak e  the  average. 
T otal m ax score=9 points.______________ _________

6.2. Visible Text
Metric Code: M16_T3
Guideline: Use Black Text on Plain, High-Contrast Backgrounds
Pattern: Visible Text

Scoring
There are some built in usability issues within the site. Text colour should be changed, probably with a 
change in the background colour, resulting to a more visible combination in two places from what was 
originally provided in the design test: on the fist page in the right column the colour text was grey; also on 
the second page in the left column the colour text was light blue against a blue background. Students were 
reminded not to change the colours o f  the site unless they had an important reason to do so.
Page 1 Check in the right column. I f  the colour o f  the text is changed to a more visible colour the 
designer gets 4 points.
Page 2 Check the left column o f  the page. Text and background colours should be changed to more
visible and contrasted combination: e.g. white or black text. Score 5 points -  or 0 if  there was no change.
Check the rest o f  the pages and subtract 2 points from every column or place (table, frame, navigation 
bar, etc.) where there is a violation o f  the principle. Check for places where there are links usually in blue 
colour against dark blue background which is the site’s main colour; subtract 2 points from every column 
or place where there is at least one badly formatted link.

M ax score=4+5=9 points.
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Metric summary 
M etric Code: M l 6_T3

Criteria: Is the text visible against the background colour? Is the font colour appropriate and is there 
sufficient contrast?

Protocol
Check that the designer dealt with the usability issues intentionally embedded on the web site.
Scores '
Page 1: the text in the right column should be more visible. Give 4 points i f  there was change to a visible 
combination; otherwise score=0 points).
Page 2: the text in the left column should be more visible (i.e. white or black depending on the 
background colour). Give 5 points if  there was a change; otherwise score=0 points. Check the rest o f  the 
pages and subtract 2 points from every column or place (table, frame, navigation bar, etc) where there is a 
violation o f  the principle. Apply this rule to places where there are links that are not clearly visible, 
usually links in blue colour against a dark blue colour.

Total m ax score=9 points.

6.3. Emphasised Text
Metric Code: M15_E1
Guideline: Emphasise Importance in Text
Pattern: Emphasised Text

Scoring
This metric is applied to text and not on any headings that are examined using another metric.
Page 1: On this page some words and sentences have been intentionally and wrongly emphasised using 
underlined and bold text. Designers should eliminate the underlined and bold text and should emphasise 
some key words or sentences; for example the company’s name “Infoistos” . The maximum score for the 
page is 3 points (give 0 points if  the underlined or bold text still exists); give 1 point if  the erroneously 
emphasised text is eliminated; give 2 points if  more words are emphasised, like the company’s name; 
finally, give 3 points if  some key sentences are emphasised. M ax score=3 points 
Page 2: I f  there is something emphasised on the left column ignore it.
Check the central and the right column. The central column scores a maximum o f  2 points. The right 
column scores also 2 points; one point for the “Magazine” section and one for the “Latest News” section. 
In the central column the dates in each paragraph should be emphasised. In the right column some key 
sentences on the top half section (like “IlepioStKd N o 1 etc) and also on the bottom half section (like 
dates etc) could be emphasised. But, there in no unique way o f  placing emphasis on these sections since 
this depends on how a designer may choose to apply emphasis.
Both columns contain links and that affects how elements are emphasised. There are several ways to 
emphasise text. The recommended ways are: bold, bullets, background. Making the complete key 
sentences as links is considered as putting emphasis. On the contraiy, when the key sentence itself is not 
included in the link, while some or all the text below the key sentence is made a link, is probably not a 
good idea. Changing only the font colour, without any other change to the other text attributes, does not 
emphasise the text enough. Bullets, although are acceptable in narrow columns, they do not provide an 
impact on wide columns.
However, emphasis depends on the format o f  the surrounding elements as well, and the overall view o f 
the specific place. These suggestions serve only as general guidance. Use your judgm ent to decide about 
the score and make sure that the criteria you apply are consistent across all sites. Max score=4 points 
Page 3: Several words could be possibly emphasised like: telephones, addresses, etc. The page scores 2 
points if  emphasis is placed on the right places, 1 point i f  only some items are emphasised and 0 points 
otherwise. Max score=2 points

M ax score=pagel+page2+page3=3+4+2=9 points.
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Metric summary 
M etric  Code: M15_E1

Criteria: Emphasise elements to attract attention.

Protocol
Review all pages and check the existence o f  elements that are properly emphasised.
Check every page for properly emphasised headings. Main headings should be provided by the designers. 
Scores
Page 1: Determine points based on the work that the designer has made on the page. I f  the intentionally 
underlined text and the bold words have been eliminated, then score=l point; i f  additionally some key 
words, such as company name, have been emphasised, score=2 points; if  additionally to the above some 
key sentences have been emphasised, score =3 points; otherwise, when everything was left unchanged as 
it was to begin with, score=0 points. Max score=3 points.
Page 2: Check the central and the right column. Ideally, on the central column the dates in each paragraph 
should be emphasised. Max score for this column=2 points. The right column also scores 2 points for 
properly emphasised text, one point in the “Magazine” section and one in the “Latest News” section. 
Consult the suggestions about what is considered as proper emphasis. In the right column on the top half 
section some key sentences (such as “IIspioSiKd No 1, etc.) and also on the bottom half section (such as 
dates, etc.) could be considered for putting emphasis. However, take into account that there are several 
links in this column and the format that the designer decides on may be affected by the links. Also 
consider that there is no unique way o f  putting emphasis on these sections; this depends on the view o f  a 
designer and the place he selects to put emphasis. Max score for this page =2+2=4 points.
Page 3: Check that some words (e.g. telephones, addresses, etc.) are properly emphasised. Page scores 2 
points if  emphasis is placed on the right places; scores 1 point i f  only some items are emphasised; 
otherwise page scores 0 points. Max score=2 points.

T otal m ax score=pagel+page2+page3=3+4+2=9 points.

6.4. Aligned Text
Metric Code: M17_T4
Guideline: Use Proper Alignment for Text
Pattern: Aligned Text

Scoring
Built in usability  issues
One heading, on the first page in the right column, was aligned right. Designers should have corrected 

that. Guidelines and patterns suggest that text should be left aligned while headings can be left aligned or 
centred aligned. Text can be centred aligned in narrow columns, or rows, taking care not to cause long 
gaps between the words. Right text alignment should be avoided.
Check all pages and determine score for each page. Each page gets 3 points it there is no violation o f  the 
principle, 2 if  there is a minor alignment problem, 1 if  there more problems or the problem is visible, and 
0 if  there is a severe alignment problem in the page.

M ax score=3 pages *3=9 points 

Metric summary 
M etric Code M17_T4

Criteria: Is text properly aligned? Is the use o f  centre or right-aligned text avoided?

Protocol
Check all pages and determine the score for each page.
Scores
Each page gets 3 points it there is no violation o f  the principle, 2 if  there is a minor alignment problem, 1 
if  there more problems or the problem is visible, and 0 if  there is a severe alignment problem in the page. 
For each page max score=3 points.

T otal max score=3 pages *3=9 points.
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7. Metrics for Lists
There is one pattern in this dimension.

7.1. Lists
Metric Code: M11_T6 
Guideline: Display Related Items in Lists

Introduce Each List 
Format Lists to Ease Scanning 
Capitalise First Letter o f  First Word in Lists 

Pattern: Lists

Scoring
Lists are quite complicated to judge. Although there were several places where lists 
could be applied, designers chose several different approaches, which are also 
acceptable and can not be considered to be usability or design error. Designers used 
bullets on a number o f occasions especially in narrow columns, sometimes correctly, 
other times incorrectly to highlight a sentence. The use o f bulleted text in these cases 
was an easy way to highlight the sentences and make them stand out, instead o f using 
another technique such as background colour or a small images or arrows. Since the 
application o f lists was not the same by all students it was only possible to measure the 
application o f lists in two places where text was provided with this specific purpose: to 
test the application o f lists. In these places employing a list was the only suitable way to 
present the text. A specially written text, to be formatted using lists, was placed inside 
the text provided on the home page. Also an evaluator may determine the places where 
lists and bullets were wrongly applied, i.e in places where it is clearly indicated that the 
designer is not aware o f the correct application of lists. There are places where lists 
were made o f one or two items only, and also where text elements, with no relation to 
each other, were presented as a list.
Each o f the 2 required lists is given 50% of the maximum score. In this case max 
score=9 points. Determine the number o f times that the designer wrongly applied bullets 
or presented text inappropriately using a list (These errors were made in lists considered 
by only one item or in places where there was no need for the use o f bullets and lists. 
For each place that the student made an incorrect application o f the lists subtract 3 
points.

Metric summary
Metric Code Lists

Criteria: Is the site easy to read? Lists with bullets? Are bulleted lists used so that the content can be 
easily scanned?

Scores
There are two places in the web site where a list should be used. Each o f  the 2 required lists, on the home 
page, is given 50% o f  the maximum score. Max score=9 points. Determine the number o f  times that the 
designer applied bullets incorrectly or made a list. For each place where the student wrongly applied lists, 
subtract 3 points.

Total max score=9 points.
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Appendix 6.1: Questionnaire to collect information about the
participants

Web Design and Evaluation Seminar 
Department of Automation and Engineering

The purpose of this seminar is for the participants to familiarize themselves with the use of FrontPage as a basic tool for 
designing webpages and setting up a  website. The seminar is focused on the evaluation of webpages and on the 
construction of usable internet sites. Duration is 25 hours and will include:_____________  '   "

Stage 1
Duration 6 hours

*  Use of FrontPage 2003, from basic up to an advanced stage.
•  Test. Selection of participants for the advanced stage.

Stage 2
Duration 20 hours

•  12 hours: Use of FrontPage 2003 with the introduction of specialized techniques and 
principles of designing, assignments and tests.

•  Tutorials about usability.
•  Tests in designing and evaluating web pages, questionnaires and interviews.

Do you have a personal computer at home? □  Yes O No

Do you have access to the Internet? □  Yes □  No
If yes, what kind of access? (which provider, kind of 
connection -  modem, ADSL, etc.)

Surnam e:______________________     Name:-..   Sem ester ......

Telephone Number________ .___________________ .... Mobile Num ber____

E-mail _________ _____ ____________________

Questions
(Please answer them as accurate as possibte)

1. State the level of your competency in using a personal computer:
g Beginner I have recently started using a computer.
□ Basic Simple use of MS Office (Word, Excel) and operating system. Simple use of e-mail and internet.
□ Intermediate All the above, plus extensive use of MS Office and Internet-related activities.
□ Advanced Very good use of the above and also use of some advanced and specialized programs.
g Expert Ail the above and also installing computer cards, upgrading, networks etc.

2. State the level of your knowledge in using e-mall and Internet.
O Very Tittle__________ O Some experience □  Average _O G ood_______ □  Very Good__________

3. How long have you been using the Internet?
O Just recently________g  Less than 6 months O 6 months -1 year g  1 -2  years O More than 2 years

4. On average, how often do you access the Internet?
O Every day__________  □  Most days__O 2-3 days a week g  Once a week g  Less than once a week

5. On average, how much time do you spend in a day using the internet?
g  Less than 1 hour O 2 hours____________ g  3 hours__________□  4 hours______ □  5+ hours____________

6. Have you ever designed a webpage or a website?
g Never I have never tried, or tried and failed.
g Tried once or twice I have tried as an amateur once or twice.
g Average I can build a simple web site.
g Good experience I can build a web site with extensive features very easily.
g Expert I can build a web site with advanced futures.
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Appendix 6.2: Preliminary assignment (screenshots)

Page 1

I Put a company Logo here

Please follow the instructions included in the releative html page. 
Make sure you check each page in preview mode.
It would be better to use the current page layout

H sxaipst'a Info Tech Group (ITG) nap t/zi Outsourcing Kai ZopPouXsuxiKsq Yjxrjpsotsq nXtjpocpopiKrjq. 
HAstcrpovtKou Ejuysipstv Kai TejryoXoyiac.

ZKonoq paqva oi^pioupyfjaoups KatvoTopixsq Xuosiq as oovspyaaia ps roue nsXaxs; p a ; sxoi doaxs va 
pEiarpanow oe entxsipticst; u ^X rj; an65oar|c.

Ms psy aXi] xexyoyvcoGta Kai spnsipia crrov icXd5o, sva psyaXo StKxuo ouvspyaxov nayKoopfcoq Kai 
anoososiypirvo laxoptKO sruxuyiaq r] Info Tech Group (rTG) piropsi va Kivr)ionotrjosi xovq ocoaxouc 
avGpaTrouq, xa npoaovxa Kai xtjv xsjrvoXoy (a now ypstdCsxai yta va psxaxpsyoups xo dpapa xcov 
nsXaTcbv paq os anoxsXsopa.

H Info Tech Group sivai os Gsan va intooxrypCei, psao  evoq supuxaxou paapaxoq ouppouXsuxiKcov 
uTqpsoiov, onotovorjnoxs opyavtopd i] entysip^ar]. avs£apxrjxo>q opacmipiorrpac. psysGouq Kai 
5idp9pe>or]q..

Oi Kupioi ncAciTEq m e  ETaipEiaq sivai piKpopEaaicq Enix£ipf|0 £iq (MME) koi pEyaAEq 
ETaipeicq nAnpocpopiKnq me EKTcrapEva Epnopnca Siicrua. Ano to  1994 n Info Tech 
Group (ITG) napExei TEXvoyvcoaia koi unnpEoieq 5t£0vd)q, crrnv EupainaiKn 
Enuponn, am  Eurostat koi oe peyaAEq EupcanalKEc; ETGipciEq koi opyaviapouq, koi 
oe eGviko eniriESo, ac  Siatpopouq KAaSouqTou EAAhvikqu Snpoaiou koi i5icotikou 
TopEQ/ Evtb napaAAnAa Stamps! EniXEiprjpaTiicEq auvEpyaaiEq ott|v  Kevtpikh koi 
AvotoAikh Eupcbnri .

Aicrrnpcbvraq auvsxn cnacpr) ps Tiq Ê eAî oq, avaAuovraq onoicaSnnoTE napaperpouq koi 
auvSua^ovraq utpnAii TEXvoAoyia, KaivoTopia koi auvEpyanKdTiyra, n Info Tech Group ouvBctei 
Auoeiq nou odnyouv opyaviapouq koi EnixEipnoeiq omv unepoxn, pcoa and koSe ei5ouq 
nspipaAAov.

Tva ouvoAo sSstoiKsupsvcov Kai spnstpcov oxsAsycbv -unoorripi^opsvo a  no xa Kaxa xonou; ypapda 
oxi]v E/Xaoa Kai xo eioxepuco, xa orcoia SiaGsxouv cvyypovT] xuiooopii Kai sio-iAiapo- sivat rcavra 
SiaGsotpo yia va xpoopspsi a£i6;xi0xa arcotsXsopaxa. Ta oxsAijpi paq ps epm pia os KaivoxopiKsq 
vssq xsyvoXoyisq Kai spyaXsia prcopouv va £oT]6fjGoi)v xrjv STtiyefp^crr] oaq va avaKaXvysi xaivoupyisq 
suxatpisq Kai va fkXticjbaouv xtq erciysipipiaxiKsq oaq GiaoiKaaisc.

» | U

*

H Info Tech Group avarrtuoosi orpaiTjyiKsq auvspyaoisq xooo oxo socoxspiKO xî q ycopaq ooo xai xo 
SccaispiKO ps e£si6iKeopsvsq siaiptsq Kai oopsi'q, avaXoya ps Tiq EKdaxois a^avrfjoaq nou 
rcpoKVTixouv and nyv uXonoiqoi] spycov. H Info Tech Group StaGstsi Kaivoxopsq ueipsoisq Kai 
Ttpoiovxa, sv6 psxapspet ouoowpsupsvri spxeipia and psyaXa spya xou sitoxspiKou npoq dpsXoq xcov 
nsXaxov.
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Page 2

Company Name 
or Logo Here

&

I

Format the page using the existing images
To icdpoc Kat rj 0£crr) ttjc Info Tech Group ottjv eXXTjvticfj ayopa. ttjv Ka0totoov aovepydTTj ETttXoyfĵ  
itoXXov Ste0v6 g avayvoptapevov eratptdrv tow ycopou Ttjc jtXtjpcxpoptKTjc. Zto jtXatato amo, ij Info 
Tech Group spiiXouTtiet StapKoc to jrapropuXaKto itjc ps KaivoTopec oirrjpsoisc teat itpoi’ovta, evo 
psiatpspst aooaopeopevrj epnetpia and psyaXa epya too eioreptKou Jipoc oipeXoc tov  sXXtjvikov 
Eittxetprjaeov.

O R A C L E
Oraclf OrtitM'd $*4 (■«*««> i*OTIVI
H Info Tech Group su m  and t t c  rcporee eratpetes cmjv ayopa jiou owepyaCeTat entofjpo^ ps t t jv  
Oracle, (Oracle Alliance Member, ORACLE Certified Partner) ctvarttuoaovtac ouveyoc Tr^voyvoaia 
peaa and tt jv  KaraaKsurj peyaXov Kat eSeiotKeopevav nXrjpoooptaKov cuarrjpdTov. 
http://www.oracle.com

METAGroup /S iV M E IA G roup
H Info Tech Group avrutpoomnedei arcoKXEtartKd ottjv EXAaSa to ovpPouXeuTtKO ouco META Group. 
H META Group eivat pta npoTonopos etatpia epeuvov Kat ovpPooXeuTtKov V7rrjpsai6v, non scrttdCst 
c to  jreipo ttjc IIXrjpocpopiKfic Kat tov  oipaiTjytKou STU'/stprjpaitKod peiaayrjuauapoi). Ta povreXa 
auvE pyaaiac jiou JijsoctpepEt o rouc JtsXaiec ttjc touc porjOotiv v a  7tpoo0eroov a i i a  toco  e ra  IT 6ao Kat 
CTa entyetpTj ataxia touc ouo trjpaT a Kat Siaottcaaisc 
http://www.metagroup.com

HEWLETT PACKARD » • * • • •
H Info Tech Group avturpoooTceuet ttjv Hewlett Packard pe Auoetc
HP StorageWorks.ot onotec koXuiitodv oaokAtjpo to  odapa tov ava jfk o v  anoOfjKEuaTjc: Network 
Attached Storage, Storage Area Networks, Tape Storage, Storage Software.
Entor): etvat avTurpoaonoc too Hp Openview, TtpoaospovTac oXoKXrjpopevec Auoetc otayEtptarjc
emyeipTjataKov S tK tu o v  K a t DTrrjpsotov Service Level Management (SLM).
www.hp.gr.

^RA IN BO Wi i e i i i 11 t 11 i
RAINBOW_______   !____________
Zuvspyaota pe ttjv Rainbow Technologies, evov and tooc peyaAurepouq TipoptjSewtEC nXTjpotpopiaKav 
ouotrjpdTov 0090X005 7rayKoapta yta ttjv napo^ij P.dceov oXoK/.Tjpwpsvrjq aopaXstac yta to internet 
cs EJUJisoo eCommerce, jrpoaraatac Ttspisyopevou Kat 0090X005 rqXsoKotvovtov. 
wvvw.rainbow.com

SurfControl'
SurfControl
Me ttj xpijcij tov  npotovrov Ttjc SurfControl, tj Info Tech Group napir/n XdcEtc content filtering Kat 
mail filtering, non jtpootpepouv uyrjXoiEpo Pa0po eXeyyou to v  rcopov piac eiatptac oe otv aoopa ttjv 
JipoaPaarj cro  internet 
www.surfcontrol.com

. *
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Page 3

Company Name 
or Logo Here

Ih e  page contains nev.s and events about the company.

There is nothing in the th is colum n. Ju st form at the righ t colum n

g a r m t ' j i r r y
*% nTT*

Make links certain 
words or sentences.

Format the column.

Evr)jicpcoTiK6 AeXtio

To svrjucpcoriKO SsXrio 
Tiapkyjzi cuvsjjTj 
evrjpepocn] ym  t a  v ia  
npotovia Kai 115 
twnjpEafec 7tou 
Kaiajrapouvrai on] 
pdot] SeSopevcov too 
4Ft]<ptaKOD Kivipov 
Epsuvac.

These are links to a 
dummy page

AeXtio 1 exoq 2005

AeXxto 2 £ 1 0 5  2005

As/.rio 3 eioc 2005

AsXtio 4 £ioc 2005

T e k e u ta fa N ia

Make links certain 
words or sentences.

Format the column.

8/1/2006
E ktcxktt] TsviKrj
SuviXeiKn] n]c ITG
15/01/2006
Nea ipya. yia  Tt]v ITG
att]v Kmipo Kai
Iopoavia.
6/2/2006
E^ava/.T^^TtKTj TOKTlKTj 
r£VIKT| ZUVEXcVOI] TI]C
ITG

J
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Page 4

Company Name 
or Logo Here

Tins is a list with the company s customers

ENAEIKTIKOE KATAAOTOE IIEAATsiN:
TTapoooidSoupe toog 7t£Xdi£C pa^ ava xouia jtpo'tovrcav (AoyiapiKO, Hardware. Web and Networks. 
File Systems) or on; ojioiooc i] ITG t fz \  npooipcpst umipEofe^. O KcndXoyog 5ev eivat ^t]pT]c Kai an/.d 
epBavtCei tooc npoooaTon; povo JieXdies rqc eraipEi'ac

Make proper links. Find the real LRL addresses on the internet 
AoyiapiKd

E0NIKH TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE 
EFG EUROBANK ERGASIAS 
TPAITEZAITEIPAKIE 
EMHOPIKH TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE

Make the following sentences as links to a dummy page

Hardware
TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE 
AIE0NHE AEPOAIMENAE AOHNON 
COSMOTE 
oriA n 
TIM

Web and Networks
EMnOPIKH TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE 
AEOEE 
CCC
ERICSSON
TPATIEZA THS EAAAAOE

1

File Systems
EKT (E0N K O  KENTPO TEKMHPinEHE) 
EMTTOPIKH TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE 
EFG EUROBANK ERGASIAS 
COSMOTE 
TIM
TPATIEZA TIEIPAKIZ 
ALPHA BANK

\ i - w m nm-Tt
r f i r ' i t r t w r  t
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*age 5

Company Name 
or Logo Here

These are  the services offered by the company

There are  2 departm ents: IT Consultancy and Software Development and Hardw are 
H INFO TECH GROUP. Etvat pia EiatpEia OTpoyfig GupPouXevnKcbv oaijpsatcbv Kai avcbm>£t}q 
ooCTtTjpdiejv ps eioikedgt] oxa TieSt'a nyc TsxyoXoyiac nXtjpotpopuciic, xcov Tt}Xen:iKotvcDvi6v Kai ton e- 
EJtixetpciv.

Ako to  1994 r) INFO TECH GROUP xap tyn  XEXvoyvoata Kai v;cr]peaisq 5te9vd>c, Grryv EupcorcaiKri 
EjiupoTxrj, ott] Eurostat Kai oe pEyaXEC eupcoaalKec Exatpeiec koi opyaviapovc, Kai oe eGviko ercuxeSo 
oe otapopa jxeSia too EXXi]vtKo6 Sijpdotoo Kai lOiaxiKod xopea, evq £^£i ejtekteivei tic 
5paort]pi6Ti]T£C Kai tic  ouvepyaofec tt]C ott]V KevxptKfj Kai AvaxoXtiai Eupam].

H TejryayvaKna rr]c Eiaipsiac paq paoi&rai oe pia opdoa povtpa anaaxoXoupEvrav, EdeiotKEupevav 
pTiyaviKeiv, jiou Kara TtEpuiTcoor]. vaoarqpuovtai Kai ano eva 5i’ktvo eidiKcov aupPovXcov rcou 
owsiacpepouv oe ouyKEKpipsva epya Kat fiepaxa.

H TEjfyoyvcaoia tt]c eraipetac EaiKevTpcoverai oxooq okoXouGouc xopetq:

YTqpEGiec XnppouXov nXiipocpopnaic

MeXetec nXTjpotpopuctjq, MeXereq XKOTnpdnpaq, Apaoxr|pidTT]TEC Msrac^opdc Kai Atd5ooi]C 
Texvoyvcoaiaq, Epnopucfj EKpsTdXsuoT] “Epycov Kai MeXetec Eai7_eipr]paTiKcbv Lyzoiczv (Business 
Plans).

Avdntu^T] EvoxTjpdxcov AoyiaptKOU Kai Hardware

Eoaxfjpaxa Aiax£tpior]C Eyypdtpov, Ynoanipiirjc ZwEpyaoiaq Kat Aiax£ipior|c Poav Epyaciae, 
Avd7ta)*Ti Bdaecov AsSopsvcjv, TexyoXoyfec Web (Exsoiaapdc Web Site, HXektpoviko Epndpio, Web 
Services ), TexvoXoyiec AtotKT] ai]q (Aiaxsiptcnj ’Epyov, ZuaxT|paTa Atax£tptOT]c rvooijc, Iucrt]paTa 
Yrcoarrjpi^Tyq Anoodceov), Avxdpaxa Zuanipaxa EXfyxou (Eucxfjpaxa Xxa6p£UGi]C, "EXeyxoq 
ITpooPaorjc) Kat EistOiKEupEVEC E/iayyeXpanKEC E9appoyec.

i M i i i

Oi KVpiot JieXdiEC ttjc ETatpeiac sivai piKpopeaaiec £jnx£ipi]G£ic (MME) Kai pEydXeq ExatpEiec 
JtXt|po<popiKtjc o t onoieq exouv EKTsrapsva EpJtoptKa StKXua. H INFO TECH GROUP typ. napouaidaet 
peyaXr] avd7rruir] xa TsXsuxata xpovia as o n  acpopa oxa eaixeipT]uaTiKd Kspot] ti)c, crxtc cwepyaoisq 
njc Kat ott]v rcpoaXtpirr] Kai no.poyx\ lExyoyvoaiac
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Page 6 (top)

Company Name 
or Logo Here

This page provides inform ation abou t th e  com pany
H Info Tech Group (ITG) etvat os 0scnj va UTToanjpiisu psca evdc eupuTatoo oaopaxoc 
ovpPooXeuxtKcbv vntjpsoubv, o.xoiovotjTroTS opyavtapo fj STTtyetpTjcnj, avtiapifjros opaaiTjpt6njTa9, 
(isyiSouc Kat 5idp9pGxrr]C.

Atatrjpcbvtac ouvsxn snaofj ps xtc scsaiceic, avoAuoviag OTtoisoStptoxs "apaucrpoug Kat 
ouvSua^ovrac uyrjXr) xeyvoXoyi'a, Kaivoxopi'a Kai ouvepyaTtKOiTjxa, ij Info Tech Group (ITG) ouv0erei 
Xdostc Tiov odtjyouv opyavtopotk Kat sntxetptjostc ottjv twispoxn, peoa ano Ka0s £10009 jrsptpdXXov.

Eva ouvoXo SwStotKsupsvcov Kat spnsipcov cxsXeycbv -u~ooxr]ptJ6psvo oho xa Kaxa xottous ypacpsfa 
oxrjv EXXaoa Kat xo siotsptKo, xa ozota otaGstouv cuyypovij imodopfj Kat edoxXiap6- etvat ndvta 
SiaBsoipo yta va npootpspst alio.xtoxa a-xotsXiapatoL

To opapa pa:

H edpatcootj xtjc Info Tech Group (ITG), 09 Sovaptidjg, eoeXik itj9 Kai Katvoxopou sxatptac. rj ottoi'u  
etvat os Gsotj va evccopatcbvsi xtc vsec etsXtie^ ottjv xeyvoXoyia Kat xa oooxrjpaxa StotKTjarj; Kat va 
its peiaipejiet oe Jipotovra Kat tunjpeoiss uyijX.ijs HpoaxtBspevtjc actac yta xovc TtsX.axsc xtjc

Ot otpattjyiKoI oxoyot

Evto^uoTj xtjc Osotjc xtj9 Info Tech Group (ITG) ottjv sXXtjvtKij ayopd ps easKtaoij t o c o  xcov 
yecoypaptKcbv opfov 600 K ai xou eupouc xcov TTpoooepopsvov axo ttjv exatpsfa OTxrjpeatcbv.

AvdTttviTj Kai TrpoaOTjarj vecov UTajpsotcbv /  TtpotovTcov Ka96c Kai E9apuoyf| KaivotopiKcbv 
jipoosyytcecov Kat veav ps0o5oXoyuav ps okotto xtjv avnpexeKTiotj xcov psXXovxtKov jrpoKXfjasov Kat 
xtjv evfoxuorj XTJ9 KatvoToptK6njTa9 Kat 5uvapiK6xTjxa9 Ttj9 Info Tech Group (ITG)

Auvapucfj npo60Tjcrr) 0x19 ayope9 xou sicoxepiKou 0x19 0710129 ̂ otj sysi 7tapouata tj Info Tech Group 
(ITG) pe oxojro ttj povtpoTrottjorj auxij9 xtj9 Jtapouota9 Kat xtjv EKpstdXAsuorj xcov euKatpubv 
avdJTTviTj9 ttou Kapouatd^cmat xa ausoo; jtpooexrj ypovta.

Eopaicoorj nj9 6uvax6TijTa9 rcpooipopdc 0X00 xou oaopaxoc xcov urrTjpsoicbv Kat npoiovrcov 7iou 
napt/ovzai rjotj oxrjv EXXdoa Kat cto  eicoxspiKd.

BeXxtcoorj xtj9 aTiodoxiKOTrjxac Kat aHoxsXsopaxtK6xtjxa9 xij9 Info Tech Group (ITG) oe 6Xec xtc 
SpaoxTjpidxTjxfc XTJC.

Evtojroorj xtjc aJTOTeXsopaxtK6iTjxa9 tcov av0po^(vcov jxopcov TIJ9 Info Tech Group (ITG) pe xtjv Tiapoyf) 
oXcov xcov euKatptcov Kat Kivrjxpcov yta xtj psyioxoTToiTjCT] xcov SuvaxoxrjxQV xovc.
AiaxfjpTjarj xou sttutsoou yv6prj9 ttjc Info Tech Group (ITG) os avitoxoiyta pe xtc xeyyoXoytKec Kat 
£7TtottjpovtK£9 eieX{ist95 ps oxoyo xtjv ouvsytj rpooqtopa umjpsoicbv 7xdvTa oxrjv atyjuj xij9 yvtbatj9 Kat 
ttj9 xsyyoXoyiac.
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Page 6 (bottom)

f t

Ta UEoa

AvOpoJtivo duvautKO uyTjXxic EmcxtyucmKri; Kat XEja’oXoytKfjc El;eio{Keucn]C xou o-ot'ou T] zpoaeiTrtKt] 
avcacxoin auvaost ps xtjv avdxrt>£t] Kat ErniEo'T] xcov azoycov 1159 xt}C exatpeta Info Tech Group (ITG)

AtaStKaouc non (ktoKovxai oxo xptnxu^o: 'KatvoropiKoxqxa, EvsXicia, Yyt]Afj npoaxt0£{i£vt] aa 'a’

Bdcrr] rvexny; non awv/j&z epnXouxtCexat Kat Evtc/vEiat evocopaxcovoviac 6Aec xtc cnjyyjxovec 
eieXtiEtc :
Svx'/povf] TEjrvoAoyta troo pttatvst oxtjv unt]pEata xqc £ztxetpr]u.atiKf|c avanxulTfc.

To npoocontKO tt]9 Exatpstac
F o rm at the  follow ing text into a 3 column table. Include title s  to  each column

riposSpo  ̂tan AiEuQwmv XoppooAog navxiyubxa Ziduou THI A6tjvac, M.Sc. tan AtSaxropoco os Otxovoutxs; Emcxripsc, 
Ilcryrittcxnuto "Pierre ft Marie Curls', Ilapicn.

Avtctposopog AAsIrd&tc AJiltoc Oixovopixd ITavKncrrtimo AOiprrijv, Ph.D. cno OtKcvouncc ccto xo navsmoxrifno xt^ Ofpoporig
YnsvOwoc Avqsruin; Nearv npotovxcov tan epsuvTjxuairv ipym HXiag ItSspqc nXijpoaopua), Ilav/pio narpetv

YnsOOuvoc Eitxstpri.utrtHaii Avd.rn)ir|C (Business Development) EtmpswcA’oac IlffiKiSdxouAoc HXsKrpoAdyos MtgavtKdg, 
AptcrtoxsAsto Ilsv/pto, PhD in Pattern Recognition, University College London

YasvOwoc Hardware tan cvcxreiri; Aoyropucoo Nrivoc Ktvsvtig TEI Ilapaid, Ph.D. Information Technology Sheffield 
University

Yseiftuvoc suxoptxcrv opaaniptoxritav (marketing) tan ssapov fts xoog jtsAdxts Map toe EixnaOiov Mrjxavutds; 
nXupooopuaic, Ilocv/pto naxpdbv, Mphil in Computer Science, Hong Kong University

YjtsvSwn Atoo<?aXioT]; IIoidTTjias (ISO 9001) Iodwa Aouicst TEI ITstpom, Ph.D. Quality Management Oxford University.
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Page 7

Company Name 
or Logo Here * 7

C o n tac t p ag e

EJicavupta
Info Tech Group (ITG)

Eopa: Msooyciov 243, Xo/.apyoc, 122 61 
Info Tech Group (ITG)
Meooyriciv 243, XoXapyoc. 122 61

TrjAopcjvo 210 4634608 
Etuotic piropev iE  va pac KaXiaETS crco 693 4644401

Fax: 210 9233086

(Qpzc, AstToupyiac AsutEpa - TlapacxEUii /  8:00 -20:00) 
(Xdpfktro 9:00 - 15:00)
Tprjpa Yrcoorijpi&jc nsXaxcbv: support@itg.com 
Tta 7i?.T]po9opiE; oymKd ps xa naKexa: account@itg.com 
Tta o jco iao tjn o x E  aXX.T) TtXrjpocpopia : info@ite.com

-  " r r i
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Appendix 6.3: Instructions for the preliminary assignment

WEB DESIGN Final Exorcise

Design a web site presenting the company profile of ITG. The following pages are needed:

index Home page
companyinfo Information about the company
contact Contact details of the company
pelates The best clients of the company
sinergates Several firms and agencies that the company represents or whose products it sells
whaisnew News of the company
services Describe the services that the company provides. This page is linked to the pages aervtomeasi and 

servtomeas2 where the two sectors In which the company specializes are descr bed.

•  Leave the table that provides the layout of the web pages as it is, unless you have an important reason to 
change it.

•  It is important to have a functional navigation scheme and links at the right places. There should be links 
and a. it would be better to think about navigation before you commit yourself, since it will take more time to 
make changes later.

•  If you think that more pages are needed, you are free to create them.
•The format of the text should be according to the instructions given on each page, next to the text. The 

instructions are in bold Engiish characters in fuchsia or in text boxes and should be deleted once you 
have finished with each page. The exact meaning of the text is not very important, but do try to use the 
correct links and headings and proper formatting.

•Try to present the site of the company as best you can in order to portray and ‘sell’ the company over the 
web. Use the usability principles and other techniques that you have been taught and help users have a 
good experience while visiting the site,

•Try to avoid extravagant things that will slow you down. Don't forget the site is about a company with a 
specific purpose on the Internet.

•  If you need images or pictures or any other material, you may use the internet to find them. Images or 
pictures can be found on the following sites.

http://www.ors ftes.coro/weboraphics/ http://www.free-backarounds.com/dan1 -10.shtml
htlp;//ww,f?eb'9m!ntis-qils.CQm' http://www.iconbazaar.com^nd9x.html 
http://www.aifanimations.com/ind9X.isp http://www.mlkesfreeqifs.com/

•  For questions or any other information please use email.
•  You should work alone and any collaboration with other members of the class is not allowed.

Good Luck
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Appendix 6.4: Example of web site created by participants

Page 1

IN F O  - T E C H  

Group

Info  Tech 
Group

rYNEPTATET

nEAATET

friAPOXH YrlHPEHQNl 

H ETAIPJA M as

EniKOINHNIA

HP0ATE STUN EOiEHMH SEA IM  W Z  INFO TECH GROUP

r

H r r a i p d a  In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  (IT G ) n a p d x ^  O u ts o u rc in g  koi Z upP ouA eunK eq Y n q p eo ieq  HAqpocpopiKqq, 
HAektpovikou  E n ix a p d v  K a tT exvoA oyiaq .

I x o n o q  p a q  v a  S q p ro u p y q a o u p e  KarvoTopiKEq A u o a q  a t  o u v e p y a d io  p e  T ouq  neA dTtq p a q  £toi ioote 
v a  pC T aT panouv a t  e n tx a p q a a q  uipqAqq a n o d o a q q .

Me peydA q T e x v o y v to d a  Kai e p n a p ia  o to v  icAaSo, e v a  p ey aA o  S iicruo ouvepyaT ciiv  n a y K o o p iu q  koi . 
a n o d E S a y p e v o  icToptKd en rru x iaq  n  In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  (ITG ) p n o p d  v a  K iv q T o n o iq aaT O u q  ocooTouq , 
bvB ptin o u q ,; i a  n p o o o v T a  koi T qv TExvoA oyia n o u  x p a a f c r a i  y ia  v a  peTO Tpeipoupe to  o p a p a  tcov 
neA aTtiv p a q  ere a n o T & e o p a .  - ’ -

H In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  d v a t  o e  G eoq v a  u n o o n ip i^ a ,  p e o u  e v o q  euputo tou  tp d o p aT o q  ouppbuAeuTiKtliv 
u n q p eo ito v , o n o io v 6 i)noT£ o p y a v io p o  q e n ix d p q o q ,  aveI;apTqTG>q SpacrT qpioTqT aq, p ey eG o u q  koi £ 
C iapG ptooqq. ~

O rK upioi neAaTEQTqq e ra ip d a q  d v a i  p iK p o p eaaieq  e n ix a p q o a q  (MME) koi peydA eq  eT aip d eq  - > 
nAqpocpopiKi)q p e  e ta e r a p e v a  ep nop iK b  S i ia u a .  A n o  t o  1 9 9 4  q  In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  (IT G ) n a p d x a  
T exvoyvtooia  Kai u n n p e a ie q  CieGvcbq, o T qv  E u p u n a lK q  E n rrp o n rj, oTq E u r o s ta t  ko i a t  peyoA eq  
e u p u n a iK eq  e ra ip d e q  Kai o p y a v ia p o u q ,  koi o e  eGviko en inE S o , o e  f iia tp o p o u q  K A abouq t o u  EAAqviKOu 
f jq p d o io u  x a i  i5 io jtikou  T o p £ a ,ev u >  napaA A qA a S ia T q p d  enixopqpaT iK eq o u v e p y a o ie q  crnqv KevTpiKq 
koi AvaToAiKii Eupcbnq .

A icnrripcim aq o u v e x q  enacpq  p e  Tiq e^eA i^aq, a v aA u o v T aq  o n o ieo S q n o T E  n a p a p e r p o u q  ko i 
o u v S u a ^ o v ra q  uipqAq T exvoA oyid, KaivoTopia koi ouvepyaTiK OTiyra, q  In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  o u v G e ra  
A u o aq  n o u  o C q y o u v  o p y a v io p o u q  koi enixeipqoEiq OTqv u n e p o x q ,  p e o o  a n o  Ka0 £ d S o u q  nepipdA A ov.

■Eva ouvoA o e^adiK eupevcov ko i e p n a p co v  oteAex<I)v -u n o o T q p i^ d p e v o  a n o  t o  k o t 6  T o n o u q  y p a c p d a  
o r q v  EAAaSa Kai t o  e^co tep iko , t q  o n o ia  C ioG ctouv  a u y x p o v q  u n o b o p q  Kat e ^o n A iap o - d v a i  n av T a  
BiaG eaipo y ia  v a  n p o o c p e p a  a ^ to n io ra  an o T eA eo p aT a. T a  OTeAexq p a q  p e  e p n a p ia  o e  K oivoropiK eq 
v£eq TexvoAoyicq koi e p y o A d a  p n o p o u v  v a  p o q G q o o u v  T qv en ix e ip q o q  o a q  v a  av aK aA u ip a  
K aivoupyieq  EUKaipieq koi v a  p s A r a o o u v  Tiq e n ix o p q p a n K ^ q  o a q  OiafiiKaoieq.

H I n fo  T ech  G ro u p  d v a n n j a o a  OTpaTqyiKEq o u v e p y a o ie q  t o o o  oto  eow Tepixo  Tqq X ^ p a q  o o o  koi t o  
e^coTEpiKO p e  e^oS iK E upiveq  ETaipieq koi (popeiq, a v a A o y a  p e  Tiq eKaaTOTe a n a v r q a a q  n o u  
npoK unT ouv  a n o  T qv u A o n o iq o q  epycov; H In fo  T e c h  G ro u p  S ia G e ra  K aivoTopeq un q p E o icq  koi 
n p o lo v ra ,  eyti) p e T aq iep a  o u o o c o p e u p ev q  e p n a p ia  a n d  p e y a A a  e p y a  t o u  e^aiTepiK ou n p o q  ocpeAoq tojv 
n e A o T u v .' - ’■ . . .  >
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Page 2

IN F O  - T E C H
. £ T f

META Group

NFA

rTAPÔYnHPEHON
H ETAIPIA MAI

mlKOINQNIA

^RAINBOW

SurfControl*

To xupoq koi n 0£on Tqq Info Tech Group OTqv eAAqvtici'j ayopo, Tqv koBiotouv auvepYdrrq eniAoyqq 
noAAcbv CicQvwq avayvcopiopevcov ciaipiwv tou x&pou Tqq nAqpocpopmqq. Zto nAaiaio acrro, q Info 
Tech Group epnAoirri^a firapicciiq to xapTocpuAaxio Tqq pe xaivoTopeq unqpeaicqKai npoiovTa, evci 
peTacpcpa auoocopeupevq epnapia ano peyaAa epya tou eEicoTepixou npoq ocpeAoq tcov eAAqvmcov 

enixapqoecov.

Oracle - .
H Info Tech Group aval ano Tiq npcoreq eraipricq OTqv.oyopa nou 
cuvepydSeTai emoqpcoq pe Tqv Oracle,'(Orade Alliance Member, 
ORACLE Certified Partner) avamuooovTaq auvexcoq Tcxvoyvcoaia 
p£oa ano Tqv KaTaaicaji'i peyaAcov koi d;o5iKeup£vcov 
nAqpocpopiaxcov auaTqpdrrcov. 
http://www.orade.com •

METAGroup
H Info Tech Group avnnpoaconaja anoKAacmKd OTqv EAAaSa to  

oupPouAeutiko oiko META Group. H META Group a'vai pia 
npcoTonopoq craipia cpcuvcov koi cruppouAcunKtov unqpeaicov, nou 
Candida ctto x&P° tqq nAqpocpopiK/jq koi tcov OTpaTqyiKOU 
cnixapqpamou pcraaxqpatiapou. Ta povTcAa ouvcpyaoiaq nou 
npoocpepa crrouq ncAcrreq Tqq Touq poqBouv va npoaGcrouv a^a 
tooo oto IT ooo koi oto entxapqaiaxd Touq ouarqpaTO koi 
CiaSiKaaicq.
h t t n : / /w w w .m etaqroup .com

HEWLETT PACKARD u
H Info Tech Group avnnpooajneuei Tqv Hewlett Packard pc Auoaq 
HP StorageWorks,'oi onoieq KaAumouv oAoxAqpoTo cpaopo tcov 
avayKcov anoBfixeuaqq: Network Attached Storage, Storage Area 
Networks, Tape Storage, Storage Software.
Enioqq dvai avnnpooconoq tou Hp Openview, npoocpfpovraq 
oAoxAqpcopdveq Auoaq Ciaxdpioqq enixnpqoiaKcov 5iktu<ov koi 
unqpecscbv Service Level Management (SLM).
WVAV.hp.gr ...1,

RAINBOW
Zuvcpyooia pc Tqv Rainbow Technologies, ivav ano Touq 
pcyoAOTEpouq npopqSarrcq nAqpocpopiaiccbv ouoTqpaTtov 
aoq>6Aaaq noyxdoyia yta Tqv napoxii Auaccov oAoKAqpcopivqq 
aocpaAaaq yia to  Internet aeenineSo eCommerce, npooraoiaq 
ncpicxopcvou koi aacpdiAaaq TqAemkoivcovicov. - 
wvAV.rainbow.com

S u rfC o n tro l
Me Tq xpc^oq tcov npolovnov Tqq SurfControl, q Info Tech Group 
nopdxa Auoaq content filtering koi mail filtering, nou npoocpipouv 
uipqAoTepo paBpo eAeyxou tcov n6pcov piaq ETaipioq ere oti acpopo 
Tqv npoopaoq oto internet. 
vvww.surfcontrol.coro~ ;

V
•ill m

A
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Info Tedi Group

APXIKH IEAIAA

ZYNCPTATEX

nEAATEZ

nAPOXHYTlHPEZKN

TteVUPtAMAX.'
tmkOINQNlA

EvntiEPU TiK o AeAt io :

T o  cvf}pepam>c6 SeATio
■ napexei ouvex'l ' 
iEvnMspcooq y*a to via 
npoldvra koi tic; 
unripEoisq noo 
KaTox^pouvTat <jtt| $dar\ 
StSopcvcov TOU 
APrnpioKou Kdvtpou 
•Epguvoc-

Xystiko  L inks; ?

AeAtio 1 tTQC^OOS 

AsATio 2 etoc 2 0 0 5  

AeAtIo 3  ctoc 2 0 0 5 ; 

AeAtio 4  £ ro c  2 005  :

. TgAEUTola Meo

8 /1 /2 0 0 6  -  ’Ektokttt .
; reyiKii ZuveAajgn m e : 

ITG

' 1 5 /0 1 /2 0 0 5  -  N£a tova 
Via t t iv  TTG trmv KOnpo 
koi IopScvio.

6 /2 /2 0 0 6  -  EnavoAnnTwcri 
TOKTIKli rEVlK/l : -
StivgAsuon thc ITG
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INFO  - TECH

,,3Cv’i 5-
ENAEIKTTKOI IvATAAOrOZ flEAATON:

APXIKH IEAIAA napouo ioqoupe touc; neAcrreq p a q  o v a  T opsa  n p o lovT uv  (AoyiopiKo, H ardw are, W eb a n d  N etw orks 
S y s tem s)  crrouq onoiouq n ETG e x a  n p o acp sp a  unr)peaieq. O KOTaAoyoq 5 ev  eivai nAripqq koi onAa 
ToUq npdacpatouq; p d v o  n sA d tsq  Trjq srra ip d aq .

File 
qacpavî a

ZVNEPTATEE
A o v ic n in tP

nAPOXH YnHPEZIQN

EQNIKH T PA nE Z A  TH E EAAA&OZ 

EFG EUROBANK ERGASIAS 

TPA PEZA  n E I P A i m  

EM flOPIKH T PA fiEZA  TH E  EAAAAOE

H ETAIPIA MAI

ETRKOINQNIA

H ard w are

TPA fiEZA  T H I  EAAAAOE 

A IE 6 N H I AEPOAIMENAZ AOHNON

COSMOTE

o n  An 

.TIM

W eb a n d  N etw orks

EM nOPIKH TPATIEZA THE EAAAAOE 

A IO E E

c c c

ERICSSO N

TPATIEZA THE .EAAA&OZ

File S y s te m s

EKT YEQNIKO KENTPO T E K M H P IO IH Il

EM nOPIKH TPA nE Z A  TH E  EAAAAOE 

EFG EUROBANK ERGASIAS 

CO SM O TE ;;

TIM

TPAnEZA PEIPATOE 

ALPHA BANK
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.

I N F O -  T E C H

APXIKHZEAEiA

H ETAIPIA MAT 

' EniKOINQNIA

m m

H INFO TECH GROUP . eivoi pia eraipda napoxnq oupfSouAeunKCDV unqpEcndiv k o i  avdrrruiinq 
ouoTqpaTiov pc aStKEuar) orra riE d ia  T q q  TEXvoAoyiaq nAqpocpopiKrjq/T&iv TqAeniKoivwvKiiv k o i  t o o  e-  
Enixapdv.

Ano t o  1994 q INFO TECH GROUP napexa texvoyvuoia k o i  unqpeoieq 5i£0vcijq, orqv Eupconaki^ 
EntTponr ,̂ orq Eurostat k o i o e  psydAsq EupwnalKiq ETaipeisq Kat opyaviapouq, k o i  o e  £ 0 vik6  enlneSo 
oe Ciacpopa nsSia t o u  EAAqviKOu Cqpootou Kai iSiwnKou Topsa* eva> e x e i eneicrdvEi nq 
SpaaTqpiOTiyrEq k o i  Tit; auvEpyaoieq Tqq OTqv KevrpiKq Kat AvaToAiKq Eupwnq.

H TEXvoyvooia Tqq eraipdaq paqPaoifciai oe pia opaSa poyipa anaoxoAoupevojv, eSaSiKEupdvcov 
pqxaviKtbv, nou k o t o  nepinnooq, unooTqpifcvTai K ai ano tva  S ik t u o  a5iKtovcup|3ouA(ovnou 
auvaoqiepouv oe ouyKEKpipsva epya k o i SspaTO. «<

H TExvoyvwoia th  ̂CTaipsiaq eniKEvrpuvETai OTouq aKoAouOouq Topdq: j;

Ynnpeoieq ZupPouAuv nAqpotpopiKqq
MeAe t e q  nAqpotpopiKqq, MeAeTcq ZKontpoTqTaq, ApaoTqpioTqTEq M craqiopaq k o i 
AiaOoaqq Texvoyvwaiaq, Epnopmq EKpeTdAeuoq TEpywvKai MeAETeq EnixeipqpaTiK&iv 
ZxeSiwv (B u sin ess Plans)
AvanTufy] ZuoiqpaT cov AoyiopiKou K ai H ardw are
ZuoTr^paTa AiaxEipiaqq Eyypdipwv, ynooT ^pi^qq Z u v e p y aa iaq  k o i A iaxeiptanq Pow v 
E pyaaiaq , AvanTu^q B ao e u v  A eSopcviav, TEXvoAoyicq W eb (Z xeO iaopoq W eb  S ite, 
HAeicrpoviKo E pnopio , W eb S erv ices  ) ,  TexvoAoyicq A ioinqaqq (A iaxEipiaq *Epywv, 
ZuoTqpaTa A iaxeipioqq rv w aq q , Z u a rq p aT a  YnoaTqpi^qq A notpaoew v), AuTopaTa
ZuoTqpaTa EAeyxou (ZuoTqpaTa ZTaOpeuoqq, ‘EAeyxoq n p oop aoq q ) Kai ......
E^eiSiKEupevcq EnayyeApaTiKiq Etpappoyeq. - ^

Oi xupioi neAaTEq Tqq eraipdaq dvai ptKpopeaaiEq snixapqoaq (MME) Kai peyaAeq ETatpdEq 
nAqpocpopncqq 01 onoieq £x°uv £KTerap£va epnopiKa Siicnja. H INFO TECH GROUP exa napouoiaaa 
peyaAq avdrrru^n t o  TEAcuTaia xpovia oe on ocpopa o t o  enixeipqpanKO KepSq Tqq, onq ouvEpyaoieq 
Tqq k o i orqv npooAqqiq kqi napoxn TExvoyvwaiaq

---
v.'twW: *
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IN F O  - T E C H  

Group

±i

APXIICHIEA1AA 

NEA

iYNEPTATEr

nEAATEZ

nAPOXH YrTHPEHIJN

HTIKOIn ONXA

H Info Tech Group (ITG) dvai oeBeoq va unooTqpi(a,p£aaj evoq eupuTOTou (paapaToq , . {
oup(3ouAeuTiKd)V unqpeaidjv, onoiovSqnOTE opyaviapo q enixdpqaq, av£?;apTqTajq SpaoTqpioTqTaq, ; 
peyeBouq koi 5i<Jp8pojaqq.

AiaTqpci>VTaq ouvcxi) enaipi  ̂pe tic; e^eAi^aq, avaAuovTaq onoieaSqncrrE napaperpouq koi 
auv5ua(ovTaq uipqAfi TexvoAoyia, KaivoTopia koi auvEpycrriKdTryra, n Info Tech Group (ITG) auvBeia 
Auoaq nou o5qyouv opyaviopouq koi enixapqoaq orqv unepoxn, peoa ano koBc dSouq nepipdAAov.

■Eva aiivoAo e^aSiKeupdvojv koi fpnapojv cntXcxfiiv -unooTqpi^opevo and to  kot6 Tonouq ypacpda 
crrqv EAAd5a koi to  e^arrepiKd, to  onoia 6io8£touv auyxpovq unobopq koi e£;onAiap6- dvai navTa' 
CiaBeaipo yia va npoacpepa a^onicrra anoTeAeapaTO.

Io_.opqpq.pqc
! ’ ' ' M " / , S

H e b p a io jo q  Tqq I n fo  T e c h  G r o u p  ( U G ) ,  u q  5 u vapiK qq ,“ eueAiicTqq x a i x a iv o T o p o u  e r o ip ia q , q  o n o ia  , 
d v a i  o e  8 £ o q  v a  e v a u p a T u v o  Tiq v e e q  e^eAi^eiq o r q v  T ex v o A o y ia  koi to  a u a T q p a T a  S io ix q a q q  koi v a  
Tiq p e r a T p fr ia  o e  b p o Id v T a  kqi u n q p e o ie q  u ipqA qq  n p o o n 8 £ p ev q q  a $ a q  y ia  T ouq  neAdiTeq Tqq, -

Ol OTQOTnviKoi OTOVQI
E v io x u o q  rq q  B e o q q  Tqq In fo  T e c h  G r o u p  (IT G ) o r q v  eAAqviKq a y o p a  p e  eneiCTaaq t6 oo tcov 
yecjypatpiK cbv op icov  b o o  koi tou  e u p o u q  tojv .n p o o c p e p o p ev c o v  o n o  T q v  e r a ip d a  u n q p e a id jv .

AvarrruSiq Kai n p o c jB q a q  v £ u v  u n q p e o iu v  /  n p o ib v r o jv  xaB cbq x a i e ^ a p p o y r )  xaivoT O pixujv  
n p o o e y y io e u v  koi vegjv p e B o fio A o y iw v  p e  a x o n o  T qv a v n p e T u n ia q  tojv p e A A o v m tb v  n poxA rjaeajv  x a i  
T qv E v io x u o q  Tqq xa ivoT op ixbT q T aq  x a i  S u v a p iK O jq T a q  Tqq In fo  T e c h  G r o u p  (IT G )

A u v a p ix rj n p o c o B q a q  OTiq a y o p d q t o u  e^aJTepiKou OTiq o n o ie q  q 5 q e x a  n o p o u o io  q  I n fo  T e c h  G r o u p  
(IT G ) p e  cr ro x o  Tq p o v ip o r io iq o q  au T q q  Tqq n a p o u o ia q  Kai T qv exp eT aA A eu oq  to j v  e u x a ip ic iv  
a v a n T u ^ q q  n o u  n a p o u o ia (o v T a i  t o  o p e o o jq  n p o o e x q  X P ^ v ia . .

E S p a iw o q  T qq  CuvaTdTqToq n p o a c p o p b q  6 A ou t o u  q jd a p a io q T O jv  U n qp eo itiiv  k o i n p o lb v r a jv  n o u  
n a p e x o v T a i rj5 q  o r q v  EA A aba k o i o t o  e^ ojrep ixb :

BeATloioq T qq an ob oT ixb T q T aq  Kai anoTeA eapG TixbTqT aq Tqq In fo  T e c h  G r o u p  (IT G ) o e  oA eq Tiq 
SpaoT q pid T q T eq  Tqq.

E v io x u o q  Tqq anoTeAeapaTiKOTqTaq tojv  a v B p c o n iv o jv  n o p o jv  Tqq In fo  T e c h  G r o u p  (IT G ) p e  T qv  
n a p o x q  oA oiv tojv euK oipitov koi xtvqT pojv y ia  Tq p e y io T o n o iq o q  tojv S uvototi)tujv T ouq .
A ia n ’jp q o q  t o u  e n tn e b o u  y v o ia q q  Tqq I n fo  T e c h  G r o u p  (IT G ) o e  avTicnroixia p eT iq T e x v o A o y ix b q  koi 
en iaT qpoviK gq  e^eAi^aq, p e  crroxo  T qv  o u v e x q  n p o o t p o p d  u n q p eb icb v  n d v r a  o r q v  a ix p q  T qq y v d jo q q  koi 
Tqq T ex v o A o y ia q . . . i   . . .
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6 (bottom)

T q  uectq

AvBpumvo SuvapiKO utpqAqq EnicnqpoviKqq Kai TExvoAoytKqq eljetSiKeuaqq t o u  onoiou n  npoawnticq 
a v d r n u S n  ouvaSa pe T q v  a v a rrT u ^ n  koi enrTeu^q ™ v crroxwv T q q  T q q  rraipda Info Tech Group (ITG) 
AtaSiKaaieq nou 0aoi(ovTai ctto T p ln x u x o :

- • KaivoTopiKOTriTa
•  EueAî a
* YtpqAq npocmBegevq a^a

7 "V7”;: . 7 7  7 S i . : -  ' 7 7 i70:':’o ';n ;  >77 7 5  j.   'Cj/ -7 . -■: j ;;

B a a q  T v to a q q  n o u  a u v e x ^ q  epnXouTt^rrai koi evtaxueT oi ev a u p aT cb vovT aq  dA eqm q cru y x p o v eq  
e^eXi^aq Z u x y p o v r j  T E X V o A o y ia  n o u  p n a iv ei OTqv u n q p e a ia  Tqq E ntxetpqpaqK qq a v o m u ^ q q . ■

T o  n o o a w n iK d  T n c  E T Q io d a c

npoedpoq xai AieuBuvwv 
XupftouAoq

navayiwTa 2rapou
TB ABqvaq

M.Sc. koi AiSataopiKO oe 
OiKOVoptKdq EntoTqpeq, 
navenioTqpio "Pierre et 

Marie Curie", flapioi

AVTinpoeSpoq
AAe^taSqq AAe^toq

OiKOVopmd nav£ntan)pio 
ABqvcbv

Ph.D. oto OiKovopiKa ano 
to naventoTi)pio Tqq 

0^cp6p5qq

YneuBuvoq AvbnTuIjqq 
Necov npoTdvrwv koi 
epeuvqTiKuv epytov

HAlaq ZiQepqq
nXqpotpoptKq ndv/pib norrp&v

YneuBuvoq 
EnfxeipqpanKqq 

Avarrru^qq (B usiness  
Development)

EnapovtovSaq
nanaSdnouAoq

HAetcrpoAdyoq MqxavtKoq

AptoTOTdAeio flav/pio, 
PhD in Pattern 

Recognition, University 
College London

YneuBuvoq Hardware koi 
avarrru^qq Aoyiopixou

. Nrivoq Kivevqq
TEI flapaia

Ph.D. Information 
Technology Sheffield 

University

YneuBuvoq epnoptKtov 
SpacrrqpioTqTWv 

(m arketing) koi enoipwv 
pe Touq neAaTeq

Mapioq EuotoBIou
MqxavtKoq flXqpocpopiKqq, 

flav/pio naTpuv

Mphil in Computer 
Science, Hong Kong 

University

YneuBuvq AiaocpaAioqq 
noioTqTaq (ISO 90 0 1 )

Itoaw a Aouxa
TB napata

Ph.D. Quality 
Management Oxford 

University
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"•T*.

i IN F O  - T E C H
X T. m t  y .

. /  .c V

Encovupia

Info Tech Group (ITG)

Info  Tech 
Group

APXIKH ZEAIAA

"Eopa: Meooyacov 243, XoAapyog 122 61 
Info Tech Group (ITG)
M eao y aW  2 4 3 , XoAapyoc;, 122  61IYNEPTATEX

TTAPOXH YriHPEXION TrjAEipravo 2 1 0  4 6 3 4 6 0 8  
Enicnrc p n o p crrc  v a  p a c  KaA£aCTE cjto  69 3  4 6 4 4 4 0 1

H ETAIPIA MAI

Fax: 2 1 0  9 2 3 3 0 8 6  ...

(Q peq A erroupyiaq  AeuTEpa -  n ap ao x E u n  /  8 :0 0  - 2 0 :0 0 ) 
CZaBBaTO 9 :0 0  - 1 5 :0 0 )

T p iip a  YnooTnpi^nC neAaTtbv : suDDort@ItQ.com 

H a  nAnpoq>opIeq oxetiko p e  Ta naxeTa : accoun t@ lta  .com  

H a onoiaSqnoT E aAAt) nArjpotpopia : info@ itQ.com
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Appendix 6.5: Statistical tests about participants’ background 

Table 6.5.1: Computer literacy

Chi-Square Tests

Value d f Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .247(a) 2 .884 1.000
Likelihood Ratio .247 2 .884 1.000
Fisher's Exact Test .345 1.000
Linear-by-Linear Association .001(b) 1 .972 1.000 .576 .178
N of Valid Cases 39
a 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.41. 
b The standardized statistic is .035.

Table 6.5.2: Internet experience

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .283(a) 2 .868 .909
Likelihood Ratio .284 2 .868 .909
Fisher's Exact Test .398 .909
Linear-by-Linear Association .081(b) 1 .777 .828 .476 .168
N of Valid Cases 39
a 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.92. 
b The standardized statistic is .284.

Table 6.5.3: Time using the Internet

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .018(b) 1 .894 1.000 .576
Continuity Correction(a) .000 1 1.000
Likelihood Ratio .018 1 .894 1.000 .576
Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 .576
Linear-by-Linear Association .017(c) 1 .895 1.000 .576 .252
N of Valid Cases 39
a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.79. 
c The standardized statistic is .132.

Table 6.5.4: Weekly access to the internet

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .679(a) 3 .878 1.000
Likelihood Ratio .691 3 .875 1.000
Fisher's Exact Test .924 1.000
Linear-by-Linear Association .576(b) 1 .448 .507 .283 .103
N of Valid Cases 39
a 6 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.46. 
b The standardized statistic is .759.
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Table 6.5.5: Daily access to the internet

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 1.636(a) 4 .802 .942
Likelihood Ratio 2.028 4 .731 .942
Fisher's Exact Test 1.771 .942
Linear-by-Linear Association .899(b) 1 .343 .422 .218 .083
N of Valid Cases 39
a 6 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49. 
b The standardized statistic is .948.

Table 6.5.6: Design experience

Chi-Square Tests

Value d f Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .086(b) 1 .770 1.000 .535
Continuity Correction(a) .000 1 1.000
Likelihood Ratio .086 1 .770 1.000 .535
Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 .535
Linear-by-Linear Association .083(c) 1 .773 1.000 .535 .284
N of Valid Cases 39
a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.38. 
c The standardized statistic is -.289.

Table 6.5.7: Grade average 

Mann-W hitney test

Ranks
G roup N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Total average grade Guidelines 20 19.80 396.00
Patterns 19 20.21 384.00
Total 39

Laboratory average grade Guidelines 20 20.78 415.50
Patterns 19 19.18 364.50
Total 39

Test Statistics

Total average 
grade

Laboratory 
average grade

Mann-Whitney U 186.000 174.500
Wilcoxon W 396.000 364.500
Z -.112 -.436
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .910 .663
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)l .923(a) .667(a)
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .917 .671
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .458 .336
Point Probability .006 .005
a Not corrected for ties.
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Appendix 6.6: Forms completed by participants
Guidelines group
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Appendix 6.7: Instructions for design test

infoistos web site 
Design Task

Dear Student

P le a se  r e a d  th e  following instructions carefully:

Task
Format and design a web site for a company that itself desgns and bulds web pages for other companies and 
individuals.

index Home Pane
nea News Daoe of the company
contact Information to contact the company

•  CneatenecessaryEnks to the hypothetical webpage “ypctbetik),htm'r.
•  Don't change the table used for page layout because it is possible that other problems will occur that are hard to  

solve. *

Navigation
•  It is important to have a functional navigation scheme and links at the right places. It would be better to think 

about navigation before you commit yoixself, since it will take more time to make changes later.
•  For the navigation use interactive buttons of appropriate colour and size. Avoid using a  Link bar based on  

navigation.

Also, in the navigation bar there will be two more pages:
•  One page lists the seminars and the educational program that the company organizes.
•  Another one presents information about technical support and other forms o f assistance that the company offets 

to the dterits.

These two pages will not be formatted although they are induded on the web sate — they w2l only exist in the
navigation bar.

Text
•  The format of the text should be according to the instructions given on each page, next to the text. The 

instructions are in bold English characters in fuchsia or in text boxes and should be deleted once you have 
finished with each page. The eocact meaning c£ the text is not very important, but do b y to use the correct links 
and headings and proper formatting.

General instructions
•  Design the company's site accorcfexj to the principles o f usability and the techniques that you have been taught.
•  Do not add or use elements Eke: breadcrumbs, list o f  contents^ m eta-navigations, s ite  m aps.
•  Try to  avoid *over the top"'design structures that vreB take time. Dont forget the site is about a company with a 

specific goal.
•  If you think that you need pictures, images or small gif files, you can find several of them in the directory 

”rny_ikDnes' induded on the web site.
•  You may ask any question, especially ff you cannot apply a specific technique that you want to  apply. The same 

applies if for any reason the final presentation of the website is not as expected and you need some help.

Good Luck
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Appendix 6.8: Initial state of site given to students

Page 1

W ork  vrirh both  Im pages o r  o a e  o f  
them

“D esign  a n d  fo rm a t th is  
page

H I n fo is to s  efvat n  ttA sqv 5 n u o (w A £ cn ep n  koi to o  a M m o m  cT a io ia  TT a o o y n c  
Y tth p c o iu jv  In te rn e t  OTpv E A A dB a, ei&kcuetch kqi TTpoocpfcpci euttqpiic£c m m p ca iec  
In te rn e t  o m v  E M tiB a  aAA6  koi a e  6Ao tov  K o a p o . H I n fo is to s  dvaa p ia  a n d  tic ttAeov 
B uvapiK d avaTTTuaafipEve^ ETcnpiEC n a p o x n c  oAoKArjpejpfcvujv Auoeojv o to  x*P Q  to u  
Internet Kai Tr)C TTAnpotpopiKtfc, p c  aqpavnKfi B p a aT n p iB n iT a  t 6 o o  o th v  EAAqviKi) 600  
koi ctthv BieQvi) a y o p d .

Format and set 
links
Do not add any text 
or labels. Vse the 
existint̂ ine^nĵ

H Infoistos GoaomDioTTOitlTai otouc c(nc roucfcr Yrmozoizc (tiA o^EV fac ( W e b  
H osting),YTTnpecn'EC I x e & a a p o u  & A r p o u p y i a c  IotooeAiCwv ( W e b  
D es ig n ),Y rrn P E O i£ C  ̂ ia< (H )p ionc K anT poto8nC T ii? o to  In ternet (w eb 
P ro m o t io n ) ,Y n n p e o f e c  A vdT m j^ nC  * a i  Y T TooTiipi^nc E tp a p p o y tL v  W e b ,  YTTrjpEOiEC 
K c rra x w p io iK  D o m a in  N a m e  S e r v e r ,  Y n n p e o f e c  A v d r r r u ^ n c  k o i YTTOOTnpi^nc 
A uvapiK iuv IotooeAIBiov

Errionc n Infoistos ecsiSiKEUExai o n e  ouyypovsc A uaeic uA ekxpov ikou  EUTtoptou. 
To T]AetcrpoMKO eprrdpio eto£paA e x a  XEAEUxaict y p o v ia  o to v  ycbpo xcov 
srtr/EtpfjaECLiv o te u p u v o v x a ; ra ocpsAT) xcov exatpicov arco xtc on-line jrcoATjasu; Kot 
TtapEyovxac veo u q  rrep iacd x ep o  A eixoupyiKouc xp d jto u p  S tay d p to T i; xcov 
jnaArjascov. Ta otpeAri xi]C £7nx£lpr|crT]; o a c  a n o  xryv rioooo xr)c e rro r  k o o p o  x o u  
rjAsKxpoviKOT) ep n o p fo n  r iv a l  TtoAAa p sx a^ u  xcov ojtofcov: A u ^ o t ]  xcov 
jitoATjoEcov, B eA xkjit] StaysipicT) xcov jtpo tovrcov  K ai xcov rrapayysAacov, A u eo tj 
ucavoTOUiorj xcov avayKcbv xcov nsAaxcbv, MsyaAuxEpTi aocpdAeta o n e  
cnrvaAAaysc. A K pipsia  oxt)v EiTipepcoar] y m  via jx p o io v ra  tcax dpEai] ^pocoGr]or] 
xoug oxt|V  a y o p a .

1 ..'t.z.vnL* ,

H  xsyvoyvcocria t o d  K axsyoupe oxo v  ycopo pa<; K aS iaxd iK dvovc ic a i  p a c  yepiCst 
p s  a ia io S o c ia  y ia  v a  Txpootpspoops x a  p ey iax a  o x o v  ycopo K ai v a  cuvxE A sooups 
k o i  E p d ?  p e  xtjv c a p a  pac, oxryv T t s p a n ip a  zcD .ig ] x o u .
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Page 2

&<* vnt ffir~M

IĈ VfWV

ormat the page. Stuiv the text and set proper links There should be one only 
i]c in each paragraph. The destination o f  each lick should be to a dummy

images should be made links

A a a - u u , . u a . .a ** .......

[P lease form at

Format cohmc'and text.-2 7 .0 3 2 0 0 6  H Infoistos m a t  N o #  1 otryv ayopd Server Kai Unix Server pdoet eaoSmv. H 
sratpda ava lu rov  IDC avaKotvtoaE rtpoapara o n  yta t o  tsrap to  xpipqvo to o  2005, r| j 
Infoistos Etvai Jipcbxn o ia  auvoXucd eoo5a ano itcaXiioetc server crnv EXXaSa v ia  evSacaxo tam works or sontenc 
ouvex6}t£vo rpturjvo. ' jshouH be made inks..

f

16.03.2006 Xbptpava pc peXettj tt}£ Infoistos, o i  A iedQdvovie^ EupjkmXot cjttjv 
JtXetotg^^ia xou§ cyoStdCouv piCncec aXXaye^ Kai jrpoaooKouv v ise  poptpEC Katvoxopiac 
yta rr|v npocbOpor] ttjc avctnxocric. Xe npootpan) peXett) tod xopea xcov Infoistos Business 
Consulting Services, avatpeperat ort to 65% xcov AieuOOvovicjv XuppovXarv (CEO)
Kopopat'eiv Enty_£ipf|<j£cov oe oXo xov Koopo, 5t]X6vouv oxi X6 y o  rcav avraytovtartKcav 
JtiEOEcav k o i  xt]c ouvaptKTjc xtjc ayopd c, cyEotdloov va  avapopipoaow  piCtKd n c  Exaipstsc 
tone, pEoa ora enopEva 5tk> xpovia.

08.03.2006 H Infoistos fJor|0d xr] ExoK/oXpT] va  JiEptoptcEt rr]v oSucrj KDKXc>9 0 pta Kara 
25% oe 1 prjva. XxoKxdXpt]. ZouijSia -  23 <I>£Ppouapiou, 2006 . Mexa xryv £9 appoyij xov 
Iavouapto tod  Ttpoypappaxo; y jp iaar\: yta tij xprjerr) x ov Spopov oe o p s; at/jiTjr, xa npoxa  
oxotxEt'a SsijfyoDV o n  pe xo TttXottKO rcpoypappa £7itx£bx9t]KE petooq xt]? KUKXcxpoptac 
KaTd25%.

AvGV£ffi}i£vO XCp l06tK<5
102.022006 H Infoistos ejiekteivei u g  Xdoeic oxov KXaSo ton XtavtKob epnoptouJI Infoistos. Atcpdorz online
InfoIstosavaKotvraoE veec Xdceic nou £aoE ovrai oxryv nXax9 6 ppa BladeC enter nyc cvaX-crucd xa xzpizyoucva tod
Infoistos Kai 6 a  potyBTjoouv xode n£?.dx£C XtavtK»ic va  otaxEtpEovxat t o  anopaKpixrpEva 'cvavzapivou Infosoc ( r r j jo r  
TCptPdXXovxaKaxaonjpdxov, m o oiKOvoptKd Kai anodonKa. Iooviao 2005) ...

JIsproStKO Infoistos
i .
(To £\Tip£paTBc6 osXrio jatpiyzi 
•awEjxi evitpEpaxnj yta xa via 
irpotovra koi it? vtrnpzafo; jiod 
Kcicr/opouvtai on] poor) 
Ssoopbvw TOD »̂19«tK0D 
Ksvxpou Fparvac.

j(M a k e  links to a  dummy page)

lUpioouco no. 3 croc 2005

02 .0 1 2 0 0 6  Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).XfjpEpa, non ot ouyxpove; EntxetprjoEu; 
KoXoui'xat v a  avxaJtoKptvovxat apsaa o n e  SuvapiKa pExa{JaXX6p£vs? entxeipiypaxiKEC 
aw'0r|K£C, yivexat entxaKxita) r| aitotiot'ricrq piac npoTiypEvtyc XExyoXoytKty: vttoSoptyc 7iov
EKEKTEtVEl Kat EVOTtOtEt n $  IXldp/ODCEC £9QppOyic.

lifcgSflw

ileptootso no. 3 ero; 2005

IkptoSiKO Infoistos. AtaJ3dar£ 
tonSne avaXvrocd to JuptzjropEva 
‘tod Infoistos (teû oc ̂ et- 
2005), TOD XtptOOtKOD ... :

nspioStico no. I ito^ 2005

IIzptootKd Infoistos. Atapdarz 
bnfins cvTtXDtucd to jtzpszyopEva 
tod Infoistos (tedxoc Iavooap. 
2005), ps tp  vie? ovxUxivetc 
oxov jropo tod W«b Design ...

Ttvexe oDv5popijTi)c o r a  AeXna 
trie  Info istos 
hixopeixe va XnppdvExs 
aioD ote? itXrtpoooptec y ta  t r p  
In fo is tos  p i a o  e-mail x o p i;
kavr.Tt KOOTOi

TeJzurata N ia
! : i
Format column and text.

Certain w orts or 
sliotiW tie rn.iue links.

Sa/2006
fE iaarar) Tc-.nai Iv .i lz D o r i  tr it  
Infoistos a n t  ©EooaXoviraj

15/01/2006
N za ip y a  yta ny .1 Infoistos orrjv 
raXXta k c i Kuapo p c  oizSvrj 
cvrircTDxo.

622006
EtTjaia re.iKii IwiXzuari nyc 
Infoistos rent rer.' ODyaTptKinv 
eiatpzunv ato BepoXtvo pz Ocpo 
ny.’ ctixToart nyc ztaipzia;.
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Appendix 6.9: Example of site delivered

Page 1

A PXIKH.iEAIAA

IH I n f o is to s  avat n nA£ov CqpocpiAaxrEpq Kai nio afydmoTq ETaipia napoxqq YnqpEoicov 
(in te rn e t cnqv EAAdda, qCikeuctqi koi npoaepipa Epnopucdq unnpEoteq  I n te r n e t  crrqv 
lEAAdda aAAa icai a z  dAo t o v  Koapo.
|H  In fo istos aval pia an d  tk ;  nAcov duvapucd avarrruaadp£V£q rraipisq napoxqq 

aAoKAnpcopsvcov AOaecov ctto x “ po tou In te rnet kqi Tqq nAqpocpopiKqq, pe o q p av m q  
5paCTTnpi6Tr)Ta Toao OTflv eAAnviKi  ̂ d ao  koi crrnv Sisevq ayopd.

|H  I n f o is to s  S p a a n jp io n o it r r a i  a ro u q  ef;qq Topeiq:

Ynqptofeq OiAo^eviaq (W eb Hosting)
Ynnptafeq Xxtd'aapou & Aqpioupyiaq IcrroatAidcov (W eb Design)
Ynqpeaieq Aiocpqpiaqq koi npocoBqoqq o t o  In te rn e t (web Promotion)
Ynqpeafeq Avdrrrulqq koi Ynocrri'ipiEqq Ecpappoycbv Web 
YnqpEafeq Kcrroxcoptaqq Domain Name Server 
YnqpEoieq Avorrru^qq koi YnooTqpi^qq AuvopiKtov IoroaeAiScov

|E nfoi)q rj I n f o i s to s  c^adiKEUETai OTiq a u y x p o v e q  A u aaq  qAeKipovncou e p n o p lo u .

To qAaapoviKO epnopio acrepaAe t o  TeAeirraia xpovia o to v  xcopo tcov tnrxapqaecov 
Sicupuvovraq t o  ocpeAq tcov craipiwv an d  Tiq on-line nwAqaaq koi nopexovTaq veouq 

IncpiaodTEpo AaroupYiKOuqTponouq diaxEipioqqTOJv nuAqoewv.
Ta ocpdAq Tqq cmxeipqaqq a a q  and  Tqv tiaodo  Tqq crrov Kdapo t o o  qAacrpoviKod 
cprioptou a'vai noAAa pera^u t c o v  onoicov:

A uJqaq tcov ncoAqatcov
BlATiOTq diaxtipiaq t c o v  n p o i o v T c o v  k o i  t c o v  napayYEAicov
Apeoq iKavonoiqaq t c o v  o v o y k c o v  t c o v  neAoTcbv i n r o i a o o T e o a  d a v u o T a

MEYaAuTtpq datpdAao OTiq ouvaAAayiq . jcrrnv osAida psTouc
AKpifSaO cnqv evqpepcoaq Yid vea npoiovra k o i  apeaq npocbBqaq Touq crrqv a y o p a . EVdtlKTiKoOq nqAdjsq

W eb  C re a tio n s

A aypoT a a n o  Tqv o p a S a  
axE d iaap o u

« S »

|H  TEXvoyvcooia n o u  KOTdxoups o to v  x w p o  p aq  KaBiaTd m avouq koi p a q  y q j i( a  p s  
31010605a  y ta  v a  n poacpcpoupe t o  peyicrra o to v  xw po koi v a  auvTeX eooups koi epa’q p e  
rq v  o q p d  p aq  crrqv ntparrepco  e^iAi^q t o u .
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Page 2

2 7 .0 3 .2 0 0 6

Y fiQ ZTH PEH

EnlKOINQNIA

IE B
B B

H Info istos dvct No #1  o to v  ayopd  S erver koi Unix Server pdcra eoo5ojv.
H EToipdo avoAurwv IDC ovokoivoioe npootptna o ti yia t o  te to p to  Tpipqvo to u  
2005, n In fo is to s  eivot npunq  o to  ouvoAiko £ao5a an o  nwAqaciq server crrrjv 
EAAa6 a  yia EvBeKOTO auvexdpEvo Tpipqvo.

AAA a npoiovra:

1 6 .0 3 .2 0 0 6

Zupipwva pe pEAaq Tqq in fo isto s, oi AiEuSuvovreq 2up|3buAoi crrqv nAaotpqtpIa 
Touq oxeSib^ouv pi^Kiq aAAayiq koi npoabaxouv Vatq popq>£q Kotvoropiaq yia Tqv 
npod)9qoq Tqq avarrruSqq.
I e  npoaiparq ptAcTq to u  to p e o  tu v  In fo istos Business Consulting Services, 
avacptpCTai o n  t o  65%  tm v  AieuQuvovtcov ZupPouAcov (CEO) Kopuipakov 
enixapqoewv oe oAo to v  Koapo, SqAwvouv oti Aoyw t u v  avrayajviOTiKtiiv nisotiiiv 
koi Tqq SuvapiKi^q Tqq ayopaq , oxe6 io£ouv va avapopcpwaouv pi^Ka Tiq ETaipdcq 
Touq, ji ia a  o to  enopEva 8 uo xp6 via.

0 8 .0 3 .2 0 0 6

:To Evqp£pcoTiK6 SeAti'o 
n o p E x a  ouvcxq 
E vqpspaxrq  y ta  Ta veo 
’n p o io v ra  koi n q  
junqpEaieq n o u  
koToxcopouvrai crrq p a o q  
C eB o p Iv u v  t o u  UiqcpiaKou 
k e v rp o u  ‘Epeuvaq.

ITeAeutoIo Neo:

:8 /l/2006  
jSsffliffaliDdiĝ  
jZuvgAeucm T n c  infoistos 
lotn eEPQoAoviKn

i l5 /01 /2006  
iNfo £ovo via Tnv 
jnfolstos omv roAAia 
koi Kunoo us 5ie8viV 
o v tIk tu h o

H In fo isto s poqOb Tq ZTOKxoApq va nepiopioa Tqv o S ik /i KUKAotpopia Kara 25%  o e  .6/2/2006 
1 pi^va. ZTOig(6 Apq (ZouqSio, 23  ©EPpouapiou 2006). ElflgiQ rsyi*H SuyiASVgP

102 .0 2 .2 0 0 6

■wranHifflBH

Metq Tqv Eipoppoyq to v  lovoubpio to u  npoypappcrroq xpiw oqq yio Tq xp^oq  tm v TOC in fo isto s  ko ltm v 
8 p6 puv  oe topEq aixprtq, to  nperra cnoixda Sdxvouv o ti p e t o  niAoTiKb npoypappa SuygrpiKMY STQ'paWY .ffl.0 
cnirtuxeqKE pdcooq Tqq KUKAoipopiaq koto  25% .

'nepioSiKo In fo is to s :

TlEpioSiKO no. 3 eroq 
;2005
AiaOaoTE online 
qyoAUTIKQ TO nEPIEVbuEVO

H Info istos Eneicrdva Tiq Auaeiq otov kAoCo tou Aiovikou epnopiou.
H In fo is to s  avaKoivcDOE v£sq Auoaq nou paoiXovrai cnqv nAcrrtpoppa BladeCenter 
Tqq Info istos koi 6 a {3oq8qoouv Touq neAoTEq AioviKqq vo Siaxapi^ovTai to  
andpaKpuapEva nepiPoAAovTa KOTOOTqpaTCiiv, mo oiKOVopiKa koi anoSoriKa.

0 2 .0 1 .2 0 0 6

Service Oriented A rchitecture (SOA).
Zqpepa, nou oi auyxpoveq enixapqooq KaAouvrat v a  a v ra n o K p iv o v T a i ap e aa  onq 
S u v a p ix d  pETapaAAopcvEq enixopqpaTiKEq auvSqKEq, yivETai cnnraicnK^ q . (
a5)onoiqoq pioq npoqypevqq TEXvoAoyixqq unoSopqq nou en a o n 'v a  k o i evonOid Tiq AioPoctte onlmq 
unapxouaeq Eipappoyeq. flyqAuTiKq TP nspiExop.qvQ,

TOU OVOVEMU^VQU
In fo is to s  ( t e u y o c  
louviou 2005).

ncpioSiKd no. 3  £roq 
2005

jTOU in fo isto s  fTEUYOC 
Zeht. 2005). TOU
inEOioSiKou...

riE p io 6 iK6  no. 1 £ ro q  
2005
AiopdoTE online 
o v o A u tik o  t o  nEDiEvduEva
Tou In fo istos fTEUYOC 
lavouoo . 2005 ).t i e  t t c  
VEEC CVnAnllEIC OTOV 
vcaoo TOU w eb  Design .

ilvsTS. w  y$ g.c>p  nTnc.pra
AEAtIo Tnc In fo istos 
I'inopcrTE va AapfSavETE 
nXouaiEq nAqpotpopitq 
y ia  Tqv In fo isto s pcau  e- 
imait xcopiq Kaviva
KOCTTOq.

@2005t 2006 Infoistos Ltd
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Appendix 6.10: Scores of the design test
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Appendix 6.11: Normality test 
Table 6.11.1: Normality test (compound submetrics are averaged)

Tests of Normality

group Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a) Shapiro-W ilk
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

All metrics Guidelines .138 20 ,200(*), .933 20 .178
Patterns .170 19 .150 .935 19 .216

Objective metrics Guidelines .125 20 : .200(*) .938 20 .219
Patterns .134 19 .200(*) .917 19 .098

* This is a lower bound of the true significance, 
a Lilliefors Significance Correction

Table 6.11.2: Normality test (compound submetrics are added)

Tests of Normality

group Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a) Shapiro-W ilk
Statistic df Sig. Statistic d f Sig.

Metrics Guidelines .140 20 .200(*) .952 20 .400
Patterns .141 19 .200(*) .952 19 .435

* This is a lower bound of the true significance, 
a Lilliefors Significance Correction

Appendix 6.12: Statistical analysis o f the design test 

Table 6.12.1: Design test -  Parametric analysis

Group Statistics

group N Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. E rro r 
Mean

All metrics Guidelines 20 116.023 13.662 3.0549
Patterns 19 128.688 20.105 4.6124

Objective metrics Guidelines 20 47.612 9.878 2.2089
Patterns 19 56.894 14.819 3.399

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test 

for Equ. of Var. t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig.
(2-ailed)

Mean
Diff.

Std.
Error
Diff.

95% Conf. 
Interv.of the Diff.
Upper Lower

All
metrics

Equal variances 
assumed 3.623 .065 -2.312 37 .0265 -12.666 5.479 -23.767 -1.564

Equal variances 
not assumed -2.289 31.511 .0289 -12.666 5.532 -23.942 -1.390

Objective
metrics

Equal variances 
assumed 3.019 .091 -2.313 37 .0264 -9.282 4.014 -17.414 -1.150

Equal variances 
not assumed -2.289 31.145 .0290 -9.282 4.054 -17.550 -1.015
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Table 6.12.2: Design test -  Non-parametric analysis

Mann-W hitney Test 
Ranks

group N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

AH metrics
Guidelines 20 16.10 322.00
Patterns 19 24.11 458.00
Total 39

Objective metrics
Guidelines 20 15.78 315.50
Patterns 19 24.45 464.50
Total 39

Test Statistics
All metrics Objective metrics

Mann-Whitney U 112.000 105.500
Wilcoxon W 322.000 315.500
Z -2.192 -2.377
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .0284 .0175
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)] .028(a) .016(a)
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .028 .017
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .014 .008
Point Probability .001 .000
a Not corrected for ties.

Table 6.12.3: Intraclass correlation coefficient

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 
All metrics

Intraclass
Correlation(a)

95% Confidence Interval F Test with True Value 0
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound Value dfl df2 Sig

Single Measures .995(b) .991 .997 604.364 38.0 76 .000
Average Measures .998(c) .997 .999 604.364 38.0 76 .000
Two-way mixed effects model where people effects are random and measures effects are fixed, 
a Type A intraclass correlation coefficients using an absolute agreement definition, 
b The estimator is the same, whether the interaction effect is present or not.
c This estimate is computed assuming the interaction effect is absent, because it is not estimable otherwise.

Table 6.12.4: Intraclass correlation coefficient

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 
Subjective metrics only

Intraclass
Correlation(a)

95% Confidence Interval F Test with True Value 0
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound Value dfl df2 Sig

Single Measures .976(b) .958 .986 131.220 38.0 76 .000
Average Measures .992(c) .986 .995 131.220 38.0 76 .000
Two-way mixed effects model where people effects are random and measures effects are fixed, 
a Type A intraclass correlation coefficients using an absolute agreement definition, 
b The estimator is the same, whether the interaction effect is present or not.
c This estimate is computed assuming the interaction effect is absent, because it is not estimable otherwise.
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Appendix 6.13: Questions about their opinion of patterns and
guidelines.

Web Design Seminar 
Department t>f Automation and Engineering

Surnam e: ............................. .....................Name:.....................................

U se an  X in marking your answ ers to  the next questions. P lease answ er aii questions.

Q11 :The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very helpful in explaining how to improve a website.
I disagree totally I disagree I neither agree nor disagree I agree I agree totally

□_________ _ g  □  g_____________ □______
What do you suggest to improve the instructions in the booklet?

Q12:1 believe that the section in the course about the guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my skills.
Not at all Little Moderately Much Very much

□  D  □  O O

P t P a r t , , . ^ .   ..................  ............... : . . . .  ....... ,
Q21: How much time did you spend every week on studying and practising in the seminar?

Less than an hour 1-2 hours 2-4 hours 4-6 hours More than 6 hours
 □ _______ g__________ n_________g___________g_______ _

Q22: How much time did you spend reading the booklet of guidelines/patterns before the final examination? 
Less than an hour 1-2 hours 2-3 hours 3-5 hours More than 5 hours

□ □ □ □ □

Q31: How often did you use the booklet during the exercise for the design task?
Not at an A little Moderately Much Very much

 g___________g__________ g________ g___________ □
Q32: in future, will you use guidelines/patterns if you are required to design other sites?

Definitely yes Yes Neutral No Absolutely not
□ □ □ O □

041: The guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in designing websites, after the initial tutorials 
using Front Page.
Not at all Only a little Moderately A lot Very much

 g___________g__________ g________ g___________ □
F S r E i z r ” ™ " ! ™ ™ ™ z z r . T r z . : Z ^ c " ™ i 3 ™ f Z ” rz * r r .3 " ™ ™ 7 ”
Q51: How useful were the guidelines/patterns for designing the Infoistos site?

Not at all Only a little Moderately A lot Very much
 g___________□__________ g________ □   □_____

Q52: How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the evaluation of the site that was given to you 
Not at all Only a little Moderate A lot Very Much

□ □ □ □ □
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Appendix 6.14: Web site for evaluation (screenshots)

Pag e !  (tQP)

(OO
CONTACT

n o A m x h  Etoidioc | AeAtio T u n o u  | E o v a g i o  | E n g lis h

■ Avdgfinon

Etoipekj

fleAaTEq

T u n o q

E p y ao ia

EniKotvuvia

ACT! 6.0

w-T

c r «
v £

Oi n •’T

H Eiaipia
IOTOpiKO

H ETQipia C ontact S o lu tion s E.n.E.
CpaoTnpionoidTQi ctto x ^ p o  tou 
In te rn e t a n o  to  2000 koi dvai an o  tic; 
npwTEq ETaipiec; crrnv EAA65a nou 
6paCTTqpionoiq8qKE oto  X“ P ° T0U 
In te rn e t koi napaAAqAa ctto C ustom er 
Relationship M anagem ent & Marketing

To O p ap a  paq: Na 
npoocpcpoupE 
unqpsoisq Kai npoidvrra 
utpqAqq noiOTHTaq crro 
Xwpo tou  CRM KOI TOU 
In te rn e t koi va 
Sqpioupyoupc apoi^aia 
tncocpeAdq Kai 
paKpoxpovisq oyeoEiq 
au v E o v aa iaq  u e  Touq 
nsAaTEq paq, ps (3aoq 
aacpdq crroxouq kai 
anoTEAsapaTa.

H C ontact Solu tion s ^EtdvqoE to  1997 
(oq OTopiKii cnixdpqoq a n o  tov k. Xapq 
I. KuptQKOuari ps SpacnqpiO TqTa Tqv 
n a p o x n  o u p P ouAeutikwv unqpEaicbv ctto 
xcbpo TOU CRM KOI TOV EVOAAaKTlKCOV 
Ciktuwv SiaOeaqq koi npocoOqCTqq 
npo i6vrov  koi unqpEaiuv.

To CRM oi^pcpa

To 2 0 0 0  FcKivppE n nD ocT oipaaia yia Tqv uAonoiqaq to o  CRM 
Today (http://vvww .crm 2day.com ). To CRM Today oAoKAqpwSqKE 
pc cnrruxia t o  KaAoKaipi t o u  2001 koi {jEtdvqoe Tqv AErroupyia t o u ,  
avTaycovi^opEvo avaA oya w ebsites  t o v  HF1A koi Tqq MeyaAqq 
BpETaviaq.

Tov Maio t o u  2002 . n  ETaioia ueTa(r>£ocTai cte v i a  voacpeio 120 t . u .
o t o  N eq  U>uyik6 Tnc A fiiivac kq i UETOCTvnuaTifrroi o e  ETaioia 
llEPiooiCTU^vnc Eu9i‘ivnc  fE .n .E .T  n o o K E n ic v o u  v a  a v T a n o K p iO d  
aK opa KaAuTEpa o n q  avayK eq  Tqq nsA aT aaxqq Tqq |3aaqg.

Tov AnolAio t o u  2003 . n E T aioia n o o Y to o n o E  o e  CTUuaxovia
CTUvsovaoiac uc Tnv S a a e  G roup Pic Tnc M svaAnc BoETaviac v ia 
Tqv pcTanwAqCTq t o u  A o y io p ix o u  A C T !, Evtb tov  O x ro p p io  tou  
2003 cte ouptpw via avnnpoCTcbnEUoqq Tqq E raipiaq Instan tServ ice , 
Inc y ia  Tqv u n q p e o ia  Tqq Uve C hat & Email M anagement.

O pyavoaoq

r ia  Tnv C o n ta c t S o lu tio n s  E .n .E . t o  EEaSncsuuEvo noocrcjniKO Tnc
anoTEAEi tov KivnTnoio uqyAo avanT uE nc Tnc. Ze o u v b u a o p o  p e  
Tqv apm oTqTa t o v  n p o io v ro v  kqi n ap ex o p ev w v  Aucteojv koi Tq 
SeopE uoq  Tqq y ia  utpqAqq noioTqTaq unqpE oieq , q ap iB p q m ci 
piKpq o p 6 5 a  oteAexwv Tqq o u p P d A a  o rn v  KOTaEffflan Tnc ETaioiac 
o m v  evym pio oAAa koi n ayK d o p ia  a y o p d  v£aq oiKovopiaq.

L v e  Chat & E m a t Wgmt ►

Ha npBTn 
tpopd cm v  
lAArjviKii 
dyopa, n 
Contact 

Solutions Ltd. npoctpipn 
o i  cuvcpyooia p i  tt|v 
InstantService, Inc dvo 
povcdiKO ipyaAiio yia Uve 
Chat p i  Tout; online 
EnitJKinTcq cog.

ACT! - # 1  B e s t  S e lle r  ►

MoQcti yio 
noio Adyo 
XPHttiponoiouv 
KaSnpipivd to 
ACT!
ntpiaooTtpot 
ano 4,000,000 

XPQcrtq o i oAo tov icdcpo 
koi p i noio Tpono 80 
pncpcuoi va KipSiati and 
outo koi q inixtipnerj poq.

W eb D e v e lo p m e n t ►

H iraipia poq 
ovaKoivatoi 
tva vco natciTO 
cxiSiaopou koi 
avarmi^nq 
website nou 

ontuSuviToi onoKAcionicd 
c i  tnixnphtrsiq. To nartiro  
Enterprise Value 
lEaotpaAiqir eAaxicrro ituq 
koi pqSrviKO apxiKO 
Kooroq tntvSuonq ivtu 
napdAApAa npoqtpipii 
nAripr) tex v ik t unctirfipi^n 
koi cptorj avaviticri 
nEpicxopivou ps iva piKpo 
ppviaio nayto KCOToq.
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Page 1 (bottom)

H u e y o i  c n u s o o  enrruYi'a m e  B oafoToi crro crreAsvn Tqq, Tiq 
anoA irra  en rru x d q  £i;toT£piK£q auvE pyaafeq  Tqq oAAa k o i  crrnv 
u ioB tT qoq pia<; paK ponpoB E opqq en ixapqaia ia 'iq  crrpaTqYiKi'iq p£ 
ep tp ao q  c t t o  utjjqAo EninsSo t& > v  napExopevcov npoiovTw v k o i  

unqpeaicov k o i  t q  S iaT qpqaq  Xa Mn^0,j  A o t o u p y i k o u  KoaTouq k o i  
opBoA oyrnqq TipoAoYiaKqq noAmKqq.

Apa oth pioTqTeq

H C ontact Solu tion s E.n.E. E^EAixQqKE payQaia a n o  pia QTopiKq 
cnixdpqaq nou npoaecpepe onoKAoanKa cuppouAcirnKEq unqpeoicq 
o t o  x ^ p o  t o u  CRM a£ pia uyiq k o i  avanTuaoopEvq ETaipia nou 
6ieupuv£i CiapKibq nq  epyaoteq Tqq k o i  n q  SpaarqpioTnTeq Tqq, 
EVTaaaovraq via nparronopioKa npoIovTa, onooq t o  ACT! k o i  t t ) v  

InstantService. ZuyKEKpipsva n £ raipda 5paoTqpionoidTai OTOuq 
napoKOTO) xwpouq:

Internet
Customer Relationship 
Management & Marketing.
A ia0Eoq o x c t i k c o v  npoIovTWv AoyiopiKOU

noooAAnAa n ETaioia S i e u o u v e i  S i q o k & c  t o  nEAoToAovio Tnc u e  

O T O Q E O O U C  OU9UQUC.n o  TO A6y0 0 U t 6  q CTOipio EYE1 KOTOpStboEl vo 
pqv £xei OiaKond onoiaSqnoTE ucpioTapevq auvEpyaoia Tqq an o  
Tqv a p x q  Cpoorqpionoiqoqq Tqq.

. Copyright © 2002-2006 by Contact Solutions Ltd.
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noXmKn ETaioiaq | AeXTi'a Tunou j Eoyaaia | English

jAvo f̂riag”

Eraipaa

rteXoTEq

A eXtjo  T u n o u

Enncotvtovia

E pyao ia

To S I  Best Seller 
AoyiopiKo oe oAo 
tov Kocpo yia CRM 
koi Contact
Management Tcbpo 
koi crnv EAAdSa! 
EiiKoAn tviaia
Siaxeipiori ncAaTtiv, 
npopoSeuTtuv, 
auvEpyaTmv koi 
naiAnostov. Ms to 
ACT! pnopshx Tdjpa 
va  onoKnioETE eva 
OnOTEAEOpQTIKO KOI 
CIKOVCpiKO epyoAeio 
yia tov ouqncn Tn? 
nopay ojyiKOiTTraq
m? cmxcipnan? p°?-
Evnucom 9ciTC Tdioa!

H  E Taip ia  p a q  e x e i  a v a r r ru ^ e i to x u p e q  k o i  

p a K p o n p o B s a p E q  a u v E p y a a iE q  p e  a q p a v m s q  
ETaip isq , 6 ta 0 E T o v T a q  e v a  a ^ o X o y o  

n E X a T o X o y io . B a a iK q  p a q  

n p o TE pa iO TH Ta  k o i  E ni5ito^n  e iv a i q  n a p o x n  u tp q X o u  
s n in e S o u  u n q p E a ic b v  k o i  q  J K a v o n o iq a q  t c o v  ncXaTcbv  

p a q  c t t o v  p e y ia T O  p a B p o .

A k o X o u B e ! u ia  n a o o u a ia a n  T a w  anuayn tcoT eoG W  E Taio itav  n o u  
EYOupe PUVEOvaaTEi:

AiqvEKqq TlXqpocpopiKq A.E. 

Attica Ventures A.E.

SAS Institute Hellas A.E.

PC Systems A.E.

Basis & Baste A.E.

Indelec Europe A.E.

LineArt A.E.

AdPrint EnE 

WRE Hellas A.E.

TeleActive O.E.

Villa Eleni 

Center Car 

IfiNIA

World Car Rental 

Aphrodite Hotel in Samos

Sun Microsys Hellas A.E. 

Hay Group A.E. 

Quantos EnE 

Esurvdoio Primus A.E. 

Exodus A.E. 

Hyerion Systems Engineering SA 

Netrix A.E. 

NetU Hellas A.E.

ENTEKA A.E. 

Novapharm O.E; 

Travet4Greece 

Basis & Basis A.E.

PharOS Ltd 

Athens Transfers

Live Chat & E m a il  M s m l *■

r ia  nptom  
rpopd othv 
eAAnviKii 
oyopa, n 
Contact 

Solutions lid . npoctpepej 
ce ouvEpyaaia pc 
Tnv InstantService,, Inc 
ivo  povaSiKO epyaAEio 
yia Live Chat pe Toug 
online cnicxETTTE? caq.

ACT! - # 1  B e s t  S e l le r  >
M69ste yia 
noio Aoyo 
XPnmponoiouv 
KaSnpEpiva to 
ACT!
ncpiaoorcpoi 
an o  4 , 000,000 

XPnorsg ce 6 Ao tov Kocpo 
koi p s  noio Tpono 6a 
pnopouae  v a  KEpSiaa a n o  
a u to  koi n cnixcipnon o o ? .

W eb D e v e lo p m e n t  ►
H ETaipia p a ?  
ovaKoivmaE 
ev a  VEO nOKETO 
a x c 3 ia c p o u  koi 
a v a r r r u ^ n ?  
w eb site  nou 

ontuQuvcToi anoKAeismKO 
c e  tn ix s ip A c E i? .  T o  n o K t r o  
'Bntert>rise.V8fu8 . 
t ^ a c tp a A iO t i  cAPxioto i w ?
KOI pnSeVIKO OPXIKO
* 6 < rro ?  entvSoon? evw
n a p a A A n A a  n p o c t p i p t i  
nAr'ipn TrxviKii unocrfipi^n 
koi a p s c n  a v a v i f f l c n  
n t p i c x o p i v o u  p t  tv a  p iK p 6  
p n v i a i o  n a y i o  kocto?.

■ EmsiaT fisM os l'4$M aTysstt I £pyg?io I .EniKoivwvia 
Copyright ©  2002-2006  by  C ontact Solutions Ltd.
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Erotpda

rfcACTTEQ

AeAt Io  T u n o u

Epyaoia
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ACT! 6.0
T o  # 1  B e s t  S e l l e r  
XoyicpiKO a e  6Ao 
to v  K o ap o  y ia  |CRM 
k a t  C o n ta c t  
M a n a g e m e n t  t o  p a  
k a t  oiTiv EAXaSa! 
EutcoXp ev ia io  
S ta x e ip ic n  n e X a ro v ,
npopnSgu-TOV, 
cu v E p y aro v  KOI 
najXnoEcoy. Me to 
ACT! pnopeirc t o  pa 
v a  anotcrnoETe eva 
anoTEXcapoTtKo kai 
oixovopiKO EpyoXcio 
yta t n v  dOEnarVTns. 
nd payas y iKOTnTag 
Tn< entxEipnani; cog. 
EvnuEPQ}8 EhETa:6 o!

Geoeiq Epyaoiaq
H C o n t a c t  S o lu t io n s  L t d . ,  a u v e x ^ o v T o q  t h  S u v a p iK a  
a v a n T u o a o p e v q  n o p d a  Tqq, S q p to u p y d  euK a ip ie q  e n a y y e A p a m i iq  
O T a 5 io 5 p o p ia q  AAAA KAI EEQTEPIKHZ ZYNEPrAHAZ ITA NEEZ KAI 
NEOYZ OAflN TON EIAIKOTHTflN ZTO XfiPO THZ NEAZ 
OIKONOMIAZ KAI NEflN TEXNOAOFIQN, TOU p a p K e n v y K  KOI TOV „ 
najAqoECOV.

H  ETaioia u a c  noooctteoe i n o A u  k q Aec a u v S q K e q  e p y a a ia q  a s  e v a  
tpiAuco aA A a  kqi E ^ E A ia a o p s v o  n e p ip a A A o v .

Ext] ouv£j[Eia aico?,oi)8 ouv o i  D^tordjiEVEC avotjrtsc Oeoetc y ta  
ep yaoia  o t t j v  eratpta p a5 .E jtud.e0 v  juiopeixe v a  pac anoaxa},a:z t o  

PtoypaotKO o a c  ueoca em ail y ta  v a  o a c  yyoptooupe Kat 6 a  
EJnkoivtovrjooupe a p e c a  p a £ i o a c  po?ac ;tpoku\|rei p ia  8 eoq  
avaAoyq t q v  Ttpooovrov o a c

O ioi] :: Web Programmer

O iot} YneuBuvoq noA qaeov

Ze nepinTCtxm nou o a q  e v S iao e p a  Kanoa ano Tiq a v o T e p o  Seaaq epyaaiaq.
o re i\T e  paq to  poypacptKO o a q  peaco e m a i a va tp e p o v raq  Kai to nAqpq  
o rq x e ia  eniKOivovbq oaq  w o re  e vaq  E K np6oonoq paq v a  eniKcxvwvqaa p a 5  
oaq.

U v e C h a l  & E m a il  M g m t ►

Ha npcuTn 
tpopa aTnv 
eAXnvttcn 
a y o p a ,n  
C on tac t 

Solu tions U d. npoatpepet 
a e  au v ep y aa io  pe Tnv 
In stan tS erv ice , In c  eva 
povaSuco cpyaXEio yta Live 
C h a t p s  Toug online 
EnioKErrrtg crag.

ACT! * # 1  B e s t s e l l e r  ►
f l |  M 68ete y ta  
jBnoioXoyo 
yll xpnetponoiouv 

KaBnpepiva t o  
ACT!
nepiaaaTEpoi 
a n d  4 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  

XPnoTEg as 6X0  to v  Koapo 
koi p e  noio Tpono 8 0  
p n o pouoc  v a  kepSioEi an o  
c u to  koi n enixcipnen crag.

W e b  D e v e lo p m e n t  ►

H rra ip ia  pog 
avaKoivcoaE 
ev a  v eo  natccro 
cx e6 iaap o u  kai 
cvanTuEnQ 
w e b s ite  nou 

amuSuvETai anokAeioTiKo 
01 en ixc ipno iig .T o  ncKETo 
E n terp rise  Value 
E^ocrtpoXiCn eX oxi.oto imq 
koi pnbev iK O  a p x tK o  
K o c rro g  cnevSuang evd> 
napaXXnXa npooqtepei 
nXqpn TExvitui unooTTipiEn 
koi a p ic n  a v a v e u a n  
neptexopevou pe ev a  pucpo 
ppviaio  nayio  Kocrog,

Home 'I neXarcc I AsXtw Tunou I Epvncnc 1 EniKotvcu via 
C o p y r ig h t  ©  2 0 0 2 -2 0 0 6  b y  C o n ta c t  S o lu tio n s  U d .
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Appendix 6.15: Errors identified by participants 
Table 6.15.1: No. of errors and thoroughness of groups

To*»l'«rrori
identified

Pkrticipafii 
Id. Cod*

r-y.il Errori Identified___________  20  6 | 2 3 [ l 7  11 15  3 2 | 2 1 1 2 2 l 1 3 | 13 37 20  11 2 5 1 3 1 1 1 4 | 3 7 1 3 5 | 9  3 0 | l 7 | 2 5 j l 7 8  4  3 0 1 3^1 o | 2 3 |3 7  24  1.01 6  1 3 | 3 0 | 2 2 | 2 T  9 j2Q 9 | 3 3 1 1 2 | l f l  3 1 1 13
Errors Identified (Gutddnu Group) 10 3  13 12 7  7  ~16 111 12 8  3  »  9  5  12 l 6 | 7  1 9 | 1 9 |  6  14 9  11 7 4 0 16 19 4  1 4 |2 0  11 1 2  2  B 16 9  8  2  i l l  4 16 7 8 1 4 |~ 7
Error Identified (Petterra Group! | lO | 3 | 12 | 5 | 4 | e |  i s !  1 0 1 l o |  5 [ 3 1 i e |  11 j &| 1 3 1 i s |  T| to} 1&{ 3 | l S  I 8 [ 1 4 l l o l  4 | 4 | l 4 | lG | 4 | 1 9 l l 7 | l 3 | 6 | 4 | s j  113 | 1 3 | 7 | 9 | s |  1 7 | 91 9 | 171 ~0

Paqe 4
9 10 11 12 13 12 13 14 15 16 17 IB 19 20 21 22 '.k--j

Identified (GuideI Group] 16 13 13
Identified (Pitt*
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Table 6.15.2: Descriptions of errors
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Table 6.15.3: No. of errors and thoroughness of groups
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«

Oh Average 50.8% 44.2 13.4 11.1 9.6 10.1 51.4% 55.5% 50.7% 45.7% 1.5 3.1
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Appendix 6.16: Statistical analysis of the evaluation test 
Table 6.16.1: Normality test

Tests of Normality

group Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a) Shapiro-W ilk
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

Total Errors Guidelines .121 20 .200(*) .964 20 .627
Patterns .136 19 ,200(*) .932 19 .186

* This is a lower bound of the true significance, 
a Lilliefors Significance Correction

Table 6.16.2: T-test

Group Statistics

group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. E rror 
Mean

Total Errors Guidelines 20 41.0000 8.51624 1.90429
Patterns 19 44.1579 11.16176 2.56068

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test 

for Equ. ofV ar. t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t d f Sig.
(2-sided)

Mean
Diff.

Std.
E rro r
Diff.

95% Conf. 
Interval of Diff.
Upper Lower

Total
Errors

Equal variances 
assumed

.473 .496 -.996 37 .325 -3.158 3.169 -9.579 3.263

Equal variances 
not assumed

-.990 33.661 .329 -3.158 3.191 -9.645 3.330

Table 6.16.3: Mann-Whitney test

Ranks

group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Total Errors Guidelines 20 19.00 380.00
Patterns 19 21.05 400.00
Total 39

Test Statistics

Total E rrors
Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)] 
Exact Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. (1-tailed)
Point Probability

170.000
380.000 

-.563
.574

.588(a)
.582
.291
.005

a Not corrected for ties.
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Table 6.16.4: Statistical analysis for False Positives

False Positives by Group Crosstabulation
group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
False
Positives

.00 Count 3 2 5
% within group 15.0% 10.5% 12.8%

1.00 Count 5 9 14
% within group 25.0% 47.4% 35.9%

2.00 Count 7 6 13
% within group 35.0% 31.6% 33.3%

3.00 Count 4 1 5
% within group 20.0% 5.3% 12.8%

4.00 Count 1 1 2
% within group 5.0% 5.3% 5.1%

Total Count 20 19 39
% within group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value d f Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 3.196(a) 4 .526 .588
Likelihood Ratio 3.339 4 .503 .660
Fisher's Exact Test 3.347 .560
Linear-by-Linear Association .686(b) 1 .408 .449 .253 .088
N of Valid Cases 39
a 6 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .97.
b The standardized statistic is -.828.
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Appendix 6.17: Statistical analysis on group efficiency 
Table 6.17.1: Mann-Whitney test for difficult errors

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 21 16.67 350.00
Patterns 21 26.33 553.00
Total 42

Group Efficiency Guidelines 21 15.12 317.50
Patterns 21 27.88 585.50
Total 42

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 119.000 86.500
Wilcoxon W 350.000 317.500
Z -2.604 -3.395
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .001
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .000
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .004 .000
Point Probability .000 .000

Table 6.17.2: Mann-Whitney test for average errors

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 21 20.14 423.00
Patterns 21 22.86 480.00
Total 42

Group Efficiency Guidelines 21 18.57 390.00
Patterns 21 24.43 513.00
Total 42

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 192.000 159.000
Wilcoxon W 423.000 390.000
Z -.730 -1.556
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .465 .120
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .475 .122
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .237 .061
Point Probability .006 .001
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Table 6.17.3: Mann-Whitney test for easy errors

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 21 22.71 477.00
Patterns 21 20.29 426.00
Total 42

Group Efficiency Guidelines 21 21.24 446.00
Patterns 21 21.76 457.00
Total 42

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 195.000 215.000
Wilcoxon W 426.000 446.000
Z -.650 -.139
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .516 .890
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .524 .896
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .262 • .448
Point Probability .004 .005

Table 6.17.4: Mann-Whitney test for very easy errors

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 24 24.71 593.00
Patterns 24 24.29 583.00
Total 48

Group Efficiency Guidelines 24 22.75 546.00
Patterns 24 26.25 630.00
Total 48

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 283.000 246.000
Wilcoxon W 583.000 546.000
Z -.106 -.872
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .916 .383
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .924 .389
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .462 .195
Point Probability .006 .003
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Table 6.17.5: Mann-Whitney test -comparison of the groups
(Up to 8 participants identified the errors)

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 15 12.23 183.50
Patterns 15 18.77 281.50
Total 30

Group Efficiency Guidelines 15 10.97 164.50
Patterns 15 20.03 300.50
Total 30

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed 
Sig.)]
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (1-tailed)

63.500
183.500

-2.087
.037

.041(a)

.038

.019

44.500
164.500

-2.849
.004

.004(a)

.004

.002

Table 6.17.6: Mann-Whitney test -comparison of the groups 
(Up to 12 participants identified the errors)

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 27 23.30 629.00
Patterns 27 31.70 856.00
Total 54

Group Efficiency Guidelines 27 21.43 578.50
Patterns 27 33.57 906.50
Total 54

Test Statistics

E rrors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 251.000 200.500
Wilcoxon W 629.000 578.500
Z -1.993 -2.851
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .046 .004
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) .046 .004
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) .023 .002
Point Probability .001 .000
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Table 6.17.7: Mann-Whitney test -comparison of the groups
(Up to 16 participants identified the errors)

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 37 32.84 1215.00
Patterns 37 42.16 1560.00
Total 74

Group Efficiency Guidelines 37 30.66 1134.50
Patterns 37 44.34 1640.50
Total 74

Test Statistics

Errors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) 
Point Probability

512.000
1215.000

-1.883
.060
.060
.030
.000

431.500
1134.500

-2.743
.006
.006
.003
.000

Table 6.17.8: Mann-Whitney test -comparison of the groups 
(Up to 12 participants identified the errors)

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 42 38.55 1619.00
Patterns 42 46.45 1951.00
Total 84

Group Efficiency Guidelines 42 36.30 1524.50
Patterns 42 48.70 2045.50
Total 84

Test Statistics

Errors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (1 -tailed) 
Point Probability

716.000
1619.000

-1.497
.134
.136
.068
.001

621.500
1524.500

-2.336
.019
.019
.010
.000
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Table 6.17.9: Mann-Whitney test-comparison of the groups
(up to 18 participants identified the errors)

Ranks

Group N Mean
Rank

Sum of 
Ranks

Times errors were identified Guidelines 45 42.69 1921.00
Patterns 45 48.31 2174.00
Total 90

Group Efficiency Guidelines 45 40.43 1819.50
Patterns 45 50.57 2275.50
Total 90

Test Statistics

Errors Identified 
for each group

Group
Efficiency

Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. (1-tailed) 
Point Probability

886.000
1921.000

-1.028
.304
.306
.153
.001

784.500
1819.500

-1.844
.065
.065
.033
.000
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Appendix 6.18: Questionnaire - opinion of students about
patterns/guidelines

Web Design Sem inar 
D epartm ent of Automation and Engineering

S urnam e:......    Name:.............................. .
Use an X in marking your answers to the next questions. Please answer all questions.

Q11 :The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very helpful In explaining how to improve a website. 
I disagree totally I disagree I neither agree nor disagree I agree I agree totally

□ □   □  □ □
What do you suggest to  improve the instructions in the booklet?

Q12: i believe that the section in the course about the guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my skills.
Not at all Little Moderately Much Very much

□  □ □ _ □ □

Q21: How much time did you spend every week on studying and practising in the seminar?
Less than an hour 1-2 hours 2-4 hours 4-6 hours More than 6 hours

______□ _ _________g__________ g_________g____________g_______
Q22: How much time did you spend reading the booklet of guidelines/patterns before the final examination? 

Lessthananhour 1-2 hours 2-3 hours 3-5 hours More than 5 hours
o □ □ □ o

Q31: How often did you use the booklet during the exercise for the design task?
Not at all A little Moderately Much Very much

 g___________□ ________g________ g____________g______ _
Q32: In future, will you use guidelines/patterns if you are required to design other sites?

Definitely yes Yes Neutral No Absolutely not
 g___________g__________ g________ g___________ ________ _

041: The guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in designing websites, after the initial tutorials 
using Front Page.
Not at all Only a little Moderately A lot Very much

□ g______________g________ g g

Part
Q51: How useful were the guidelines/patterns for designing the Infofstos site?

Not at all Only a little Moderately A lot Very much
g g g □ □

Q52: How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the evaluation of the site that was given to you 
Not at all Only a little Moderate A lot Very Much

 g______________g______________g___________g_______________□
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Appendix 6.19: Attitude towards patterns and guidelines

Group Statistics

Group N Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error 
Mean

Q ll Guidelines 20 4.200 .410 .0918
Patterns 19 4.368 .496 .1137

Q12 Guidelines 20 3.850 .745 .1666
Patterns 19 4.263 .562 .1289

Q21 Guidelines 20 2.700 .733 .1638
Patterns 19 2.895 .658 .1509

Q22 Guidelines 20 1.600 .503 .1124
Patterns 19 1.579 .507 .1164

Q31 Guidelines 20 2.500 .761 .1701
Patterns 19 2.895 .809 .1857

Q32 Guidelines 20 4.200 .696 .1556
Patterns 19 4.789 .419 .0961

Q41 Guidelines 20 3.650 .813 .1817
Patterns 19 4.105 .459 .1053

Q51 Guidelines 20 3.900 .788 .1762
Patterns 19 4.000 .745 .1710

Q52 Guidelines 20 4.100 .852 .1906
Patterns 19 4.053 .780 .1789

Q ll: The guidelines/patterns, provided for study, were very helpful in explaining how to improve a
website.

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q ll 4.00 Count 16 12 28

% within Group 80.0% 63.2% 71.8%
5.00 Count 4 7 11

% within Group 20.0% 36.8% 28.2%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 1.365(b) 1 .243 .301 .209
Continuity Correction(a) .660 1 .417
Likelihood Ratio 1.376 1 .241 .301 .209
Fisher's Exact Test .301 .209
Linear-by-Linear Association 1.330(c) 1 .249 .301 .209 .146
N of Valid Cases 39
a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.36.
c The standardized statistic is 1.153.
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Q12:1 believe that the section in the course about the guidelines/patterns helped me to improve my
skills.

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q12 2.00 Count 1 0 1

% within Group 5.0% .0% 2.6%
3.00 Count 4 1 5

% within Group 20.0% 5.3% 12.8%
4.00 Count 12 12 24

% within Group 60.0% 63.2% 61.5%
5.00 Count 3 6 9

% within Group 15.0% 31.6% 23.1%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 3.777(a) 3 .287 .274
Likelihood Ratio 4.307 3 .230 .274
Fisher's Exact Test 3.537 .290
Linear-by-Linear Association 3.531(b) 1 .060 .065 .048 .033
N of Valid Cases 39
a 6 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49. 
b The standardized statistic is 1.879.

Q21: How much time did you spend every week on studying and practising in the seminar?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q21 2.00 Count 9 5 14

% within Group 45.0% 26.3% 35.9%
3.00 Count 8 11 19

% within Group 40.0% 57.9% 48.7%
4.00 Count 3 3 6

% within Group 15.0% 15.8% 15.4%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 1.592(a) 2 .451 .466
Likelihood Ratio 1.609 2 .447 .466
Fisher's Exact Test 1.638 .466
Linear-by-Linear Association .765(b) 1 .382 .491 .260 .126
N of Valid Cases 39
a 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.92.
b The standardized statistic is .875.
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Q22: How much time did you spend reading the booklet of guidelines/patterns before the final
examination?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q22 1.00 Count 8 8 16

% within Group 40.0% 42.1% 41.0%
2.00 Count 12 11 23

% within Group 60.0% 57.9% 59.0%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square .018(b) 1 .894 1.000 .576
Continuity Correction(a) .000 1 1.000
Likelihood Ratio .018 1 .894 1.000 .576
Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 .576
Linear-by-Linear Association .017(c) 1 .895 1.000 .576 .252
N of Valid Cases 39
a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.79. 
c The standardized statistic i s -.132.

Q31: How often did you use the booklet during the exercise for the design task?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q31 1.00 Count 2 1 3

% within Group 10.0% 5.3% 7.7%
2.00 Count 7 3 10

% within Group 35.0% 15.8% 25.6%
3.00 Count 10 13 23

% within Group 50.0% 68.4% 59.0%
4.00 Count 1 1 2

% within Group 5.0% 5.3% 5.1%
5.00 Count 0 1 1

% within Group .0% 5.3% 2.6%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 3.301(a) 4 .509 .695
Likelihood Ratio 3.739 4 .443 .695
Fisher's Exact Test 3.484 .512
Linear-by-Linear Association 2.373(b) 1 .123 .163 .091 .052
N of Valid Cases 39
a 7 cells (70.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49.
b The standardized statistic is 1.541.
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Q32: In fu tu re , will you use guidelines/patterns if  you a re  required  to design o ther sites?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q32 3.00 Count 3 0 3

% within Group 15.0% .0% 7.7%
4.00 Count 10 4 14

% within Group 50.0% 21.1% 35.9%
5.00 Count - 7 15 22

% within Group 35.0% 78.9% 56.4%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 8.460(a) 2 .015 .009
Likelihood Ratio 9.767 2 .008 .009
Fisher's Exact Test 7.935 .009
Linear-by-Linear Association 8.172(b) 1 .004 .005 .003 .003
N of Valid Cases 39
a 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.46. 
b The standardized statistic is 2.859.

Q41:The guidelines/patterns helped me develop my abilities in designing websites, after learning
FrontPage.

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q411 2.00 Count 3 0 3

% within Group 15.0% .0% 7.7%
3.00 Count 2 1 3

% within Group 10.0% 5.3% 7.7%
4.00 Count 14 15 29

% within Group 70.0% 78.9% 74.4%
5.00 Count 1 3 4

% within Group 5.0% 15.8% 10.3%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 4.345(a) 3 .227 .331
Likelihood Ratio 5.554 3 .135 .331
Fisher's Exact Test 3.970 .331
Linear-by-Linear Association 4.180(b) 1 .041 .062 .033 .024
N of Valid Cases 39
a 6 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.46.
b The standardized statistic is 2.045.
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Q51: How useful w ere the  guidelines/patterns fo r designing the  Infolstos site?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q51 1.00 Count 1 0 1

% within Group 5.0% .0% 2.6%
2.00 Count 0 1 1

% within Group .0% ; 5.3% 2.6%
3.00 Count . 1 2 3

% within Group 5.0% 10.5% 7.7%
4.00 Count 16 12 28

% within Group 80.0% 63.2% 71.8%
5.00 Count 2 4 6

% within Group 10.0% 21.1% 15.4%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 3.548(a) 4 .471 .462
Likelihood Ratio 4.340 4 .362 .462
Fisher's Exact Test 3.475 .462
Linear-by-Linear Association .169(b) 1 .681 .843 .426 .148
N of Valid Cases 39
a 8 cells (80.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49. 
b The standardized statistic is .411.

Q52: How useful were the guidelines/patterns for the evaluation of the site that was given to you?

Crosstabulation
Group Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Q52 1.00 Count 1 0 1

% within Group 5.0% .0% 2.6%
2.00 Count 0 1 1

% within Group .0% 5.3% 2.6%
3.00 Count 0 2 2

% within Group .0% 10.5% 5.1%
4.00 Count 14 11 25

% within Group 70.0% 57.9% 64.1%
5.00 Count 5 5 10

% within Group 25.0% 26.3% 25.6%
Total Count 20 19 39

% within Group 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 4.337(a) 4 .362 .484
Likelihood Ratio 5.880 4 .208 .450
Fisher's Exact Test 3.879 .531
Linear-by-Linear Association .034(b) 1 .855 1.000 .505 .147
N of Valid Cases 39
a 7 cells (70.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49.
b The standardized statistic i s -.183.
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Appendix 6.20: Questionnaire template

Web Design and Evaluation Seminar 
Department of Automation and Engineering

Full Name: Class:

About the interview
In She final tutorials of the seminar done in the classroom without the use of computers, some guidelines and patterns were 
presented about Web Design. There are two ways of presenting usability principles, one is with guidelines and the other is 
with patterns. Half of the class attended the Guidelines Tutorial and the other half the Patterns Tutorial. The guidelines and 
patterns were the same but were presented in two different forms. In the classroom you also received a booklet. You 
attended the tutorial using guidelines.
For the completion of the questionnaire you must open the file sampleJPGs,rar you were sent. Inside the file you will find 
two compressed files in .pdf format: Rsample_.guidelin8s.pdf (guidelines) and Rsample_patterns.pdf (patterns). If you 
have not received them, please let me know and I wiU send them lo you again.
The two files contain only a  few of the guidelines you were taught about web design. You can see that the essence of the 
two forms of advice (guidelines and patterns) is the same. The form of presentation differs for
Patterns: [Name-Example-When it is used-Solution-O ther Examples]
Guidelines: [Title -  Instruction -  Comments - Only one example]
Open the two .pdf files Rsample_guJdelines.pdf and Rsamplejpattems.pdf and try to compate some patterns and the 
correspondign guidelines

1. In future, in what format would you prefer the advice on Web Design to be presented? In Guideline format or 
Pattern format or Neutral? Use only one X to mark the appropriate box.

Guideline format Neutral Pattern format
Guideline Guideline Guideline P attern Pattern Pattern
strongly m oderately sHghtfy slightly m oderately strongly ;:

□ □ ft. .yl, ■ft..; Oft 'ft -y/ftftO 'ftftft □

r 2. In the last exercise you designed the site for the “Infoistos" company: you made several errors or you did not perform as 
expected in the following categories or you have violated the following usability principles:
1.

f tftftftft. ft;ftftft. ftft/ftft

I ’ft - ft ft ’f t f t v’ f t ’’ ft f t ft ' f t l  ' f t  f t - f t f t  f t f t f t ' f t ? ft ft / f t i f t f t f t f t . f t / f t f t . f t f t  f t f t ' f t f t f t t f t f t f t f f t f t / f t f t f t f t  f t f t f t f t f t  1ft/ f t f t f t f t f t f t / f t f t / y/ f t f t f t /

What was the reason for this or to what can you attribute this? Did you have in mind what you were taught during the 
! seminar, and also the advice in the booklet?...................................................
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Questions

1. Compare the pattern with the equivalent guideline
The two forms present the same advice. Which of the two forms do you prefer and why? (Which do you understand 
belter or which facilitates your learning more or which explains better what must be done, and why?)

2. Compare the pattern with the equivalent guideline 
i The two forms present the same advice. Which of the two forms do you prefer and why? (Which do you understand 
I  . better or which facilitates your learning more or which explains better what must be done, and why?)

3. Compare the pattern with the 4 guidelines
The pattern is bigger because in essence it corresponds to four guidelines. The two formats present the same 
advice. Which of the two formats do you prefer and why? (Which do you understand better or which helps you 

> , more or which explains better what you should do, and why?)

4. Compare the pattern with the 4 guidelines
I The pattern is bigger because in essence it corresponds to four guidelines. The two formats present the same
f advice. Which of the two formats do you prefer and why? (Which do you understand better or which helps you
L more or which explains better what you should do, and why?)

! 5. Now that you have compared the guidelines with the patterns, what appeals most to you in the patterns? What
I draws your attention? What is their best point? What is their advantage? Which of the two is more understandable?
s .  Which of the two gives you the most guidance? Give reasons for your answer,

t 6. Now that you have compared the guidelines with the patterns, what appeals most to you in the patterns? What
? draws your attention? What is their best point? What is their advantage? Which of the two is more understandable?
< Which of the two gives you the most guidance? Give reasons for your answer.

s  7. What are your reasons for attending the seminar? „ , -

8. With regards to your personal ways of learning and studying, how do you organize your study and retain 
information in your brain? How do you remember better, with pictures or with text or with something else?

9. What influenced you the most when applying the suggestions and the advice given in the patterns/guidelines? Was 
; it your studying the booklet or the class tutorial or something else?.
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Appendix 6.21: Statistical test - Preference of students 
Table 6.21.1: Chi-square test

Prefernce Crosstabulation (simple vs. compound patterns)
TypeSimpeCompound Total
Simple Compound Simple

Preference Neutral Count 1 1 2
% within
TypeSimpeCompound

1.5% 1.5% 1.5%

Patterns Count 60 48 108
% within
TypeSimpeCompound

88.2% 70.6% 79.4%

Guidelines Count 7 19 26
% within
TypeSimpeCompound

10.3% 27.9% 19.1%

Total Count 68. 68 136
% within
TypeSimpeCompound

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 6.872(a) 2 .032 .022
Likelihood Ratio 7.090 2 .029 .032
Fisher's Exact Test 7.107 .015
Linear-by-Linear Association 6.015(b) 1 .014 .023 .011 .008
N of Valid Cases 136
a 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.00. 
b The standardized statistic is 2.453.
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Table 6.21.2: Chi-square test

Preference Crosstabulation (both groups)
groups Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
Preference Guidelines moderately Count 2 0 2

% within groups 12.5% .0% 5.9%
Guidelines slightly Count 1 0 1

% within groups 6.3% .0% 2.9%
Neutral Count 1 1 2

% within groups 6.3% • 5.6% 5.9%
Patterns slightly Count 2 4 6

% within groups 12.5% 22.2% 17.6%
Patterns strongly Count 8 5 13

% within groups 50.0% 27.8% 38.2%
Patterns strongly Count 2 8 10

% within groups 12.5% 44.4% 29.4%
Total Count 16 18 34

%  within groups 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 7.869(a) 5 .164 .139
Likelihood Ratio 9.274 5 .099 .149
Fisher's Exact Test 7.531 .108
Linear-by-Linear Association 3.881(b) 1 .049 .057 .032 .016
N of Valid Cases 34
a 9 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .47. 
b The standardized statistic is 1.970.

Table 6.21.3: Chi-square test

Preference Crosstabulation (all participants)
groups Total

Guidelines Patterns Guidelines
only pat 
guid neur

Guidelines Count 3 0 3
% within groups 18.8% .0% 8.8%

Neutral Count 1 1 2
% within groups 6.3% 5.6% 5.9%

Patterns Count 12 17 29
% within groups 75.0% 94.4% 85.3%

Total Count 16 18 34
% within groups 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Point
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 3.757(a) 2 .153 .160
Likelihood Ratio 4.908 2 .086 .160
Fisher's Exact Test 3.582 .160
Linear-by-Linear Association 3.365(b) 1 .067 .094 .063 .047
N of Valid Cases 34
a 4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .94.
b The standardized statistic is 1.834.
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Appendix 6.22: Patterns and guidelines for comparison
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Appendix 6.23: Nvivo analysis (screenshot)
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